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saving time.
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Collectively educate all of
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You have full distribution rights to this work & may pass it on or give it
away free to as many people as you like, just as long as it is not altered
or sold, and a link to Trendirama.com is provided.
When using excerpts, please cite:
“Mobile, Domains & The Future, by Javier Marti”
This work is licenced under the Creative Commons AttributionNo Derivative Works 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of
this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second
Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94105, USA.
Legal Disclaimer
The information provided on this book has been compiled for research, educational and entertainment purposes only. Javier
Marti makes no warranties about the accuracy or completeness of any information contained on this book or associated
websites. Javier Marti and his team will not accept any liability for any loss, damage or other injury resulting from its use.
Links to other web sites are provided for your convenience and Javier Marti is not responsible for the information
contained on those web sites. The provision of a link to another web site does not constitute an endorsement or approval of
that web site, or any products or services offered on that web site, by Javier Marti. Javier Marti will not accept any liability
for the use of those links to connect to web sites that are not under Javier Marti ‘s control.
Links to other web sites are provided for your convenience and Javier Marti is not responsible for the information
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Javier Marti, his team members, affiliate partners, officers, employees, agents, contractors, successors and assigns do not
accept any liability; For any investment decisions made on the basis of this information. This book and its associated websites do not constitute
financial advice and should not be taken as such.
For any damages or losses whatsoever, arising out of, or in any way related to, the use of this site and any other site lined to
this Site.
The limitation on liability contained in paragraph four applies to direct, indirect, consequential, special, punitive or other
damages that you or others may suffer, as well as damages for loss of profit, business interruption or the loss of data or
information.
Nothing in this book or associated websites constitutes or is intended to constitute an offer of, or an invitation to purchase
or subscribe for, any product or service.
Javier Marti holds the copyright to this book and associated websites. Javier Marti grants you a limited license to download
this book for your personal use only. You are not permitted to reproduce or alter this Site, or any copy of it, for any other
purpose without the prior express written consent of Javier Marti.
Javier Marti reserves the right to make changes to thus book and its associated websites, at any time and without notice.
Financial Disclaimer
Javier Marti does not accept any liability for any investment decisions made on the basis of this information. This book and
associated websites do not constitute financial advice and should not be taken as such. It is strongly recommended that you
obtain professional advice before proceeding with any investment.
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The true measure of a man is not how much
he makes, it’s how much he gives.
To my parents, friends, teachers, and all those who helped me along the way.
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Dear Javier,
Let me introduce myself. I'm "Mark's Wife". I am writing to confirm that his opinions are never wrong. He is the perfect
husband. I can find no faults in him. I am a lucky woman............By the way.Good Luck! with your project.
Thank you,
Mark's Wife
PS- No need to call and confirm this is me writing. It's me....really
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"That's not how I was trained. I was trained as a computer engineer. So I understand how to
build computers, how to make software. I've learned on my own a lot of other things. If you look
at the people who have high impact, they have pretty general knowledge. They don't have a
really narrowly focused education."
Larry Page, Google Founder

Why did I write this book? An honest note from Javier
Some people have asked me why I offer this book for free? Why am I not sending it to publishers?
Selling it through Ebay? Or charging for it on my websites?
The answer is simple: this book is being given away for free so that more people can benefit from it,
regardless of their means, nationality or location.
I have also tried to write this book in as simple terms as possible, to make it easy for readers - without
previous knowledge of mobile technology- to understand all these concepts, whilst keeping the
information exposed interesting and informative.
Naturally, as this is my first book, it is also a “presentation card” and promotional tool. Hopefully this
book will help me win new business while providing interesting and valuable information to its
readers in a genuine win-win situation.
Thus, I would like to ask you if you like this book. Please show it to others by whatever means you
can. You can also translate it, link to it, comment on it, quote from it…
Your help in promotion is the best way to pay me for it. I ask for nothing else.
If you are a potential client or partner, work in the media and find this book interesting... please give
me a call now. This book makes for interesting programs and debate. Don’t let those in your network
learn about all this exciting stuff somewhere else!
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Introduction
Welcome to the exciting world of the mobile Internet!
Here you will learn all you need to know in order to understand some interesting things that are going
on in your world and some other things you do not need but may well want to know as well! It is all in
here.
Why am I excited about mobile?
Have you ever owned a magic wand? Would you not be excited about it? Well, you already have it. As
you read these words, your personal magic wand is probably a few meters -if not a few centimetersaway from you.
Your mobile is your magic wand. You see... Every time you switch on your mobile phone, you open a
huge imaginary window into a different, modern and vibrant world, full of possibilities. With only that
little machine in your hands, you can do a myriad of exciting things to make your life easier, more
interesting, and overall much more enjoyable. And this is just the beginning!...
There is no device that has enjoyed so much favor and personal attention from us, ever! This is for a
reason, have you ever thought of it? Have you ever looked at it this way? Whether you realize it or not,
you already own that magic wand. It is in your pocket or purse; right now!

Nigerians in some urban areas uses their mobile phones for security; recent calls to the local
vigilante group have resulted in quite a few robbers being arrested within a short period of time.
Other case studies tell of both women and men who have started their own businesses selling
airtime, handsets or mobile phone accessories and have been largely successful in supporting
their families and even being able to afford educational opportunities.
http://mobileactive.org/book-review-nigeria-goes-mobile

I propose that you view it another way. Now picture this image in your mind: In an imaginary world, a
person of your age just one hundred years ago is visiting you. Now he looks at the shiny and brightly
lit object that you place next to your ear before seemingly starting a strange conversation with yourself
in a loud voice.
Now explain what you have done to this person. Next explain what you can do with it, what text
messages are and how you use them. What is a “voice machine”? Why the screen light turns itself off
without you touching it or pulling any string or lever and how this object can take an image of
anything and send it to a friend of yours that lives nine thousand kilometers away from you, in another
continent, in a second.
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Do you see what I mean now? In the same way as the aboriginal Indians would be excited to see
colored mirrors brought by the conquerors. For someone that comes from the past, the device you
carry with you would be nothing short of magical, he would be extremely excited about it, would want
to show it to everyone and would give you all his possessions to own one.
It is no wonder that they would want to do that; with a mobile phone in your hands and regardless of
where you are; you can meet a partner or friends, take photos, pay at a till, get directions, have fun,
learn and share things in a way you never did before – not even on the Internet!
In this book, I will not only show you the powers that your magic wand has today, but also those that it
will have tomorrow. You are in for a very exciting trip.

Location-based dating—GPS plus dating services plus mobile phones means love may be just
around the corner. Combining services such as the massively popular Adultfriendfinder.com
family of sites—which includes channels directed at everyone from seniors to Filipinos—with
mobiles will allow users to be alerted when someone who matches their profile is within
kissing distance.
http://changewaves.socialtechnologies.com/home/2008/2/14/the-future-of-love-10-forecasts-for-cupid.html

I shall also give you the keys to open a special door into this magic world: the commercial door. I will
show you an interesting way to make money through all of these developments, just by learning some
simple concepts and without much work.
I shall also put you in touch with people who are doing all this already and will tell you their story,
point you to the places where you can further increase your knowledge and show you the future so that
you are prepared and can make the most of it. Oh! you’ll also find here most of the secrets that I learnt
so far about this subject. Is there a better deal for free?

...in our fast moving world, the most valuable knowledge many people have is tacit knowledge,
much of which is so new that they have difficultly articulating it, much less abstracting and
codifying it
http://edgeperspectives.typepad.com/edge_perspectives/2008/01/fractal-spikes.html

Some parts of this book may seem unrelated to the main subject of discussion. However, and in order
to provide all the keys to a sound understanding of the mobile world, I am obliged to mention all the
other factors influencing it. If you don’t understand why something is there, keep on reading…and you
will.

Please bear in mind that this is not a technical or specialist book. I shall deliberately stay away from
technical terms as 3G, ebitda2, MVNO, or deal with subjects like how different domain auctions
work, or the changes in the structure of the ICANN’s management board.
The purpose of this book is to be a thorough introduction to these issues…but done in such a way
that even a layperson could understand without much effort.
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For the purists and domainers: why is this book is necessary...and why about Dotmobi?
There is nothing else like it as of today. This book is an overview of all things related to the
Dotmobi extension and the Mobile Internet environment, where I try to reconcile the four different
worlds of my speciality: technology, psychology, sociology and general business strategy, under a
common denominator of all things mobile.
This book will raise questions, as well as give answers, regarding Dotmobi and that is a good thing.
At the time of writing, many of the implementation, standardization, mass adoption and
technological aspects of Dotmobi have not been fully ironed out, and some important questions
currently remain unanswered.
Although we would all like to be praised for our efforts, this book is not set out to be a reference
masterpiece for years to come, but rather a subjective tour of the key issues regarding the mobile
world in all its component parts, including meeting the courageous people who, as I write, are
making all of this happen.

May this book serve as a tribute to those who risk it all for their dreams,
to those who bet it all with courage in any walk of life…because those
are the only ones that push humanity forward.
This book is also my first official contribution to the progress of humanity, of which I expect my
mother to be proud -although my chances on this respect are slim: she does not speak English, is not
terribly interested in the subject, and for some obscure reason seems much more concerned about the
quality of my diet than about the infinite possibilities the mobile world has to offer, anyway.
By the way, please note that I am going to break a few publishing rules here:
1. I may well publish this material as a blog, Wiki or website.
2. I shall give it away for free.
3. I will change the text of this book as many times as necessary as I learn more about this
subject, in order to make the exposed material richer and keep it updated.
4. I reserve the right to be wrong and to change my writing accordingly.

At the time of writing, all the options are open, since I see this book as a living thing that will grow
and mature to be the best that it can be. As such, it will develop and grow as more information
becomes available. (Knowledge should not be in the hands of only a few chosen ones. You may be the
one teaching me next year, who knows?)
Whatever happen....stay tuned. The best is yet to come.
In the meantime, you have the first and crucial piece of this exciting puzzle in your very hands (or
screen!).
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I. THE BIT
REVOLUTION
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The current revolution: mass migration to the online world
Are you really aware of it?
Did you notice? Have you heard about it? As we speak, there is a revolution going
on, a revolution like no other. It is about industry. It is about services. And
ultimately, it is about…you. We could call it the silent revolution. Or perhaps the
upside-down revolution3. Unlike in the past century, this time there are no massive
metallic, scary steam-blowing machines, majestic structures or impressing means of
transport, or vast physical factories with thousands of workers frantically moving
around to produce the first mass produced goods the world has ever seen...but the
changes this revolution brings are no less profound.
Unlike political revolutions, this time there are no clear sides to line up with, no way to revert the
situation, no clear winners or losers and no particular place to wage the battles against this radically
different status quo we are heading towards. This revolution is everywhere, with every man and
woman on their own. This revolution has the potential to ruin our lives, or to make them the most
incredible, exciting and positive experiences that we could have ever dreamed of. It is up to us how
we live it...but whatever path we take, whatever way we choose to deal with it, there is only one way
to enjoy it and come out of it “victorious”. And the first step to do it, is to be aware of it.
For this revolution is even more powerful and world changing than anything we have seen before, if
only by the scale and the speed of changes.
Swiftly and surely, everything is changing right before our eyes…yet few of us seem to realise that
this is going on, let alone the full extent of the forces at work, and how they affect each and every
single one of us individually.
This subtle, ongoing, ever expanding revolution is what I call “The Bit revolution”.

The Bit revolution
It is not clear when the Bit revolution started. Was it with the first computer in the mid fourties? Was it
with the first Chinese abacus a few thousand years ago or through the mathematical equations behind
the engineering of the Enigma machine? No one really knows.
What we certainly know is that our world is changing very rapidly, becoming a global interconnected
network of information where all sorts of transactions take place almost at the speed of light. And as in
demonstrated through the Chaos theory, every component of the chain suffers and reacts to even the
slightest change or tension in any of the other links, even if this is difficult to see at a first glance4.
And most of the time, we are not aware of it.
Often we do not realize the extent and scope of the changes taking place, simply because they are
difficult to see while they are happening.
Unfortunately, we are becoming a society of specialists where we can only see our little everyday
realities, this makes us totally blind to the big picture of events in which our very own lives are
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What I call the Bit revolution is not one particular phenomena, but rather all and every one the
implications of being able to transfer information, multimedia files, and capital around the world in
real time. After all, what good can computing power without a machine that helps us to convert raw
information in the priceless pieces of information that cover that vital human need: communication?
How many times have we re-invented the wheel throughout history simply because we did not know
that someone was already doing it somewhere else?
There is no doubt that sheer computing power has been one of the main driving forces of technological
development in the last few decades. But this is not enough. I see communication between systems
and the people managing these systems as far more complex, powerful and far-reaching than what any
highly advanced piece of technology could do on its own. I’ll give an example?

22 MB that are changing the world
Take, for example, the advent of Voice over IP technology (VOIP: The process of transmitting spoken
word conversation as a digital signal via the internet in ‘real-time’). How can 22 MB of software
change forever the way and the frequency with which we travel? How can it impact the bottom line of
all fortune 500 corporations saving millions of dollars a year and facilitate the diffusion of the realities
of war in the Middle East and around the world that will one day ignite the toppling of an authoritarian
government?
Yet when a corporation adopts the use of VOIP tools across the board, like Skype; literally overnight
executives need not travel so often to manage other branches of the company. International
collaboration blossoms and streamlines processes, a fairly common occurrence in the consulting
world- at the same time that the travel expenditure per executive plummets. The company saves
valuable assets in the form of executive time and money that can be deployed in other projects or
invested in new ventures.
This all happens because of those 22MB of information. In fact, that little piece of software has
created surplus wealth where there once was none, increased motivation and changed forever the
overall way in which that company does business. The new opportunities now open to this company
will in turn steer its course to navigate uncharted waters, a fact that by itself will again, create
opportunities and threats somewhere else in the fabric of society.
In the same way, and on other fronts, the potential for technology to affect the way we behave, learn
and communicate can have profound and long lasting effects that are not easy to see with the naked
eye. For example, those same 22 MB of software can be used by dissidents of a dictatorial regime to
let the outside world know their reality in real time, prompting immediate response internationally and
initiating a chain of events that may well eventually liberate that country of oppression.
In this example a single 22MB piece of software has changed the lives and destinies of millions of
people forever, perhaps in a matter of weeks, not years.
There are many more examples of the domino effect originating from small, seemingly unimportant
events that may go unnoticed. Have you ever wondered how a drop of 0.5% in the commission
charged for international money transfer services affects the economy of Nigeria?
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How does access to a presentation from Harvard or an article in Trendirama.com help a teacher in
Thailand demonstrate to a student how a key fact will change our lives forever, once that student
becomes an inventor?
How does a picture sent to the press culminate within hours with the end of a politician’s reputation
that took decades to be forged?
The interconnectedness between these components of reality and their potential impact on our lives are
the bricks with which we, futurists, build new knowledge structures and assumptions every day. Our
job is to look at the big picture, to be able to detect the patterns in seemingly unrelated events and
assess how they affect individuals and enterprises alike. But if you are not a futurist, are you aware of
it? You should be!

High oil prices are fueling one of the biggest transfers of wealth in history. (...) The consequences
are evident in minds and mortar: anger at Chinese motor-fuel pumps and inflated confidence in
the Kremlin; new weapons in Chad and new petrochemical plants in Saudi Arabia; no-driving
campaigns in South Korea and bigger sales for Toyota hybrid cars; a fiscal burden in Senegal
and a bonanza in Brazil. In Burma, recent demonstrations were triggered by a government
decision to raise fuel prices.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21718926/

That’s great news. The future can only get better! Right?
Well, not exactly, since there are not only opportunities in these changes. Unfortunately, the
interconnection among apparently unrelated events in different parts of the world is not only
facilitating new discoveries and bettering our lives.
The new status quo is also - among other things - also leaving an ever larger number of people out of
the workforce every year, tightening the grip on surveillance on every one of us, curtailing our
liberties, creating unnecessary bureaucracy, increasing the overall cost of living, impeding the
economic development of some nations, creating a much wider divide between rich and poor,
widening the gap between “haves” and “have nots”, increasing information overload, pushing anxiety,
stress and depression rates to abnormally high levels, militarizing our police forces6, leaving us more
vulnerable than ever to subtle but deadly attacks7, wiping out the middle classes and clogging up our
legal system.
That is the bad news. Better to tell you early on, but don’t despair. There is individual hope
(as an antibody injected in a patient to innoculate a more lethal virus) these changes and their
repercussions need not be negative on a personal level, if we simply count on their making to our
advantage: information. If there is one place where we can find that information, that place is the
Internet.
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The digital revolution is here. Where are you?
If there is one technology that has changed the rules of the game forever and on a major scale at all
levels; it has probably been the internet.
What started as a military network of basic computers, relatively quickly turned into a source of news
and communication for scientific teams around the world.
However, the significant breakthroughs would only come with mass adoption of the technology... so
much so in fact, that allowing the public free access to the basic network opened up an unlimited
world of interesting possibilities for all those involved.
In a matter of months the first websites appeared, starting with what is said to be the oldest website
known from w3. Next would come the first few and ugly sketchy commercial websites and
information web pages, the real pioneers of the Internet revolution still to come at that time.

"When I took office, only high energy physicists had ever heard of what is called the World
Wide Web ... Now even my cat has it's own page."
Bill Clinton

But then things started to accelerate (in historical terms) at astonishing speed; in a matter of ten short
years up to the year 2000, we went from communicating with the rest of the world paying exhorbitant
telephone charges, to doing it for mere cents! We went from learning about the news through the
established media channels, to being able to access any source of news, from anywhere, in real time;
we went from shopping strictly during office hours, to shopping and booking our holidays online
24hrs a day with pioneers like Amazon, Dell and Ryanair and from transferring money by physically
visiting a bank, to managing all our finances through a computer, regardless of where our bank is
located.
Times have changed indeed…
Although it is hard for most of us to remember those times, the availability of information about all
sorts of subjects that we now take for granted was simply not there just a few years ago, but has since
totally changed the way we communicate, use services and get informed in a radical way.

Pensioners are shunning the high street in favor of letting their mouse take the strain with a
variety of online purchases. Travel tickets are the most popular item bought online with 45% of
retirees surfing the net to book flight, cruise or coach tickets. In addition, one in three uses the
Internet to pick up the latest CD, DVD or theatre tickets.
http://www.axa.co.uk/media/pressreleases/2007/pr20070202_1100.html
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Can you afford not to live your life online?
Today we conduct business, work and in an increasing number of cases, spend most if not all of our
leisure time online. This trend is identical regardless which corner of the world we focus on and
increasingly similar across demographic groups. Almost without realizing it, we have become a highly
electronically dependent race.
We have become addicted! As anyone who has not had access to the Internet or email for a few days
can testify- the lack of this information may not only have very real and damaging economic
consequences for us, but also affects our social life, habits and eventually, our mental well-being.
In fact this trend is so strong, that in some countries legislation is being studied regarding making
access to the Internet a basic human right. A basic human right! Like work, water, food, and
shelter...that's how far we have come in this short period of time.
And it continues as we speak. We are now negotiating one of the last barriers on our way to fully
migrating, -in one way or another and for different reasons - to our newly created online universes; be
it to shop, play, work, or just for the mere pleasure of communicating with other human beings.
Through mandate or choice; we are now completely hooked to the flow of information coming to our
screens in real-time from all corners of the world. At work, we are taking our decisions based on the
information computers feed back to us, managing people, resources and information.8 Almost at the
speed of light.
In any case, our relationship with computers and the Internet is not limited to our social or professional
world. Our dependence on computers is also affecting us at home and in our relationships.
Totally immersed in the flow of positive stimuli that computers provide, we have quickly and
comprehensively come to cherish our online friends as much or more than our physical friends, we
feel loved or unloved depending on the attention that we receive from others via email and chat, and
we have even created alter egos with which to live adventures we could never experience in our
boring, offline little world. In fact, some of us are taking this even further, by totally immersing
ourselves in our parallel lives.
The attraction is growing by the day. As we go ahead making money, expressing ourselves, cheating
on our partners, spreading knowledge, looking for jobs, helping our favorite causes, and screening our
potential employees online. Our integration with the digital world becomes more and more
important...almost an essential part of life. In a way the magnetism of this limitless world is so
powerful, that the more we do, the more we want to do online.

The research reveals what it's really like to be a pensioner in 11 countries across the globe (…)
The study shows that surfing the Internet has overtaken more traditional pastimes such as DIY
and gardening.
http://www.axa.co.uk/media/pressreleases/2007/pr20070202_1100.html
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Unlike previous “crazes” in history, this change is not limited in entry to an age group, a particular
social status or a specific place. This new medium is open to everyone, levelling up the field and
tearing down the walled gardens that have held hostage and hidden the creativity of so many people
for so long.
At the same time, our institutional and commercial relationships are also changing because of this,
making the old elites feel uneasy, weak and vulnerable to face the new army of creators, writers,
musicians and business people knocking on their doors with increasing force to reclaim what has been
for so long denied to them.
This democratization of the creative process, our increased power to communicate globally in real
time and non-relenting technological advances should be a good thing for all involved in the long
term.
But there is a dark lining to this silver cloud too, for these very technologies that are allowing us to do
all this are also producing strong economic imbalances and unemployment all around us, and affecting
workers of all levels -from the lowest paid fruit-picker in the fields of Romania to the Hedge Fund
manager in Tokyo.
The main problem is simple: the new and highly optimized ways to do business, produce, store and
manipulate the information - raw material that this society increasingly depends on- tends to need
fewer and fewer of us to produce the same economic output.

At the same time, higher specialization is needed to achieve gainful employment in the new digital
society. Unfortunately; due to the cost of education, lack of subsidies and many other factors, not
everyone can afford the (attainment?) of these qualifications, and many of those who have a job today
may well lose it tomorrow.
Fewer jobs for fewer people
In this new state of affairs, all jobs are vulnerable. As the tide of outsourcing and robotization swiftly
sweeps through our factories and service industries, few sectors of the current economies in the
developed world remain untouched. No individual job that exists today, either in the public or private
sector, is guaranteed to be available in the near future.
…the information age suggests that more and more work will be done by machines, and less by
their human masters. Already, much of the lingering crisis in job creation is being blamed on
surging productivity -- companies just don't need as many people to get the job done.
Simultaneously, we're seeing that job functions have been shrinking -- the personal secretary is
almost a vanishing breed, middle managers, travel agents, etc. It's even extending to chief
information officers -- do you really need one?
http://accounting.smartpros.com/x41652.xml

But why does it all happen? One reason is our very globalized economic system, that pushes
corporations, small businesses and even the government to compete in an open marketplace where
other countries churn out products and services at a fraction of the cost, and sometimes in half the
time.
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Thus, the new economic pressures are creating today completely different economic systems in which,
if the work at hand is low skilled and needs to be done locally, it may be performed by illegal
immigrants - as construction or fruit picking in Spain sometimes is- or by workers especially brought
in or allowed to work filling specific gaps in the job market, as in the health sector in the United
Kingdom.

There is incontrovertible evidence that increasing the pool of unskilled labor lowers unskilled
wages and raises the level of unskilled unemployment. Blue-collar workers in the US have
suffered falling real wages and high joblessness because of the big influx of unskilled workers
from Latin America.
It is true that there is also evidence of a shortage of skilled workers, from IT specialists to
doctors, and we should bring them in where necessary-which is what the government is doing. If
companies can't find particular types of workers in Britain, they are free to get work permits for
any candidates they find abroad, and they are doing this in large numbers.
http://www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/article_details.php?id=5309

If the job is more highly skilled, or due to its size or other constraints it can neither be easily absorbed
by the black economy nor automated, it will eventually be outsourced. (Barclays bank call centers India)
Thus, the continuous outsourcing of the production process to the next low-cost country perpetuates a
downward trend in local wages, the quality of working conditions and the availability of local jobs.
“The world, says Rifkin, is fast polarizing into two potentially irreconcilable forces: on one side, an
information elite that controls and manages the high-tech global economy; and on the other, the
growing numbers of permanently displaced workers, who have few prospects and little hope for
meaningful employment in an increasingly automated world.”
http://www.foet.org/books/end-work.html
The unfortunate conclusion of all this is that we are left with a world in which only a few options are
open to us, and many that were open before are closing rapidly. We are discovering that no amount of
formal education is ever enough in the face of such powerful undermining market forces, and are
obliged to think fast on alternatives to our current professional situation.

“A new underclass of Japanese is living in 24-hour Internet cafes across the country, using
private booths to eat and sleep in after a long day in a low-paying job. (…) These people want to
find jobs, but there’s not enough steady work for them to save enough to pay for rent or, often,
buy enough food each day,”
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2007/08/28/wnet128.xml

Facing such uncertainty, sole-tradership - working for ourselves as individual commercial entitiesbecomes not only a desirable option, but for many of us, it may at some point be the only option left!
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According to the projections by the U.S. government, manufacturing jobs are expected to
decline by more than 5% by 2014 as production moves overseas. Same goes for textile workers,
such as sewing machine operators, who will see a 36% drop in employment. Technology will kill
off more office positions, such as file clerks. They'll see a 36% drop in their ranks by 2014.
Digital cameras will zap the manual photo processing industry by about 30%. And that guy who
comes around to read your electric meter? Expect to see a lot less of him, too.
http://www.forbes.com/business/2007/10/08/jobs-employment-economics-biz-wash-cx_bw_1009worstjobs.html

But then, the next question arises: "What to do? What are the growing sectors of the current economy?
Or at least what are the sectors that may be less affected by all these changes we detailed? What could
I do to make a living where I am, working for myself, starting right now, while I still have a job?"
Many of us have wondered about these issues before, and reached the same conclusion. If there is a
sector of the economy that still seems to offer good future prospects for sole traders, it is the industry
where the knowledge worker can meet and interact with the latest technological advances applied to
the management of information, and commerce. And that place, paradoxically, takes us to the place
where we started all this: the Internet.2

(02/02/2007) Survey finds Internet usage has edged ahead of DIY and gardening as OAPs'
favorite hobby
•
•
•

Using the Internet is the preferred hobby of pensioners
Four in ten retired people are regular e-shoppers
88% of silver surfers chat regularly with friends and family over the Internet

According to a report released by leading insurer AXA in 2007, Britain's pensioners have become a
generation of silvers surfers, with “surfing the Internet” overtaking more traditional pastimes such as
DIY and gardening, and retirees are spending an average of six hours online every week. 10
Furthermore, pensioners are shunning the high street in favor of letting their mouse take the strain with
a variety of online purchases. Travel tickets are the most popular item bought online with 45% of
retirees surfing the net to book flight, cruise or coach tickets. In addition, one in three uses the Internet
to pick up the latest CD, DVD or theatre tickets. Significantly, the benefit of purchasing essential
items like groceries online (common with 11%) saves pensioners from the long trip home clutching
heavy shopping.
2

WARNING: this fact may well change depending on the depth and length of the coming global economic reset. If the
economy suddenly send us back to the “stone age”, then whoever has the better people and manual skills is better than
anyone else, including those who are white collar workers today.
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Preferred pastimes for pensioners
Internet usage
41%
DIY / Gardening 39%
Specialist interest 36%
Travel
28%
Walking / hiking 28%
Most popular Internet activities of pensioners
E-mailing
84%
Searching for information 83%
Purchase travel tickets
45%
Banking
35%
Reading the news
28%
Average number of hours per week
spent by retired people online
USA
9 hours
Australia
7 hours
Canada
7 hours
UK
6 hours
New Zealand 6 hours
France
5 hours
Germany
4 hours
Japan
3 hours
Italy
2 hours
Spain
2 hours
As we can see, the Internet is taking up more and more of our time. We are becoming consumers of
products that someone, somewhere, is producing. But how exactly do these merchants benefit from the
new Digital Economy? That’s exactly what we are going to see next, when we wonder…
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What are people doing to make money on the Internet?

There are a myriad of ways to make money online and tons of good advice on the Internet for those
who want to learn. Since this book is not concerned with how to make money on the Internet today11 there are thousands of better books that do that already- let’s just make a quick review of some of the
major options to have your first steps into the digital world:
•

If you are talented at writing, you can write for yourself through a blog, or write for other
people’s websites. Some writers reportedly make six figures monthly in advertising revenue.
But remember, these are the exception, not the rule.3

•

If you are good at programming, you can work…you guessed it, as a freelance programmer.
One word of caution, though: remember that you may have to compete with programmers in
other countries that can outbid you in projects by selling their services at a much lower price
than you can. If the cost of living in a certain part of the world is ten times lower than where
you live, your competition can offer their services ten times more cheaply. Besides that,
demand in programming is relative -depending on your areas of expertise- and highly volatile,
and you’ll need to be up to date at all times. This means continuous study. If books and
studying are not something you are comfortable with, this is not a recommended option…

Despite all the advances--and expected job growth--in the computer industry, expect the number
of programmers to increase by about 2% between 2004-2014. Why? Outsourcing. Americans
who want a career in this field should find a specialization, like cyber-security.
http://www.forbes.com/business/2007/10/08/jobs-employment-economics-biz-wash-cx_bw_1009worstjobs.html

•

You can become a Web designer. Again, since pure design work is not constrained to a specific
language, a designer in the US will compete with designers from Romania, China, India and
other countries with a lower cost of living and will have to lower his rates accordingly.

•

If you like to learn the intricacies of search engines and how they rank websites and you get
good at it; you can become a Search Engine Optimization (SEO) consultant or work for a firm
on this field. This area is much more sheltered from foreign competition compared to design
and programming, since for SEO, a good command of the language in which you work is often
essential. SEO work is also often closely related to Web Analytics, which is, as we speak,
another growth area in industrialized countries.

•

If your inclination is towards pure business, you can try traffic arbitrage, which is basically
finding and exploiting the inefficiencies of the Internet economy by managing the flow of
traffic between different websites. Your objective here will be to buy visits to your own
websites at a lower cost than you can convert that traffic out into money when those users click
on an advertising link. A background in design and at least minimum programming is often
necessary (the more you outsource, the less profitable your arbitrage becomes)

•

If you don’t have the time or technical knowledge but you want to start right away, or if the
internet is just a hobby for you, you can try domaining, which is, in its simplest terms, dealing
with domain names as a commodity.

3

Survey on the money you can make blogging here
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/blogging_digestion_phase.php
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If you choose this latter path with which this book is most concerned, you have the right tool in your
hands –or in your screen.
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As a “domainer” your objective will be to identify and buy potentially profitable domain names, either
to sell them at a later date at a profit or to develop them into websites. These websites can then be
monetized in a number of ways, including users clicking on ads, generating leads for other businesses,
paid third-party advertising, and so on.
Some people strongly believe that buying and selling domain names is the most profitable business
there is today4. In fact, many of these domainers that started buying and selling domain names as a
hobby while still holding their full time jobs, later choose to become full time “domainers”, leaving
their old lives behind.
Some months ago, at my project Trendirama.com -“the fastest-growing community of amateur writers
and authors expressing their views of The Future”- Robert Haastrup Timmi, the founder of
Blackworld.com and veteran domain investor, affirmed with enthusiasm that domain names are the
best possible investment for the future, bar none5. But are they? In order to see the logic of that
affirmation, let’s first read the article, printed here literally, as initially published by Robert:

Why Domain Names are the Best Investment for the Future
unedited, as originally published by Robert Haastrup-Timmi – first published at Trendirama.com
Should you own a domain name? Should anyone? What are the ways to monetize a domain
name? Are domain names going to be important in the future? To find out this and much more,
read on...
What is happening right now on this field?
We are reaching a stage where natural awareness on Domain ownership is beginning to emerge.
While the idea of domain ownership is not ubiquitous, It actually is in terms of the considerable
number of companies, small businesses and would be investors realizing the intrinsic value of owning
a domain name.
As a result, we have seen a steady increase in domain value appreciation since the crash of the dot com
bubble. However, I posit the view that whilst the best words have indeed been registered mostly by
domain speculators, investors and businesses, there still remains an immense opportunity for the
novice investor to participate in what I perceive to be the biggest real estate boom of our time....
online!
Imagine what it was like 100 to 150 years ago, when pioneers scrambled for land ownership to build
their bricks and mortar in the Americas, parts of Africa, Australia and Asia; well, descendants of those
pioneers are still benefiting from land acquisitions their forebears made decades ago. For instance, the
Duke of Westminster owns vast hectares of land all over central London...how come? most of the
bricks and mortar built on this premium part of London pays a monthly or annual lease to whoever
owns that land and in fact, some properties may have their leases expiring in just a few years from
now, which means the bricks and mortar may end up in the hands of the original land owner!! I'm
assuming this practice is similar anywhere mostly in the developed world. Essentially, whoever gets
4

they are probably not very familiar with derivatives trading
http://trendirama.com/articles/internet/domain-names-and-the-future.html
Born and raised in London, England, of Nigerian parents,. Robert Haastrup-Timmi Founded Blackworld.com while living
in San Francisco, California and working full-time as Equity Compensation Analyst for Macromedia Inc. Prior to
Macromedia, Robert was a Senior Accounts Administrator at Merrill Lynch London, administering multi-million dollar
portfolios for Hedge Funds in International Prime Brokerage.Email: robert@blackworld.com
5
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there first buys the land and earns an income one way or the other on anything that is built on it,
making them pioneers and the ultra elite...forever! By the same token, pioneers to valuable online Real
Estate "Domain Names" are already or will be on their way to becoming the next wave of ultra elites
forever.
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It is also fair to say we are within the threshold of exponential growth in the domain industry. This
exponential growth partly stems from the gradual emergence of what I term Domain Service Providers
or DSP's in the last 3 years particularly.
To begin with, we had Internet Service Providers or ISP’s (entities who provide hosting services
fundamentally) as it were, and Domain Registrars (entities who provide registration services of domain
names to the public). However, most recently we have seen DSP’s fueling the domain marketplace.
These very clever entities provide domain tools to help you find valuable domain names, monetization
services to help you extract an income from domain names (Domain Sponsor, IMonetize), domain
auctioneering services to help you sell domains to the highest bidder (Sedo, Afternic), domain media
services to keep you informed (DNjournal, DNForum) domain conferencing for networking with
investors and DSP's (T.R.A.F.F.I.C), domain financial services providing loans to help you acquire
valuable domains or build a portfolio (Domain Capital, DigiPawn) and most recently, the first domain
leasing service of its kind has just emerged (LeaseThis), which allows domain owners to rent or lease
domains to any conventional or online business…small or corporate!
So what is a Domain Name? Essentially, a domain name is an asset like land and property that you
own in cyberspace. In fact, a domain name is very similar to commercial property and stocks because
you can develop them, lease them out or simply park them for income with a DSP or do nothing and
hold on to them for long term appreciation value.

What has happened in the last 5 years in the field you are writing about?
In the last five years, we have seen domains acquired for considerable amounts of money. For
instance, Diamonds.com was acquired within this period for $7Million. Business.com went for a
$1million and some of the most generic everyday terms are constantly being bought and sold for an
average amount of two thousand dollars to a hundred thousand dollars. What this suggests, is that
domains potentially provide the highest return in comparison to other asset classes on your initial
investment. Think about it!...you register a domain name for $10 and flip it for $100 to $2000 on
average within 3 years making it the highest return on investment in percentage terms historically in a
short time frame, more than any other asset e.g. property or stocks. If you take a closer look at what
I’m suggesting here, unlike property you don’t carry any leverage debt on owning a domain in general,
therefore your risk is minimal or zero and unlike stocks you don’t end up loosing your shirt! So what if
you loose ten bucks! I will demonstrate later on why your ten bucks registration fee is intact as long as
you register a name that makes sense.

What will happen in the next 5 years?
As the individual realizes that his future of work and making a living is on the Internet and not in the
workplace as it is today, there will be a massive rush to own domain names, in all extensions. Who
knows, maybe .Name may all of a sudden take off! The domain industry will become a common sense
industry like stocks or shares, but what is sure to happen in my view, is that everyone will want to own
at least one domain name, under which to market his or her services. Due to this scramble and
increased demand we shall see more liquidity, which is currently absent in the domain market place
today. Thus, domain owners (domainers) with big portfolios will realize more sustainable sales. At the
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same time, we shall see further appreciation of premium domain names and more realistic prices for
domain assets. At this point, domains become more enterprising for everyone.
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At what point does Ubiquity or Singularity occur in the Domain Industry?
At the moment, the domain industry is still a very illiquid market place making it difficult for most of
domainers to sell domains easily in the aftermarket. However, because of the emergence of
sophisticated DSP’s and recent articles in tabloids such as the Wall Street Journal regarding domains,
things are changing fast! Most importantly a paradigm shift is occurring unknowingly to most people
as companies abandon conventional bricks and mortar operations permanently or outsource in order to
operate efficiently online using technology and call centers. Because these entities must position
themselves on the Internet to compete effectively for market share, they are increasingly realizing the
importance of acquiring the right domain name to leverage their brands and exploit online market
penetration. Put simply, in order for your business to exist on the Internet, you have to have a domain
name, period. Having said all this, ubiquity or singularity for a better word will occur in the domain
industry, when your mom says: “ hey son! I just bought a domain name to start my new business
online today”, or when your local taxi drivers starts to tell you how much income or money he makes
from flipping domains on the side and feels its better than speculating in bricks and mortar or
stocks…. then indeed ubiquity has occurred.
So why would we reach this form of ubiquity? …Simply because the Internet has seriously disrupted
the way we traditionally did things say twenty years ago and in conventional terms as a whole. Today,
companies are downsizing at alarming rates and outsourcing to offshore call centers because
technology allows that to happen, save costs and reach a bigger market online. Soon everyone and
their dog will participate in the Internet in one form or the other in a Web 2.0 & 3.0 environment.
Think Ebay.com, Myspace.com, Linkedin.com, Digg.com and all kinds of socialization networks. We
naturally make friends online now, meet our future partners and perform all kinds of online
transactions. At some point the average individual will realize he has no future or security in
conventional terms and will naturally seek opportunities for work, business or consulting online
through all these emerging environments….at that point Singularity in domain terms occurs.

What will happen between 5 to 25 years from now?
In my view, in the next few years we’ll see domains emerge as “de facto” real estate online without the
stress and risk of traditional bricks and mortar. I suspect domainers with modest to very large
portfolios already envisage this fact. Think about it for a minute, say you invest $1000 in buying a
variety of domains at $10 each, now take a look at www.Afternic.com and will notice even the most
stupid domain names sell for £100 on average in what I perceive to be an illiquid domain market
environment as we speak. That’s a return of 1000 percent!!! on each of your domains assuming you
stick around to flip them at $100 a pop on Afternic or Sedo. Suppose you take another route and
monetize them cleverly just by parking or using SEO (search engine optimization) to make a net
income of $0.10 cents a day on each of your names in a growing market year in and year out, do the
math yourself and you will see why a lot of domainers are more keen to hold on to their investments
rather than sell. You will basically be making a tidy income with long term appreciation value without
gearing yourself to the tune of thousands of dollars like commercial or residential mortgages.
Hence, domain names will be perceived like commercial real estate with better annual yields and so on
as people lease them out naturally. In fact, at this point, domains have become the “de facto”
commercial real estate on the Internet. Thus, I envisage the emergence of a domain share exchange
that operates just like the stock market (I have pertinent ideas in this area myself) that adds impetus
towards providing liquidity and broader common sense awareness overall.
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Because domains are now recognized as financial instruments in real terms with tangible appreciation
value, Banks will now treat it as such, “ASSETS”. Two interesting things are likely to happen when
banks start to understand these new financial instruments: (1) Domain Investment products will be
designed and offered to customers like mutual funds. (2) Domains will naturally be accepted as
valuable collateral against all sorts of business loans and eventually, personal loans.
Furthermore domain leasing will have matured to such an extent, allowing online and conventional
businesses to seamlessly lease domains of any kind, in order to exploit the tremendous opportunity
that the Internet provides and build greater enterprises online.

What are the social implications of these changes?
I’ll give you a picture of what I suspect the social changes and its implications are. Suppose you are
about 22 to 30yrs old, you start a family and pop a few kids within the next year or so. Ask yourself a
simple question, are my kids likely to spend more time online in terms of work and play or are they
more likely to spend more time offline in terms of work and play. If you are convinced that they will
spend a bulk of their time on My Space like you probably already do today and perhaps work virtually
or remotely using effective technology, then imagine the massive paradigm and disruptive shift from
the impeding conventional forms of socialization, work and business enterprise today.
If you are reading this article and aged between 18 to 60 yrs old, the chances are you will definitely
witness this huge shift and cannibalization of conventional forms already taking place slowly but
surely. I’m certain most people nowadays wonder every time they go to work whether this will be my
last day…because my job just got outsourced to China or perhaps some effective techno gadget has
just been implemented and can do my work faster, more efficiently without any lunch breaks. Have
you been to a modernized grocery store lately? Like Sainsbury’s in the UK, you will notice how they
sneaked in a few auto check out machines. I haven’t used one myself but I’d be very worried if I
worked at Sainsbury’s because I’d realize my job is about to be replaced by machines sooner or later.
This sort of thing is happening everywhere as technology gets smarter, even doctors will be affected.
The only forms of conventional business that I see left untouched are restaurants and clothing
boutiques…that’s it!
Nowhere in this article have I mention the impact of AI (Artificial Intelligence) which is another
derivative of exponential technological changes…think Second Life.com or I hear Google is working
on AI tools for future services for instance. I mean, on Second Life companies such as IBM own
virtual real estate already…why?
So the bottom line is this, everything is set to change and move online gradually whether you like this
form of disruptive technology called the Internet or not, therefore Buy! Buy! Buy domains now and
participate online one way or the other!! Go to DNjournal.com and you will notice the average price
on domains selling in the aftermarket across all kinds of business categories is $2500.00 . Remember
most of these domain names were initially registered for only $10.00 on average sometime between
1995 and today, so what is the average ROI in these cases?...did I hear an obscene percentage return?
This is not magic or luck, it’s happening for those who are participating in the new world slowly
evolving before our very eyes. Just try to be clever and thoughtful on what domains you purchase at
registration or in the aftermarket for your portfolio and you should do ok for the future.

What are the business implications and opportunities you see in these changes?
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The main business implication of these changes is that enterprises now have access to a much larger
market to exploit and penetrate, with limited boundaries such as border control or high conventional
cost to market. At the same time, we shall see a small un-recognized business using domain name to
potentially become influential online instantly and become a recognized brand using correlative
domains. For example, a previously unknown real estate agency called “Robert Spanish Real Estate”,
by simply leasing the domain name “SpainRealEstateAgency.com”, could immediately become one of
the key industry players for that region overnight.
Notice that the new correlative keywords pertaining to that business category (in this case Spain Real
Estate Agency) is what online users are more likely to search for in the search engines. I’m suggesting
you are more likely to search for “Spain Real Estate Agency” on Google that “Robert Spanish Real
Estate” . Therefore Spain Real Estate Agency is likely to get more natural clicks and sells real estate
more efficiently or can be leased out to any real estate agency operating in this market…actually I
think I own that domain…I’ll just check!
It is also my belief that for all of this to become commonplace, the idea of a Domain Exchange makes
sense, because it would provide more liquidity to the market, thereby giving the opportunity to
everyone to buy, trade and sell domain names as well as websites more efficiently.
Search engines will become more niche environments and vertical in nature as opposed to one size fits
all like Google or Yahoo today. Examples could be law search engines, car search engines, health,
travel etc…up to the point of regional localization.
Generic domain names will increasingly become more valuable. By owning the relative search term
(keywords), you are more likely to do better as a domainer and realize a higher ROI (return on
investment) e.g. if you search for Lawyer in Las Vegas and lawyerinlasvegas.com comes up in the
search results, that domain will get more clicks, thereby making the domain more valuable. In fact
some browsers such as Opera will direct you to whatever is the dot com of the keywords you enter into
your URL browser without the “http” or “www” included. Natural search without using search
engines is becoming more popular everyday.
Advertising
I see advertising becoming more of a cross platform where businesses will narrowcast their advertising
budget in relation to domain hubs. For instance, if you are a mobile phone provider and you want to
advertise mobile phones, you may decide to buy advertising on “mobilephone.com” or
“mobilephones.co.uk” for more precise targeting.

Your comments on these trends. The future as you see it.
Why is a domain important as an investment?
A huge paradigm shift is occurring before our very eyes. And for those of us who get involved now
will benefit tremendously over the coming years, simply because, almost everything is gravitating to
the Internet, in terms of how we work, how we live and how we socialize. (play)
Because the Internet itself as a medium is the most disruptive event in human history since the printing
press, it is important to realize that is why domains are a valuable investment..pure and simple!
How to Monetize your Domain?
The best way to monetize a domain name is to develop it, making it relevant to its target sector and to
extract some revenue through pay per click advertising systems such as Google’s Adsense.
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How to Register and Develop a Domain
Find a good hosting service that can give you all the widgets that you could possibly need to develop
your platform. e.g. DomainGirl.org
Rights, Ownership and Trademarks
Stay away from trademarks when you are investing in domains, as it is likely to get you into trouble.
Are all extensions equally valuable?
Potentially and ultimately, over the long term, yes. Simply because local communities worldwide will
begin to use the Internet to find domestic services, therefore local extensions will become more
valuable. Dot Mobi is a new extension for Mobile Internet. There are four mobile phones for every
computer on earth! More people have mobile phones in developing nations in Africa, Asia and other
parts of Europe. A new consortium including Nokia, Microsoft Google, Siemens, Telefonica and a few
others recently got together to launch the new dot mobi extension….what do you think? If those guys
are investing to promote dot mobi, shouldn’t you consider it an investment as well? Flowers.mobi sold
for $200,000 in October last year just one month after some bugger registered it for only fifteen to
thirty bucks! I’ve collected a few good ones recently myself.
Parking Industry
This is essentially a quick way to start making some money from your domain portfolio. It basically
requires that you have a portfolio of 50 names and upwards to park with some of the most respected
parking companies such as Domain Sponsor or Fabulous. However Companies such as Sedo will park
one name or more.
The Lease Industry
This is the most exciting aspect for the domain industry in my view and is only now emerging with
LeaseThis.com rolling out what seems to be a potentially effective model going forward. Leasing
means that I could probably get $1000.00 a month for SpainRealEstateAgency.com for instance or
maybe fifty bucks a month.. Who knows? Prices will level through supply and demand going forward.
Domain Auction Industry
This side is already established but has a nascent rise in my opinion. As mentioned before, Sedo and
Afternic are the leaders and they sell thousands of names every month from $100.00 to many
thousands of dollars. Just visit DNjournal.com, click on domain sales to view a report of the top
selling names each week. Bear in mind these are only the top selling names usually four to six figure
selling domains that are reported to DNjournal by a few DSP’s. Thousands go un-reported every week
all over the world.
Good luck and get in today!
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A bit on the optimistic side of things, maybe?…
So far we have learnt about the current ”Bit revolution”, the connection between different events and
how technology affects our everyday realities…
We have also talked about jobs and the future social environment and finally we have reviewed why
domain names are potentially valuable.
But no matter how complete our introduction, we should not miss the forest for the trees…

The traditional, PC-based Internet has been a great tool of
communication, cooperation and development. In fact, it has been
the main network that has allowed us to do all these things…until
now, that is…..
However, if we want to talk about the future, foresee events and see what the Internet may look like in
a few years time, here is where our journey begins…
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II. WELCOME TO
THE MOBILE
WORLD
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“Accessing the Internet has become so fast and easy with Japan's mobile phones that many
young people have forsaken computers.”
Mobile Boom, computer doom, Justin Norrie. April 14, 2007
http://www.theage.com.au/news/mobiles--handhelds/the-thumb-tribe/2007/04/13/1176575723410.html?s_cid=rss_technology

“Basically you’ve got the ultimate glue between different mediums, and that’s the cell phone.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/business/yourmoney/17mobile.html?pagewanted=3&ei=5070&en=ed4f6351b7fdda24&ex=1187496000

Why think about mobile phones when the Internet can give us “all what we need and more”? Why
bother with a new medium when there are smaller and cheaper “computers” being developed all the
time, that allow us to see any kind of website wherever we are? What makes mobile phones so special
after all…and why should we take them seriously? Where is the business opportunity in mobile
technology and what are the future prospects for this industry?
Perhaps we think we know the answers to these questions, or perhaps we have the feeling –as many of
us do- that we don’t really know enough.
Paradoxically, as common people, we know very little apart from rumors about an industry that has
somehow come to be an essential part of our lives. So in order to dispel some of the half-truths about
this industry, and try to foresee the future, let’s look at some raw data about it:
The mobile medium, superior to TV and the Internet6
To start with, the number of units of mobile phones available today, is far superior to any other
electronic device we interact with:
Approx. units, 2007
3

2.8

2.5

2
1.5
1.5

1

1.3

0.8

0.8

Cars

PCs

0.5

0
Telephone

TV

Mobile phones

(values represent billion units)
6

Sources: Nokia, Forbes. http://www.forbes.com/technology/personaltech/2007/10/25/mobile-market-subscriptiontechnology-personaltech-cz_1025mobilemap.html
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Comparing that to radio, TV and Internet stats, cell phones are now the dominant
communications device in the market. (…) In addition, the ratio of cell phone users compared to
Internet users and landlines is around 5:1.
Eddie Groenewald

The increasing reach of mobile phones around the world, is also astounding:
•

China adds 6 million new subscribers every month
•

950 million mobile phones sold in 2006

• in 2009 there will be over 3 Billion mobile phone users worldwide.
•

In the next minute, there will be 46 new mobile phone
users in North America, 94 in Africa, and 388 in Asia
Pacific
•

76% of all consumers in the U.S. and Western
Europe have access to the Web on their mobile device
• India adds 7 million subscribers every month
•

the U.K. leads in Mobile Internet usage with
more than 60% of users regularly online

Of those without mobile Web access, 41% expect to have it on
their next mobile device.
•
•

66.7% of Japanese carries a credit card enabled mobile phone

Nearly 1.5 billion mobile users will receive SMS advertising in 20087

• Almost half of children (49%) between aged eight and 11, and eight out of
ten aged 12 to 15 have their own mobile phone.
•

“The number of mobile phone users from the Indian and Asian region will grow exponentially,
from about 10 million users this year to 40 million in 2009”8

7

http://www.fiercewireless.com/press-releases/annual-mobile-adspend-pass-1-billion-2008-mobile-tv-drive-revenuesalmost-7-6-billion?utm_medium=nl&utm_source=internal
8 http://www.textually.org/textually/archives/2007/11/018023.htm
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As is the current
mobile phone
penetration in the US
and the EU, where
there are already, more
subscriptions than
actual consumers:

USA, 2007

EU, 2007

75%

110%

average mobile phone
penetration

average mobile phone
penetration

But why is all this so? Why are so many people buying and using mobile phones around the world?
And more importantly why is this a growing trend?
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Well, perhaps the answer to these questions lies in the fact that mobile phones…
•

Are highly portable, relatively
inexpensive and becoming
cheaper.

•

Can be recharged in many
different ways (solar, hand-crank,
electric, even as you walk18)

•

Will work almost everywhere.

•

Are highly customizable to reflect
our personalities (charms, cases,
colors, phone tattoos etc.)

Can be instinctively operated by
virtually everyone including
children, seniors and even the illiterate.
•

•

Are an essential status symbol for all of us; from teenagers to
businessmen alike.

•

Are usually on, and close at hand, 24 hours a day, allowing us
to receive private, public and business alerts in real time.

• are useful for communication, business, entertainment,
information gathering…and much more
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The percentage of smart phones sold during the third quarter increased from 4 percent of all
phone sales in the third quarter of 2006 to 11 percent during the same timeframe in 2007 – an
increase of 163 percent year over year.
http://www.npd.com/press/releases/press_071120a.html

2/3 of the world population live within the range of a mobile phone network (…)in China, Japan
and South Korea the majority of Internet access is via mobile phone (…) 36% of the planet's
population actually carry at least one phone
http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/2006/05/google_prepares.html

The figures speak for themselves. But if we want to go a little deeper, if we want to learn more, we
should be wondering…

Why mobile?
If there is a medium of communication that has become essential to all of us in record numbers and
time, across countries, cultures and generations, that medium is the mobile phone.
Today, we use our mobile phones -or cell phones as they are called in the US- everywhere and for
everything. From getting directions to buying stuff online, from browsing the Internet to purchasing
concert tickets, taking photographs, storing documents, discovering new artists (exhibit.mobi) and
increasingly….. for playing games.
We play mobile games while on the train, waiting for friends at the cafe, or wherever we happen to
be.
These games, which are becoming more sophisticated by the day, are very different and much more
interactive and engaging than the first mobile games we used to play just a few years ago.
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With the advent of the Internet coming to our mobiles, our chances to play more dynamic and realistic
games just keep on getting better through websites that offer thousands of games to download or to be
played online; often for free.

Young people are the largest group of Internet users with people ages 25 or younger
representing 50% of the 162 million Internet users in China. Pearl Research estimates this
demographic have $135 billion in spending power...
http://ypulse.com/archives/2007/10/totally_wired_c_2.php

But gaming is clearly not the only thing
we want to use our phones for. Having the
Internet on our phone is clearly one of our
priorities for the future. This eagerness to
adopt the Mobile Internet is evenly spread
by gender, age group, and income. In fact
the attractiveness of the mobile phone is so
powerful, that in the most advanced
countries many youngsters are forsaking
computers altogether for mobile phones.

And how could they not do it? With a
mobile phone in hand, we can (or soon
will) do today most, if not all of the things
that we can do with a computer; reading,
watching videos and television, listening
to music, downloading a myriad of games
and applications to make our phone use
more personal, interesting and fun. These
are already within our reach today. We can
already manage our business or work
remotely, from anywhere, carrying only
one device.
But, can't we do this with a computer already?
Of course we can do the same with a computer, but when space is at a premium, who wants to carry a
laptop computer around? What about weight? Battery power? And what are the REAL chances of
having Internet in our computers anytime, anywhere, across borders?
With traditional computers this has always been a problem, whereas in the mobile world, as in
conventional roaming, big progress is being done so that we don’t have to worry about who our
Internet provider is in any one country. As soon as we cross the border, the phone automatically
connects with whatever partner network exists in that host country to ensure we enjoy a seamless
Internet experience.
And all this without having to log into every one of these services every single time we want to use
them. Our devices identify themselves to the system, and many of our favorite services, for us.
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How is that possible? It’s simple.
Whenever we access information or interact with websites through our mobile; technologies like GPS,
Bluetooth etc. know who and where we are. This is just the beginning!
In fact, the mobile experience is improving so much in the last few years, that many underdeveloped
countries will have their first contact with communication technology through a mobile device, totally
bypassing computers altogether.

It was only 3 years ago when 63% of all India’s music was sold on cassette. (…) by 2010… and
80% of those sales will be from purchases for handsets”.
(…) The high entry cost of computers, and of course, the massive infrastructure expenditure of
even basic data cabling is slowing the mushroom effect of the Internet. As a result, switched-on
young Indians are investing their money in affordable multi-function mobile phones which
delivers them communication plus cameras, plus gaming, plus music.
http://threebillion.com/article.php?id=7

Mobile as a payment method
And what about paying with our mobile?
Isn’t that much more comfortable and
secure than carrying cash around? With
our handsets being able to pay for our
groceries, transfer money abroad and buy
things over the Internet in real time, the
whole microeconomic landscape changes
around us.
And remember, this ability to pay through
a mobile device is not limited to adults, as
credit cards or bank transfers are. As long
as we have credit in our account, we can
pay for everything everywhere, as many
are doing today in Japan and South Korea.

I remember as a young boy that I would go to the other side of the city, maybe 16kms away in
Montevideo, to see friends or a girlfriend… always with the concern in the back of my mind that if
anything happened to the money I was carrying with me, I would have a hard time getting back
home.
Should this happen to a child now, it wouldn’t be a concern anymore.
In fact, in some places, this child can already pay for a meal, a bus ticket, and a piece of clothing
with just few keystrokes on the same device that he uses to tell his parents that he’ll be late for
dinner.
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"Ok, that is in some parts of the world only, but it may take still a few years to get to me" you may
say. Well, not necessarily. In fact, as we speak, there are already mobile operators testing or offering
full payment functionalities on their phones in more countries than you think, including the US, UK,
France, the Netherlands and Germany. In any case, and no matter where you are, if you use a mobile
phone today, you can be sure that your carrier is already thinking on how to do all this possible for
you. Why? The main reason is business: the rapid advance of mobile phone payment technology and
the variety of ways that a mobile phone can increase sales volume for all parties involved is making
the bringing all of this to you, a priority.
And when something is good for business...

In South Korea almost 100% of credit card based point-of-purchase sites accept payment via
mobile phone credit (and charge) cards
http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/2007/01/putting_27_bill.html

Just-in-time jobs and workers
The service whips up a mini CV illustrating skill set and job focus, and users – which now number
45,000 - take a GPRS reading. Then they just hang around and wait to be matched with potential
employers. It works both ways of course. Businesses looking for immediate staffing send out a
request to the Otetsudai Networks, and within minutes receive a list of possible hires available in
the area, along with ratings from previous bosses, and qualifications.

Every day 900 million people haggle, gossip, flirt, laugh, scream and cry on a Nokia.(…) If you
judge a brand on influence or reach, Nokia may be the most successful brand in history.
http://members.forbes.com/global/2007/1112/034.html?boxes=relstories

Exponential growth

It took 12 years for the first billion mobile
connections to be made but only 30 months
for the figure to reach two billion.
9

It’s predicted by Nokia that by 2009 there will be over 3 Billion mobile
phone users worldwide

…the chief growth came from the sector comprising 35-54 year old males. This demographic is
not known to invest in technology fads, and their adoption to this technology signals viable
growth prospects.
http://www.mobileherald.com/2006-mobile-phone-statistics-and-projections/
9

GSM Association
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Mobile Phone Ownership Worldwide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Japan - 95%
South Korea - 94%
China 93%
France - 85%
Germany - 83%
UK - 79%
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Mobile Internet Usage
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Japan - 40%
UK - 29%
USA - 26%
South Korea - 26%
Canada 19%
Germany 18%
France - 18%
Mexico - 16%
China - 10%

A study by the Centre for Economic Policy Research found that a 10% increase in mobile phone
penetration led to increased economic growth of 0.59%. This is partly because of the huge
improvement in communications, vital for productivity improvements, that mobiles bring,
enabling parts of Africa that the industrial revolution has passed by to leapfrog into the
information age without laying down expensive fixed-line
infrastructure.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2006/oct/26/mobilephones.comment

Just how big is the mobile market in
2007?10
•

Digital community services –including advertising, video
gaming, adult, music- on mobile phones are already worth
more than 4 billion dollars

•

SMS-to-TV interactivity (voting for Big Brother, Pop Idol
etc). generated more than 1.2 billion dollars

•

Social networking on mobile is worth more than 3.45
billion dollars

…a 725 Billion dollar industry which grew by over 100 Billion. Before the decade is over, mobile
telecomms will be bigger than the global automobile industry, or the global armaments industry,
or the worldwide airplane manufacturing business.
http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/2006/10/like_sms_before.html

10

This is likely to be the fastest-growing launch of a new industry ever. Zero to 3 billion in five years.
http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/2006/10/like_sms_before.html
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16 billion will be spent on mobile advertising in 2011, a ten-fold increase over what is currently
being spent on the medium.
http://www.ericsson.com/mobilityworld/sub/articles/other_articles/080206_idle_time

Mobile communications even where there is no coverage
A Swedish company called TerraNet has devised a way to use modified handsets to connect directly to
other phones while simultaneously routing mobile traffic for other users. This effectively
disintermediates telecommunications companies that own the base towers which route mobile traffic.
TerraNet’s technology is ideal for developing countries that do not yet have a telecommunications
infrastructure. While the concept is facing opposition from established mobile companies, handset
makers are seeing an opportunity to capture more of the value. In fact Ericsson, a large phone
manufacturer, has already invested over $6 million in the company.
http://www.wikinomics.com/blog/

Smartphone sales are on fire, according to a new report from market research firm In-Stat.
In a new report published Tuesday, In-Stat predicted that smartphone sales will grow at a rate
of more than 30 percent a year for the next five years. This is much faster than the overall cell
phone market, which is growing in the single digits. The report also said that smartphone sales
are outpacing the sale of laptops, as more corporate customers use their phones on the road.
http://crave.cnet.com/8301-1_105-9816072-1.html

Top five handset manufacturers’ third quarter 2007 share of units sold: Motorola 31%, LG 17%,
Samsung 16%, Nokia 11%, Sanyo 4%
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MEET THE AUTHOR,
JAVIER MARTI
The author of this book is available for TV, radio
and written interviews for publication in any
medium.
Why reading the whole thing, when you can be told everything
about it?

• Easily share with your viewers and listeners
this information
• Get updated about the latest developments
• Ask questions on issues not mentioned in the
book
Book your time now: info@trendirama.com
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The generational divide
The Internet today is clearly divided between those who are comfortable with the technology and those
who are not, and thus are left behind. Operating systems, software updates, peripherals, antivirus
programs…although computers are today supposed to be more user friendly than ever before –they are
also supposed to be faster- a new user coming today into the
computer world has to go through a complicated and scary
learning process that makes many of them stay away, or just use
the most basic applications on offer.
Thus, it is no surprise to discover important demographic
differences in the use of the Internet across age groups.
We could easily believe that the mobile world, and in particular
the Mobile Internet world will follow the same patterns of use
of the regular Internet. However, this will not necessarily be so.

57% of Mobile Internet users in 2007 are under 35 years old
One of the reasons is that the intuitive displays and operating systems of today’s mobile phones make
the process of learning about and using them a much more simple experience than it is learning to use
a computer.
Unlike in the computer world, the senior’s market is not being overlooked by operators that already
commercializing special easy-access phones to make the whole experience as simple as possible.

In the two years between 2001 and 2003, the largest increases occurred among the older age
groups, with the proportion of people aged 75 and over with a mobile phone nearly doubling.
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/STATBASE/ssdataset.asp?vlnk=7202

Thus and for the same rule, we can expect a progressive (*widening, expansion) of the demographics
of users of Mobile Internet services in the future, where an elderly person will be able to use the
Mobile Internet without many of the obstacles she encounters today when trying to go online.
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Every year, the statistic that stood out for me, was that 30 percent to 40 percent of the viewers
who voted on ‘Idol’ had never used text messaging before.”
http://mediakit.adage.com/aamarketing/custompage/pdf/2007MobileMarketingGuide.pdf

The young and thriving mobile phone
market
Although the gap is narrowing, younger people
still use mobile phones more than their babyboomer parents do. For the young users of today,
the cell phone is fast becoming their main
method of communication, well ahead of the
Internet and light-years away from fixed telephone lines.
However, no cheap or simple phone will do for
the most demanding of mobility consumers. At
an age where peer’s attention is at a premium the
demand and expectation for devices with the
latest technical capabilities and services is very
high.
For a generation that grew permanently
connected to their peers at all times, the Mobile
Internet is not a luxury, but a necessity. Some even call it a “basic human right”.
But is the party only for the younger generation? What about the use of technology by the “silver
generations”?

“(for the youth)…the mobile phone is their most relevant device,” says Dan Novak, an executive
at MediaFLO USA, a cell phone video network. “They don’t want just clips. They want longform programming, they want shows that are simulcast, they basically want a TV-like
experience.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/business/yourmoney/17mobile.html?pagewanted=3&ei=5070&en=ed4f6351b7fdda24&ex=1187496000

...as of 2007, 41 percent of 18- to
24-year-olds and 38 percent of 25-32
will justify spending $8-10.00 per
month in addition to their regular
mobile phone bill
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Consumers tend to use the media they grew up with. The older the respondents, the more they
consume TV, newspapers, and magazines; the younger they are, the more the Internet
displaces usage of traditional media.
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS21096308

Geographical “divide”?
Once we talked about the generational divide, it is time to bring our attention to how Geography has
an impact on the development and use of Internet technology.
Will the countries with the highest Internet penetration11 be the ones where mobile technologies
develop the sooner?
Not necessarily, for this is one more aspect where mobile technology is radically different to
conventional Internet technology.
One of the long-term drawbacks related to the Internet and its expansion has traditionally been its
dependency on the availability of a fixed telephone line, and the physical wiring that goes with it. If
we really need our Internet connection, but also have to move to another house, we’ll need a new
physical connection to be done in the new property. This usually takes time –months in some
countries- and in places like Japan or Italy, this option is equally or more expensive and inconvenient
than using a mobile phone as the main mean of communication with the outside world.
Moreover, mobile phones can be used anywhere, provided there is coverage. Small, cheap and
convenient, mobile phones today don’t even depend on electricity to be operative, since they can be
charged in a number of ways ranging from solar panels to hand crack chargers.

11

http://www.internetworldstats.com/top25.htm
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Nigeria’s booming mobile phone market has grown from scratch to over 30 million subscribers
in six years, making it one of the fastest-growing in the world.
It is seen as having potential for many more years of rapid growth as Nigeria is Africa’s most
populous country with 140 million people, the majority of whom do not have phones.
http://www.smartmobs.com/2007/08/27/moving-beyond-nigeria%e2%80%99s-mobile-rough-patch/

In any case, it is not only convenience that is pushing
the remarkably quick adoption of mobile phones
around the world.
In some cases out of necessity, in others out of novelty,
or as a status symbol, mobile phones are getting to
each corner of the earth, with 1.5 billion users expected
to grow the mobile phone penetration rate to 75 per
cent by 2011.
But where is exactly this expansion taking place? In
some surprising places indeed. Whereas the mature
European market is set to remain on a rate of fairly
steady but slow growth, most of this expansion is being
done in countries in the Asia-Pacific region like
Pakistan and India, as well as in Africa, and the United
States, where each mobile user is believed to be worth
up to seven times more than its Asian counterpart.

A recent study from Informa also heralded a rise in
global mobile penetration. The firm announced in
July that mobile subscriptions had reached three
billion worldwide, but it said that there were fewer
than 2.3 billion users of mobile services.
According to Informa's forecasts, users of mobile
services will not reach three billion until the end of
2009, by which time subscriptions are forecast to
reach four billion.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/10/26/mobile_pentration_research/

The world's biggest mobile phone Nokia Corp. on Thursday said its first-quarter earnings rose
25 percent on demand for cheaper phones in emerging markets.
http://www.newsvine.com/_news/2008/04/17/1436143-nokia-net-profit-up-25-percent-on-demand-for-cheap-phones
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Africa and mobile phones in video
"The Mobile Internet service is reliable, affordable and accessible to all subscribers using Celtel
network all over the country"
http://allafrica.com/stories/200708211095.html
Also, you may be interested in seeing this
Mobile payment system in Africa
http://youtube.com/watch?v=tOuflAkAvMU
The mobile revolution in Kenya I
http://youtube.com/watch?v=xQTS8Hel1vk
The mobile revolution in Kenya II
http://youtube.com/watch?v=BRjpHUnxaq8

If we look at the Far east, the numbers get even more impressive, with an amazing 11% of the world’s
mobile phones in China alone, and the number of mobile subscribers (more than 300 million at the
beginning of the 2007) soon surpassing the total population of the United States.12

Marketing to Mobile
Missing the moon for the trees: the best is not the tool itself, but the feedback the tool generates!
The ongoing mobile revolution is not only changing the way we communicate,
buy products and spend our free time, but is also bringing a remarkable shift in
the way that businesses communicate with their existing and potential clients notably reducing the speed of campaign development, its cost, and optimizing
the quantity and quality of feedback these businesses receive from potential
buyers.
Through the appropriate use of new mobile tools and services, companies with
a pre-existing –or purchased- database can roll out a low-cost campaign in as
little as 24h, oftentimes bypassing advertising agencies altogether. The savings thus generated can in
turn be passed on to consumers: the time-savings alone amount to millions when compared with the
cost of a traditional marketing campaign through an advertising agency.

As a consequence of returning actionable results following a search for infotainment and/or local
search the focus needs to lie on generating a direct transaction. This transaction may include;
12

China Mobile
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the user purchasing and downloading a content item, participating in an opinion poll, receiving
a coupon, or making a phone call.
http://www.mobilepeople.com/the_mobile_search_economy.html

Just-in-time mobile marketing
The continuous feedback loop that mobile devices make possible allow advertisers to roll out a
campaign in several stages, varying the strategy or offer along the way to best suit the feedback
received from the market. Flexible campaigns enable precise market segmentation and individual
personalization of the marketing message in real time.
•
•
•

“Not enough responses? Let’s try design number two instead”.
“Consumers tell us they would buy the product if the discount would be 10% instead of 5%?
O. K. Let’s do it”.
“Would users consider to get the bigger printer if we bundle two ink cartridges more with it?
We’ll work on it.”

Whereas surveying consumers has always been a crucial part of the marketing activity, the
changes in the speed and quality of data collected through mobile marketing campaigns should
not be underestimated or underutilized.

This ability to respond to the market in real time is a traditional marketer’s dream come true, and
offers new opportunities and challenges never seen before that will place the marketing department at
the very core of corporate strategy in the years to come, since mistakes on this area –much more likely
to occur when decisions are taken at this speed- could not only cost a company millions of dollars, but
completely wipe it out of a market or niche in a very short period of time.
How different would the Delorean, Hoover, or Allah shoes marketing fiascos have they had this
immediate feedback back then?

For its part, ESPN is not holding back. It already tracks what computer users read on its Web
site to determine what like-minded sports fans want to view on their phones, and is pursuing a
patent to protect the technologies underlying its multi-screen effort. The goal is to

monitor individuals’ interests on the Web site and then use the
information to match cell phone content to their tastes.
If someone is watching a football game on ESPN.com and has to hit the road, Mr. Zehr says,
chances are that they would like the game to appear on their cell phone 20 minutes later.
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/business/yourmoney/17mobile.html?pagewanted=2&ei=5070&en=ed4f6351b7fdda24&ex=1187496000

In the age of the long tail, no customer is left unserved
But what is there still to come? Where can the marketers of the future extract increase their return on
investment? The answer is serving the opportunities found in the small market niches.
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In the coming years, as businesses learn to exploit the long tail -selling a lot more units to a greater
number of consumers at a lower cost per unit- no interaction with a potential buyer will be wasted.
In theory, the tools already exist to maximize each one of these encounters with the consumers, giving
advertisers a chance to “get it right the next time” with an improved offer that is better suited to that
particular market’s segment, or even individual consumer. And the user’s mobile is the main tool that
will allow advertisers to do just that.
The ability to cast our marketing message to a user that may be in a wide range of situations or
physical places, in addition to the increased amount of feedback generated by these users will greatly
affect the marketing, making campaigns more complex but also increasing its effectiveness (manifold).
It is also worth noting that in spite of all the talk about mobile
spam, this increased ability to reach consumers in real time with
better targeted and interactive campaigns, personalized
promotions and discounts, requires but also increases the level of
trust between consumers and advertisers, through permission
marketing.
Thus, when the tools of mobile marketing are well utilized they
not only strengthen the corporate message and increase sales, but
also promote a closer consumer-brand relationship, that
eventually translates in the mind of the prospect in that feeling of
“they know me. This company cares about me”.

…advertising on the cell phone will be much different than the PC. The PC is viewed at work
and at home in 2 different environments. The cell is with us in the car, at lunch, at the ballgame.
Advertisers have a captive audience. They only need to get “permission” and give us a reason.
Eddie Groenewald
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2d Barcodes
From the beginning of the
commercial Internet era,
advertisers have been trying to
figure out how to best make
the connection between the
potential consumer and their
product quickly and
effectively, no matter where
this consumer happens to be.
As the digital world took hold,
a chasm was produced
between products in the
physical world and the
companies’ point of contact.
Prospects could remember they liked a certain product, would like more information about it, but
faced with difficulties to access that particular product maker’s website, opted instead for acquiring a
similar product from the competition. In this situation, both agents would lose, the company that
missed a sale, and the consumer that would not be able to get exactly what he wanted.
Food for thought
•

Global wireless commerce, or m-commerce, is expected to grow steadily to an
estimated US$88 billion industry by 2009

•

According to Celent, total worldwide mobile payments will reach $55 billion by 2008.

•

...the Nelly campaign (which included Nelly's voice message) (...) resulted in 67.8% of
users receiving the text message dialling in to listen to Nelly's message.

•

In the first six months of 2006, US cell phone users sent 64.8 billion SMS messages.

http://www.crmtrends.com/wireless.html

Today we are seeing the creation and development of different technologies that promise to close
precisely that gap between the physical world and the Internet. One of the most interesting of these
advances is 2d barcodes.
Widely used in Japan and South Korea, the first generations of these
barcodes usually come in the form of a small graphic image that can be
embedded in any physical or electronic material. Once the consumer sees
something that interests containing one of these codes –a brochure, a poster,
a postcard- he can point his camera towards the barcode and take a picture or
scan of it. Based on the information contained in the code, the phone will
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then put in contact customer and product, usually through the display of a website or click-to-call link
where the user can get more information about the product or service advertised. The barcodes, that
are increasingly smaller and designed in different shapes and even colors, can be applied to any
material as stickers, or directly printed on almost any surface.
Some of the advantages of this system for advertisers are the capability to let users
download content to their handsets, participate in promotions receiving free
coupons and discounts, and allowing customers sign up for notifications, trials
and/or making appointments on the spot. Click-to-call links also have the advantage
of building a firmer personal relationship between the advertiser and the consumer.
A final advantage of this system is that by its very nature –user takes a photo of a
barcode that immediately produces a contact with the brand- the chances that a costumer will contact
us out of sheer impulse are greatly increased.

I had seen an early demonstration of the 2D barcode and a reader on the phone. These were the
first phones and around that time were hitting the market in Japan.
Now I've had a chance to play with it, and I LOVE it. I now want EVERYTHING to be in 2D
barcodes. I want every business card to have them. Every poster, every brochure, every white
paper - rather than printing out www.myhomepageisthishorriblylongname.com - just offer the
2D barcode, and let the phone do all the "virtual typing"
http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/2007/02/i_want_them_eve.html
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Swiss Post is issuing the world's first stamp with an integrated BeeTagg, combining a conventional stamp with ultra-modern technology.
http://www.post.ch/en/uk-mm07-beetagg.htm?viewId=636. Right: different barcodes in use today

Today the Coca Cola Cooperation Mexico has a world exclusive. For the first time ever an onpack mobile barcode scanning campaign is launched outside of Asia. Forty million Sprite bottles
have been labeled with ShotCodes, circular barcodes that can be scanned with standard camera
mobile phones that have the ShotCode software installed.
http://www.shotcode.com/about/news?id=43

Latest generation multicolor barcode from Microsoft and Mobiqa ticketing system example.
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Japanese barcodes from D-barcode.
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Promotional ad depicting a Shotcode (shotcode.com) that connects to a website when photographed
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A glimpse into the future: South Korea, Japan, and Scandinavia
If we are to look at the future of mobile phones and its technology, the first place we should be looking
at is Japan, closely followed by South Korea and Finland.
It is said that Japan is four years ahead of the rest of the developed
world in mobile phone technology. South Korea in the other hand,
with its notoriously high mobile phone penetration rate has been the
test bed for many new mobile technologies in the last few years.

Japanese do on cell phones almost anything that Americans do on computers: read email and news, search for restaurants, blog and shop. Enough new mobile phones were
sold in Japan last year - a total of 52.3 million - for nearly half the population.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5ix9YXEYFpTRwJUfbHc0-WFi2Cc-AD8VPGBMO0

However, these countries are not alone anymore sitting at the cutting edge of mobile technology and
adoption. Europe seems to be catching up quite rapidly with a 40% increase in mobile penetration in
three years between 1999 and 2001, and with an average of more than 110% increase in mobile
penetration as of 2007, it is safe to say that almost complete mobile phone penetration has been
achieved.

The level of mobile penetration in Finland -where already in 1998 the number of mobile telephones in
Finnish households surpassed fixed telephones- is nothing short of remarkable.

The United States are somehow “latecomers to the party”,
mainly due to their carrier’s long-lasting tradition of walled
gardens. Notwithstanding, this seems bound to change in the
coming years following innovative initiatives like Google
Android and the opening up of the wireless spectrum.

In the week since the SDK was released more than 4,300
people have joined the Android support forum posting
more than 4,000 messages between them
http://blogoscoped.com/archive/2007-11-19-n27.html
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New Japanese phones offer Earthquake early warning alerts
The latest Japanese phones from NTT DoCoMo offer a novel feature that could be life-saving.
Called Area Mail, the new feature provides quick emergency reports delivered to mobile phones
in a specific area, with dedicated ringtones and messages used to alert the user to an impending
emergency.
http://mobilementalism.com/
(there are also phones that can detect air pollution, and even take bio samples for analysis)
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The unfavorable aspects of mobile
technology
If we talk about a device that becomes so personal, so important to our lives as the mobile phone, it is
logical that at some point in our relationship we’ll bump into what we could call, “irreconcilable
differences”.
In the history of man, never has a device existed that allows us to do so many things in so many
different aspects of our lives. Thus, our relationship with this machine is as complex as the uses we
give to it.
How mobile phones affect our lives and the true nature of the powerful emotional links that we
develop with the machine has not been sufficiently researched so far, but we already have a few
pointers to guess what our mobile future may look like…and there are certain “warning signs” on the
horizon that we should pay attention to:

Dependency and addiction
People become addicted to substances or activities, but it's impossible to become addicted to a
medium. You can be no more addicted to the Internet than you can to language or radio waves.
http://www.mindhacks.com/blog/2007/08/why_there_is_no_such.html

Nowadays, our phone becomes our window to the world in a different, more intimate way than our
computers do. We personalize our phones more than we do our computers, and
share more emotionally important moments with the device, 24 hours a day.
Our phones are with us where computers cannot reach, entertaining us in idle times,
helping us find information, and letting us communicate with others. From a purely
psychological viewpoint, the mighty mental link that we forge with our mobile
phones is greatly underestimated but simple in its origin: when we receive good
news, satiate a particular addiction –porn, gambling…- or achieve positive results in any area through
our phones, powerful emotional states are unleashed. These in turn get anchored to the device, creating
an extremely strong mental link that ultimately leads us to consider the phone as “part of us”.
Whereas there has been a debate for several years regarding the possibility of getting addicted to a
“channel” or a simple communication tool, it is clear to any of us that have gone without email for a
couple of days how dependent we quickly become to anything that lets us experiment pleasurable
mental states, giving us short-term rewards. If this is not addiction, it really feels very much like it.

(…) The so-called addicts' behavior included feelings of insecurity or irritation when they were
unable to use their phones, and a compulsion to leave their phones switched on in cinemas and
similar environments. The behavior tended to be about 20 per cent more common in women
than in men, the survey found.
Thank you Mobimaven http://www.infomaticsonline.co.uk/vnunet/news/2173634/mobile-porn-leads-suicide
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Excessive dependency on, and addiction to our mobile devices is the biggest single threat looming in
our “mobile future”. The destructive effects of this social trend can already be seen today in highly
connected countries like Japan or South Korea, where the first cases of more serious addiction are
being reported, in some cases even pushing people to suicide. The reason for all this is simple: In a
multi-connected, open world, we have all-time access to any kind of information that we want...and
this is not always good for some of us.
Unlike computers that tie us to a physical place and where the risk of “being caught” is higher, with a
mobile phone we can access any kind of information anytime, anywhere, with a high level of
privacy…even in the company of others.
The instantaneous availability of information, and particularly of entertainment, is not always good,
particularly for the young adults and children.

Growing numbers of kids are skipping school to be online and an estimated 30 percent of South
Koreans under 18, or about 2.4 million people, are at risk of Internet addiction.

And fixing this problem –starting from its detection- may not to be easy at all. How do you prevent
someone addicted to betting from using a mobile betting website when they can do it anytime,
wherever they are? How do you stop someone addicted to pornography when they can watch it with
relative privacy even in a bus full of people? How do you avoid that your child sends two thousand
messages to his friends in a month?
If the past gives us some cues about the future, it is not hard to guess that the typical half-baked
government measures will be applied: increased taxation on gaming, porn and any other websites
deemed destructive to society, as well as the creation of "subsidized" -in the best case- rehabilitation
clinics.
As it usually happens, measures like these will not solve anything -for they do not attack the root of
the problem- but rather simply fill even more the government coffers at the expense of weak willed
individuals that will continue being the victims of this macabre play.
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The government initiative follows a case in which a 16 year-old student committed suicide after
he ran up a phone bill of almost $4,000 in one month early last year, the Joongang Daily
reported.

(“on the bus, in a meeting, in a lecture”. The “dating service in the UK, in less
than a year from the launch of its ad service, Flirtomatic has already served its
one billionth mobile advertisement.”13)

From youngsters skipping school or sitting in the back rows to
stay connected, to A 27-year-old office worker that sneaks into
the office toilets to play mobile games four or five times a day,
the pervasive attraction of the mobile phone becomes too much
to be resisted by many of us.
And as the Mobile Internet becomes richer, giving us more
options of entertainment and facilitating payment of these
services, we shall see this problem slowly but surely growing and
expanding into all social classes and age groups.
In the West, where is relatively common to hear about social
networking addiction today -by which people lose countless
hours at work browsing their profiles- we seem to be completely
oblivious to this storm brewing in the horizon, and this is the last
thing we should do.14
If we fail to prepare for this tsunami before it hits us -Because
hits us it will- then the ripple effects in society will be numerous,
profound, and will bear a high economical and emotional cost for
individuals, corporations and society in general that will be felt
for many years to come.

The culture of micro payments that exists in social networking and free casual gaming points
towards the future revenue for mobile gaming (…) Micro transactions, which are popular in
online games, are on the rise in mobile games, claims publisher Gamevil.
http://www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/2202154/micro-payments-future-mobile

You may soon be able to use your cell phone to bet on a horse race.
The New York Racing Association has agreed to use a new software application, mWager, if
approved by the state Racing and Wagering Board.
http://www.newsday.com/news/local/state/ny-stnyra1018,0,6466232.story?coll=ny_home_rail_headlines

13

http://communities_dominate.blogs.com/brands/2008/05/one-billion-ser.html
In the United States, accurate estimates of the prevalence of the disorder are lacking. Unlike in Asia, where Internet cafés
are frequently used, in the United States games and virtual sex are accessed from the home. Attempts to measure the
phenomenon are clouded by shame, denial, and minimization . The issue is further complicated by comorbidity. About 86%
of Internet addiction cases have some other DSM-IV diagnosis present.
http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/cgi/content/full/165/3/306
14
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Crime (theft/violence)
As mobile phones become ubiquitous, mobile phone related crime grows accordingly. The
proliferation of ever-higher specs, high demand phones that can be sold on Ebay or in the “black
market” is also keeping criminals busy

Although almost half of contract phones come with different levels of insurance, only 21% of pre-paid
owners declare to make use of product of this rapidly growing industry. Higher levels of phone related
crime are also affecting consumer’s choices and use of their phone, with “buyers less likely to consider
splashing out on a new ‘flashy’ phone, fearing that an expensive phone may draw unwanted attention
and be costly to replace.”15

There is also another associated risk with corporate mobile devices that are carried around in public
places. As more than 20,000 mobile phones are lost or stolen every month in the UK, the risk of these
handsets falling into the “wrong hands” ads to the mix the possibility of data-related extortion to
companies, the (growth) of a bigger black information market and the associated increase in cyber
attacks coming from devices that users don’t even realise that were missing.

Furthermore, since 3G handsets are designed to synchronise and connect to different network
stations and websites, they are more likely to be exposed to viruses and malicious worm
attacks. They are also vulnerable to unauthorised access and can provide a route into the
system network with which they connect. In this case the handset device would offer an easy
window for hackers to access and steal sensitive information from a corporate network.
()The biggest threat that mobile devices pose today regarding viruses is passing them through
into a corporate network. Viruses generally diffuse through email attachment files, or simply
files copied to the network. Viruses are becoming increasingly intelligent and can pass
through some anti-virus filters.
Informa report.

15

http://www.insure-moby.co.uk/mobile-insurance-statistics.htm
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Cyber bullying / stalking
It's estimated that someone in the country is bullied every seven
seconds.
Robyn had to change her phone several times so that she no longer
received the messages.
"She was texting me all these horrible messages like "I hate you" and
"I am going to get you one day""16-year old Robyn
http://www.bbc.co.uk/wear/content/articles/2007/02/20/txtbullying_feature.shtml

Increased risk of vehicle crash
The fact that there are important risks associated with the operation of
motor vehicles while using or having previously used a mobile phone, are
one of those things that we hear but do not fully believe.
However, in studies being made analyzing driver's use of mobile phone at estimated time of crash and
on trips at the same time of day in the week before the crash have discovered that driver's use of a
mobile phone up to 10 minutes before a crash was associated with a fourfold increased likelihood of
crashing, regardless of the use of a hands free kit.16

Health risks?
Cell phones and your swimmers don't get along, according to new research from the Cleveland
Clinic. A recent study, published in the journal Fertility and Study found that the more hours
men spend on their cell phones, the lower their sperm count and the more likely they are to have
abnormal sperm.
http://www.gearlog.com/2008/02/study_cellular_phones_are_not.php

Some governments are as of today considering banning children from using mobile phones due to
potential health risks, based on the assumption that phones can put certain groups at risk, and
especially children under 16 should not be allowed to use mobiles because it could cause them tissue
damage. Although there are no definite studies on this matter, the court cases have already started
coming…

Mark Hart was hired in August 1998 as director of worldwide sales for smartphone maker
NeoPoint. As someone who demonstrated cell phones, often prototypes, to pick up sales, you
could say being on the phone was Hart's job.
He started using a prototype of the NeoPoint 1000 in October 1998. Five months later, after
suffering from headaches, fatigue and a series of seizures, the 45-year-old Hart was diagnosed
with a fast-growing brain tumor on the right side of his head.
http://www.networkworld.com/research/2001/0702feat.html

16

(odds ratio 4.1, 95% confidence interval 2.2 to 7.7, P < 0.001). Risk was raised irrespective of whether or not a handsfree device was used (hands-free: 3.8, 1.8 to 8.0, P < 0.001; hand held: 4.9, 1.6 to 15.5, P = 0.003). Increased risk was
similar in men and women and in drivers aged 30 and < 30 years.
http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/abstract/331/7514/428?maxtoshow=&HITS=10&hits=10&RESULTFORMAT=&fulltext
=mobile+phones&searchid=1&FIRSTINDEX=0&resourcetype=HWCIT
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Cyber crime
Fast forward a few years and we can expect wireless, mobile operation to be the norm for most
people (…).(yet) few organizations have given this channel sufficient security attention. Many
security managers were caught off guard by the unexpectedly rapid uptake of wireless LANs
and Blackberrys. And, until recently, few organizations had even considered encrypting laptop
data. Traditional corporate perimeters don’t safeguard mobile business operations.
http://www.computerweekly.com/blogs/david_lacey/2007/11/the-future-is-mobile-but-will-1.html

Phishing17, Spoofing18, Vishing19, Pharming20, Ransomware-ing21, and Social Engineering22 are too
profitable activities for criminals as to be left behind in the PC world. Thus, the risks associated with
our new mobile identities become very similar to those experienced in the online world…but can be
potentially much more damaging.
However, the storm could be much worse in the mobile world than it has been on the Internet if we
bear in mind that
•

Mobile phones are sometimes lent to strangers

•

It is much easier to be physically alone (and install malware) with a mobile phone than with a
computer

•

The mobile security and antivirus companies are just starting to realize and create products to
protect mobile phones effectively. The industry, that has proved unable to protect us from these
problems in the Internet world, is not mature enough to tackle the highly complex challenges
posed by the mobile environment

•

Banks, online auctions, credit card companies, gaming and porn websites…all the corporations
that do not want to miss their “piece of the mobile cake” are trying today to get a first mover
advantage by coming into the mobile environment with less-than-proven security strategies,
although they are telling their consumers otherwise

•

With a much higher number of mobile phones in operation and the international nature of the
mobile environment, the possibilities of finding, let alone stopping cracking attempts on our
phones is lower than finding it on the PC

•

New marketing tools set to explode in the coming months –barcodes, coupons, MMS- pose a
significant higher risk of phising and pharming to consumers that are not familiar with the
perils of opening media from unknown sources.

17

In computing, phishing is an attempt to criminally and fraudulently acquire sensitive information, such as usernames,
passwords and credit card details, by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.
18
Website spoofing is the act of creating a website, as a hoax, with the intention of misleading readers that the website has
been created by a different person or organisation. Normally, the website will adopt the design of the target website and
sometimes has a similar URL.
19
Vishing is the criminal practice of using social engineering and Voice over IP (VoIP) to gain access to private personal
and financial information from the public for the purpose of financial reward.
20
Pharming (pronounced farming) is a cracker's attack aiming to redirect a website's traffic to another, bogus website.
21
A cryptovirus, cryptotrojan or cryptoworm is a type of malware that encrypts the data belonging to an individual on a
computer, demanding a ransom for its restoration.
22
Social engineering is a collection of techniques used to manipulate people into performing actions or divulging
confidential information.
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… Farrow was able to take complete control of an iPhone and demonstrate the ability to
eavesdrop on conversations, intercept voice mail and e-mail, and upload nefarious software
programs.
(…) As a result, there are a number of ways to exploit the iPhone's defenses. If you know your
target's phone number, you could text message a link to a malicious Website, which would
covertly install a third-party application executing malicious code. The corollary would be to
send your target an e-mail with a nefarious attachment; he clicks on it and the attacker "owns"
the phone. Or there's always the "man-in-the-middle" (MITM) attack, which is perhaps the
most James Bondian: You sit in, say, Starbucks with a laptop set up, as part of the ruse, to
operate as a Wi-Fi access point, so a target's Web browsing and e-mail pass through your
computer first.
http://www.fastcompany.com/articles/2007/11/hacking-the-iphone.html

Hackers have known for years that game consoles can be made to accept a different operating
system, such as Linux, and used as an ordinary PC. Now a host of portable consoles, including
the PSP, have added a new possibility. They connect to any open Wi-Fi access point in range,
allowing the attacker to then use "packet-sniffing" programs to snoop on traffic or direct
viruses at any other computer on the network.
http://technology.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn12570&feedId=tech_rss20

Cyber Crime on the Rise in Japan
Internet related crimes
Illegal access
Fraud in online auction
Child prostitution cases
Child pornography
Identity theft

2005
277
67
61
26
29
x

2006
1802
265
733
169
97
115

“It enables the mobile device not only to access the Internet, but to be accessed,” said Ojanperä.
“You could store all your documents and pictures that you would like to share in that tiny
server, and somebody else can access them if you allow it. This will fundamentally change the
information architecture of the Internet. And this is happening today. We have put the server
into open source, and it is starting to spread.”
http://techdigest.tv/2006/11/nokia_world_fan.html

The debate regarding the security of an Open Source architecture for mobile phones is still going on.
Some say that fears are “exaggerated, (although) open devices could allow for greater exploitation of
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security vulnerabilities in new applications (and in the devices themselves) due to weaker security
architectures and testing”.23
Others argue that “despite mobile Linux's lack of a track record in the enterprise, (…) "Most IT
organizations are already very familiar with Linux and there are a lot of analogies and lessons learned
in that segment that we can take into mobile: for example, security. If they knew their devices were
running Linux, it would probably give them comfort."24

Loss of privacy

Yahoo! Go knows what you like. The settings and content you selected in
your Yahoo! account on your PC will automatically apply to your mobile experience—and viceversa. If you’ve told Yahoo! which stocks to track, teams to follow, locations to

remember, and that sort of thing, your

phone will know all about it.

All your personal info, including your contacts and email, remain in sync with
your Yahoo! Web account.
Yahoo Mobile’s website

As the years go by, and we go further into the digital economy, the main commodities are
1. your attention
2. information (about you)
Marketers are particularly interested in your attention, and the tools they are using to
get it are of particular interest to governments and controlling bodies, because they
provide valuable information about you.
Thus, whoever has that information, and the more complete that information is, the
more products they can sell you, faster, for a higher amount of money.
And your phone centralizes all that valuable information.
Depending on where you are, your phone already knows or will soon know what your interests are
(based on your searches), what websites you visit, where, what, when and how much you shop for
(based on your mobile payments), who you are, where you live, who your friends are, what are your
personal inclinations and political views (based on your blog or social networking profile and
sophisticated keyword analysis), who you spoke to and what was said up to two years ago, and where
you are at that very moment (GPS). It probably also holds the key to your health related information, a
detailed profile about you, and is possibly aware of where you will be at any one point in the future,
since it manages your appointments. Comforting or scary thought?
23
24

http://resources.zdnet.co.uk/articles/comment/0,1000002985,39289506,00.htm
http://resources.zdnet.co.uk/articles/features/0,1000002000,39289595-2,00.htm
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Mobile phone companies have drawn up plans to monitor text messages and voice calls and pass
the information to advertisers. (…) Under the Motorola plans, software would be installed on
mobile phones to search for related words in text messages. If the words “hungry” and “food”
were picked up, for example, an advertisement for a local restaurant could be sent to that user.
(…) Phone companies believe that the service could be combined with GPS technology — now a
feature of many mobile phones — to allow them to identify where a user is and send them
advertising.
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/industry_sectors/telecoms/article2748780.ece

Thinking of evading taxes? You cannot do that, since your phone, connected to your bank account,
knows how much you earned last year, and this information is relayed in real time to the appropriate
government body for analysis -and billing. Planning of leaving the world behind, putting some
distance between you and your past or partner…leaving home because you are a teenager and “you
had enough”? Well, don’t think about taking your phone with you, since a simple GPS tracking system
would tell your whereabouts to whomever cared to check, and the credit trail left by your phone would
report where you are headed anyway.
Basically, you have traded your freedom for connectivity, your will for convenience, your independent
choices for 24/7 contact with your friends and the rest of the world.
Sounds too far-fetched? Well, it is not. The current and growing trend in the digital world is Open
Source and the development of a network of data that permeates through myriads of different public
and private collections of data about you, sometimes internationally.
Cross-correlating data across different mediums could make Google AdWords even more
powerful. Google knows the users' intentions (from search queries), what web pages they visit
(from Web History or AdSense/Doubleclick's cookies) and now has information about TV
preferences. While Google can't connect all this data to a Google Account, it could still use it to
create profiles and cluster them, irrespective of the medium. Your actions could infer things
about yourself, if you connect them to aggregated demographic data. Google also collects
personal data through sites like YouTube, Orkut, Blogger.
http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/

Technology and civil liberties. Where is the limit?
”The second and most controversial proposal is for a new indeterminate sentence for people with a
severe personality disorder.
Whether or not they had committed a crime, they could be locked up in special units to be released
only when they were considered to represent no risk to the public.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/395539.stm

“Having got the powers, however, the police are using them. Some 20 cases are coming up for trial.
Maya Evans’s was the first. She was arrested for trying without permission to read the names of
civilians and soldiers killed in Iraq at the gates of Downing Street in October.”
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/article767309.ece
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What were before stand-alone systems, are clearly becoming integrated with one another. As we have
seen the police database merge with the traffic department and the child molesters databases through
the years, we are seeing the same process in the private enterprise world. Companies usually don’t
work with one another, unless the payoff is so big that strongly motivates them to do so. And this time
the payoff is big enough. Because the prize for their efforts…is you.
Some years ago, when you turned on your computer, the main Windows slogan you saw would ask
you: “Where do you want to go today?” However, times are changing, and perhaps the first thing we’ll
see in our phones in the near future will be something more along the lines of “Here is where you were
yesterday, and here is where you are going today…”

A key benefit of Google TV Ads is the ability to report second-by-second set-top box data so
advertisers can evaluate the reach of an ad and only pay for actual set-top box impressions. Data
derived from Nielsen's representative television ratings panels will provide Google TV Ads
advertisers with the demographic composition of the audience."

FootPath, which went on sale last summer, is already being used by mall operators. A key
feature is that it lets them measure how long customers stay in the mall. From there, they can
experiment to see what makes them spend more time -- and, by correlation, more money -before leaving.
http://edition.cnn.com/2008/TECH/04/30/db.cellphonetracking/index.html

Mobile phones: the last frontier
Mobile phones are the last frontier for marketers. They know it. But do you? Have you ever thought
about it?
In the history of mankind, there is not any device, tool or medium of communication with which we
have enjoyed such intimate, personal relationship. Nothing has been so close to the individual -some
would just say "the consumer"- before. Nothing has such a powerful reach to get to us anytime as do
mobile phones...eternal background companions of all our waking hours since our early years.
But marketers know more. Marketers know that mobile phones are also the most direct way to
invade a person's time and privacy to catch his attention…there is nothing better, except sending
something directly into our victim –excuse me, “consumer’s” brain.
In this state of things, and before we go much further, maybe it is time to ask ourselves: is this good
or bad? Will we ever reach a middle ground in how we relate with this technology, or will our
increasingly visible blending with machines and data rapidly turn us into a race of ignorant,
superficial, techno-dependent homo-shoppers?
It is clear to see that this far-reaching ethical question will be in the collective subconscious for
some time to come…even if those asking it are as dependent on their phones as the rest of us will
be.
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Mobile phones are clearly the last frontier...the most direct gateway into our analytical brain and our
emotions and by extension, to our souls...mobile phones are the best tool to use for those who want
to pressure, influence, and manipulate us in any way.
And they know it, even if you don't.
Mobile phones have the potential to turn our social and cultural advancements in relics of a quicklyforgotten past when we still knew how to relate to each other without a brightly lit screen between
us…when we could still spell in our own language…when the boss had to tell us in person if he
wanted to get rid of us, instead of sending us an SMS.
Those were the old times. Welcome to the new, where everything is shiny –and empty- picturesque
–and false- heavenly looking –and evil.
Do we still have a chance to go back? Will we want to? Will we be wise enough to watch and
protect who crosses that last frontier still standing today between the shallowness of data, the
tangible, the materialistic, the numbers and percentages...and the warmth, the unpredictability, the
whispering, the creativity, the laughter...all those wonderful things that still make us human and
machines could never replicate? Will a world of predictable, cold, automatic, standard responses
take over, where we are just one more –weak and dependent- link in the well-oiled consumerist and
nationalistic machine...where anyone who dares to think, be or act different is automatically
punished, exiled, cast aside? Are we heading in that direction already? Only we have the answers.
In any case, thinking about it this way...realizing that the little device in our pocket can have such an
important effect not only on our habits and ourselves as individuals, but also in the future of the
human race as a whole, is already a significant -albeit small- step forward.
The little flashy, seemingly harmless device that we hold in our hands every day is more than it
seems to be. It is the key to our collective future. For the first time in our history, the future is,
literally, in our hands...and it is our responsibility to make it a future worth living.

NTT has begun selling a device that transmits data across the surface of the human body and
lets users communicate with electronic devices simply by touching them, the company
announced on April 23.
http://www.pinktentacle.com/2008/04/ntt-firmo-transmits-data-through-skin

Researchers at Osaka University are stepping up efforts to develop robotic body parts
controlled by thought, by placing electrode sheets directly on the surface of the brain.
http://www.pinktentacle.com
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Computing “progress”: good and bad
by Richard Stallman
The BBC invited me to write an article for their column series, The Tech Lab, and this is what I sent
them. (It refers to a couple of other articles published in that series.) But the BBC was unwilling to
publish it with a copying permission notice, so I have published it here.
Bradley Horowitz of Yahoo proposed here that every object in our world should have a unique
number, so that your cell phone can record everything you do — even which cans you pick up while in
the supermarket.
If the phone is like today's phones, it will use proprietary software: software controlled by the
companies that developed it, not by its users. Those companies will ensure that your phone makes the
information it collects about you available to the phone company's data base (let's call it Big Brother)
and probably to other companies.
In the UK of the future, as New Labour would have it, those companies will surely turn this
information over to the police. If your phone reports you bought a wooden stick and a piece of poster
board, the phone company's system will deduce that you may be planning a protest, and report you
automatically to the police so they can accuse you of “terrorism”.
In the UK, it is literally an offence to be suspect. (More precisely, to possess any object in
circumstances that create a “reasonable suspicion” that you might use them in certain criminal ways.)
Your phone will give the police plenty of opportunities to suspect you, so they can charge you with
having been suspected by them. Similar things will happen in China, where Yahoo already gave the
government all the information it needed to imprison a dissident, and asked for our understanding on
the excuse that it was “just following orders”.
Horowitz would like cell phones to tag information automatically based on knowing when you
participate in an event or meeting. That means the phone company will also know precisely whom you
meet. That information will also be interesting to governments, such as those of the UK and China,
that cut corners on human rights.
I do not much like Horowitz's vision of total surveillance. Rather, I envision a world in which our
computers never collect, or release any information about us except when we want them to.
Non-free software does other nasty things besides spying. It often implements digital handcuffs —
features designed to restrict the users (also called DRM, for Digital Restrictions Management). These
features control how you can access, copy or move the files in your own computer.
DRM is a common practice: Microsoft does it, Apple does it, Google does it, even the BBC's iPlayer
does it. Many countries, taking the side of these companies against the public, have made it illegal to
tell others how to escape from the digital handcuffs. As a result, competition does nothing to check the
practice: no matter how many proprietary alternatives you might have to choose from, they all
handcuff you just the same. If the computer knows where you are located, it can make DRM even
worse: there are companies that would like to restrict what you can access based on your present
location.
My vision of the world is different. I would like to see a world in which all the software in our
computers — in our desktop PCs, our laptops, our handhelds, our phones — is under the our control
and respects our freedom. In other words, a world where all software is free software.
Free software, freedom-respecting software, means that every user of the program is free to get the
program's source code and change the program to do what she wants, and also free to give away or sell
copies, either exact or modified. This means the users are in control. With the users in control of the
software, nobody has power to impose nasty features on others.
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Even if you don't exercise this control yourself, you are part of a society where others do. If you are
not a programmer, other users of the program are. They will probably find and remove any nasty
features, such as spying or restricting you, and publish safe versions. You will have only to elect to use
them — and since all other users will prefer them, that will usually happen with no effort on your part.
Charles Stross envisioned computers that permanently record everything that we see and hear. Those
records could be very useful, as long as Big Brother doesn't see and hear all of them. Today's cell
phones are already capable of listening to their users without informing them, at the request of the
police, the phone company, or anyone that knows the requisite commands. As long as phones use nonfree software, controlled by its developers and not by the users, we must expect this to get worse. Only
free software enables computer-using citizens to resist totalitarian surveillance.
Dave Winer's article suggested that Mr Gates should send a copy of Windows Vista to Alpha Centauri.
I understand the feeling, but sending just one won't solve our problem here on Earth. Windows is
designed to spy on users and restrict them. We should collect all the copies of Windows, and MacOS
and iPlayer for the same reason, and send them to Alpha Centauri at the slowest possible speed. Or
just erase them.
Copyright © 2007 Richard Stallman
Verbatim copying and distribution of this entire article are permitted worldwide, without royalty, in any medium, provided this notice is preserved.
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/computing-progress.html
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The handset of the future

In order to make a prediction on what the mobile handset of the future will be, it is imperative to look
at current trends and how these can be extrapolated towards the future.
The first thing we have to focus on -and the source of much debate in some circles- is the kind of
device that we are ,more likely to be carrying around in the future.
Will it have the appearance and size of a mobile phone as we know it today? Bearing in mind that we
will expect to access the Internet on this device, does not it make sense some sort of bigger mobile
handset, perhaps something with a bigger screen? Would it not be more logical to carry a UMPC?

A UMPC is a mobile communications device no smaller in size than (w/h/d mm) 190/134/31 mm, usually with a screen size of 7’’and similar specs to
basic laptop computer. Theoretically, the UMPCs has covered a lot of ground since their inception. So much so in fact, that we could say that devices like
the Apple iPhone could be considered as an underpowered UMPC. Are mobile phones becoming UMPCs?

I must confess that at one point, I thought so. In fact, arguing with a friend a some time ago, I
defended the position that UMPC computers where "the future of mobile telephony".
My first impression about this was that although certainly no one was using those devices at that time,
it would only take a powerful and well-executed marketing campaign, together with the pioneering use
of the devices by the early adopters to make this technology mass-market.
My reasoning was based mainly on two premises:
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1.
most consumers will want to access the Internet on their mobile devices. The current size of
mobile phone screens is not particularly suitable for this.
2.
any campaign that expects to change the habits of the market needs a strong support group of
early adopters to take off. In the case of my hypothetical widespread adoption of UMPCs, that body of
passionate early adopters were ready to receive and start pushing this technology: tweens. I felt that
the time was ripe for the adoption of these devices and the passion of tweens for videogames and
playing movies would soon make a bigger screen a prime required spec for mobile devices.

“The physical size and look of handsets is evolving to a smaller, more compact
design that’s more pleasing to the eye,” said Parsons. “In the mind of the
consumer, these changes are for the better, as satisfaction among owners of
clamshell-design phones is significantly higher than of those who own a candy
bar-shaped cell phone.”
http://www.jdpower.com/corporate/news/releases/pressrelease.aspx?ID=2006075

I thought it was a great theory...if not for a little detail that just came into my consciousness a few days
later: ergonomics. 25 26
You see, there is a reason why we still stand with our backs upright in motorcycles -despite of this
position being extremely anti-aerodynamic and install all our light switches at a certain height in our
walls. Ergonomics, an old friend of furniture makers, tells us that there are recommended sizes and
measures to be respected in the design of human’s most commonly used objects. Stretch these too
much and you will end up with an object that, as visually appealing as it may be, most probably will
eventually be left to gather dust in showrooms as the product nobody wants because “it just does not
feel right”.
But what exactly is not right with UMPCs?

25

Interestingly, ergonomics is a relatively young concept defined as is the application of scientific information concerning
humans to the design of objects, systems and environment for human use. Ergonomics is commonly thought of as how
companies design tasks and work areas to maximize the efficiency and quality of their employees’ work. However,
ergonomics comes into everything which involves people. I still remember when ten years ago I presented a consulting
report for a restaurant, mentioning ergonomic improvements needed. I suspected and later confirmed that my client not
only did not know what I was talking about, but unfortunately, did not understand either how a better designed layout could
improve in the areas of service times, staff motivation and customer service (less effort = better mood), furniture wear and
tear, and others.
26
1- Although I was right on much of my reasoning, another flaw in my assumptions was the reduced weight that I gave in
my "equation" to teen's need for privacy. This can be an easily-overlooked but siginificant factor in predicting future
mobile trends
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Nokia’s vision of the future mobile phone.

It is the size, stupid!
Despite of many years of availability in markets ahead of us like the Japan, UMPCs have not been
widely adopted. Why is it so? Could there be a hidden, perhaps sociological reason for this?
And then I "got it". As in everything else, size matters in mobile technology.
In fact, that's the main reason why today we are not pushing keyboard keys in mobile phones any
smaller than the widely-recognized, semi-standard size despite existing technology to make our
devices smaller.
And then more examples came to my mind: what was one of the Motorola Razor’s mobile phone main
selling points? Its thinness. In a world of tight jeans, small purses and ever shrinking in-car
compartments, space comes at a premium. We certainly expect to have a screen that is wide enough to
see the information we need to find on the Internet, but...are we willing to sacrifice the size of the
device to that end? Today, I do not think so.27
And this is the most important reason why UMPCs have, in my view and as of today, only a slight
chance of success.

27

In fact I think that my friend was rather right, although not exactly on everything he said that night, since in the same
discussion about all this, when I told him I foresee a device that could do everything that our conventional computers do,
making the desktop computer irrelevant, he told me that he could see desktop PCs on the market “for many years to come,
at least for ten years more” (2017!).
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However, this is not the only problem, for the bulkiness of UMPCs make them hard to hide, they are
usually heavier than phones and not very stylish. (1 being the style consideration particularly
important for women)
Situations where we may need to hide our devices are common for students that text messages under
the tables at class or at home. We are also grateful for the possibility of hiding our device inside a
small pocket in a public place where one doesn't feel particularly safe, and particularly for women,
carrying a stylish device is extremely important.
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Market inertia is against UMPCs
Another thing that we could argue that goes against widespread adoption of UMPCs is our need to
control the device with one hand. For the last 10 years, most of the public -and particularly the youthhave become accustomed and expect to operate mobile devices with one hand, without looking at the
screen or where their fingers are ((incidentally, this is an important drawback against tactile screens.
However haptic technology has solved this problem. Also interestingly, this fact has powerful
implications for the loyalty of users to one particular model or brand over time. Creative key
arrangements in mobile phones are strongly discouraged!)). Yes, most phones have a hands free mode
these days, but how many of us use that function instinctively? How often? Is it convenient to use it
while on the go? How accurate is it for text messaging on the go or in a noisy place? Who has not used
a mobile phone with one hand while driving? All the signs point that the device of the future will not
only be small enough to carry it around and hide it easily, but also that we'll most probably want to
hold and operate it with one hand.((important advances in voice activated software can change the
rules in this area.)) Letting alone other factors, the handicaps of current UMPCs regarding weight and
size are enough to predict a rather low adoption of this device in the near future.
Not even one UMPC in the list of top 10 Softbank mobile phones in 2007
SoftBank Top Ten
1 (3)
Sharp 920SH
2 (1)
Sharp 911SH
3 (2)
Panasonic 705Px
4 (5)
Toshiba fanfan. 815T
5 (7)
Panasonic 810P
6 (6)
Sharp 910SH
7 (8)
Toshiba 911T
8 (10)
Toshiba 814T
9 (4)
Sharp Fullface 913SH
10 (11)
Sharp 812SH
Source: GfK via ITMedia

So long it all seems clear, if not because, at this point, we go back to the beginning as we remember
the success of a device that seems to contradict the trend we just discovered: the Apple iPhone.
With the iPhone, a mobile phone -in order to deliver a better Internet experience- grows in size enough
to approximate a UMPC. Isn't this confusing? Is this trend to stay? Could we assume, based on the
iPhone experience, that phones will become ever bigger instead of UMPCs becoming smaller, getting
in the end to the same bigger-than-today device being widely adopted?
Well, not necessarily, and this is an interesting and very important point: although the iPhone has had
much success so far with mobile users, the trend of bigger phones may not be here to stay, unless we
all get bigger hands soon, and all the other considerations -particularly size and fashion- are no longer
important.
Will this happen? Most probably not in the short or medium-term. Thus, we may still see a trend for
mobile phones with a limited screen size in the near future.
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But as our mobile phones do more...does this mean that we shall eventually all be reading books and
working in presentations in our mobile phones?

fully fledged UMPC become as popular as to take the prime spot to the ubiquitous candy bar model?
Will we interact in the future with a phone without keyboard, or rather a phone in which the keyboard
will be in the screen a la iPhone?

Even if/when the current cons of UMPC technology have been overcome -price, weight, battery life,
lousy software - manufacturers pushing these devices will always be trying to create a market in the
middle between a laptop PC and a mobile phone. This
will be no easy task when you are being trashed in
reviews from lovers of both, PCs and Mobile phones.
Add to that the fact that one of the main UMPCs
advocates has been Microsoft -how different the
UMPC’s future could be if Apple would market it? - and
you have a recipe for disaster from the very beginning.

So then phones will become smaller or stay the size they
are today? Does it mean that they lose specs to stay that
size, or that we shall be doomed to watch our future
shows and work in our presentations forever in screens
no bigger than our hands? You may ask.
The answer is "not at all". In fact, our mobile phone will
soon have all the capabilities of current UMPCs and
desktop computers and more, because in the future, your
phone has become your main computer.
How can this be? Simple.

Do you remember digital cameras? We still use them today, but slowly, our phones incorporating
cameras have been eroding their market share. The same thing has happened with wristwatches. Did
you know that one of the main reasons in the decline of wristwatches in recent years has been the
widespread availability of mobile phones and computers, that already include a clock? The same thing
has happened with PDAs. A few years ago, business people would have their dedicated PDA to
manage appointments, and a separated mobile phone to take and make calls. Today devices like the
Blackberry have shown us that we can have it all in one device.

Thus, we can fairly assume that the trend in mobile technology is towards the convergence of all these
digital devices into one. And the next market that mobile phones are going to take -although so many
cannot see it today- are desktop computers.
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The future: one device, all your files, and accessories around it.
In the future, we’ll have everything inside our mobile phones: our photos, work files, music files,
spreadsheets, presentations...everything.
Does this mean that we'll have to adapt to see our files in sizes that we are not used to, or that we will
miss some functionality? No. The reason is that our phones will be the hub, the central brain of our
digital life, but not necessarily the final interface on which we interact with our digital material.
In fact, when we are on the go and want to see a our media in a larger screen we can connect it to a
monitors, projectors inside or outside our mobile device, or screen goggles. If we need a keyboard, we
can use a rollable, flexible one, or a wireless projecting keyboard. (maybe the phone itself will be
flexible.)

The introduction of GPS-technology in smart phones and the bundling of navigation and map
content with mobile devices is fuelling a boom in global demand - in the EU and Europe
subscribers accessing maps and downloading routes from their handset are forecast to jump
more than tenfold between 2007 and 2012.
http://www.telecomasia.net/article.php?type=article&id_article=6539

And how will it work when we are at home? Not too differently. Reportedly companies like Sony
Ericsson have already been for some time working on this concept, in the form of a cradle where your
phone can sit to recharge and connect to other devices.
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“Connect all the peripherals you need. With a number of dataports available on the side of
multimedia cradle, you can connect external monitor, scanner, printer and any other peripheral
to your phone.”
http://www.unwiredview.com/2007/02/01/replace-the-pc-with-your-cellphone-with-sony-ericsson-multimedia-cradle/

However, rather than an old fashioned, proprietary solution like a cradle, I can rather envision mobile
phone connecting technology that will be standard and compatible with most devices through a
wireless connection. Am I on the train? I will be able to beam the information on my phone to the
monitor embedded in the seat right in front of me. Am I in the office? I will be able to see all my files
in the office’s monitor of projector, and seamlessly direct my wireless keyboard towards interacting
with my phone. This seems to me the most practical way, and seeing the current trends in technology,
it is the way to go. Consumers demand anytime/anywhere compatibility among all their devices, and
the walled garden times -not only on Internet matters, but also in handset connectivity- are over.

However, as this technology is refined and mass-produced, a projector could easily become just
another common component inside of most cell phones, as camera chips are today. Then,
watching video or giving presentations with a cell phone, currently a frustrating experience, will
become as ordinary as snapping a picture with a cell phone camera. - Charlie White
http://blog.scifi.com/tech/archives/2007/07/24/motorola_to_bui.html

In the end I think we are talking a new kind of convergence, not into a single device, but a group
of cell phone accessories which allow us to effectively have the best of the Cell Phone and Laptop
words in a more secure and still portable always-connected laptop-like accessory.
http://itmanagement.earthweb.com/cnews/article.php/12035_3729291_2

"Our business model is one of very high risk: We dig a very big hole in the ground, spend three
billion dollars to build a factory in it, which takes three years, to produce technology we haven't
invented yet, to run products we haven't designed yet, for markets which don't exist. We do that
two or three times a year."
Paul Otellini, CEO, Intel
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The types of devices employed to access the Internet will continue to diversify, and Internet
usage will become more mobile. In addition to desktops, laptops, and mobile phones, a new
category of "web gadgets" such as the Amazon Kindle, the Nokia N800, and the Apple iPod
touch will use WiFi to access the Internet.
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS21096308

Remember, no matter how powerful handsets get in the future, (…) the size of the screen isn't
going to change much. It's an unchangeable fact that there's a certain size at which a screen and
device grows past the point where it can possibly be labeled "handheld", "handset" or even
"pocketable". For the foreseeable future, that size will be all over the place, but I'm sure that at
some point we'll start to see a general standard size emerge. We don't know yet what that
optimal size and resolution will be (…) but the point is that interfaces will have to be designed or
at least adjusted to a smaller form factor no matter what.
http://www.russellbeattie.com/notebook/1008931.html

“It seems that a lot of people within the tablet community are frustrated because they’ve
realized that they’re not using their tablets as much as they’d like to because they aren’t taking
them everywhere they might need them. The general consensus is that a smaller device would be
more likely to make the trip, therefore giving them more use and more productivity.
(…) my primary computing device is a Lenovo X41 Tablet and I recently added a PPC-6700
Windows Mobile 5 phone. I just can’t see a UMPC replacing either of these devices for me. It’s
not going to replace my X41 because I wouldn’t be able to touch-type on it, and Bluetooth
keyboards can be forgotten. They also don’t stand a change against my PPC-6700 due to it’s
large size and no phone component.”
http://www.vinceanido.com/blog/archives/2006/03/30/is-the-umpcorigami-the-future/

More than 1 in 3 mobile owners say that they are now more cautious about when and where they
use their mobile phone after hearing recent stories regarding mobile phone related crime.
http://www.insure-moby.co.uk/mobile-insurance-statistics.htm
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By our receiving information through embedded tags in physical objects, the world provides one more on-demand, virtual layer of information, allowing
objects and designs to be far simpler and less cluttered in their appearance.
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THINKING OF
HIRING
JAVIER MARTI?
•

Keynote speaker, consultant, futurist, trainer

•

Articulate, technology savvy

•

Would consider full time advisory role

•

Consulting, coaching, speaking.

•

Sponsorship plans available

•

Powerful personal brand

•

Part of a selected international group of individuals
worldwide with specialist knowledge in three key areas:
mobile, technology, domains

Would you rather hire the consultant who studied all these
books…or the author of the books they studied?
http://www.terrydean.org/5-reasons-to-write-a-book-today/

Find out more: info@trendirama.com
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III. ABOUT
DOMAINERS AND
THE DOMAIN
BUSINESS
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They call themselves domainers. They make their living buying and selling domain names and
turning their Web traffic into cash--lots of it.
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/index.htm

Have you ever heard of someone being called a ‘domainer’? What are domainers and what do they do?
Are they speculators? Opportunists? Traders? Long-term Investors? Is what they do easy or difficult?
Why has there been such a buzz around domaining lately?
Although most people have never heard of the term "domainer", domain investors today own and
control a significant stake in some of the most valuable Internet "real estate". In fact, chances are that
many of us have been or will visit a website owned by a domainer at some point.
In order to paint a clear picture of who domainers are and what they do, we need to visit the history of
the Internet and see how domain names first came into existence. Ready?

A little history of domaining
The first thing to notice about domaining is that it appeared more by accident, than by design…
In historical terms, what we call the Internet today a fairly new development.

Although network computing can be traced back more than 40 years, our story commences in the early
90’s with the expansion of the network of networks, today more commonly known as the “Internet”.
At that time, computers were identified by a set of numbers that allowed one computer to identify and
be able to communicate with another computer. This system worked in a similar fashion to the
telephone. One computer would originate the request for information and the other computer would
deliver it.
This system had proved effective in those days, when the number of communication connections
between computers was limited in scope and content.
The connecting groups of previously-isolated computer networks into a mostly publicly accessible
super-network soon required the creation of an easier system to identify each computer system in the
chain.
This naturally led to a new "protocol" that took sets of numbers which identified each computer in the
network (also known today as IP addresses) and transformed them into letters and eventually words. 1
As a simple example, the English word "blue" could be associated to a particular computer system in
the global network.
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Once the association was made through a formal registration, people could easily type the word "Blue"
instead of 124.432.234.564 and immediately connect to the computer numbered 124.432.234.564.
This simplified the process for typing and remembering long number sequences!
And here is where our story begins to get interesting, but we'll get back to it soon.

Albeit the oldest known domain names were registered around 1985 (symbolics.com, bbn.com,
think.com…) it would not be until the mid 90s when individuals and corporations were first
allowed to purchase domain names.

At a time when any private party could register these words without necessarily having to connect
them right away to an active network or computer, a “market for words” was created.
This happened because some people –realizing the problem of the scarcity of words before othersslowly but surely began what at the time was a time-consuming exchange of faxes and phone calls
with registrars.
Their Goal: to ensure -before anyone else- their sole right to use certain words for connection to a
computer or computer system of their choice for a period of time. 2 These words would later become
known as “domain names”.
This is how these individuals, by quickly snapping up what they thought would be valuable assets in
the future would later become known as “domainers”.
Were they right? Were these words as scarce as they thought? Would there ever be a market for the
buying and selling of these words?
In order to answer these questions we need to take a deeper look at the history of the domain business.

The scarcity of domain names, in a simple example:

Let's suppose that I am a dentist in Miami in the late 90’s. I have set up a website that associates the
name of my clinic "Smith’s Dentistry" with the computer I manage. This computer provides
information to my clients and potential future clients through a website.
It sounds good enough, right? Well this isn’t the complete picture. Unless a person previously
knows the exact website address of my clinic, it would be a challenge for the general public to find
my site. This is a big problem since new clients would never come to my clinic's website because
their search phrases might be totally different than the words "Smith's Dental Clinic".
With a little observation we can see that at the time of their search, they are thinking about the
words "dentist" and "Miami", and here is my eureka moment: How wonderful would it be if all the
people that is looking for a dentist in Miami would come to my website? I then can see that the best
way to do this -at that time- is to get a word or words, also known as a domain name that will make
that happen.
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So I embark in the adventure of registering my second ever domain name having come the
conclusion that the domain name "MiamiDentist.com" would be my best choice to achieve this
objective. Why "Miami Dentist"? Because this is the idea that my potential customers have in mind
at the time that they require services like mine. This is definitely the idea in a customer's mind that I
want to be associated with.
But then I realize it: there are more than 800 dentists in Miami, and they would all probably like to
have the same domain name, "MiamiDentist.com", which in turn can be owned by only one person
at a time. But that is not the worst part: since there are many people that want the name that only
one person can provide, I learn that "renting" the domain name "MiamiDentist.com" will be cost a
significant amount.
This is the main reason why some valuable domain names sell for very high prices.

I also believe that domains will continue to go up in value for a long time to come. Although the
Internet might get overhauled or a new Internet architecture might be invented at some point in
the future, I don’t believe domain names will ever be replaced, because you will always need a
unique address you can navigate to when surfing on the Internet.
http://www.dmueller.com/

Why domains?
In November 2004, Marchex shelled out $164 million for a single domainer's portfolio. Even a
few venture capital firms are now placing bets. Earlier this year, Boston-based Highland Capital
paid $80 million to acquire BuyDomains, a company with 500,000 names, according to people
familiar with the deal. Says Highland principal Richard de Silva, who wouldn't confirm the
price, "These are profit machines."
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/index.htm

As we have seen, the value of domain names is directly proportional to its scarcity -lack of alternative
expressions- and usefulness to express an idea.
This scarcity and precision of the ideas expressed by a word or expression, is in turn closely related to
the three key (factors) that influence the value of language expressions as commodities:
1.
In any given language, each word has a very unique meaning that makes it different from any
other word.
2. Even when words are similar, there are only a small number of words in each language that express
a particular message or evoke a specific idea in our minds.
3. Words are much easier to remember than numbers. The closer the word is to the idea we want to
express, the better the word is for our communication purposes.
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As we have seen, this "uniqueness" of certain words or expressions clearly explains the value of
holding the right to use them for commercial purposes.
However, this basic principles, only give us the key to one part of puzzle. After all, what is the value
of a product in a stagnant market? How could we profit from an investment if we are the only ones to
appreciate its unique worth?

Domain names so far, have thrived in a growing and positive macro-environment.
The reasons for this growth are several and varied, but if we were to respond to the question of "Why
do domainers buy domains?" we could probably say that domains have so far proved to be a good
investment because...
Domains are in high demand
Anyone that is selling anything to any market, anywhere –that’s most of us- needs or will need at some
point some kind of way to reach his target market. The way we reach our target market today is
through websites identified with a unique domain name that describes our business as precisely as
possible.
As of today, where there is a need to communicate something, there is a need for a domain name.

Domains can be sold for a high profit
Fund.com sold for nearly $10 million earlier this year. Vodka.com sold for $3 million in 2006.
Business.com sold for $7.5 million in 1999, was developed into profitable website then was recently
acquired by RH Donnelley for $350 million.
Newer domain name extensions have also benefited from the high demand of quality names.
Flowers.mobi for example sold for $200,000 in 2006. This sale surprised most of the domaining
world because the .mobi extension was less than 6 months old at the time.

For a well thought out domain name registration of less than $100 dollars, the possibility exists to
generate tremendous returns, which make other investment vehicles look pale in comparison. There
will always be opportunities to register a name that can one day sell for a very high price. The world
and technology is constantly changing. This change creates new opportunities. For an example, most
people had never heard of an iPhone several years ago. The owner of domain name iPhone.com had
the foresight and vision to register the domain name in the late 1990’s. Last year, Apple acquired the
domain name in the 7-figure range.
There is an active domain market that has experienced considerable growth during the last decade.
Up to the year 2007, there have been more than fifty domain names sold for over $1 million. Reported
domain name sales show an “average increase in value of 83% per year over the last 7 years”.
Other examples of multi-million domain sales are:

Sex.com - $14,000,000
Porn.com - $9,500,000
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Diamond.com - $7,500,000
Casino.com - $5,500,000
Wine.com - $3,300,000
Software.com - $3,200,000
Loans.com - $3,000,000

Domains can be used in a variety of ways. They can be used for business or non-commercial
purposes like a personal website.
The domain name "Flowers.mobi" could be a storefront for an online flower shop or the main entrance
to an online community for gardeners or flower lovers. The domain name "Bikes.com" could be used
by a motorcycle manufacturer to sell motorcycles or by a non-profit association of "bikers" to organize
weekend escapades.
Domains names like "Leticia.com" or "JohnDeer.com" can be used as personal blogs or as the official
website of a celebrity or fictional character with that name. These names can also be used for a fan
club site, or as in the John Deer example- as a commercial website for a specific brand
("EmidioTucci", "SaraLee").
Start-ups and individual traders are also buying strong domain names because they realize the added
credibility that a good domain name provides to a new business.
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The power of a generic domain name lies in the subconscious
association created in the mind of the consumer between our
product, and our brand.
Example: if shoes.co.uk were owned by Clarks...

=
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Having a website will become more important for more people in the future
As the gap between digital citizens and those left behind widens, our personal and professional image
will be increasingly tied to the computer world. This means that having the "right" presence online
becomes essential across the whole spectrum of society, from the multinational corporation to the
teenage blogger getting their first contact with the online world.
Commercial enterprises are beginning to realize the importance of associating their brand to a great
generic domain name (example: Clarks in the UK to Shoes.co.uk). A company that owns a generic
domain name in their industry is in a much more powerful branding position than their competitors.
They have two potential gateways for sales and customer acquisition: their brand name website, and
the generic domain name website. Moreover and most importantly, they are imprinting in their
customer’s mind the unconscious and long-lasting association between your product and your brand.
(e.g. shoes=Clarks)
This accomplishes what marketers have been trying to do since the very beginning of the advertising
industry. Owning the top generic name in a company’s industry is priceless!
The market is rapidly being "educated"
Trading at the highest level in the stock market is thousands of times more profitable than trading
domain names.
In the domain name market, traders tend to be highly specialized. Specialized audiences tend to grow
at a slower rate than more mainstream audiences. This limits the number of available market players at
any one time, in turn affecting prices of the products sold (less bidders, lower prices).
On the other hand, as more people get connected and become part of “the digital culture”, they begin
to understand the value of the right domain name and are more willing to pay market prices for that
name.
"Anyone" can invest in domain names
Unlike in the stock market example, where a numeric expansion of the players is limited by the high
level of financial education required, domain names are an investing opportunity for much larger
potential markets, because of the more basic common sense rules of the domain business.

Domain names exist in very limited supply
How many shoe companies would like to own the domain Shoes.com? How many can own it? One at
a time. As seen in this page
http://www.zappos.com/n/bl
there are more than 600 shoe brands operating in the US alone. All of them would probably like to
own the domain name Shoes.com. The digital medium itself is growing in size and sophistication.
Both the number of content providers and Internet users grow rapidly every day. This in turn makes
the market even more attractive for businesses and investors alike.
As more companies and individuals get online, a growing number of entities –companies and
individuals- fight and are willing to pay higher prices for the limited number of quality domain
names.
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There is a lack of alternative options to domain names.
If I am in the market for a means of transportation, I have several options to choose from: cars,
motorbikes, small trucks, vans...
If I select as my future vehicle a car -and depending on my country of residence- I can choose between
several hundred of automakers and models. If I can wait, I may even be able to buy a better model
later on, since appreciation of new cars is relatively constant, fairly predictable and reasonable when
compared with standard wages.
Even this potential appreciation of new models every year is not constant -as we can see in some of the
latest Mercedes models that offer better specs at the same price of last year's new model.
Perhaps I may even be able to buy the same model cheaper next year, or to catch a bargain on the
second hand market if I wait a few months. After all, vehicles are standard, thousands of them are
produced every year, and there is an active and healthy market for them.
The market for domain names is however, totally different, as each item for sale in this market is as
unique and special as a diamond. Within one extension, no two domains are ever identical. Once a
domain name has been bought, it may never be sold again, except perhaps, as a component part of a
business. Do you want the domain? You may have to buy the whole company as one package to get
the name!
Unlike the market for means of transportation, in the domain world we find that there are usually only
two, maybe three potential expressions in our –western- languages that make sense and express the
idea or product that we have in mind. Yet of these expressions, even less of them comply with all the
main characteristics of an ideal domain name:
- describes the business perfectly
- is easy to remember
- is easy to spell
- is as short as possible
- does not contain hyphens

There is a big difference in the value of “BrazilProperty.com” and “PropertiesBrazil4u.net”. This
difference greatly affects the valuation of each one of those domain names. The more a domain name
complies with the ideal set of conditions, the more valuable it is.
In the example of “BrazilProperty.com”, it is easy to see which domain is better and will help to get a
good position in search engine results as well as in the customer's mind. In the second case, we could
hypothesize that the owner of the less desirable domain probably tried to register several different
combinations like “brazilproperty”, “brazilproperties”, “propertybrazil”, etc.
Finding them all already registered, they had to settle for a mediocre name.
Trying many different names and finding them all registered is the fastest and easiest way to
understand the value and uniqueness of domain names.
For domain investors, the difference between holding the right domain and a worthless one can be in
the millions of dollars.
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Domains are a low- risk investment with very low maintenance costs
Compared with other forms of investment –real estate, stock market shares, motorized vehiclesdomain names have very little ongoing maintenance costs and in some cases, immense potential return
on investment. The risks due to low acquisition and maintenance costs make domain names an easy
asset to manage compared to other investment vehicles.
Registering a domain name is a quick and easy process

Domains are unique and cannot be counterfeited or duplicated in any way.

High conventional and online advertising rates are pushing more brands into domain investing
(and development)
The cost of a full-page advert printed once a week in a national newspaper can easily run into the 5
figures. Marketers are strongly encouraged to discover other sources of revenue and exposure for their
brands. Being that domain names are a one off low-maintenance investment, some companies have
found it more profitable to acquire a good domain with existing type-in traffic and turn these visitors
into lifetime customers.
Diversification into domain names is already happening with an increasing number of companies who
are purchasing domain names either as part of advertising campaigns or to redirect highly targeted
traffic to their main sites. Sometimes a generic name is built as a stand-alone business. Loans.com
(Bank of America), Aspirin.com (Bayer), Money.com (CNN), and Motorcycles.com (Honda) and
several great examples of businesses built on generic domain names.

Domain names are beginning to be taken seriously -by financial managers- as viable investment
assets

If a company wants to sell Toothpaste they should own Toothpaste.com. They will own that
domain forever and will be linked to that category and keyword in search engines and in public
perception so strongly it almost gives them an unfair advantage. CNET has used this secret to
become a huge company, they now dominate online with sites like News.com and Search.com.
Some of CNET’s products may be 2nd or third class but that generic domain names gives them a
lot of creditability. Search.com is crap, but people still type it in and use it. Weather.com is used
so much because of its name and how easy it is to remember. It may not be the best weather
service but it is the most used.
http://blog.domaintools.com/tags/great-generic/
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Domain success stories: Yun Ye, Kevin Ham, Rick Schwartz,
Frank Schilling
Yun Ye
Yun Ye, a secretive ex-programmer28, built most of his portfolio using software of his own creation
that allowed him to automatically identify recently-dropped domains.
Ye, a resident in Vancouver, Canada, quietly sold his domain portfolio –which reportedly produced
more than $19 million a year in profits at the time- for more than a $150 million to Marchex in 2005.

Kevin Ham
Kevin Ham, medical doctor turned businessman of Chinese (I believe Kevin is Korean) origin, is the
owner and founder of Reinvent.com.
His portfolio of more than 320,000 domain names and other domain-related investments are said to be
worth approximately $300 million with one of his man destination websites, Agoga.com, reportedly
receiving more than 30 million unique visitors a month. (Agoga isn’t really considered one Kevin’s
site. It’s the parking page for the .cm typos)
Ham is also known for having closed a deal with the government of Cameroon, which owns the .cm
country code domain, to forward all non-registered domains to parking pages his company has
developed.
On May, 2007, Mr. Ham was featured in a CNN.com article entitled “The man who owns the
Internet”29

Rick Schwartz
Rick Schwartz reportedly acquired his first domain name in December 1995. His first acquisition was
LipService.com which he purchased for $100. Eight years later Schwartz sold the domain Men.com,
for $1.32 million and went on to build a widely diverse portfolio of one and two words domain
names, including many premium ones such as Candy.com, Property.com and Porno.com. In total
Schwartz owns more than 6.500 domain names that receive “between 95,000 to 115,000 type-in
visitors per day”.
Mr. Schwartz, the self-proclaimed “Domain King”5, was the first well known domainer to invest in the
Dotmobi extension when he acquired Flowers.mobi for $200.000 at a public domain auction.

28 “attorney, John Barryhill, says Ye won't talk to the press, and he adds, "I don't answer questions about him."
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/index.htm
29

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2007/06/01/100050989/index.htm?postversion=200705220
5
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HELP ME
TO
HELP YOU
• Would you like to offer me a position in your
company?
• Would you like to propose me a creative,
interesting deal?
• Would you like to exchange links?
• Would you like to have me speaking at your
event?
• Would you like to meet me personally?

•
•
•

Would you like me to write for one of your
publications?
Would you like me to advise your company?
Would you like me to analyze your domain
portfolio?

No matter how “crazy” your idea may
sound, please let me know about it.
info@trendirama.com
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Frank Schilling
Frank Schilling, a Cayman Islands resident of German descent is “considered by many to be one of the
most successful bulk registrants in the world”6. He has acquired his valuable portfolio of domain
names starting in the year 2002 and benefiting from the thousands of domain name drops occurring at
the time after the dotcom boom of late 2000.
A strong believer in the power of generic, type-in traffic domain names, Schilling holds a portfolio of
more than 300.000 generic names as of 2008, including several thousand gambling domain names.
Mr. Schilling is said to have turned down an offer for $100 million7 by Marchex in 2004. Marchex is
the same company that bought Yun Ye’s portfolio several years earlier. Mr. Schilling was also one of
the first individuals to manage large portfolios for other domain name investors.
Having been described by fellow “celebrity domainer” Rick Schwartz as “one of the nicest guys you
could ever meet”, Frank Schilling is today one of the most respected domainers in the .com space. He
is also the author of the most popular blog about domaining in 2007, “Sevenmile.com”.

“Domainer” is not a bad word anymore
Let's be honest: in polite company you never introduce yourself as a "domainer." It's like
introducing yourself as a "slumlord" or "pimp"...and it's just one half-step above "lawyer" for
goodness sakes. No, I'm sure your business cards say that you're in some kind of Internet "real
estate" business, and your spouse has told your inlaws that you work for "an Internet start-up."
http://www.namebrief.com/content/view/23/2/

So far, the term “domainer” has historically had negative connotations.
The fact that an individual, regardless of his lack of skills in other areas could become notoriously
wealthy in a short time, coupled with the wrongful association of the term “domainers” to
“cybersquatters” in the media has influenced the general public to have a negative bias towards
domaining.
As users become more familiar with the web, their understanding of the way in which many of these
top traditional domainers have made their wealth -mostly diverting direct navigation Internet traffic to
parked pages that only offer in turn a collection of links to other websites- has not helped to create a
favourable public image of domainers and the domain business.
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Although personally I am not a supporter of the parking websites-for-cash business model, people
should respect the freedom of the owner of a private asset to manage it in whatever way he considers
appropriate. This freedom is one of the pillars of a democratic and capitalist society. Equating a
domain name investor to a cybersquatter is like comparing apples to oranges. They may look similar
on the surface but they are fundamentally different.
Mobile, Domains & The Future – Javier Marti - GIVE this book away. LINK, QUOTE, BOOKMARK it!

After all, if we were to follow the logic of some detractors of the domain business, are not real estate
investors squatters if they do not develop their plots of lands into something “that people can use”? Or
if you don't mind me asking...what do you do? What do you sell? Whether it is…knowledge, time,
ideas, or a combination of those, we all sell something. Even if we don't sell a particular product, we
are trading. You sell your time and education and I pay with money that I got from selling in turn
something else to someone else. But how was this capital made in the first place? Did I do it in a
completely fair and just way with my fellow men? Or did I squat time, resources and other things to
get where I am?
The reality is that there is not a system that is totally fair. For example, in the case of a service
workers, in order to acquire the goods or services we sell to an employer –our education and
experience- we could assume that we “took someone else's place” to get there, since while we were at
university, we were taking a seat that could have been occupied by someone else, in a class that had
limited seats. However, it was us who sat there. Did not our being there make someone else that could
not afford to be there for whatever reason limit this person's market value and professional options in
the future? It certainly did. At that time, whereas we were occupying a physical place sitting in Yale,
someone did not get to go to Yale, and thus the value of what he or she can sell, compared to the value
of what we can sell back to society, is, theoretically, lower. Was this fair? Probably not, because a fair
capitalist society would not be, by definition, “capitalist” at all. The reason? Capitalism is centered on
self-interest, and survival of the fittest.
Accordingly, the simplistic assumption that a private party in a capitalist society should dispose of a
privately-owned good in a manner that benefits other parties in the system is totally contrary to the
freedom of each individual to act according only to his will and self interest, provided that he doesn’t
break the law.

"People collect Pokemon cards, and they don't call them Pokemon squatters."
Yun Ye

A quick look into the old domain world: my personal
experience
Who are these “domainers”? Why are some of them more respected than others? Is there a pattern
regarding their nationalities? If so, why is it? How do they make money and what do they
recommend to others as the right course of action? How much money do they make? What kind of
experience do they have in the things they are advising about? Do they have a hidden agenda? And
if they tell the public their “secrets”, why do they do it?…
When I started my research into the domain world, these were some of the questions that I had in
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mind. Would it be easy to find the answers? I didn’t know… but soon realized that there was no
definite source to find these answers from. Unfortunately, the information I needed was hidden here
and there, in the form of a particularly insightful comment in a sea of repetitive or vague messages
in a forum, blog post or articles scattered all around the web.
In any case, the research itself was interesting, as it not only gave me a deeper knowledge about
these issues that I ever thought I would get, but also provided me with a particularly personal
picture of the domain world as of the early ‘00s…
(On a personal level, several things caught my attention)
The first thing I noticed was that , at least the “famous” domainers at that time (2007) seemed to be
part of an elitist, semi-closed group of middle aged, white people living in the USA. They showed a
clear tendency to pat each other’s back a bit too frequently30 and to communicate privately in
forums, where the rest of “mortals” could not easily hear them. As a newcomer into this world, you
couldn’t help but feel that the most important information they had, was not being shared with you
or with anyone else out of their peer group.
(An exception to this rule during the period 1996-200 seem to have been Rick Schwartz’s efforts to
share his own personal experience. Schwartz has also been very vocal about the need to bring
domain names to the attention of corporations through the TRAFFIC auction events)
This secrecy did not particularly make sense to me, since in the relatively few public messages that
got “filtered through the cracks”, domainers seemed to be complaining of the lack of attention that
big corporations and the general public were paying to the “incredible value opportunity” hidden
inside each and every one of their wonderful generic domain names. (I thought that maybe the fact
that they were talking only to a handful of followers -that would not dare to contradict them- in a
private and little known forum lost in a corner of the Internet had something to do with it. Or
perhaps it was what seemed to be an overly amateurish approach to their corporate
communications? Or could it possibly be their failure to provide a valid argument supporting the
long-term, sustainable value of their “Internet Real Estate?”. I didn’t know.)
In any case, they were not short on explanations for the slowness of their growth as an “industry”.
In any case, none of these reasons seemed to have anything to do with their personal responsibility
in the matter:
Some just thought that “Maddison Avenue” did not “get” the incredible value provided by domains
because executives at these companies had, to put it politely…”impaired cognitive abilities”.
Some others would not hesitate to publicly express that Google and Yahoo were “the enemies” of
“the industry” –something I may agree with to an extent- and would gleefully express -in classical
bubble hype fashion- that the strategic value of domain names or certain extensions would not
change “within our lifetimes”, and that their worth would keep on increasing in a continuous
upwards trajectory allowing almost anyone coming into this business to make a fortune…if they
just bought and hold as many domain names as they could find. “Exciting times indeed”!
But that was not all.
Some other domainers would get carried away and equal the value of their “business” -with
30

as of end of 2007, a quick look to the “recommended links” sections in some of these blogs seem to show that they all
recommend each other, in what appears to be a rather closed loop of bloggers, failing to mention blogs and authors of great
quality, whom we must discover and reach by other means.
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astounding levity and chutzpah- to the worth of long-established corporations with solid business
plans, a firm grasp of their markets, research & development departments, powerful lobbying
bodies, thousands of potential contacts, profitable international divisions and more than healthy
cash flow…
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Yet some others would even feel they knew enough about the future and had enough power as to
influence with their words the present or future value of a particular domain extension.
I even came across the promotion -by supposedly well-respected players in this business- of
services that put at risk the personal security of domain owners for the sake of a few hundred dollars
fee for the company providing this information. Do not these people think of the consequences of
their actions -I wondered- or do they simply not care? If domain names were so valuable, why
would such a company need the comparatively small fees that could get for such a service when it
could concentrate in leveraging better opportunities elsewhere? And if domain names portfolios are
so valuable as domainers say they are, how come that, for example, anyone with a credit card can
pull without any kind of effective ID check, a complete list of domains owned by someone else?
Wouldn’t that information put someone in the line of direct personal danger? Metaphorically
speaking, would not hunters make the effort to go up a mountain if they know exactly where their
prey are, how many are there and much they weight? The whole things just didn’t make sense.
Coming from “the outside”, this domain world would sometimes seem -to an intellectually wellequipped newcomer- a pretty scary place, populated by people with a seriously skewed, limited and
US centric vision of reality, analytical abilities to match and even less general international
business experience. Even more worrying was their apparent total incapacity of many to see the
“big picture” in their societies, let alone the thousands of different ways in which the activity of
domaining is closely linked with the social and technological changes happening around the world
todayTo make matters worse, domainers seemed -at the time of writing this book- a group divided and
hindered by their very protection of the supposedly valuable trade secrets they held, the incredibly
oversized egos of some of its key players, and an utter lack of analytical, future forecasting, and
solid business ability to be able to sell their dreams to their potential markets.
Talk, they could…but could they back their claims with solid data? Were some kind of “evil
manipulators” selling a bubble to others, or had they bought into their own sales pitch of future
riches?
In any case…don’t get me wrong…sometimes they would say things that made a lot of sense, and
since some of these were rare, I appreciated them even more. I particularly enjoyed and learnt much
about this world thanks to some of Frank Schilling’s posts and his collection of links…and the
straightforwardness of some of Rick Schwartz’s blog posts was also appreciated. However, the
quality of domainer’s “teaching” was at best, irregular, and in many cases would lead me to more
questions than answers. Questions that very few seemed to want to know about…or find answers to.
Whatever way you look at it, one thing about the domain world clearly stood out: the notorious
absence from the public light of the biggest and most technical domainers –the mysterious Yun Ye,
Kevin Ham31 and others. This made me think that some of brightest minds in the domain landscape,
were not talking much or were simply not there anymore...for a reason. Could it be that they are too
smart and busy to spend their time in petty and repetitive discussions and “domain god
worshipping”? Maybe.
31

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2007/06/01/100050989/index.htm
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Could it be that they are already tending more profitable pastures, taking advantage of the next big
opportunity, without letting anyone else know?
More likely so.
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What would prevent us from becoming rich in a short time
trading with domains?
I call them "Cheerleaders" for a simple reason; they stand on the sidelines and howl at the
moon. They aren't players, just cheerleaders. They specialize in figuring out what you want to
hear because that's what they are going to feed back to you.
Then there are those who tell you not what you want to hear but what you need to know. There
are far fewer of these guys. They aren't nearly as popular as those who tell you what you want to
hear but they are the ones who will help you make money. I think of it as the difference between
signal and noise on a radio transmitter. You need to hear the signal, that's the important part.
You need to learn to ignore the noise.
Bob Moriarty

So far we have seen that domain names represent an interesting business opportunity for numerous
reasons. We have even gotten to know a little about those pioneers in this space, and the great fortunes
that they have made through this activity.
Although I have tried to be objective, with all this positive talk, impressionable minds could think that
this is the best opportunity of their lifetime. And it may be.
However, as in Yin and Yang, everything has two opposite aspects, and in the domain world, the
reasons why getting rich quick may not be as easy as some would like to make us believe are:
•

The domain market is far from transparent – There are rumors of fake bids in auctions, profits
not declared, and secrecy about who owns what

•

There is a small, limited pool of highly solvent domain buyers. These individuals have
historically been other domainers, rather than corporations or end users with plans to develop
the names acquired.

•

There is a limited number of showcasing outlets to sell domain names, and very limited
chances of having a domain name featured in a live auction

•

There is a high noise-to-signal ratio in the domain industry. This makes it more difficult to spot
really valuable information or really valuable domain names that may be for sale. In order to
find the “jewels” we need to parse through massive amounts of data.

•

Compared with other more mature speculative markets, the tools to research and manage
domain properties are few and not particularly sophisticated

•

There is fierce competition in live auctions for those domains that the industry insiders –rightly
or wrongly- consider highly valuable
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•
•

Contrary to what some domainers think, the supply of domain names is not as limited as it may
seem. New extensions have been introduced in the last few years. Country code tlds have
enjoyed much success in recent years (.es, .co.uk, .de) and are in fact the preferred choice of
businesses operating in these countries.

•

The information and advice provided by some popular domainers is oftentimes inaccurate,
overly optimistic and/or simplistic, leading to bad business decisions is relied upon.

•

Gooogle, BBC news, Pirelli, Delicious and many other brands have proved over time, a
business does not necessarily need or depend on a category name or a particular extension to be
successful in its niche.32

•

The closely-knit community of domainers that buy, sell and organize domain auctions is highly
prone to corruption and insider trading.

•

Natural advances in the way users look to and search for information are making an increasing
number of domains irrelevant as the main avenues to a profitable digital venture.

Domainer’s complaints:
A little advice for professional domainers
If there is one thing that many domainers share, is their firm sense that they are able to see something
extremely evident, that no one else is able to see at the time. Their dream is that sooner or later,
something will happen and corporations and small businesses will suddenly realize the importance of
domain names as essential vehicles for commerce and promotion, and will come running to snatch, for
thousands and millions of dollars their (outwardly valuable) “Internet land plots”.
As of today, there are no facts that can deny that this will happen one day. However, at this time, there
is no guarantee either that -regardless of what some say- this WILL ever happen.
Thus, in order to avoid the potential disappointment inherent to this kind of gold-rush mentality, some
advice is needed for domain investors to remain healthily objective in what they do. And a good place
to start is the very issue nagging domainers the most: why doesn’t the rest of the world realize the
strategic value of domain names?
On this particular point, domainers need to see the big picture and the cold reality, realizing that, as a
young “industry”, their plans, concerns and priorities are insignificant for the corporations they are
trying to influence and completely invisible for 95% of the public at large.
This happens for many reasons…
It is not that the general public is stupid33. It is just that they have not been shown the value
opportunity lying in the domain business, or perhaps never before in such a simple way as this book
does.
32
33

http://www.alexa.com/site/ds/top_sites?cc=US&ts_mode=country&lang=none
although that assumption may be correct in many situations, times and places
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It is not either that “Madison Avenue” or “corporate America” is not interested in domains, but rather
that they have not got to a certain “ideal” awareness point yet, and the first group to blame for this fact
are …domainers themselves.
Regarding new extensions like Dotmobi and the conclusion by several well-known domainers of its
lack of potential value, I would like to remind domainers of the perils of feeling so important that they
lose touch with the objective reality in which they live.
First of all, because domainers cannot today “make or break” a well-managed domain name extension.
This is due, among other things, to the lack of maturity of the domain market, the wide diversity of
actors in this market, their relative small numbers, and the little weight that each of their domains –
alike to shares in the stock market- have in the overall scheme of things.
In order to “break” an extension in the same was as some financial brokers play betting against a
particular currency, these domainers should be much more influential than they actually are in the
domain space, have a much larger number of followers, and be able to swing huge quantities of
“shares” -in the form of money or domains- from one part of the market to another, creating a vacuum
and market asymmetry that makes the target of their speculation collapse.
In any case, even in the unlikely case if they could do this today, their influence would be limited to
the domain environment, which is where they are known. And the domain environment, as we have
seen, is just a small part of the global commercial equation that (makes the world go round.)
These domainers and those who agree with them also need to understand that any extension that puts
domainers wishes before anything else will be doomed from the start. Moreover, each of the
extensions that have been created so far have been successful or unsuccessful due to their widespread
global adoption -or lack thereof- in many cases by parties not related to the domain world at all, rather
than for receiving the seal of approval from some domainer that thinks he can influence multi-billion
dollars markets at once with a blog post.34
In the end of the day, successful extensions have covered a need, or provided a solution to a problem,
expanding into the real world of business where top domainer’s opinions, I am afraid to say…are
totally irrelevant.
The conclusion, as hard it may be for domainers to face, is that
•

the world has other priorities and domain names is not one of them

•

they have not been shown the opportunity that lies in domains properly and

•

domainers and their actions are a tiny component of their marketing strategy.

•

the theoretical value of domain as a long-term investment strategy is just that, a theory, that
until today has little basis of support if we compare it with other revenue avenues that
corporations are already acting upon.

Many domainers think that corporations have not yet seen the incredibly profitable opportunity
that domain names represent. However, I suspect that like aliens with a superior intelligence
34

some extensions, like .cn, are also having a little help from other sources, like government of China
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coming from space, they may have already come to “planet Domains” and, seeing that there are
other, more interesting planets for them to conquer first, or that “planet Domain” is doomed -even
if the people living there don’t realize it yet- they have taken off without anyone even noticing that
they have ever been here.
And maybe they don’t need to tell. After all, they may be far too superior beings to explain their
actions anyway.
In any case, perhaps we would not understand them anyway, for we are too fond of our own little
planet and its possibilities, as to see or hear that they have been here…and they tried to warn us…
And all this graciously takes us to the following section, where we wonder…
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Facebook - Digg – Delicious – Reddit – Netvibes – DNHour – Linkedin mySpace

Did you know?…
that you can submit any part of this book to

YOUR Web PROFILE OR
FAVORITE

SOCIAL
BOOKMARKING
SITE?
Or perhaps you wish to share this book with your friends so that you can have a
lively discussion about several of the topics presented in this book?
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Are domain names the best investments for the future?

If you find yourself in tough economic times deflation or hyperinflation, typified by scarcity,
fear, uncertainty and financial chaos and you have an ounce of gold in one pocket and the auth
code for food.com the other, I doubt you’ll be able to feed your family with the latter.
http://www.circleid.com/posts/81283_domain_names_recession_proof_not/

In an age where everyone with an Internet connection and a blog has a voice, it has become very
difficult to separate the valid messages from those that are created to push someone’s agenda. In this
chapter I invite you to come with me to perform a deeper analysis of this business and its future
prospects.
Are domain names the best investment for the future?
Some people seem to be convinced of it. With multi-million dollar sales of domain names35, the oversensationalistic phrases used by an increasing number of articles in the media to describe this
business36, and the information we shared up to this point, we could easily find ourselves agreeing
with them.
However, I am afraid that I am a bit more skeptical about everything in life, including domain names.
Maybe it is that I am overly pessimistic...or perhaps it is a sign of my higher perception –or respect- of
the importance of an often-overlooked but key element of modern world systems: Complexity.

Perfect information + Education + International experience +
Imagination
= Predictive success

Now, let me explain. We are surrounded by systems of incredible complexity. Every single thing in
the universe is part of a group, and interacts with other elements –identical or different ones- in a
logical manner. Some systems are more complex than others. This complexity is proportional to the
number of elements within a given system.
35

Business.com, Vodka.com or Pizza.com…
“The domain world - the people that buy and sell names and make money from pay-per-click ads on their websites - is
booming. Downturn? Bring it on.”
36

http://techland.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2008/01/25/are-domain-names-recession-proof/
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As with other objects and living organisms, we ourselves are a biological compound of atoms arranged
in a certain and orderly way. Everyone lives within some sort of system. There are systems and
processes in education, industrial production, commerce, and even in seemingly naturally occurring
events like love15 and human relations in general. We live immersed in systems and processes every
single minute of our lives and act according to the rules of our position in this system –society- when
we interact with others16.
Understanding complexity and how systems work is important. Once we understand how these
mechanisms work we are able to open our minds to the complexity of systems that we would
otherwise fail to recognize. We would also forget to consider important components of our equation,
which in turn may lead us to an incomplete or inaccurate conclusion.
In order to be able to predict the future, we have to factor in a wide array of possible interconnections
between fundamental elements. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Future key events (social, political…)
The psychology of the individual
Social psychology (how people behave in groups)
History (history tends to repeat itself)
Current fashions
Future trends
Lateral developments (seemingly unrelated events/products/trends that may affect the
prediction)

37

Human behaviour tends to skew even the best predictions
Even bearing all this in mind, a prediction is seldom exact. The eternal excuse of economists when
failing to predict the future is –understandably- the human factor.
37

http://www.visualizingeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/history-of-products.gif
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Notwithstanding, with the right amount of information –which by modern standards means a lot of ita relatively stable market18, and enough experience under our belt, we can make fairly accurate
guesses to what the future may look like.

Another important requirement to make a good future prediction is our capacity to be able to see “the
big picture” in the past and present moment38. This requirement runs contrary to our education and
social conditioning, since in the modern times we live in, we are only trained to be specialists in one
particular niche. We know a lot…about very little.

Lastly, another important, and rather unpredictable factor that
we must consider when predicting the future, is randomness.
You see…most discoveries just don’t happen in a logical,
timely manner.
For example, in the solar sector, we had in the last year an
important development that changes completely what our
“solar future” may look like: the mass production of flexible
and highly efficient solar panels.
This advance directly affects the profitability of investments
made in this sector, the tax status applied to solar energy
production, and opens up the possibility of development in
places where sun energy is abundant but it would be too
difficult or expensive to use old-fashioned static panels. It will probably accelerate the adoption of this
technology worldwide as well as add much needed flexibility to architects’ designs. This will bring us
closer to the moment when all of us can become producers of electricity to re-sell back to the grid.
This is an example of event that could not have been easily predicted in exact terms –somehow we all
knew that this “could” happen, but who could affirm it with certainty or put a date on it?39
Such an event is good proof of the ramifications that an apparently simple discovery may have, and
how increasingly important –in a world going in the opposite direction- it is to see the “big picture”
when making future predictions.
In any case, nowadays, the closer we are to predicting the future out of mere suppositions is when we
use sophisticated computer models -ultimately based in mathematical models, as those used to predict
the stock market movements or “war games” software.
38

One cannot “predict future events exactly if one cannot even measure the present state of the universe precisely”,
Stephen Hawkings said referring to the difficulty of measuring the exact location of atoms in quantum physics.
Theoretically, an atom can be here and there at the same time, provided that is here and there for a very short period of
time. If this seems confusing to you, don’t worry, it is. “As physicists delved deeper, they realized they had found a world
not only where electrons could jump from one orbit to another withouth travelling across any intervening space, but where
matter could pop into existence from nothing at all –“provided”, in the words of Alan Lightman of MIT, “it disappears
again with sufficient haste” (“A short history of nearly everything”, Bill Bryson, 2003)
39
as this book neared printing, a new development in the solar field to be ready by 2009 is said to make solar production
more than 100 times cheaper. http://nextbigfuture.com/2008/04/solar-power-breakthroughs-sunrgi-7.html
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However, these systems operate on logic. And human beings often do not take logical decisions -if
they did, people would probably find no use for ARM mortgages and other niceties of modern
capitalism nor would anyone have ever smoked a cigarette.
We humans are for the most part irrational, emotional, illogical, easily influenced, corruptible, and
vain beings. To top it all, humans too often make decisions based on other people’s actions (don’t
believe me? ask an Apple iPhone buyer). That fact alone makes predicting the future with accuracy
extremely difficult and best left to those who, like the author of this book, spend a considerable
amount of time gathering and analysing facts from several different fields in order to provide answers
to concrete problems.
Most of what we can find in the media today is only useful as entertainment.

Leave the Future to the futurists
For all the reasons exposed above, it is clear that the best people to predict the future are not the ones
that have all the existing information –that would be impossible- but rather those that have a
considerable amount of it, plus the imagination, creativity and experience necessary to foresee all of
these potential combinations that the system, by its nature, presents.
Since there may not be a single person on earth today that can do all this, when all the other factors are
equal, the real futurist is someone who can see more interconnections between the elements that
compose the fabric of social and economic reality.40
And this is in essence what futurists do every day: gather info, analyze, compare, think laterally, and
extract conclusions.
Why explaining all this at so much length in a book related to mobile phones and the Internet?
Because in a world where we are surrounded by wolves in sheep’s clothing feeding us with
manipulated data 24/7 in a way that only favors their own interests, one of the most important lessons
to be learnt in this book is to…

40

even if a great futurist was able to analyze all this information in a perfect way to produce a prediction, randomness (or
Murphy’s law?) could spoil the prediction’s accuracy in the last moment, rendering it useless.
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BEWARE OF THOSE WHO SAY THAT THEY CAN SEE THE
FUTURE, PARTICULARLY OF THOSE WHO
HAVE AN INTEREST IN THAT FUTURE THEMSELVES41
Whatever we do, we’ll find people that will try to tell us that they can see the future, most probably in
order to sell us something. In that moment, maybe this rant about the complexity of seeing the future
may indeed not have been such a waste of time. “Beware of false prophets”

41

I know it sounds strange coming from someone who calls himself a futurist, but I believe that one the most important
strengths we can have is a profound awareness of our own limitations.
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The Way to Grow Poor, The Way to Grow Rich -- Currier & Ives 1875

From the Tulip mania of the 17th century, to the South Seas Bubble, to the roaring 20’s, to the
dotcom crash and more recently the property and financial derivatives collapse, we have repeatedly
seen how easy it is for the general public to fall for the illusion of making a large amount of money
in a short period of time…always with the same results.

It is fairly common even for apparently calm, rational individuals to be overwhelmed by emotions
when it appears that everyone else is behaving in a certain manner and that they may be losing out on
the best opportunity of their lives. The “This time is different” is a phrase people feel inclined to
believe, even when faced with solid evidence and sound reasoning.
Extreme optimism or pessimism for any investment vehicle including domain names should be taken
with a healthy dose of caution. Things are never as simple as they seem, and in many cases, those
promoting these views -as in the case of other historical bubbles- are the first ones to abandon the
market at its peak, leaving others to “hold the bag” of ensuing losses. The opposite side of the
equation applies when an investment vehicle is “bashed” so much for no apparent reason and wise
investors move in and pick up assets for pennies on the dollar.
Inevitably, there will be a time when the crowd's behavior will diverge from the direction
suggested by the trader's analytical system, and this is the precise time at which the trader
must put on the brakes and exit his position. This is also the most difficult time to exit a
winning position, as it is very easy to second guess the signal that one is receiving, and to hold
out for just a little more profitability. As is always the case, straying from one's system may
be fruitful for a time, but in the long term, it is always the individual, disciplined, analytical
approach that will win out over blind adherence to those around you.
User Laserfocus, Mobility.mobi
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The difference between investing and speculating

It is fairly common even for apparently calm, rational individuals to be overwhelmed by
emotions when it appears that everyone else is behaving in a certain manner and that they may
be losing out on the best opportunity of their lives. The “This time is different” is a phrase
people feel inclined to believe, even when faced with solid evidence and sound reasoning.
Extreme optimism or pessimism for any investment vehicle including domain names should be
taken with a healthy dose of caution. Things are never as simple as they seem, and in many
cases, those promoting these views -as in the case of other historical bubbles- are the first ones
to abandon the market at its peak, leaving others to “hold the bag” of ensuing losses. The
opposite side of the equation applies when an investment vehicle is “bashed” so much for no
apparent reason and wise investors move in and pick up assets for pennies on the dollar.

Financially Strong Businesses + Large Growing Sustainable Markets + Growing Earnings
+ High Dividend Yield + High Dividend Growth
= Superior Value
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article1110.html

If we stick to the formula above, we can clearly see that due to the uncertainties in the way we
shall access information in the future, the logic behind the hype about domain names today could
be classified as “weak” in at least two aspects: strength of the business, and the potential for
“growing sustainable markets” as time passes. Being the key word “sustainable”. As in
“sustainable advantage”…
My opinion today is that domain names are not the best investment for the future.
However, they present a very interesting opportunity for positive returns if this opportunity is
approached in a rational, scientific and well-informed manner.
(And that is what this book is all about.)

The real estate analogy and its limitations

As a person becomes more acquainted with the domain world, they are bound to hear the comparison
between domain names and real estate. Again, although this is an easy comparison to do, it is also
fairly simplistic. As we are about to see, there are only a few things that the domain and the property
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One of the main things that a domain name and real estate share in common is
•

Lack of liquidity

In both cases an investor in these asset classes would need to provide a deep discount to convert either
of these assets into cash within a short period of time.
Domain names and real estate have numerous differences. Below are several major differences
between these two asset classes:
•

Barriers of entry to domain and property investment are totally different

•

Costs of transfer for each asset are totally different

•

Taxation applied, and tax rebates each asset allows

•

Ongoing maintenance costs. A property has to be maintained in good condition. A
domain name requires no maintenance.

•

Looming legal threats. The legal framework exists and is fairly stable regarding the
possession and trade of property. Domains names are fairly new assets immersed in an
industry in continuous evolution. The trading of domain names is not currently regulated
but most likely this will change in the future. There is no guarantee that we’ll be able to
keep our cyber-property in the future unless it is developed into complete websites

•

Long-term profitability. As long as more people continue to move into a city, and the
supply of housing remains the same, property prices will increase. Domains may have
altogether disappeared as a means to access information if/when we have better ways to do
it. However, people will continue to have a body and need a roof over their heads for the
foreseeable future.

•

Supply. As long as new extensions are created, the supply of domain extensions is almost
limitless. Land, in the other hand, is a finite resource

•

Different stages in the business cycle. The property market in most cities is a mature
market, with traditional, well-established players and fairly objective, stable and (widely
recognized) values.

•

Lack of consensus regarding domain name’s values. In the property world, there is
general agreement on the factors that make one particular property more expensive than
another. Thus, there is no need to explain why a house in the city center, or a frontline
property is more expensive than a similar type house located in a different area of the city.
In the domain world on the other hand, there is a wide divergence between perceived and
real value. The main reason for this is that the value of a domain cannot be easily
appraised. The value of a domain name is whatever the buyer is willing to pay for that
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name at one specific moment in time. Since buyers come from different walks of life and
may have very different motivations and budgets to buy the domain name in the first place,
the price they are willing to pay varies accordingly. Thus, for example, it wouldn't be
surprising to see a name that was previously offered privately for $5000 sell for $100,000
just a month later. As of today, the price of domain names remains extremely volatile and
subjective.
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•

Psychological bias. Humans are psychologically biased against the acquisition of
intangible assets

•

Technical barriers to entry. Domains acquisition and development requires a certain level
of technical knowledge in order to be used effectively as investment vehicles.

•

Availability of finance. Unlike a property, today domains are not “officially” considered
as tradable assets except by a fairly new and limited number of loosely regulated
companies. As of today, we cannot easily extract credit from domain names

•

Cyber-crime. Domains can be stolen. Websites can be hacked.

•

Current laws and regulations. There are strict regulations affecting the use of land and
property (health and safety, building and zoning laws)

Direct navigation: a thing of the past?
Another one of the great theories that some domainers use to assess the value of domain names is
what is called “Direct Navigation”. Under this premise, some argue that a particular name is more
valuable than others because users will visit it in larger numbers by keying in the domain name in
the navigation bar of their browsers. The fact that up to a few years ago some browsers like Opera
would re-direct the user to the “.com” website associated to a particular term, helped to fuel this
belief. As an example, by keying in the word “wine” in our browser’s navigation bar and pressing
enter, we would be taken to “http://wine.com”.
However, this is rapidly changing and cannot be taken as a long-term trend, but rather as a shortterm phenomena that will last only as long as there are no major changes in the way browsers redirect users to results considered more relevant to the user’s intent. This is already happening.
At the time of this writing, when we type “wine” and press enter in Internet Explorer, we get an
error page as the browser tries to go to the web address “http://wine/”, whereas in Mozilla Firefox,
entering the word “wine” in the navigation bar and pressing the “return” key will take us to
Google’s results for the word “wine”.

The domain environment changes faster than the property business

The “domains are like real estate” theory also rests upon the assumption that domains are a limited
availability asset that will sooner or later attract buyers and necessarily increase in price, since, as
some would think, “buyers won’t have any other choice”.
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The truth in this argument when compared to the physical property business is that certainly, if we buy
property in the wrong part of town, perhaps too far from the city centre, or in the wrong
neighbourhood, we may have to wait a long time before we can sell it for a profit. Unless our city is in
clear decline, as long as the city keeps on expanding and increasing its population density, someone
will eventually buy our property.
This, as we shall see, is not necessarily so with domains since the ways in which users interact, find,
and use, information are constantly changing.
How long will we use domains in order to find the information we require? What extension will
those domains have? Will not new start-ups, or corporations, find alternative ways to promote
their products without paying extremely high fees to get a particular domain name? This is
already happening…but more on this later.
The answers to the previous questions, which are fairly uncertain at this point, will seriously affect
the valuation of domain names, and their potential returns on investment in the medium and long-term.

In any case, as we have seen, domain names and property are hardly comparable assets.

What can we do with a domain name?
As with any other investment, there are a number of ways to monetize or use our domain name. Some
are more profitable than others, and may offer better returns on our investment. In summary, we could
say that a domain name can be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Left inactive, without pointing to a specific address
Developed into a portal
Developed into a regular e-commerce website where we sell products or services
Developed into a regular website to produce leads that will be sold in turn to product/service
providers
Re-directed to another domain
Parked
Lent to a third party (e.g. charities)
Let
Sold

Some companies offer loan services against a domain name, although this service is in its infancy, and
its rate of growth is fairly slow.
In any case, before we buy our first lot of domain names, we should carefully analyze our options to
ensure that we choose the domain names with the best potential for the use that we have in mind.
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Setting the right price to sell a domain name
Although there are not hard and fast rules with regards to selling domain names and their “fair price”,
we can at least attempt to assess the potential value of our domain names by considering the following
factors:
•

Your current local market level of information about domain names: how much do your end
buyers need your product? How much do they know about the existence of the domain you are
selling, and its uniqueness? Remember that educating a market –any market- from scratch, to
the need of a product, takes time

•

How much can your market pay? It is foolish to sell a good for less than the maximum than the
market can bear.

•

How many competitors for the name can you show them that they have?

•

How much of your time would the sale take? Remember to include this hidden cost in the sales
price, as well as any other associated costs pre and post-sale: information gathering time,
negotiation time, transport and hotel expenses, presentation materials, website hosting, domain
transfer costs, etc

Naturally, the more generic a domain name is within its niche (e.g. NewYorkTaxis), the more potential
buyers we’ll have, since the domain has no intrinsic value outside of their specific use but at the same
time, it may appeal to a wide variety of service providers (all of the taxi companies in existence in the
city of New York).

The value of your domains is a mix of multiples over time (the conversion rate of traffic through that
name either through ads, partnerships, lead generation...(CTR = $), potential audience (quantity and
social strata to which users belong to), amount of potential buyers of your name competing for that
particular niche, purchasing power of each of these potential buyers, availability and pricing of
similar names that they can take if they don't take yours, and the most important factor, the idea in
your buyers mind that "he has to have" YOUR name.
However, it is worth noting that there is absolutely no way today to evaluate objectively the value of
domain names in the open market. Not even auction figures are a reliable indicator since many of
the biggest sales in auctions occur between domainers themselves.

Domains are like women. Nice thing to "have", incredibly valuable if you get the top ones…but
don't ever expect to understand them completely. (In fact, when you thought you figured them
out, they surprise you again) The good thing about domains is that, unlike women, if you decide
to drop them, they don't keep half of everything...
http://www.namepros.com/showthread.php?p=2261757#post2261757
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Domain names I don’t like
Although hard and fast rules on which domains to acquire can hardly be given, some simple rules on
what domain names or categories to avoid will go a long way to help us decide which domain names
are worthy of our time and money. Thus, here is a list of domain names and categories I stay away
from:
•

Domains whose meaning is too specific to a particular area, country, time, or trend

•

Domains that can only be sold to domainers

•

Domains that are too hard to monetize

•

Domains whose future success depends on or is on a crash course with future government
limitations or prohibitions (e.g. gaming in the US. Porn is great but limited to softcore in
Germany and other countries. I want domains I can automate and sleep well at night without
worrying that stupid "suziecam4738hot" showed something she should not have to an underage
boy in a chat website hosted by me)

•

Domains that require too specific a knowledge to be monetized (the cost of hiring the
specialists to provide the money may make the venture unprofitable)

•

Domains that require a very large content base and top SEO to compete in their niche (at some
point, SEO cost will make the venture unprofitable as demand for their services increase)

•

Typo domains, since these depend mainly on direct navigation, and as we have seen, direct
navigation may well be “on the way out”

•

Geo domains, for the possibilities of state bodies claiming those names through Wipo litigation
and eventually taking them over grows proportional to the mass appreciation of domains as
valuable and essential media assets. In plain English: say you own “Bristol.mobi”. Great. The
problem is that when domains become as popular as you want them to be so you can sell that
domain “for millions”, someone from the government bodies related to the city of Bristol may
well take it away from you. Of course, this is subject to debate, and may or may not
happen...but I am sticking to what I consider less risk only when choosing domains.

•

Nonsense names. We all know them. Things that make no sense except in the head of a
domainer

•

Whose logic for valuation I don't understand. Example: as of date, I have not been able to find
anyone that can explain to me why, for example 3 letter domains are valuable, except that
"they are limited in number" or "scarce", or that "it is easier to access those domains with
phone keypads", and so on. Those are not logical arguments in which to base a long-term
valuation of a domain name. Mobile phones tomorrow may well have full Querty keypads,
invalidating one of those assumptions. The "scarcity" of those names may mean nothing if they
don't get traction with mainstream buyers, and if that doesn't' happen, then they can only be
sold to domainers. Thus, they may never be as valuable as some people think. What we are
seeing today in the domains market is a very wide market but quite shallow in depth. There are
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a lot of small-scale domainers, but very few high-dollar buyers. That's not an "industry", let
alone a business model to base your future on. And if we depend on selling domain names to
those insiders, we may well have to sell those domain names for much less than we expected.
Scarcity alone doesn’t make something valuable, if that scarcity is not coupled with strong
demand.
•

Domain names that will appreciate only in the long-term. In the long-term "we are all dead".
But before that, domains may well become obsolete as our gateways to the information we
require. The Minitel in France has covered many people's needs without domains since 1982.
So have the walled gardens in Japan during all these years. We like to think that "information
wants to be free", "people want the Internet", and so on. But this is not completely true. In fact,
when we talk about this need for the free flow of information in the market, we are referring to
the educated, and "rich" people, and usually Western countries. However, for example, an
awful lot of people live in areas where their government may not ever allow access to the full
Internet, or they may only be able to use a handset fully subsidized (and properly limited) by
Nokia, Google or "whoever and friends".
There are already alternative routes to domain names as gateways to information today,
where you could do most things you need without coming out of, say, the Google's ring of
services plus Wikipedia. And that's what people will take if that's all that is given to them, or
all they know. And that will affect the valuation of domain names. A lot of people think that
"domain names are here to stay", meaning they’ll be with us for a long time to come. But I beg
to differ, or at least I’m not so sure of that. In the world we live in, nothing is "here to stay".
Nothing is sure. Nothing, including death and taxes! In the world of today, the rate of advance
is exponential and has accelerated manifold with our adoption of networking technologies.
Recently scientists have been able to extend x8 the life of a living organism. Taxation and
government support policy may well change radically depending on the system we come out
with if/when we emerge from the coming financial/war hell coming our way. Nothing is sure.
Nothing is here “to stay”. Including domain names.

42

•

Domains that can only be sold to a very limited pool of buyers

•

Domains that target too narrow market of users (worldwarstamps, starwarscostumes)

•

Domains in sectors that compete with large corporations in niches they’re highly interested in:
maps, social networking, search…

•

Domains whose main pool of potential buyers buyers is in low-margin industries
(freecvtemplates).. 42

However, it is worth to point out that these names can be valuable if they enjoy massive traffic.
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Domaining in other languages

Despite English being the dominant language on the Internet today, it is fair to say that there is a great
deal of opportunity in domaining in other languages, as the sheer number of speakers in this table
demonstrates:

The Most Common Languages in the World
LANGUAGE

APPROXIMATE
NUMBER OF
NATIVE SPEAKERS
(in the year 2000)

COUNTRIES WITH
SUBSTANTIAL
NUMBERS OF
NATIVE SPEAKERS
16

1.

Mandarin Chinese

874,000,000

2.

Hindi (India)

366,000,000

17

3.

English

341,000,000

104

4.

Spanish

322-358,000,000

43

5.

Bengali (India and Bangladesh)

207,000,000

9

6.

Portuguese

176,000,000

33

7.

Russian

167,000,000

30

8.

Japanese

125,000,000

26

9.

German (standard)

100,000,000

40

10.

Korean

78,000,000

31

11.

French

77,000,000

53

12.

Wu Chinese

77,000,000

1

Javanese
14. Yue Chinese

75,000,000

4

71,000,000

20

15.

69,000,000

7

13.

Telegu (India)

Note: If the 15 major variants of Arabic are considered one language, Arabic
is the 6th most common language in the world having 198-201,000,000 native
speakers with substantial numbers in at least 46 countries.
Source: Ethnologue Volume I: Languages of the World, 14th ed. (2000).
These statistics are only rough approximations in most cases.
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In a time when half of the top ten current Japanese books have been typed on a mobile phone, the
opportunities for mobile content providers are nothing short of amazing.

The reasons include
•
•
•

Lower general awareness of the Internet in general, and the Mobile Internet in particular
Technology and web industries in their infancy
Availability of premium domain names

Opportunities vary widely depending on the countries and languages we target. The sooner we want to
make a profit out of our investment, the more thorough our market research will have to be, since the
optimum results will be achieved only by combining all the factors that make a particular market
interesting for development.
Some of the main factors to consider on deciding which countries and languages to target, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage of development of the Mobile Internet in general
Adoption: knowledge and use of the mobile Internet
Total number of users (national, regional)
Demographics of the market (social strata, age, gender…)
Purchasing power
Availability of appropriately qualified labor force (in case we need editors,
programmers and other professional native speakers)
Availability of payment systems integration (banks-website, sms, credit card, direct
debit)
Reliability and transparency of financial systems. Reasonable corruption levels
Tax regulations
Country is open to profit flow back to the original corporate country

Richest Countries in the World
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Country
Luxembourg
Equatorial Guinea
United Arab Emirates
Norway
Ireland
United States
Andorra
Iceland
Denmark
Austria

GDP - per capita
$ 68,800
$ 50,200
$ 49,700
$ 47,800
$ 43,600
$ 43,500
$ 38,800
$ 38,100
$ 37,000
$ 35,500

Source: CIA World Factbook

World’s top 10 economies:

1. United States
2. Switzerland
3. Denmark
4. Sweden
5. Germany
6. Finland
7. Singapore
8. Japan
9. United Kingdom
10. Netherlands
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A detailed analysis of the previous points will naturally point us towards important questions that we
should answer before embarking in any kind of international operation:
•

Do I speak the language? Can I communicate and fix errors by explaining exactly what I
want? Can I proofread texts sent in by authors? This would save me time and money, and
would ensure a higher level of overall quality.

•

How easy would it be to find a local programming company to work on my project?
This is not always essential, but highly advisable. If programmers and writers speak the same
language, they provide a useful double check every time they interact with our website: during
the set up process, programmers may see errors in our content. In the final polishing of the site,
writers may in turn discover bugs in the code.)

•

What are the costs of development in this country?

•

Are the developers available?
There is no point in targeting a country where there are only a few competent available
programmers for hire.

•

Do I have other contacts in the country that could sort out a coding, design or content
emergency should my main team fail?

•

What are the legal issues I should know about? Should I be registered as a company or fill
specific forms? Can I do that online?

•

Can I take ecommerce profits easily out of the country?

•

How much tax would I pay on profits?
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33% of SMS searchers were under 25. Hispanic people used SMS search providers Yahoo!,
YellowPages SMS and SuperPages’ services more than any other group.
http://www.gomonews.com/pushing_the_barrier/2008/01/46m-americans-u.html

Some general domainer myths and misconceptions
As we venture today in the world of domaining, we are likely to hear a lot of misconceptions, halftruths and plain old nonsense regarding domain names. After all,
as the joke of the conversation between dogs in front of a
computer goes -“On the Internet nobody knows you are a dog”.
Unfortunately, when we access the information in a forum, all
the opinions will have an equal weight, and even with the
“reputation” system, the poorly informed posters cannot be
easily identified.
For better or worse, some of the current myths and
misconceptions we hear too many times are:
•

“The .com domain extension will always be king”

AM radio was king until FM radio arrived. We are not certain of the shape of the Internet tomorrow.
How can we be so sure which extension will be king? Certainly, if things stayed as they are today
forever, this would ring true. But things never stay the same for a long time. The .com extension is
what has been most popular until today. Period.
•

“If you own the right domain name, your website will rank much higher on web
searches”

There are a number of factors that influence the position of your web site in search results, and the
domain name is just one of them. Others are, among others, include code viability, page title, links to
your core pages (internal links), links to external web pages (external links), content (text), keywords
frequency and density, Meta tags (page description), site history, and domain history43
•

“Your domain name is a company’s most important asset, and should be descriptive”

Clearly not if you are Google, Yahoo, Digg, Reddit, youTube, Avis, and many others, whose domain
names are hardly descriptive of their niche mission. In the other hand, just having a very descriptive
name is not a guarantee of success; otherwise “amateurvideos.com” or “usergeneratedvideos.com”
could easily overtake youTube. For any business, the effectiveness of their online strategy depends
more on their business model, connections and financial muscle than of having a descriptive domain
name. A good, descriptive domain name is of great help, but neither essential for survival, nor a
guarantee of success.
Sometimes a too-specific domain name may complicate our plans for product expansion. If we are
rentcheapcar.com or holidaysbarcelona, our very name may limit our product offerings to cheap cars
43

http://lorelle.wordpress.com/2005/10/17/how-search-engines-see-search-and-visit-your-website/
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and holidays to the Spanish city, when we would actually like to also offer high-end cars and holidays
to Greece respectively.
•

“Domain names, particularly in the .com extension, are a safe investment that will never
depreciate.”

In the tightly interconnected world we live in, there simply is not a perfect investment. It would only
take a minor nuclear incident, a minor epidemic outbreak or any other important catastrophe in a
populated country for the world to re-think its priorities, and business would be immediately affected.
In this scenario, the development of the Internet could be greatly slowed down or take other directions
we are not able to envision today, rendering certain investments worthless, or notably reducing their
value and its demand.
•

“This name is valuable because all the other extensions are already registered”

So?
The reasoning behind this thinking is that since all the other extensions are taken, a particular name
has value just because of that, simply due to the fact that other people found it interesting enough to
register it in other extensions. Many domainers justify their registrations with this phrase, as if it were
a logical argument that ensures future profitability of the holding of that asset.
Unfortunately, the reality is in most cases different, and the domainer learns in the hard way that the
fact that a name is registered in other extensions doesn’t necessarily mean that registering that name is
a good idea.
Regardless of how many other extensions that name is registered in, perhaps we should ask ourselves
different questions before registering it: why is it still available? How easy is this name to be
developed? What are the chances that a buyer will find this name interesting enough to buy it from me
and develop it? How good does it sound as the name of a company? What is in the other extensions of
this name? Parked pages? Fully developed websites? In the worst possible case that I cannot sell this
name to an end user, how long would I take to sell it, perhaps to other domainers? How much could I
get for it? Do I have realistic chances of selling this domain name to my fellow domainers?
•

“This name is valuable because there are 29348739 Google results for it”

So?
Again. The number of Google results is another irrelevant factor, when assessing the potential value of
a domain name.
-

Google index pages that contain the occurrence of the word searched for, with
decreasing frequency as we go forward into search result pages.

-

The appearances of the word that Google tracks down are not even in the title of the
website, but anywhere within the text, headers, links or Meta tags of said website.

-

Occurrences of the word in websites like Wikipedia, online dictionaries and other nonbusiness websites are also counted

Things get even worse if we talk about acronyms. For example, the letters PMS correspond to
Peninsula Medical School, Premenstrual Syndrome, PMS International Group, and many more. There
are more than 26.000.000 results in Google for PMS as of January 2008. Does this mean that the
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domain PMS is valuable just because of that? Is there a direct positive correlation between the number
of times a certain word is mentioned in countless documents on the Internet and the value of that word
as a domain name? Not necessarily.
The end of 2007 saw the sale of the domain name ireport.com sold for $750.000, appearing
supposedly 575.00 times in Google results. Would it have made a difference in sales price if the
expression relating to that domain had had 5.000.000 results in Google? If so, how much would the
difference have been? What exactly would justify it?
At the end of 2007, the domain name “words.mobi” was sold at the domain auction house Sedo for
$4800. The word “words” appears 617.000.000 times in Google’s search results. The domain name
words.COM was sold for $35.000 in 2006, also through Sedo. Does this mean that words.mobi was
undervalued? By how much exactly?
A few years ago, the domain Diamond.com was sold for US$7.5 million, with “approximately only”
226.000.000 Google search results. Did the number of Google search results influence the value of
these domains at all? It does not seem so.
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51 General tips for domainers
1. Be informed about and use domain name related tools. Your time is your most precious
commodity.
2. Use a reputable registrar. Beware of domain sniffing.
3. Keep two backup copies of all your domain names, as well as where they are held. Make sure
they are in different physical places and at least one of them is not digital.
4. Forecast in advance your renewal fees
5. If you can, pay your renewals in advance
6. Use different passwords for different services you use
7. Use a different password for your email account
8. Don’t waste your time being too active in forums, they are addictive. Use them as a learning
tool. Listen more than you talk
9. Choose your extensions carefully
10. Diversify your portfolio: different extensions, industries, categories (typos, dictionary words,
Geo names, etc)
11. Learn about real estate and its similarities to the domain business, but don’t believe the hype
that both industries are almost identical. They are not.
12. Learn about Economics, and make sure you watch how politicians' actions affect your
business.
13. Keep an eye on politics and tax regulations. They could give you hints on what to sell, and
when
14. Maintain liquidity at all times. Sell a portion of your portfolio regularly. Keep a healthy flow of
cash and an extra reserve for the bad times.
15. Keep the pulse of society. Watch your end users as they change their habits, investigate new
entrants to your markets, learn what is in fashion and why.
16. Think always and be prepared for the worst possible case: what would happen if you lost your
passwords tomorrow? If you were forced to be away from computers for a year for accident or
other? If you were sent to prison? If your assets were blocked and your bank account frozen? If
your partner divorced? If your domains got stolen? If your revenue would fall to zero? If you
would not be able to sell domains for a long time?
17. Double check all of what you hear, before investing in it
18. Don’t underestimate the time and energy that domaining takes. Choosing, buying, parking,
developing and selling names take time.
19. Watch global and local trends and foresee their impact on your business
20. Do not let emotions and attachment get on the way of your business decisions
21. Accept that the domain world, like the rest of the world, is changing all the time. Adapt to this
change. Don’t waste your time resisting it.
22. Don’t leave your steady job until you are 100% sure that you can make it in this business.
23. Read. Read. Read more. Be aware. Be informed
24. Learn about the legal issues affecting domains. If you are sued and/or in doubt, do not respond
until you get good advice.
25. Beware of the companies that store your personal data. Be conservative in providing personal
details. Remember that the “bad guys” may track you down one day, if they know you are
good prey.
26. Do not engage in illegal activities or any kind of action that may damage your reputation.
27. Specialize in what you know best, but keep an eye out for emerging opportunities
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28. Learn to identify the real specialists. Beware of impostors in all walks of life
29. Don’t feel ashamed of what you do. If you do, it will somehow affect your morale.
30. Once you have identified high quality providers, pay them what they are worth. As in
everything else in life, anything done on the cheap is more likely to give more problems later
on.
31. If you are successful, do not flaunt your success or money. It will only attract bad feelings from
others, and risks to your personal security.
32. Do not let strangers know too much about you. Never mention in public forums or websites
which places you hang out at, or post photos of your family members, lest you make them a
target for kidnapping
33. Do something totally different from domaining in your time off
34. If you are successful, help others that are not as lucky as you are in life. Charity work,
donations…do something for others.
35. Stay humble. No matter what you know, there is always someone that knows more.
36. Appreciate your teachers and any other figures that helped you become successful. Help them
in turn as much as you can, so they can help others later. Pay them what they are worth for
their services, recommend them privately, pass leads on to them, give them public recognition.
37. Believe only a third of what you hear. Check everything by yourself.
38. Follow up. Always. Everyone.
39. Check your invoices. Clerks, banks, registrars...they all make mistakes sometimes. When your
livelihood depends on the right information being properly stored in the right places, you need
to be extra careful.
40. Plan for the worst situations, act for the best.
41. Stop being a domainer and become a developer, content producer, new media business owner
42. Diversify.
43. Try everything until you find the right combinations: different business strategies, development
pace, market niches, financial partners, advertising and hosting services. Sell, lease, trade your
domains, feature them in the stock market and in auctions... try all revenue avenues until you
find the right one for each domain at any one time
44. Be ambitious.
45. Learn as much as possible. Listen. Read.
46. If you are depressed, or sick, stay away from public activities.
47. Do not dwell on past mistakes or losses. Move on.
48. Talk to people that do things completely un-related to what you do. You may get good ideas
from them.
49. Keep a healthy work-life balance. Go out, see the light, do some exercise... The sun and
oxygen are good for your body and mind
50. Think of the long-term implications of your decisions but act swiftly in the short-term.
51. Watch out what you say in public. It may come back to haunt you later.
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The risk of getting carried away: registering too many names

Register only good names, rather than a lot of poor quality ones
Of course eventually there may be a market for ANY name. But that may take years of paying renewal fees,
which will quickly add up.
Although sometimes covering a whole niche can be a good strategy (childrentoys, babytoys, teentoys, etc) it is
easy to lose control and register too many poor quality domains that will take too long to become profitable
while more interesting names remain unregistered.
There are domainers who register everything under the sun, and others who register in a much smarter way. Of
course if you register everything you may get lucky. But with a bit more research perhaps you could acquire
some really good names for low prices -particularly in the aftermarket. Concentrate on developing those, and
save the time and hassle of dealing with hundreds or thousands of low-quality names.

More information for the new domainer
http://www.efreedomainregistration.com/domain_buyers_guide.html
Advice on how to buy and sell domains
http://www.domainmonster.com/editorials/buy_sell_domains_1/

When to sell?
A good piece of general advice would be to periodically look at our portfolio of web-related project
regularly, in the search for domain names and projects that we shall not realistically be able to develop
further, and sell these.
If we have names with no visits or enquiries, and they are low on our “priority list” of projects, it is
just common sense to increase our liquid earnings by getting rid of them. This will in turn allow us to
concentrate on more urgent and profitable projects, spending resources and time where it is more
profitable for us.

Selling your domains? Always auction if you can!
Selling through auction: my first hand experience
A personal letter by Mark Bennett
Here's my take on Monikers TRAFFIC auctions and how they work:
In order to partake in the auctions, you'll need to be assigned to a sales rep. I've worked in
commissioned sales for many years. My particular rep has been pretty dismal. I don't know if it's
because I don't own any million-dollar domains, but he never contacts me with auction information.
I always have to beg for info from him and his responses are often slow. Anyway...enough bitching
I suggest that you regularly check Monikers auction site to check for up-coming submission
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deadlines.
There are two types of auctions they do on any particular auction: Live and silent. All bidders in
Moniker auctions have to pay a fee and register to partake.
Live auctions are the most coveted. As stated, they are bid on in a live environment. Bids can come
from on-site registered guests or registered phone bidders. An auctioneer goes through the list and
the fun begins. Some are over in seconds, others minutes. The majority of huge sales occur here. As
in any auction environment, excitement often overcomes preconceptions.
Silent auctions are 7-day auctions that start after the live one is finished. Bidding is done by
registered bidders online. Most names accepted make the silent. A real interesting fact I ran into
during my fist silent auction is I couldn't "watch" the progress of my name. The registration fee to
bid is several hundred dollars. Even as a seller of a name in auction, you don't have access to the
silent auction site. I had to rely on others at NamePros who had this access to post updates. I don't
like this at all, but it's their system and I agreed to use it.
How to get a name listed?
Once you have a contact (sales rep), they'll send you an auction submission form in excel. You have
to fill the form out in detail and email it back to your rep. Make sure it's before the deadline . Then,
you wait. They usually post some names chosen for the live auction a month or two before the
auction. But the majority of names picked usually don't show up until a week or so before the
auction. The downside to this is, you have to decide if you'll consider listing this name for sale in
other venues while you wait. If Moniker selects your name for it's auction and you sell it through
another venue, you're still obligated to pay Moniker it's commission (15%). so, basically, if you
submit a name to Moniker, you're pretty much stuck with waiting it out. Most names submitted
won't get chosen. Most names that ARE chosen will likely make the silent auction instead of the
coveted live one.
If you find your name listed on either form, you're supposed to be contacted by your rep. You will
have to have an auction agreement form emailed to you so you can sign it and fax it back. This
agreement is a binding contract allowing Moniker to auction your name. They also keep rights to
this name for future auctions unless you ask them to remove it (in writing). Be careful here. Don't
forget that unless you do this, Moniker can still make claim to 15% of any sale of a name that was
chosen for their previous auction(s).
What kind of names do they pick? Good question. As per their listed requirements, they do not
accept hyphenated names, names with blatant Trademark issues, non dot com names more than 2
words long, blah, blah, blah. There have been numerous discussions on several forums regarding
name questionable name selection. The names that I have had selected were both names I had
considered long shots. Go Figure. HotFares.mobi in my first TRAFFIC auction (which sold) and
StormTrackers.info (no sale). Personally, I still think many other of my names would have sold, but
alas....they didn't get chosen. Funny thing about StormTrackers.info is it didn't make the original cut.
I received an email from Moniker saying someone "requested" that name be added. I thought it was
a sure bet to get a minimum bid, but t got nothing.
Speaking of minimum bids, your odds of getting in to the auction increase with a lower minimum
bid. Moniker will not sell a name under $300.00 (any opening bid must be at least $300.00), so keep
this in mind. I actually had a minimum bid of $100.00 submitted with HotFares.mobi, yet it sold for
$300.00 (minus commissions). Needless to say, I was happy off of this sale after I had just
registered it 4 months prior for under $8.00.
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OK. So now, you've found out (usually through a third party on a forum) that your name has sold.
Now what? In my case, I received a phone call from my rep about 4 days after the auction ended. He
informed me that he had "great news" for me. My name sold at the auction! I let him know I already
had known four days ago. He informed me that I had to initiate transfer to Moniker. They acted as
an escrow until payment was received. Again, more paper work was faxed that I had to sign and
send back, authorizing transfer and acknowledging ownership info. Approximately three weeks
after auctions end, I received payment and put this to rest.
Was it worth it? Sure was to me. I'm a little upset I missed the last TRAFFIC submission date, so I
didn't have a chance. Again, a good rep would make all of the difference in the world. A simple
mass emailing to his clients on upcoming auctions would net him quite a bit more business. (I lied
when I said I was done bitching!)

Selling in domain forums. Showcase them properly
Developed name? Show what it looks like!

(Rasmus selling at namepros.com http://www.namepros.com/mobi-marketplace/389097-screenings-mobi-pr3-mobi-site-waiting.html)

If you are selling a developed website, don’t forget to include screenshots. One image is worth a
thousand words…
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Offer a flexible and dynamic discount structure that changes according to your sales progress

(Reece selling at Namepros.com http://www.namepros.com/mobi-marketplace/390123-wholesale-mobi-clearance.html)

Notice the design of the thread. Underlined text and colors have been carefully chosen to add impact to
the message.
We can also see that Reece is using some of the magic words and expressions “super sale”, “any name
for…” and giving importance to the seller with the expression “of your choice”
He is also offering a flexible pricing structure with discounts if you buy in bulk, clear prices for
individual names, payment method, and expressing not only his reason to sell, but also the kind of deal
he would like to get by selling these names.
In the following days to the publishing of this thread, Reece make sure that it kept current by adding
following posts in it. He also lowered his prices and played with his discount structure, on receipt of
the market’s feedback to his offer.
All the information in this selling thread is clearly and attractively exposed
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Clearly give ideas or show potential uses for the domain name

(Cnskol selling at namepros.com http://www.namepros.com/mobi-marketplace/390254-your-great-investment-opportunity-all-fixed.html)

Notice the contrast of the red color chosen for the names, the bold for the price, and the orderly
arrangement of the information. The seller also provides us with many examples of potential buyers /
uses for the name
•

Sell in the venue that will have the most viewers. The more people see your offer, the more
chances you have to sell your merchandise

•

Sell in the venue that offers the most qualified buyers

•

Present your names appropriately. Your names are your assets, treat them like jewels

•

Ignite the buyer’s imagination. Describe in detail your grand plans for the name, in a way that
the buyer can see himself carrying them out quickly and easily

•
•

Explain your reason to sell
If your name is an acronym, offer as much information as possible of institutions or business
that could eventually be interested in buying. Let the buyer feel that even in the worse possible
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case, it will be easy to re-sell the domain
•

If you have had offers for the name, mention it!

•

Should there be

good Pay Per Click stats (example, CTR), or the keywords associated to your
names pay high $, provide thumbnails with your offer.
Example of sales copy: A click pays $3.92-$5.26 on
average. How many clicks can you get? These are pure
commercial names! (Adwords keywords sandbox
thumbnail attached)44

•

If your domain has average to good daily traffic, include
those figures and/or screenshots from stats software. What is
“average” or “good” will depend of the category the name is
in, and its performance compared with other names in that
niche

•

Don’t forget to clearly indicate the following information: expiration date, registrar, extension,
preferred payment method, offer expiration date, bid price increments (if any), BIN (“buy it
now” price, if any), preferred currency

•

Use magic words and expressions “your”, “your choice”, “special”, “free”, “now”, “for a
limited time only”

•

Express yourself with the buyer in mind. Make him feel important

•

Take advantage of package deals. Structure a good offer by which the buyer benefits if they
buy more than one name from you

•

If you are selling in a foreign venue, list your names in the local currency

•

If you are selling in a foreign venue, provide translations of your names to the local language

•

Bump your selling thread. Make sure it stays current, clean and easy to read

•

Wherever possible, show potential buyers the interest of others in your name. People
want what others want. E.g. “offer received for XX. Any other offers?”, “buyer X, I sent
you a PM with prices for XX name”

Don’t sell too low! – The traffic fallacy
“I made $18,000 for 7 generic domains sales last month. No traffic and stats required by the buyers.
As long as you know 100% who your target buyer will be, do not sell your generics based on traffic
and especially revenue stats. This is just a ploy created by those who want to scoop up good names
for less. Traffic and revenues are a compliment to the domain, not it's value. If those in this business
were concerned for the domainers overall well being they would have said what I just did.”
user mGrace, at DNForum
http://www.dnforum.com/f408/rick-schwartz-blog-mobi-thread-259872.html
44

From user Superdomains selling at http://mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=3986
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Excellent link for domain sales related stuff and a buyer-seller contract
http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview?id=27711

Buying domains for Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
What is SEO?
According to Wikipedia, “Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of improving the
volume and quality of traffic to a web site from search engines via "natural" ("organic" or
"algorithmic") search results. Usually, the earlier a site is presented in the search results -the higher it
"ranks"- the more searchers will visit that site. SEO can also target different kinds of search, including
image search, local search, and industry-specific vertical search engines.
As a marketing strategy for increasing a site's relevance, SEO considers how search algorithms work
and what people search for. SEO efforts may involve a site's coding, presentation, and structure, as
well as fixing problems that could prevent search engine indexing programs from fully spidering a
site.”
In the “SEOmainers” world, the domain name is an important and complimentary part of the overall
SEO strategy. The rationale behind this is that the closer the domain name resembles the user’s query all other things being equal to the competition’s websites- the search engine will always favor the
website that contains the query words on its search results and place it at a higher position on search
engine results pages (SERP), thus increasing the likelihood of a visit.
In fact, we could fairly assume that most of the domain names (e.g. howtostayyoung, secondhandcars)
that consist of several words, particularly on extensions like .info, .name, .org and .net were bought
mainly for this reason…more as a complement to search engine optimization efforts than as powerful
names by themselves.45

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) has one big advantage over PPC (Pay-Per-Click). SEO is
strategically better because if you are able to somehow find an edge or advantage, you're likely
to hold on to this competitive advantage longer with SEO than you would with PPC.
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/3971/Inbound-Marketing-Strategy-Why-SEO-Is-Better-Than-PPC.aspx

45

after all, the most powerful name by definition would be whatevernameIamafter.com. Buying the same name in different
extensions is a typical way to enhance SEO efforts (or to protect a domain from “cyber-squatters”).
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If there is a key to being successful as a content provider today, it is paying close attention to our
SEO.46 Although we may get traffic to our virtual properties by other means –traditional marketing
campaigns, direct navigation, word of mouth- the international exposure that a well-planned SEOfriendly site can give us is enormous.
In any case and as we have seen, nothing is static in the technology world, and perhaps least of all are
the search engine algorithms that help us find the information we are looking for. Thus, these changes
should be factored into our SEO strategy if we want to not only obtain, but also hold over time a
prime position in search engine results.

A different way of searching?
In the last few years we are seeing interesting advances in the Natural Language field of search engine
technology. Described as web search engines that apply natural language processing of some form, the
hypothesis is that NLS will provide better results - that is to say, results that more accurately and
efficiently support a user's need. NLS claims to help the user get more relevant results to their queries
by analyzing the context of their search, rather than their keywords alone.

The average search query is between 2 and 3 keywords. Search engines need more
than just keywords to help users reach all of that data.
While users know what their information needs are, they are not always capable of
finding the appropriate keywords to express such needs.
http://altsearchengines.com/2007/08/31/search-engine-stealth-report-the-top-10/

46 http://blog.webdistortion.com/2008/01/05/21-steps-to-website-success-in-google-for-2008/
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But progress in this field has not always been steady.
Even though there is no shortage of new entrants in this market
every year for the last ten years47, none of them have so far
achieved any considerable popularity among searchers, as this
UK market penetration diagram shows.48
One of the problems with the NLS approach is that, in order to
get the best results possible of these search engines, the public
should be re-educated in the way they search for information.
This is a rather complicated and costly task, and ultimately the main reason why some of these projects
have failed in the past –and may well continue to do so in the future.
It is not that the technology is not ready, but rather that the market –search users- have become
accustomed to make a particular kind of search, based on the limitations of original search engines.
47
48

http://altsearchengines.com/2007/08/31/search-engine-stealth-report-the-top-10/
variable, but similar values have been reported in the US
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Work with
me!
Teach me!
I am always pleased to meet new smart and dynamic
people with whom to collaborate in different projects.
If you like my style and want to work with me, no
matter your age or where you are, drop me a line now!
Please let me know about you, your interests, your experience…and
how you think we could collaborate.

Javier Marti
Info@trendirama.com
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Based on this situation, and unless a massive marketing and re-education campaign is launched to help
people interact better with this new generation Natural Search Engines, we can at least temporarily
assume that basic expression domains (e.g. officejobsflorida) may well hold their current value and
continue appreciating in the future, at least in the short and medium-term.

SEO, Mobile and domain names
SEO and mobile.

“Adwords prices can go up longer than you can stay solvent”

Although as of today there is a fair amount of information on traditional Internet SEO, this is not so in
mobile. In fact, we have right now very limited information on
how Google and other search engines will evaluate and rank
websites made specifically for mobile.
Could this be because search engines themselves are still
devising their strategies to deal with the massive amount of
websites made to cover the interests and information needs of
billions of individuals around the world? It could certainly be so.
The mobile web will also be more complex, more international,
and probably more complete, than the web of today has ever
been.
In any case -and due to the limitations in mobile- we can foresee
a time when hundreds of thousands of websites will have very
similar content...so similar in fact, that only minute details will
make the difference and allow our site to be ranked better than
someone else's.
However, the question remains: what exactly will be these "details" that we should work on more than
our competition? Number of pages? Keywords? Content relevance? Number of inbound links?
Inbound link website reputation? Website and domain name age? Which ones will be the determining
factors or - if we are to assume that all these factors, and more, will be considered- how much weight
will each one have in the final results of the equation used to calculate Pagerank? Will Dotmobi
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If we are to assume that –for many reasons- direct navigation will be less important in Dotmobi than it
has been on the Net so far, search engine results are clearly posed to be one of the main sources perhaps the defining factor- of traffic for mobile websites in the future.
Based on this premise, our first impulse would be to become as familiar as possible with SEO, and to
learn to leverage to their full potential our ad campaigns in advertising platforms that can lead users to
our websites, like Google's Adsense.
But again, there is a problem with this strategy: with such a small amount of real estate available on
the screen of the mobile phone, purchasing our way to the top search engine results will be at an even
higher premium for the mobile net, than it is today on the traditional Internet...making this
unaffordable for most small businesses and -if advertising costs continue rising ad infinitum- plainly
unprofitable for advertisers.

Even given the choice of ad networks, the continued flow of dollars online means that prices are
rising.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/21/business/media/21online.html?ref=technology

Added to these difficulties in driving traffic to our mobile websites is the fact that search engines
themselves are not in the business of providing plain search results anymore, but rather increasingly in
the lead generation, service promotion and advertising business. Thus, services provided for example,
by Google itself will always command a higher position in search results, oftentimes even displacing
from the small mobile screen the natural search results themselves.
(Example: if a user looks for "maps", they'll find Google maps on top of SERPs, before
"localmaps.mobi". If they look for "books" they may well find a sponsored Google Book Search link
more prominent and before "books.mobi")
Although there are no clear-cut strategies to ensure a healthy dose of traffic to mobile websites today,
future trends in search engine technology alone should be enough to keep us awake at night, for they
have the power to bring down -as we have seen in the traditional Internet- whole complex websites
and multi-million dollars businesses in a matter of hours, not years...

Added complexity: a Dotmobi site is two websites in one!
An often confusing and little known fact about Dotmobi websites is that they can serve two websites in one
when users access a unique domain. When a Dotmobi website is properly configured, a user accessing the site
from a computer will see something totally different to what a mobile searcher would find under the same
domain.
This adds a layer of complexity to the ranking on search engines for Dotmobi websites, and directly affects the
SEO strategies that mobile webmasters should follow to ensure best results.
49

someone even coined a term for it, "Google wh*re"
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So how best to deal with a website that is both PC and mobile-compliant perhaps presenting different
content on each version? The common sense approach would be for search engines to rank pages according to
their relevancy on each of their versions. Thus, the same website could end up with some kind of double PR,
where the mobile website hosted under a Dotmobi domain could have, for instance, a PR of 2 whereas its
“sister” website could have a PR of 5. This would make SEO efforts more specialized, and in a way, a bit more
confusing, where Incoming links, online advertising campaigns (PPC) and most of all, SEO itself would have to
be done according to the new rules of this complex and incredibly powerful interactive channel.

How shall we see search engine results tomorrow?
The way search engine results are served and displayed is another important issue to tackle when we talk about
the SE of the future. If we assume that eventually search engines will detect the kind of device making the query
and present search results accordingly. Thus, the prospect of being presented with Dotmobi results when
making a query from a mobile phone turns not only plausible, but almost certain.
Will Google default to Dotmobi? Although there are high chances of this happening, this may not be entirely
necessary to ensure the success of the extension as the main gateway to mobile content. The fact that we’ll only
be presented with mobile oriented websites may become, as the mobile web grows, a de facto “default to
Dotmobi”, regardless of the information presented when we are looking for information from other, non-mobile
devices.
Now, what if the search engine detects the query being done by a smartphone that can present both, mobile and
conventional websites? Which one will be presented then, or if both are displayed, which one will have more
priority: a full featured website as we would see it on our PC or the mobile version of the same site?
In any case, let’s not forget that in the medium term, most of the world will not be able to afford a phone that
can render full websites flawlessly for still some time to come.
According to common sense and the information we have today, it feels natural that by default, all mobile
searches will default to mobile compliant websites. However, a design standard may also be established so that
there is a certain linked word (“mobile view”, “mobile”?) ...a term on every website that will allow the person
making the query to change to a full-fledged, conventional website when and if they click on it.
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What is fair value for a MOBILE domain name?
For example, let's imagine that I owned "computer.com". How much is it worth? My friend who
owns a computer shop says that he'll offer $2,000 because he thinks that it will increase sales in
his business. I then get a call from the marketing director of IBM who says that they really want
the domain for an international advertising campaign and would I be willing to accept $5m?
http://www.whizzbangsblog.com/content/view/321/1/

This is one of the most common questions that any domainer, at any one time, will ask. We’ve all been
these questions: how much is a mobile domain name worth? How can I assess the value of domain
names I sell, or I want to buy?
Unfortunately, there is no clear answer to this question, and some of the reasons are that are…
•

The extension is new, the market is liquid, there are no experts yet in the mobile domaining
industry, and most of the Internet domaining "experts" of yesterday have proved to be clueless
about the new environment

•

There are important issues affecting this "industry" in the months/years ahead: taxation,
economic crisis, availability of credit, laws regarding certain activities like porn or gambling...

•

There is uncertainty –today- with regards to the mass adoption of this extension

•

Even if there is massive adoption of this extension (many of us bet on this) we don't know
when that will happen, nor the speed of its penetration in different countries

•

There are a few key players in the market, that, acting as buyers during auctions, can greatly
increase the prices paid for domains

•

There is a current lack of developers offering their services at rates that domain owners are
willing to pay

•

There are important uncertainties regarding the legal rights of owners to keep domains parked
in the future

•

The main auction company in this space has had important technical problems that do not seem
to have been resolved yet

•

There are rumors from reputable sources of fake bidding in live domain auctions

•

There is a total lack of consensus regarding the value of domain names based on their number
of words, industries, or any other standard that we could use as a reference point

•

There is a highly speculative market, populated with many novice investors, with access to
different levels of funding, many of which buy names behind company names...

And finally...
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There are many of these investors buying all sorts of names (hyphen, no hyphens, one word,
two words, industries, trends, typos, Geos) based on "potential"

All these factors -and more- affect the values of domain names and leads us to the conclusion that,
from any standard-measure point of view, there is no way to assess the value of a domain name today,
particularly in the mobile space.
Domaining today, particularly in Dotmobi, is like the lottery. Anyone that tells us differently is lying,
or just does not understand the full complexity of this business activity. And remember that past
performance is not indicative of future returns, nor is the sales price of a domain name in other
extensions.
I think that the three main factors for a good domain name sale are availability of wealthy buyers,
good timing and luck, since most domain sellers don’t have perfect information on where and when to
find those wealthy, ready-to-buy buyers.

The best thing you can do now (…), when buying or selling (a Dotmobi domain name)
is to follow your instincts…and pray.
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=5340

What is a good Dotmobi domain name?
This question is as important as the previous one. In fact, we could not have answered one of them
without answering the other. The short answer at this point, I am afraid, is on every domainer’s mind.
since we are sailing uncharted waters
There are several schools of thought on this, but here you have those that are, perhaps, the four main
ones:
1) Dotmobi is completely different to .com. Thus, only Geo names and names that can be used "on
the go" make sense. E.g. pizza delivery, taxis, weather
2) Dotmobi will eventually take over and the mobile web will be as big or bigger than the
Internet itself, where everyone will look for ALL kinds of general information on the mobile web.
Then more complex names make sense, and they're not limited to on-the-go names. E.g.
acnesymptoms, trafalgarsquare, altimeter, ...whatever. Under this scenario CVCV and similar names
start to make sense because we assume that the market will be pretty much as it is for .coms today
3) Dotmobi names will not ever have the value of .com names because in the future people will
have several layers of actors trying to redirect the user to what they consider "good" websites.
This is Google's policy taken to the extreme, in which Google (or similar future search leader) decides
what pages ultimately you see, regardless of the name of the domain of these websites. This would
make the
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value of Dotmobi names at this point extremely hard to predict, and would rather make the SEO
professionals the ones with the keys to the Mobile Internet 50
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4) .mobi is just a bridge, a medium-term solution to the big, no-constraints future mobile web,
much more similar to what we have today on the Internet, allowing us to display ever more
complex websites.
In this case, the whole architecture of finding things on the Internet may change to some other system,
some kind of hybrid between domain names and search engine technology that is difficult to even
imagine today.
This also will depend on how much people get accustomed to, and trust, search engines or similar
interfaces (intelligent agents they called them a few years ago) to find the information for them. If they
get totally reliant on search engines, then domain names themselves would lose power because the
leading search engines would not take into account so much the name of the domain but much more
the information and other parameters contained in websites.

“Can you give an example of a good domain name?”
Sure. I'll give you an example of a potentially good name that may or may not be in the aftermarket
right now: sextoys.mobi
This sounds like a good name to me for several reasons...some of them are:
short name
- easy to spell and remember
- timeless product, that doesn't go out of fashion
- high present consumer demand
- higher future consumer demand
- perfect product for e-commerce: small, easy and cheap to post. People may prefer to buy these
things online.
- huge industry with *cash rich* (solvent) potential buyers of the name
- huge *number* of potential buyers if the name that would bid for it in auction (*many* sextoy
wholesalers would want that name, outbidding each other again and again in an auction)
- easy to resell for a high price, because its value is evident even to the amateur domainer. You can
sell it easily right now to other domainers even if the industry wouldn't be ready or willing to
appreciate its value today.
- generic enough so you can sell several different products on it, yet specific enough so that people
know what they are going to find there
- self explanatory
- same term used for what it describes in most if not all English speaking countries (e.g. truckrepairs
would have little power in England, where they call trucks "lorries")
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=2893

50

optimizing SEO for mobile has other exceptional challenges to be overcome, very interesting by themselves. To give you
a little clue...imagine: much more demand for websites that have to be much simpler than .com, thus with less chances to
differentiate themselves from each other. How will the search engine decide which one is best when there are literally
thousands of them that could be number one because they are simply almost identical in content and everything else? This
will make SEO professionals' life even more difficult on mobile than it is today on the www
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Are only short domain names valuable in a mobile-oriented
extension?
No.
•

Voice search can make any name relevant in the future, no matter how long

•

The new generations and primary users of the Mobile Internet are much faster typing
things with their fingers than the main body of Internet users of today

•

Just as a full glass overflows, if/when the Mobile Internet environment becomes as
developed and rich as the Internet is today, the demand for domain names will make
even long names valuable (this explains the demand and prices of some domain names
in alternative extensions to .com today) just as a result of the overwhelming demand for
them

Today at Mobile World Congress, Medio Systems, Inc., the leading provider of mobile search
and advertising solutions, announced that its 2H07 research demonstrates the emerging use of
mobile search to find information from the Mobile Web. Medio’s research illustrates the
evolution of mobile search away from downloadable content towards information on the Mobile
Internet.
http://www.medio.com/news/medio_research_tracks_mobile_search_shift/

Will only banking, gaming, news, weather sites be successful in
mobile?
Not necessarily. Of course these may be the most valuable names in the future, but as the mobile net
becomes more popular, there will be websites and information about everything, as we can see on the
PC Internet today.
According to the findings of mobilePeople’s ‘Mobile Search Trends 2006’51, the overall number of
mobile searches conducted during 2006 grew tenfold on the previous year, with the most popular
categories being
1. Taxis
2. Takeaways
3. Restaurants
4. Supermarkets
5. Consumer electronics
…among the top 20 searches we also find
•
•
51

banks and financial institutions
hotels

http://mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=6750
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garage services
car parts
hairdressers
medical services
shoe retailers
cinemas
furniture outlets
toy retailers
department stores
pubs and coffee shops.

Although also deserve a mention other categories that would on a first glimpse seem particularly
suited for mobile, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

sports scores / updates
weather
flower shops
local discount shops
social networking

Mobile search is driven by a combination of “infotainment” (e.g. music, pictures, games, news,
information) and “local content” (e.g. retail, shopping, phone numbers, utility)
http://www.mobilepeople.com/the_mobile_search_economy.html

Direct navigation
No one knows for sure how much Web traffic comes from type-ins, and Google and Yahoo execs
won't discuss it. But privately, during one of the late-night parties at the Traffic conference, one
Yahoo official estimates that type-ins could make up 15 percent of its search business. Marchex,
a Seattle-based public startup whose strategy rests largely on type-in traffic, estimates that it
accounts for nearly 10 percent of the global paid search market, which is projected to soar from
$9 billion this year to $23 billion in 2009.
That's why some domain names are commanding six- and seven-figure price tags (…)
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/index.htm attracting big-money players.

Direct navigation –as defined by Wikipedia today- “is a marketing term that describes the method
individuals use to navigate the Internet in order to arrive at specific websites. Direct navigation is a
new, loosely defined term, which is generally understood to include type-in traffic and bookmarker
traffic. This involves an Internet user navigating to a website directly through the website address bar,
bypassing any online search engines and navigating directly to the domain.
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As most Wikipedia information goes, it is to be taken with care and read with skepticism. First of all,
the term is not new, nor is the method itself, by which many traditional domainers have made
considerable amounts of money in the last few years.

As shared in the domainer community forums, the most profitable direct navigation that exists, from a
domainer’s point of view, is that coming from the so-called type-in users. These users type their
preferred keywords in the browser’s navigation bar, usually adding a .com in the end. Thus, they end
up on someone’s website. Many of these websites, in turn, are more or less sophisticated advertising
portals, where each link directs the user to different website. When this happens, the owner of that
domain/website makes a profit, in the form of a commission that companies pay for “sending them
traffic”. Does it sound like a small business? It is not. At the very least, and in light of the few figures
available on it, we know that the direct navigation business has been quite profitable when multiplied
by hundreds of thousand of domains, which send thousands of users a day to advertising partners.
However, this business model is changing rapidly, and dependency on this type of Internet user has its
drawbacks, since Google hates “parked pages” and has historically done all in its power to not send
users to them, downgrading them in their search results to positions in which finding them is very
difficult. This business model itself is also very fragile, since
•

as the user becomes more familiar with the web, she learns that there are better ways to find the
exact information they are looking for through search engines, regardless of the name of the
website

•

as the user becomes more experienced, he learns about bookmarks, or clicks on links from the
websites that he visits every day

•

there are a number of players that are courting the direct navigation user ever more
aggressively, from mobile operator portals to handset makers, to “navigation assistant”
software

Due to the inherently fragile nature of this business, companies or domainers that base their entire
strategy around this model take an important risk of being left behind by changing consumer habits
and new search technologies.
There was a time when -in some browsers- the user typed the word “wine” and pressed the return key,
he would be directed to the “wine.com” website by default. However, that navigational model has
changed in most browsers, and the old times, I am afraid, are never to return.
Today, when the user presses the enter key after the word “wine”, most browsers would either present
- search results extracted from a search engine,
- sponsored search results
…or directly go to the website that a particular search engine considers has the most relevant
information for the word of the query, regardless of the name of the website.
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Thus, not only the Direct Navigation business ceases to exist, but also it becomes totally irrelevant and
prone to fall victim to any deep pocket competitor who has a bigger budget to dedicate to Search
Engine Optimization efforts.
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Pervasive computing will drive the convergence of computing, the Internet, voice
communications, and television—ultimately blurring categories of infotech products and
services.
Specific breakthroughs will include: (…) the “semantic Web,” enabled by Web data that
automatically self-organizes based on its content, allowing search tools or software agents to
better identify relevant Web pages—not just find keywords on them.
http://changewaves.socialtechnologies.com/home/2007/11/20/top-12-areas-for-technology-innovation-through-2025.html

It is an often over-looked fact that small changes in the way users search for information on the
Internet can have massive consequences.
If a person starts their search for information on the Internet based on what an entity tells them, instead
of what would initially be their intent, there will be less traffic for domains based on direct navigation.
This is the same regardless of the user getting their recommendation from a website or a person.
An example would be using a search engine that offers a suggestion box to alert us of terms we may be
interested in. If the searcher uses this search box to go to the website she intends to go to (e.g.
promdress.mobi) as we type the first term we are seeking, the system would fine tune our search
offering us several similar options, one of them being “prom clothes”.
By the user clicking on that search term, and thus diverting the course of her original search, the
domain name “promdress.mobi” would have lost one visit, that some would argue it “rightfully owns”.

The value of keywords in a domain name are over-rated and over time will probably die out
with search engine ranking algorithms as they get more advanced.
http://blog.webdistortion.com/2008/01/05/21-steps-to-website-success-in-google-for-2008/

This seemingly innocent add on by search engines is a fine example of the delicate connections among
different elements that govern our lives. Imagine multiplying the example above thousands of times a
day, for millions of users throughout the world.
Leaving aside the repercussion of social networking on domain names, there are also a negative social
impact related to this trend…
In my early 2006 article “The power of social bookmarking and how it affects you”52, I draw
attention to the fact that using social bookmarking websites could have the unintended result of our
not being ever exposed to different points of view, and only visiting sites and places that other
people considered interesting. This was before Reddit and youTube became as popular are today,
and many months before Facebook became public. Much has happened in the social networking
arena since then, but my message remains the same: there is a social and personal risk that the
52

http://niquel757.blogspot.com/2006/03/power-of-social-bookmarking-and-how-it.html
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systems originally intended to be a liberating way to enrich our lives, can paradoxically turn into a
digital cage that keep us from living new experiences and meeting people with different viewpoints
to ours. “After all, if Sally does her shopping in this particular shop, and John goes trekking in this
mountain…I’ll do it too”
In the dystopian world of Amazon’s “Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought…” we have
become drones that do not dare to do anything that someone else has not recommended or done
previously53
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How does all this affect domain names? The full consequences of this “on-demand recommendation
technology” are yet to be seen, but what is clear today is that the development of these tools runs
totally opposite to the interest of the search navigation business.

…everyone will end up doing the same things and going to the same place, seeing the same
photos, buying the same books, traveling to the same destinations, reading the same blogs...

Direct navigation on the regular Internet, as we have seen, is slowly but surely becoming a thing of the
past. But what about mobile? Could we rationally ask the question…

Is there direct navigation in mobile?
According to a pilot study made in Japan at the end of 200754, yes, there is:

How do you access Internet sites on your mobile phone?
(Sample size=300, multiple answer)
Votes Percentage
From favorites, bookmarks

175

58.3%

From start page menu

132

44.0%

From QR Code, bar code

90

30.0%

Manually enter URL

60

20.0%

Do keyword search

60

20.0%

Send a blank email and access the URL in the reply 34

11.3%

Use OCR (text reading) feature

6.0%

18

53

yes, I know that for a recommendation to exist someone must have had the experience before us, thus being a pioneer
and making that statement incorrect. Notwithstanding, the fact that a few general exceptions exist doesn’t make the rule
less true for the common population. It has been statistically proven that only a tiny fraction of users of a service will leave
any feedback on it for others to see. As any blogger will tell us, most users of online services act as spectators, not as
active actors in the scene of their interactive experience. Many read blog posts. Very few ever comment them.
54
http://www.thetechnologyblog.net/
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Other

0

0.0%

Don’t use Internet on my mobile phone

47

15.7%
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Based on this provisional data, we can see that today, perhaps due to the (early, young) nature of the
market, there are still users who access mobile websites by directly inputting the name of their
destination on the navigation browser bar. How long will this trend last before we see the same
developments in the mobile web that we have seen in the traditional web? Nobody really knows, since
this depends on how fast the mobile web develops into a rich ecosystem of mobile websites, and how
quickly search engines become effective tools for specialized mobile search.

Which domains?
Most domainers are not developers, or develop only a fraction of the hundreds or thousands of
domains that they own. Thus, when faced with the questions of which domains to buy or most
importantly, develop into fully-fledged websites, it is important to make the right decisions.
There are a myriad of combinations, sectors and categories that we may specialize in. The ones that
are right for us will depend on our experience, contacts, and most of all, of our ability to spot a good
business opportunity and provide relevant content in websites that are useful to users.
Following are a list of categories and strategies followed by content developers regarding domain
names. Which one is your style? What kind of domains seem the most interesting to you?

Generic market local names to re-sell to small businesses in the future
(phoenixcarpenter, albuquerquecomputers) Good for SEO reasons. But how good for
mobile considering that our handset may know where we are at all times?



 Generic category names to re-sell to corporations in the future (electriccars,
musicalinstruments, lipstick) These names are powerful and attractive due to their own
neutral meaning. Since they denominate a general category not associated with a place, age
bracket or particular product, the uses and potential buyers for these names are endless.
Needless to say these are some of the names that command higher value in the open market,
and are, in general, quite hard to find at reasonable prices. These names are some of the first to
be registered on any extension. Generic names have proved to be extremely valuable in the
.com world and may well continue increasing their prices as more brands populate the mobile
world and discover the powerful marketing value of a category domain name. For example, the
idea for Ford, to be associated with the domain name “cars” is not only attractive today, but
will be more so in the future.

High traffic names for direct navigation (sex, flowers, cars, business) most are mtld
premium and so, reserved. As discussed, these names where very popular in the traditional
Internet and may well also command high resale prices in the mobile world, at least until users
progressively abandon direct navigation practices getting to their information either through
search engines, portals or other methods. Many of these high traffic direct navigation domains
also used to be good category names, so the value that they lose over time in the direct
navigation front could still be gained in the other hand for their being excellent category
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names.
• Trendy domains (iphoneskins, americanidol) These domains are usually associated with
trademark infringement and can be taken away through legal proceedings by the brands to which the
name refers. As the legal system parallel’s domain names with property, and other valuable assets, and
brands begin to understand and protect domain names, we are going to see a larger number of names
going to their original “natural” registrars.
The other category of trendy domain names is the generic ones, like “electriccars” or “suntattoos”.
These names cannot be easily taken by brands, since they are too generic for any particular company
to claim natural rights to their registration
• Typo domains (newyorktymes, xvox360, sluty…) Again, these names –unless extremely genericare usually associated with trademark infringement and can be taken away through legal proceedings
by the brands to which the name refers to, even faster than trendy domains can., with potential added
fines on top.
• Dictionary words (amazed, wondering, relieved…) Just about any dictionary word could be
developed, but a lot of $$$ would have to go into advertising. Not too different than any "brandable"
domain.
[Note: Very few people have a solid understanding of the dictionary word market. According to my
research, most domainers seem to be betting on them without any kind of logical reasoning behind
their actions. It is my impression that most of dictionary word buyers are buying them because they
saw that in .com even the silliest dictionary words sold for high $, although this does not necessarily
mean that this will be the case with domain names in the future, or in Dotmobi in particular.
I have been asking people what kind of traffic they receive for dictionary words/where this traffic
comes from/what are users really looking for when they type the word/how to convert a visit in
money...and nobody gave me a satisfactory answer. Even the ones who own them, seem to know little
about what they have, or why it works (if it does, which has not been proven to me as of today)]
•

Numbers / letters and their combinations ( tk55r, 3489, fkui05, 10tdo..) In Jeff Jefferson’s
words: “I SEE VERY LITTLE VALUE HERE. UNLESS THEY ARE INTUITIVE COMBINATIONS (I.E.,
SK8TER.MOBI)”

•

Short names (three letters, four letters: idl, lhq, rxub…)
Recently I received an email from a domain broker, whose main body was: “$250,000 budget
for LLL.com domains in bulk. Looking for a minimum of 10 per transaction. Will pay $46,000 depending on quality and amount.”
Operations like this happen every day. Are three or four letter domains a good buy just for the
sake of their “shortness”? Regardless of what logic or experience may tell us, if there is one,
just one, qualified buyer that is looking for what we have, buying those domains was a highly
profitable decision. Even if logic cannot fully explain their value.

Domain buyers also get these domains in the hope that they can be resold at a profit to a business
entity (large corporation or small business). Depending on the name, it may make sense. For example,
“a three letters domain like KFC could be used in many different ways by different operators: KFC
Kentucky Fried Chicken (restaurant chain), KFC Kennedy Flight Center (NASA)55…”
These domains are also usually favored because they are easy to remember, and for some people, look
more “impressive”, making those familiar with technology know that the company was either a
55

Alex Lawrence, http://openmoodle.conted.ox.ac.uk/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=1630
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pioneer at the time of registration of the domain name, or was able to pay a good price for it later in
the aftermarket.
•
Pure GEO names (Madrid, SouthCarolina, Osaka…)
Geo names are one of the most powerful but at the same time fragile domain names that we can own.
Their strength comes from their power as generic terms for a particular area, and their being the
intuitive choice for anyone looking for information on a particular city or geographic area. If we own a
city name, we can easily create a portal where the user can find all kinds of information, listings and
activities related to our region. The revenue streams that a Geo name provides are also endless:
conventional advertising, affiliate marketing, small business listings, lead generation…
Geo names usually have a continuous amount of natural traffic
In a way, these seem to be the perfect domain to own…but are Geo names as good an investment as
they appear to be?
In my view, GEO domain names have some very important weak spot that is growing bigger by the
day:

1) Forced transfer of ownership from private owner to government agency through legal
proceedings

A U.S. District Court in the Eastern District of Virginia has handed down a controversial
ruling that orders the owners of BARCELONA.COM to transfer their domain to officials of
the Catalonian city. In 1996, the owners of BARCELONA.COM registered the domain name
and created a portal filled with information about Barcelona. After a meeting where the
owners pitched the idea of business collaboration to city officials, the city responded with a
UDRP dispute, which it ultimately won. The owners filed suit in the U.S. shortly thereafter.
Interestingly, the Judge decided that even though both parties are foreign citizens, Congress
intended for the Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act that was at issue, to be applied
even to foreign owners of domain names. Commentators have noted that this opens the door
incredibly wide to ACPA actions from anyone, anywhere, with any domain.
http://66.102.9.104/search?q=cache:SaxxSKmg6hQJ:www.auda.org.au/pdf/sublindsay.pdf+%5BA+U.S.+District+Court+in+the+Eastern+District+of+Virginia+has+handed+down+a+controversial+ruling+that+orders+the+owne
rs+of+BARCELONA.COM+to+transfer%5D&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=2&gl=uk&client=firefox-a

However, this is not the only factor against investing in Geo domain names…

2) Above average taxation

I would like to add another important question that complicates matters even more: say that
an English citizen owns the domain name "Santiago" registered with an American registrar.
Who could sue to obtain that name, the city of Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain, or the
capital city of Chile, Santiago? (same thing with "Madrid"- Mexico/Spain)
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Maastricht.mobi

This is a screenshot of what you found in
Jan, 2008 when you visited
Maastricht.mobi
Will the city of Maastricht be happy with
its current public image in the mobile
world?

The city of Maastricht is a city/region with nearly 120.000 inhabitants and may be the oldest city in
the Netherlands
•

Do we really think that the Maastricht municipality is happy about this or will let it happen
for much longer?

•

Could a domainer with XXX number of domains and a basic website built for that name
defend his case? If so, how long for?

•

Could other Geo domains be defended once a legal precedent is set?

•

Should we not factor this risk when assessing the selling price of a Geo domain name? How
much would we factor it for? Based on what exactly?

When things are legally murky, but one of the parties is the government...guess which party usually
loses?
The value of a Geo domain name is proportional to the exposure of domains as valuable assets.
However, this exposure benefits valuation but runs contrary to the interest of the domainers to keep
this type of domains in (his) private hands.
As domains become notoriously valuable, what would stop different branches of government with
an interest in a particular name from confiscating it?
Times change, laws change. The clock is ticking for Geo domains.

Other “threats” for Geo domains are location-tracking systems embedded in mobile phones, which
could well render the notion of going to a specific Geo portal or Geo related domain name pointless,
since the interaction of the location sensors in the phone plus whatever tools we use to access the
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Internet would combine with search technology to find results in our vicinity, regardless of the domain
name of the destination website.
Moreover, the emergence and improvement of local search tools -as those offered by search engines
by default in some phones- would greatly impact the number of visitors accessing websites hosted
under Geo domain names. Many of these tools sit directly in the standby screen of the phone, being
the first point of contact of a user with the net, even before opening the browser.
Although some domainers argue that “Geo domains are not only for locals, but also for tourists”, it is
important to note that not all foreigners will know the exact name or spelling of their destination
beforehand (Philadelphia, Hannover) or may rather look for information on travel websites served in
their native language (Allemagne, Deutschland).
The exceptional existence of two or more cities with the same name (MontevideoUruguay/Montevideo USA) or cities with slightly different but similar names (there are three places in
Germany called “Frankfurt”, and at least two cities in Poland called “Opole”), and whole regions like
with names similar to cities (Zaragoza) that also adds a layer of complexity that can turn potential
visitors away from Geo websites. Cities or countries with more than one name (CH-Switzerland, The
Netherlands-Holland) make things even more complicated than they appear to be on the Geo front.
New innovation and gadgets (nano, wimax, ipod, blog, podcast)
Should be developed and/or sold at the peak of the trend. Brief window of opportunity.


 Unique brand names (bebo, youtube, facebook, muu, vogliamo)
High risk investment, unless the name is particularly catchy, or benefits from the popularity of
another name as a typo would do.

Cyber-squatting / Trademark (Microsoftsoftware, Googlephone, Appleproducts,
Subaru56).
Not a good idea.


There are also compound names that –when properly developed- can be used as portals selling items,
services or producing leads to an international market (buytickets, luxurycars, cellphonecharms…) or
can also be sold as category names, being particularly valuable for SEO specialists.
As with any investment, it is a good idea to hold a diversified domain portfolio.
56

the domain “Subaru.mobi” had at one point (sept 07) a specific webpage with dedicated sales copy and was being
publicly offered for $39000
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“There are also names that –when properly developed- can help someone. I am most proud of
the sites I have developed and plan on developing that offer public service of some sort. Sites
like daterape.mobi , where a young woman can access information and resources if she feels
she may have been a victim. Or evacuations.mobi, where users can find information about
hurricanes (both preparedness and current info on active storms).”
”Work in progress”, Mobility.mobi

Study the market as much as you can before you dive in and buy a bunch of names that are best
left unregistered. Since there are many different areas of domain investment, focus on one
aspect - maybe a particular extension or genre of domain name and learn as much as you
can. Just as you would want to buy low and sell high with stocks, the idea is the same in the
domain investment business. Do your research and continue to buy better names each time you
buy
http://www.elliotsblog.com/index.php/2007/10/10/5-with-elliot-silver/

Singular or plural?
The advantages of a plural domain name as a “category killer” are evident.
It also seems to be a common trend among searches to look for plural terms when searching for
information on most products on s. engines (“free desktop wallpapers”, “second hand cars”, “light
fixtures”). On the SEO front, the order of the words in a compound domain name is also extremely
important, the most powerful being those domains that most closely resemble the original user’s
query.

With or without keywords in?
...let's say you are looking at two equally attractive Google Adwords text ad descriptions, both close
enough to the bottom of the sponsored listings (on the right) for exact rank not to be important.
One ends with hawaii.whatever, the other with aloha.whatever. Which one do you go for if you
need to make a Hawaii vacation booking there and then?
Even a small difference in terms of trust-driven preferences makes a big difference over time,
especially with PPC programs such as Adwords.
Google rewards PPC ads that have higher click-through rates by automatically giving them bigger
discounts, i.e. lower prices.
So all being equal (including PPC ad budgets staying the same), hawaii.whatever will start climbing
higher in the PPC rankings compared to aloha.whatever. Assuming the additional profits are
reinvested in PPC, the gap in overall performance can only grow over time.
http://www.namepros.com/393711-sedo-3-100-more-mtld-premiums-2.html
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Different domain name strategies, for different domainers
As we have just seen, choosing the right categories for our names is important. But it isn’t everything.
According to the old saying, we make money when we buy, not when we sell, and if we are about to
buy domains and/or get into the content providing business, these are some of the things that we
should carefully think about:

The next best thing to having a well-optimized domain? Try dominating the niche
Some people try dominating entire vertical niches of the market. This strategy is particularly common
among search engine optimization professionals, that buy several –if possible all- the expressions that
potential users may use when looking for information and either redirect each of those domains to a
unique website or have several mini-websites built, each one covering every different angle of a
particular niche.
As an example of this strategy, the same company would acquire the “howtogetlaid”, “getagirlfriend”,
“howtodate”, and “seductionadvice” domains, and either develop them as minisites or point them all to
a single website/portal on relationship and dating advice.

Dominating a niche is an old Adsense arbitrage and SEO technique. It makes sense, but always
depending on how far you take it. The further you go from the core name (e.g. sextoys) you start
losing power (sextoys4naughtygirls or similar) and then the annual renewal fees start to make less
sense, because the traffic and conversion to that name become negligible compared with the cost of
keeping it “alive”. At one point the traffic received does not justify to keep paying renewals and
hosting fees for that name. However, a surprisingly large percentage of domainers go as far as to keep
detailed profitability logs for each name they own.

Dominating a Geographical niche (e.g. keyword+city: “SacramentoLawyer”)
This approach offers the advantage of getting highly targeted users (e.g. plumbersflorida,
towingchicago) to our website. These users usually also know what they want and are in most cases
ready to make a purchase or pay for a service. Thus, the most profitable way to exploit these names is
generating leads for local product/service providers that will split profits with us when the sale is
completed.
As we have seen, there is a big question mark over the medium-term future value of Geo-related
domain names. Thus, although a mix-geo name could be considered safer than a pure Geo name as a
medium-term investment, caution is required when investing in mixed-geo names.
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Cyber-squatting: Just don’t do it!
Unfortunately, in the domain business, as in any other sector, there are some individuals that attempt
to make a profit by registering domain names that include trademarked names or words, although this
custom is rapidly coming to an end.
Thanks to an increased number of laws being passed on this area, it is becoming easier for individuals
and companies to take over domain names that are confusingly similar to their names or trademarks.
In order to streamline this whole claiming process, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN) created the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), by which
any claimant to a domain name must prove three things in order to get it back:
1. The trademark owner owns the trademark,
2. The party that registered the domain name has no legitimate right or interest in the name, and
3. The domain name was registered and used in bad faith.
Although bringing a trademark infringement case before the court can be a long and expensive
process, doing this is now easier than before, and may get easier in the future, making this whole
practice of registering trademarked names too risky as a potential business model for those inclined to
break the rules to make a quick profit.

Not even neutral combinations of letters are safe. Beware of trademarks
If you go through all the cases for all the years you will see several hundred generic domains have
been stolen from their rightful owners. For example 1/3 of all LLL.com domains are ordered
transferred.
If 3-letter dot coms aren’t safe, nothing is safe. If you read those 3-letter dot com UDRP decisions,
you will see that bad faith was always the deciding factor.
http://blog.domaintools.com/2007/11/registrant-search-is-it-right-or-wrong/#comment-3120

How voice search could change the domain landscape
In five years, Microsoft expects more Internet searches to be done through speech than through
typing on a keyboard, Gates told about 1,200 students and faculty members Thursday at
Carnegie Mellon University.
http://www.cellular-news.com/story/29491.php

As you are reading this, Google, Microsoft, Asterisk and many other companies are frantically
working on improving speech recognition technologies that will allow us -among many other useful
things- to search for things in the search engines of the future57 in a much easier and more effective
manner.
57

Marissa Mayer admitted that the main reason why Google launched the free 411 service is to get a lot of data necessary
for training speech recognition algorithms.
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On the pioneering trials of speech recognition technologies applied to search, we hear that “people that
have tried have come out pleased with what they have seen, and, unlike even what users themselves
expected, it did not take long to get accustomed to it –with many choosing it as their default search
mode.”
The impact of speech recognition in search is an important development that should not be
underestimated, for the changes it may bring into the domain business.
In fact, should voice search improve to the point of almost perfection, we cab expect a strong
devaluation on short and meaningless domain names, as well as an immediate increase in the potential
re-sale value of those domain names that hereto were considered too long to be valuable. The reason:
when visitors don’t have to type, they can input search strings and queries much longer with much less
effort, and they will do so as soon as they have the chance.

You may have heard about our [directory assistance] 1-800-GOOG-411 service. Whether or not
free-411 is a profitable business unto itself is yet to be seen. I myself am somewhat skeptical. The
reason we really did it is because we need to build a great speech-to-text model ... that we can use
for all kinds of different things, including video search.
http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2007/12/google-is-all-about-large-amounts-of.html

Is the future of cell phones 'voice-based'?
Why not make the earpiece a complete cell phone?
(...) A company called Vlingo makes an application now in beta that lets you send text messages, get
directions and do other powerful things, all by speaking in your natural voice. You can search for
businesses on the Internet, then dial the number using only voice commands.
Another company, called Jott, enables you to send e-mail using only your voice.
Big companies are getting into the act, too. Google offers its free "Goog-411" service, where anyone
can call 1-800-GOOG-411 and run Google searches, all by voice.
And, of course, Apple may be working on cell phone voice commands if a recent patent called an
"Audio User Interface For Computing Devices" ever bears fruit.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9032420

The social future of domain names: questions and answers58
•

Will people ever be able to put domains into a 529 College Plan?

It depends of the development of the domain space. If regulatory bodies tackle the domain space
before we have other, non-domain ways to access information online, it is a certainty that domain
58

Interesting set of questions extracted from this post:
http://www.semportland.com/domaining/a-rhetorical-domaining-future/
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transactions will be taxed according to gains. The domain names industry has become too profitable
and visible as to stay tax-free for too long.
•

Will governments ever try to tax domains based on their real or perceived “book” value?

That’s a good question. I see governments taxing transactions before attempting to tax “book” value in
domain names, but this is certainly a possibility in the medium-term.
•

Will governments ever use the power of “eminent domain” to take custody of a domain?

Yes. I think it is just a matter of time before governments around the world start passing laws to take
ownership of certain domains, starting by certain key Geo domains, and following by certain industry
domains where governments may have an active interest. (property, gambling, sex trade)
•

Will every bank trustee ever need to know domain optimization as part of his or her job
description?

I am not sure if they’ll need to know about domain optimization. If you mean “domain valuation”,
yes, it should happen at some point, like with any other valuable asset they work with today. It is part
of their jobs to be familiar with the value of the things they accept as collateral or payment.
•

Would domains ever need to pass through probate?

I believe that for taxing and regulatory purposes, domains in the future will be treated very much like
property. Laws may vary according to state and country, but the trend is clear towards considering
domain names as assets whose value has to be accounted for, taxed, and whose inheritance and
transmission needs to be planned.
•

Will banks ever loan people money based on their domain portfolio value? Will banks ever
offer “domain development loans” that will finance the development / build-out of a domain
into a website?

The answer to question one depends largely in the current economic climate of the society where
domains are being traded. Should there be the financial stability that domain trading requires, I believe
that yes, domains will be used as collateral for mortgages and loans. In fact, some companies are
already lending money based in the book value of domains privately held.
Will domain custody ever be part of a contentious divorce proceeding? Might a judge award joint
custody of a domain portfolio…or would the judge try to divide the portfolio equitably?
On the second part of the question, yes, as more banks accept domains as an asset, there will be
financial product built around them as an enticement for owners to bank with particular institutions,
including domain development.
•

Will we ever see a domain dispute featured on Judge Judy?

Domain name disputes are growing in number and value of the assets in dispute every year. They may
soon become too serious a matter as to be discussed in a TV show.
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Will we ever see “designer” domain extensions? How much would poker.poker be worth?
What about poke.her?

Whereas I can envision a multinational company’s desire to promote certain products under tailored
domain names, I think that this will be much more the exception than the rule. Some advertising
agencies may use that concept -pending ICANN approval- but it will not be adopted by mainstream
companies anytime soon.
Creating the mental link in the mind of a consumer with a new extension is a risky and long-term bet
that requires enormous marketing expenditure in order to be profitable.
•

Will domain registrars ever start soliciting new parents to purchase a domain name for their
new arrival?

I believe Godaddy is already actively advertising to lead parents in that direction.
•

Will domain transactions ever be used as a vehicle to launder money?

Yes. I suspect some of them are being used this way already.
•

Will people ever receive spam emails from African Royalty stating they will receive large
sums of money in return for transferring domains needed to publicize the campaign against
Saddam / Quadafi / Mobutu / Idi Amin?

Probably ☺
•

Will parking companies be able to provide “instant, unique, search engine indexable, rich
content, rich media, contextually relevant, "well-monetizable websites” for all domainers that
plug into their network, instead of drab parked pages?

This would only happen if the parking company was the same company providing the search results to
users. It may well happen when Google gets involved more actively in the domain space, but not in the
short term.
•

Will there ever be rules governing cyber-squatting / typo-squatting that are precise and easy for
laypeople to understand and follow? Will there ever be a process that prevents many of the
infringing names from being sold or being improperly utilized in the first place? Will there
ever be safeguards against predatory actions against non-infringing domain owners?

As the domain space matures and becomes more popular, there will be a growing number of previous
cases in which to base future court decisions. The diversity of potential disputes around a domain
name is relatively limited. I believe today that some highly publicized domain dispute cases will set
legal precedents that will be followed in the case of juries not being able to take a definite decision.
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THREATS ON THE
HORIZON OF THE DOMAIN
WORLD
Proceed with extreme caution...
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“First, the guy had quit his job to plunge himself full time into domaining. The optimist says this
gives him lots of time to build the sweat equity that will become the foundation of his fortune -but the contrarian in me says he just cut off his positive cash flow. Second, the guy had sold all of
his stocks and mutual funds -- in his words, his "life's savings" -- and invested it all in domain
names. He went long: $200,000 worth of .COM domain names.”
http://www.namebrief.com/content/view/25/1/

One store per town: Walmart. One shipping company per town: UPS. One online shopping site:
eBay. Everything you think you need will come from them. You also will be working for them.
You will be renting your housing from them as well, and drinking from their water well.
The Feudal System will have returned.
anonymous comment

Economic crisis, increased taxation, more bureaucracy, domain theft, walled gardens, changes in the
architecture of the Internet, barcode technology, predictive search and guided queries, social
networking assisted search, portals, personalized pages and widgets, domain bots, content generators,
point & search technology, 80/20 rule...
So far we have talked about the digital revolution and our place in it, either as digital content
consumers, producers, or both. We have learnt as well that there is a world full of opportunity out
there regarding mobile technology and its future use. We have also talked about the reasons why we
should not only be aware of these developments, but also take advantage of them in the most profitable
way.
In order to make an impartial and objective assessment of our possibilities in this new world of digital
mobile communication, a short analysis of the “clouds in the silver lining” of the coming revolution is
(required).
What are the factors that may slow down or change some of these opportunities to a point where they
stop being worth pursuing? What are the threats to be aware of, the trends that, if adopted, could
change the user’s habits up to a point where our investments in the mobile space go sour?
This and more, is what we are about to find out in this chapter.
Fasten your seatbelts ladies and gentlemen, because we are going to dive into the world of healthy
skepticism…a world rarely shown to the public by the different players tooting their own horns…and
we are going to start with the number one threat to the expansion of mobile technology and a healthy
mobile development space in general. And that is nothing less than a…
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Global economic turmoil

"Perhaps we have gotten a little too confident in the global economic growth"
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=24338

“Serious pressures are mounting on the US consumer on five fronts: Job growth is slowing,
surging energy and food quotes are draining purchasing power, adjustable rate mortgages are
resetting, lending standards are tightening, and housing wealth will likely decline. Do these dark
clouds finally and ominously herald the perfect consumer storm?”
Berner, “The Perfect Storm for the US Consumer”

“If something cannot go on forever, it will stop” At least that’s what Herb Stein said, and exactly what
seems to be happening with important sectors of the American economy right now.
As the world slips into a recession of unprecedented proportion and complexity, it is safe to assume
that the development of the mobile Internet will be delayed in a magnitude proportional to the severity,
length and spread of the economic slowdown.
After all, our need to communicate through mobile telephony is a priority when the times are good, but
may not be so when even bigger priorities like food, petrol, or heating become urgent necessities to be
covered.
``Nokia expects the mobile device market to decline in value in Euro terms in 2008, compared to
2007,'' Nokia said. It cited ``the negative impact of the recently weakened U.S. dollar, the
general economic slowdown in the U.S., and possibly going forward some economic slowdown in
Europe.''
http://bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=azpQtiWplV3g&refer=home

Retailers say that the demand for cellphones has dropped dramatically in the past one month.
Retailers point out that though a substantial part of the total consumer spending consists of
electronic products, especially cellphones, the rise in prices of other products has negatively
affected this category.
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/News/News_By_Industry/Telecom/Cell_phones_on_silent_mode/articleshow/2957512.cms

This does not mean, however, that the world will suddenly stop using mobile phones. As we have
seen, consumer’s attachment to mobile devices has already passed the level of mass adoption to
become the number one essential object in most people’s
lives. In fact, unless the worst comes to the worst, most
consumers may well continue using their mobile phones, and
paying for contracts to keep them working, making the
mobile phone service providing industry may well prove to
be one of the most resilient and profitable even during the
worst economic times.
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However, a few things may change in a time of dire straits. In a buyer’s market, consumers will
demand more and better service from their providers, will not renew their handsets as often as they do
today, and stop using and paying for Internet data plans, and opting instead for getting their handset in
the second hand market instead of buying a new device. Regarding (renewing) plans for their mobile
handset, we are going to see a lot more of phone sharing and family members getting back old phones
to work before buying a new one.
On the advertising side of the mobile world, some are of the opinion that "With the downturn in the
economy, organizations need new avenues to try to reach customers” using mobile as their new sales
vehicle. Although this argument has merit, it remains to be seen how positive are businesses to the
adoption of new promotional channels if they are having bigger issues to deal with in the short term,
namely, keeping the doors open.
Thus, the big question is: how will this global recession end? Will it become a depression on a global
scale59? Will it be contained within its original country of origin, the USA? At the time of writing,
nobody knows. What is clear is that anything that is related to the Mobile Internet –domain sales,
development initiatives, infrastructure expansion…- will be notoriously affected by the consumer’s
contraction in demand in the months and years to come. Things will happen, but they may well happen
slowly, as the telecom and mobile world wrestles with consumer’s basics needs in the wake of a
collapse that could become the worst economic crisis the world has ever seen.
“You can’t handle the truth”: notice anything unusual about these charts?

The banks in the USA have borrowed massively in order to meet their reserve requirements. In exchange they are
providing collateral of increasingly dubious quality. Will the taxpayer end up with the tab?
59

For a powerful recount of what was like to live in depression times, see this interesting forum
http://moneycentral.msn.com/community/message/thread.asp?threadid=419266&boardname=Hide&header=SearchOnly&f
ooter=Show&boardsparam=Page%3D3&linktarget=_parent&pagestyle=money1&forumid=18&board=MarketTalkwithJi
mJubak
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…subsequently the banks and IBs will not be able or motivated to extend out any new money.
Not to mention the fact that they will have government regulators up the ying yang making sure
they don't do it again. New financial players will not come into the market and lend because all
they can see is a long-term future of declining collateral values. The securitization market will
continue to collapse because we ain't going to let it happen here again. Without new debt
issuance sufficient to make up for the contraction in the shadow banking system, we still have
monetary contraction and declining treasury rates.
http://www.tickerforum.org/cgi-ticker/akcs-www?post=24778&page=4

Bearing in mind the state of the world economy, any predictions in the mobile space going
forward more than a year are laughable.
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The US economy is also facing significant inflationary pressures because of record oil prices
which have pushed up the price of petrol and heating oil. (…)
The weaker dollar will hurt countries which depend on exports to the US, because their goods
will become more expensive, and could boost US inflation.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7217227.stm
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“Pay no attention to those charts behind the curtain”

California foreclosure notices issued/ year
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Fact: in aggregate terms, the American banking
system is already insolvent .

The chicken and egg problem: bad signs for the economy…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sub prime crisis60
walking away from a mortgage becoming socially acceptable61
credit cards defaults on the rise
commercial real estate crisis
increasing defaults in prime category mortgages
rising inflation
rise in unemployment figures
rise in foreclosures
financial institutions unable to quantify scale of
the economic problem
increasing public perception of economy in
“recession”
extremely low individual’s savings rate
depreciating dollar buying less in foreign
markets

My grandfather on my father’s side was a farmer. They owned a Cadillac that had a battery or
generator go out. They found it was cheaper to buy a used Chevy than to fix the Cadillac at the
time.
http://moneycentral.msn.com/community/message/thread.asp?threadid=419266&boardname=Hide&header=SearchOnly&footer=Show&boardsparam=Pa
ge%3D3&linktarget=_parent&pagestyle=money1&forumid=18&board=MarketTalkwithJimJubak

Let me tell you a little secret…
Put simply, many more banks and governments than ever before are, already, technically broke.
Depending on where you live, in some countries much of the money needed to run certain cities at the
municipal level for many years to come, is gone62. Much of the money needed for citizen’s
pensions…is gone. Much of the money needed to subsidize government programs, provide
60

http://www.cbsnews.com/sections/i_video/main500251.shtml?id=3756665n
http://youwalkaway.com/
62
The city council's unanimous decision last night will make Vallejo the largest California city to file for bankruptcy and
the first in the state to seek protection from creditors because it ran out of money to pay for basic services. The decision
came after it failed to win salary concessions from labor unions.
61
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unemployment benefits or vocational training, build roads and hospitals…is also gone. And these are
just a few examples of what is there to come. Remember that this is your money in the bank, your
pension, and your hospital…
In any case, the worst thing about the crash to come is not the economic impact of it, or the fact that it
will spread quickly, affecting more people, in more places than ever before, at once. The worst aspect
of this problem will be the psychological impact that this situation will have on individuals that are
today totally unprepared for such a state of things.

The risk of bank runs
Crash? Ever-lasting recession?
At the time of this writing, we just don’t know how much more financial engineering those in power
are willing to apply in order to artificially propel the system, not letting the public know what is going
on until the situation is even more desperate than it is now –being the main difference that those
responsible for this will be out of reach from the law, and probably out of their respective countries
when all of this happens.

So far, however, the plan is working. We have not had a catastrophic market crash. The quick
absorption of the risks posed by the Northern Rock situation in the UK and the Bearn Stearns one in
the US been successful.
The problem is that once you have opened Pandora’s box, it becomes hard to keep the monsters in…
As the banks have become technically insolvent, the biggest risk we are facing right now is that of a
sudden crash ignited by simple rumors about any of the major banks. Such a crash would quickly
spread to the rest of the national financial system, that would soon expand –soon being minutes, not
days- affecting financial institutions in the rest of the world.
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Fact: if banks are operating in extremely
limited or no funds, it only takes ONE
exceptional event to create a massive financial
crash that would produce a panic worse than
that one seen on October, 1929.
But this time would be different…
•

Bloggers, paparazzi…even regular citizens with mobile phone cameras will make it more
difficult to keep a secret. For example, it would be much more difficult today for the ruling
classes to dessert in masse a country or region unnoticed. This would immediately arise
suspicion.

•

Thanks to the Internet, information spreads around the world in seconds. Example: news
of a serious bank run in America would immediately affect banks in the UK, and a few minutes
later other banks around the world.

•

There is tension in the air. The biggest capitals are ready to pull the trigger by unwinding
positions. Unlike 1929 when only a few people were expecting such a crash, the economic elite
is ready for all the potential upcoming events

•

Electronic transactions make the unwinding of financial positions a much faster process
than ever before.

•

The social unrest would be much more deadly. The population has increased at a time when
resources seem to be scarcer. Particularly in the US, there are more people who own weapons
now than ever, and it is my impression that they will not hesitate to use them in extreme
situations, or if they feel that “they have nothing to lose”.

•

There are no reserves. The Just-in-time economy we live in is extremely vulnerable to minor
disruptions in the delivery chain, amplifying its effect down the line. It is all connected and
there are no warehouses holding large inventories (products, food) like a few decades ago.
Everything is produced and delivered in the last moment as it is needed, including clothes,
industrial and electronic equipment, food...

•

Not enough food in the farms. Unlike 1929 (where many people went back to farms as a
means to keep themselves fed) today the natural food sources are much more scarce, spread
apart and highly dependent on chemicals to be able to produce "quality" food
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oil price increases is much greater than before, since we tend to live much further from our jobs
(particularly in the US). Furthermore, a large quantity of product we use every day –from toys
to pens to rubber tires- have a component of oil in them
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•

•

The rest of the world would be affected in greater measure than ever before. Tales of
German banks or small Norwegian towns being greatly affected by the sub-prime crisis show
the depth and breadth of the international financial connections that exist today.

So far governments, banks and other troubled parties have been able to keep this delicate information
away from the common citizens, who lack the education and/or interest to understand what is going
on. And those in power have taken great advantage of this popular ignorance: thanks to what could be
likened to the game of the chairs, bankers have been able to ignore all warnings and enjoy the party,
knowing well –make no mistake about it- that although the music was bound to stop at some point,
only the last ones to react would be the most affected. The interesting things is that their bet has been
that they –each of them seemed to think the same thing- would not be the last ones “to get a chair”
once the game comes to an end.

"During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act."
George Orwell

At the government level, the game played has been more similar to that one of guacamole: as losses
were patched up in a particular sector of government finance, they would quickly reappear in another
one, to the point where most of the needs of many governments from a national to a local level are
being subsidized either by credit, or by projected future tax revenue.
So what is the result of all this? Coming back to mobile phones…would all this stop the advance of
mobile web technology? Probably not. However, such a situation could well slow its growth,
interfering with advances or complicating matters -for telecom companies and handset providers- in
the fields of international trade, marketing and promotion, research & development...and much more.
After all, much as we may like to communicate with one another, we like it even more to have our
basic needs like food, clothing and shelter covered. All the rest can wait.
(more economic information as it happens in Trendinews.com)

2d Barcodes!
In countries like Japan and South Korea, links between the physical world and the Internet in the form
of 2d barcodes and quick response codes are bypassing the use of domain names as an essential way to
access a website.
Using one of these codes -that can be found in products, brochures, business cards and promotional
posters- consumers avoid de typing of a URL in the browser, acting the photograph of the code taken,
or scanned by our mobile phones, as the direct link to the information we require.
Independently of their technological evolution or denomination, it is clear that these codes will erode
some of the importance of domain names as unique conduits to information on the Internet.
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Increased Taxation
Most domain name operations are done today across borders, with very little regulations and tax
requirements. If you buy a domain name say, through a forum and pay through Paypal, where should
you pay taxes for that purchase, in the country of the seller or on that one of the buyer? If the TAX
declaration is voluntary in your country, would anyone know if you didn’t declare domain-related
income?
Regulators are late on this issue, but with the explosion on mobile transactions in the coming years, I
can see them speeding up the efforts to work on a unified front . This will not be an easy task.
Some domainers handle vast sums of money that could be invested in buying the rights to operate
from a country becoming exempt of at least one part of this taxation - much as offshore banking.
In the end of the day the ones with the highest chances of being taxed are the small, one time buyers,
with the big players devising sophisticated schemes that will allow them not to pay these taxes.63
In a trend that will continue over time, we are assisting to a race between the powers of association of
domainers to become a lobby and that one of international governments working together to create a
unified taxing system. As divided as domainers can be today –the semi-secretive nature of their
activities partially to blame- I would bet for them being the medium term winners (2-5 years).
However, in the long-term, expect an international body for taxation being created, and escape options
may become so expensive –in money or other
Bureaucracy never moves fast, and
-

Compared with their European counterparts, the US governments to date have been historically
more adverse to taxing highly economic activities

-

The European Union is not going through one of its best moments, with states trying to become
exempt from an increased number of trans-national regulations. Should this trend continue, we
might have a landscape where it may be possible to operate from certain European countries
with lower taxation for this kind of activities, as England today has exemptions in monetary
policy but is a fully-fledged member of the EU on other fronts. Within the European Union the
level of Internet development today widely vary (e.g. Estonia, Greece) and thus the priorities of
governments will be different. I foresee a long and arduous debate until all European countries
do seriously come together with a unique set of rules for economic transactions.

-

Economies like Japan are not right now in a position to impede in any way the development of
e-commerce. They have to walk on the edge between taxing to fill the state’s coffers, and not
taxing so high that most companies choose to make business from elsewhere.

Here is the states, what SHOULD happen, if say it is sold through Sedo, each transaction should be a Tax Form
1099, miscellaneous income.
We would have to pay state, federal, and capital gains tax on a sale.
Needless to say, how many millions of dollars exchange hands and are NOT reported. That is an entirely
different matter and one that would definitely bring higher scrutiny. This is an un-regulated and self-regulated
(by domainers) industry worth billions and billions.
63

some domainers, like Frank Schilling, reportedly already own their own registrars, and strongly encourage this strategy
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Taxation and domains: theory and practice are two different
things
By Jeff Jefferson
There are a few different tax-related issues that domainers need to consider when buying and selling domains. One is
income tax that is owed when a domain is sold. Generally speaking (in the US), a domainer pays tax on the difference
between the sale price for the domain and the domainer's basis in the domain (i.e., what the domainer has "invested" in
the domain). For example, if I registered flowers.com 10 years ago for $100, and I paid $100 per year in renewal fees
for the next 9 years, my basis would be $1,000. If I then sold the domain for $5,000,000, I would owe tax on
$4,999,000 ($5,000,000 minus $1,000). I would probably be able to get long term capital gains tax treatment since I
held the domain for more than a year, which means that the gain would be taxed at a lower rate (15% in the US).
However, that would still come to almost $750,000 in the above example. If I sell a domain that I have owned for less
than a year, I would pay tax at ordinary income rates, which can be as high as 35% (in the US), or $1,750,000 in the
above example. One caveat--a full-time domainer might have to pay tax at the ordinary income rate instead of the longterm capital gains rate even if he held a domain for more than a year, because that domain is "inventory" sold in his
business.
The important thing to understand about this is that income tax on domains is not a "future threat". Income from selling
domains has always been taxable. Perhaps domainers don't always report this type of income on their tax returns, but
they should. If a domainer were audited, unreported income from domain sales would likely be "caught" by the taxing
authorities, and the domainer would likely have to pay all past due taxes, plus interest and penalties.
When domainers talk about taxes being a "future threat" to the domain industry, they likely mean that the government
might decide to impose some other type of tax (i.e., not income tax) on domains. For example, in many US states,
people have to pay property tax on cars and houses. For houses, this might be a 1% tax, so a house that is assessed at
$500,000 generates an annual property tax bill of $5,000. The government could conceivably decide to expand property
taxes to domains--so in addition to paying income tax on any domain sales (as well as paying income tax on the PPC
and other revenue that domains generate), domainers would also pay a property tax on the assessed value of their
names. At this time, owners of super-premium .com domains can park those domains without paying a cent (other than
taxes on PPC income). All these domainers have to do is pay $6.95 per year to their registrar to renew the domain. As
more and more people recognize the value of domains, we could very well see additional taxes (like property taxes)
levied on them.

Mobile operators “walled gardens”
Why use operator portal search? I don't know what's the situation in the UK, here in Canada, I
don't even see any menus on the phone Browser. It directly launches into Rogers' (my operator)
portal in full-screen mode. If I didn't know any better - I would've thought that's THE MOBILE
INTERNET! It's really pain in the butt to even open the address bar - takes some 3 clicks. So
this one's easy - branded subsidized phones make is as difficult as possible to even use default
browser navigation - all to discourage users to use anything outside the garden walls.
http://openmoodle.conted.ox.ac.uk/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=1630

Albeit there is a growing trend in the telecomms industry to open up their previously limited Internet
access to consumers, this is a fight that operators are willing to fight to the end.
The main concern of the operators is: how will I make money if I let consumers access the information
they want, in the open Internet?
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Domain Theft
What is a domain name? Who does it belong to?
There has been a notable increase in the reports of stolen domains as of late. It is reported that high
profile domains are even being stolen and offered on the black market today as we speak.
Stealing domain names is a high reward, low risk crime.
How can thieves reach these domains? This happens through email password cracking, or as in the
story of the domain name sex.com, sometimes simply old fashioned social engineering techniques will
do.
Although registrars are getting savvier to these issues, it is relatively easy today to steal a domain
name from somebody else.64
In certain registrars, any domain whose whois information has changed lately must wait a minimum of
60 days before being unlocked for transfer. This reduces the possibility of domain theft and gives more
time to the owner to notice any unusual changes in their domains.
However, if that does not work, what thieves usually do is to steal the domain name and move it
transferring it through several registrars, in several countries. Once that is done, it may be far too
complicated and expensive for the original owner to get them back
To avoid having your domains stolen,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure your domains are locked at all times, and your registrar offers the option to notify
you of any changes happening in your domains
Use corporate email addresses instead of free ones. Theoretically, these email addresses should
be harder to compromise
Keep your whois information updated and accurate at all times
Randomly and systematically check the owner’s information in your domains.
Use a third party monitoring service that will notify you of changes happening in your domain
Register your domains in your own country
Use a well-known, reputable registrar. They’ll have more to lose if you have a problem and
decide to go public with your complaints.
Keep an updated file of all receipts, emails and correspondence exchanged with your registrar,
as well as any suspicious message or notification you may receive via email

Although there are certain domain insurance services being currently offered on the Internet that
promise to “pay ten times the yearly fee per day until we recover the domain or until the claim is
exhausted”, the lack of regulation in this matter could make the remedy worse than the illness.

64

Obtaining somebody else’s email password is not only easy, but cheap if you have the right connections.
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Predictive search
Have you made a search from a search engine lately? If you have, you may have noticed that the main
engines have a feature that provides search-term suggestions that pop up right at the moment you start
typing your query, offering you alternative terms for search.
This seemingly innocuous and user-friendly feature is already affecting a huge number of visits that
certain domain names stop receiving every day. The reason is simple: if someone is searching for a
dress, and thus types “dress”, the search suggestion tool also would show
dress up games
wedding dress
dress up
prom dress
fancy dress
dress up dolls
evening dress
dress up game
In this case, the search engine will help narrow the search, defining the particular dress before leaving
the search engine page. Thus, although the intention was to “go to a website that sells dresses” and the
intention may have been in fact to go to “dress.mobi” or similar, after the search engine has helped
narrow the search, the search term reflects “evening dress” is better, and the “searcher” may end up
buying the dress at “ http://www.dynastyonline.co.uk”, a domain name that has not actually anything
to do with the word “dress” itself.
This is great for us as users, but not so good if you are the domain owner of the domain word “dress”
and you have been relying on direct navigation to make your domaining career profitable up to now.
Sometimes these search engine features go even further, showing first certain types of popular
searches or, in some particular queries like “pizza new york”, narrowing down the choices by
neighborhood, cuisine or popularity.
The ultimate game for search engines is to be able to extend their reach beyond search and advertising,
perhaps even letting users make a reservation in a particular restaurant online straight from their search
terms.65
Good for search engines. Bad for domainers, since the more sophisticated a search engine gets,
the more relevant websites it tends to show to the user, regardless of the name of the domain or
domain name extension that holds that information.

65

"We'll know when you're ready to make a reservation versus when you're just doing research, and we'll let you make the
reservation right there on the search page," he says. http://www.newsweek.com/id/62254/page/2
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Social networking assisted search and recommendations
The growing popularity of social networking sites is influencing not only the products consumers buy,
but also the path they take to obtain those products, including the websites they visit.
This trend is particularly strong with the younger demographic, which includes the main users , or at
least the early adopters, of technology and the biggest group of e-commerce consumers.
NosyJoe, Squidoo, Sproose, Facebook, Delicious, Wikia, Amazon, and many others have facilitated
directing users, in one way or another, to specific
web destinations, based on peer
recommendations or algorithms.
Theoretically, this is one of the main advantages
of Web 2.0: we access pre-qualified information
that others think is relevant.
This movement has strong and unpredictable
social implications. For a start, it promotes the
80/20 economy. 20% of websites are at the very
top of the food chain, growing exponentially. The
other 80% lie undiscovered, until the day that,
perhaps inadvertently, we “stumble upon” them.
This makes up for a limited world of choice,
where everyone tends to do the similar thing, at
the same time of the year, in the identical places.
This trend is also a cause of concern for
domainers, since it tends to diminish the power
of a domain name as the main factor determining
unique visits to a particular website.
For example, if we make a search in
delicious.com –which allows searching through
everyone else's labeled bookmarks to find
relevant pages- for the expression “science fiction”, we may well end up in “http://io9.com/”
instead of going to the domain name “sciencefiction”.
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Social Search: Results Influenced By Friends
Google’s vice president of Search Products & User Experience, Marissa Mayer, talked to
VentureBeat about social search. She first gives a real-word example:
Social search happens every day. When you ask a friend “what movies are good to go see?” or
“where should we go to dinner?”, you are doing a verbal social search. You’re trying to leverage that
social connection to try and get a piece of information that would be better than what you’d come up
with on your own.
(I think she’s still speaking about humans there.) Besides features like Google Co-op or something
like “other users like you also searched for,” she later goes on to give an example of how something
like this might work out in web search:
For example, it’s clear that people would attribute more authority to the pages that their
friends have visited. So if we took Web History and allowed that data to influence rankings,
such that pages that your friends have visited were now bumped up in your search ranking,
that might be a good augmentation to something like personalized search. In essence, it’s a
fusion of personalized and social search. In this case, what we would do is say: This Gmail
account which maps to Marissa Mayer then maps to these other friends, allowing those friends
to influence this ranking
Marissa adds that “no, we have not done anything like that to date.”
Asked about the future of search, Marissa argues that it’s hard to imagine data like “who your
friends are, what you like to do, where you are” will not be used by search engines ten years from
now.
From Search-Engines-Web.com

Portals
Browsers like Opera, handset maker’s portals like Nokiaforbusiness.mobi, telecom operator portals
like Vodafone Live…they all want to be the main point we use to access the Internet, bookmark our
favorite pages, etc. The competition is fierce since whoever ultimately controls the channel, can
better exploit it through advertising. However, the companies more likely to achieve this goal in the
end are those with a strong brand that we already know and trust: welcome Google and Yahoo Mobile
Internet portals.
The race is on to be the hub…the starting point for users, exploiting this multi-billion dollar
business as search becomes an essential part of our lives in the near future.
Google seems to be more advanced in this front and is said to be working for quite some time now in
integrating –with or without the use of their operating system- GPS readings from our devices to tailor
search results –and adverts!- in function of our location at the time of the search.
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(This is what I mean with the mobile world being a bit more sophisticated than the Internet world). We
have to take into account the operators and their potential collaboration -as recommended in this
article- with carriers, creating systems in which the users look for their information on a search box
instead of directly inputting a name in a browser...
The promise is to “take the Internet services you love” - including e-mail, instant messaging, city
guide, maps, news, weather, local search, sports and a picture gallery - and optimize them for the
mobile experience.
Although these portals are supposed to work as a starting point for the Mobile Internet in general, but
naturally they tend to favor their own services -Yahoo! Will offer Flickr photos more prominently,
Google will do likewise with Google Maps - so in a way, these Internet portals are still a sort of
walled garden very similar to that used by telecom companies to “keep us in the loop”.
How long will these efforts endure? How successful will these companies be in their quest for mobile
browsers’ domination?
Regardless of whom comes out victorious from the battle, any kind of loop or closed garden is in one
way or another (problematic) for domain traders, which see the potential visits to their websites
crippled by these services.
Although some of these applications promise not to force-feed a PC experience to your mobile phone,
this is too tempting for these providers, that, as telecom companies did before them, tend to “flavor”
your browsing (biased towards, benefiting) a particular set of web destinations
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Yahoo! Go knows what you like. The settings and content you selected in your Yahoo!
account on your PC will automatically apply to your mobile experience—and vice-versa. If
you’ve told Yahoo! which stocks to track, teams to follow, locations to remember, and
anything that is related to your specific preferences and opt-in, your phone will know all
about it. All your personal info, including your contacts and email, remain in sync with your
Yahoo! Web account.** So even if you lose your phone, you won’t lose your data.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/

Mobile search redefined

From Yahoo Mobile website:
Finally, mobile search that really works! Introducing Yahoo! oneSearch, a search experience that
redefines search for the mobile phone. It’s designed to give you instant answers—exactly what
you need when you’re on the go. Yahoo! oneSearch understands the type of search you’re doing
and optimizes the results accordingly—so you get the answers you need instantly with just one
click, right there on the page—all grouped by subject matter and relevance, so there’s no sea of
links to wade through like with a PC search. It’s easy to read, scroll through, or drill down further if
you want more details.
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Moreover, oneSearch improves results based on both where you are in the application and
where you are in the real world. For instance, launching a search for ‘eagles’ in Sports will return
results for the professional football team first. Similarly, searching for a movie will yield show
times in your area.
Even using oneSearch is a snap. There’s no need to navigate to a search box or even specify a
category. Just start typing anywhere in Yahoo! Go. oneSearch even remembers your previous
searches to speed things up.
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Personalized pages and widgets
Not long ago, we used to visit several websites to get our information. Every time we visited one of
these web sites we would help the owners to make a profit through our interaction. But then search
engines like Google, Yahoo and saw that there was big business by retaining the user, and began to
offer starting personalized modular websites that could be composed of whatever information the user
chose to have in them.
Last month when Google bought Jaiku, people wondered why Google preferred the microblogging service to Twitter, which is much more popular. Jonathan Mulholland thinks that the
answer lies in Jaiku's unique ability to combine micro-blogging with the user's location.
Because the user’s mobile phone is able to broadcast the location automatically (even if it's not
very precise), the user posts more than a message. The text can be connected to the user’s
location and create a list of preferences for each frequently visited place.
http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/

Nokia’s vision of the future mobile phone: how profitable can be weatherforecast.mobi when the users has their local
weather information embedded on their welcome screens? Right: Google’s mobile start page integrated search tool.

Domain bots
Domaining sounds like a great opportunity for a select group of individuals to get rich quick, or so
some people will tell you. What they will not tell you, however, is that there is quite a number of big
players in this business, many with deep pockets and sometimes even insider information, who are
registering many thousands of domains every day. How they do this? Do they have an army of
properly trained personnel going through lists with thousands of domains24/7? Not at all. Although
some have done just that in the past, catching good domain names in this manner could be much more
difficult to do today.66
66

“He burnt the candle at both ends and in the middle, often working 20 hour days while swilling coffee to stay awake.
Before long he had a pretty good impersonation of Howard Hughes going on. “My hair got long and I turned skinny and
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Marchex owns a portfolio of over 200,000 domain names. This includes a large number of zip
code domain names like 90210.com and domains with semantic or type in value like debts.com
or newyorkdoctors.com
http://seekingalpha.com/article/44377-marchex-what-to-do-with-200-000-domain-names

Companies –in some cases the very companies that you use to register a domain name - use
autonomous registration scripts that combine particular terms, extracted sometimes from different
databases, make the domain name availability query, and if available, proceeds to register those names
on behalf of these companies.

They took scores of cities and states that they knew they wanted to cover and wrote programs
that would mash up words and compare them with the list of available domains in the database
at VeriSign, which manages the domain system for dotcoms.
The program could hunt for every city combined with the word "insurance"; it would do the
same with "auto repair," "doctors," and so on. With this method, Marchex snagged some
100,000 locally oriented names and registered 80,000 zip code domains, such as www.90210.com,
on which it's building sites for local neighborhoods. (...) It was important to do the land grab
before people started to understand the value.
http://money.cnn.com/2007/09/27/technology/marchex.biz2/index2.htm

The practice of “domain tasting” – registering a domain name, analyzing its traffic and returning it to
the seller at no cost if it doesn’t have visitors- has greatly reduced the number of domain names
available for registration.

Content generators (Wikipedia, Google Knols, Mahalo...)
As we have seen so far, there is no shortage of paths that could lead users to the information they
require, completely circumventing the use of domain names. As the web grows in size and importance,
companies race to be THE gateway towards the information we need and want, sometimes creating,
whether intentionally or not, limited Internet spaces of websites that are somehow affiliated to the
party that “sent us” there. The last thing any of these “gateways” want, is we being free to roam the net
visiting websites the operator (portal, search engine, network operator portal) does not make any
money from.
The services offered by these gateways to the web today include entertainment, weather, gaming, news
and most of the other popular services we usually use. However, there is one clear thing missing in
this strategy, something that these “portals” have not yet worked out as of today: content.
On this respect, the creation at some point of an alliance between a dominant search company like
Google and an open source platform and knowledge aggregator like Wikipedia, or the creation of their
own content, is a natural step towards “web domination”.
snow white,” Schilling recalled. People who hadn’t seen him for months mistook him for a tourist on the rare occasions he
ventured out.
But Schilling's single minded pursuit paid off. Within a couple of years he had bagged over a quarter of a million domains
and revenues for his company, Name Administration, cracked the 8 figure mark annually.”
http://www.dnjournal.com/cover/2007/december.htm
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Let’s take for example the knoll project, a “Googlewiki” which is just that: the threat of Google to
create a similar content base to Wikipedia, where users can find answers to most questions on a wide
variety of subjects.
Regardless of the actual current success of the project, it serves as a clear example of what could
happen when portal meets search and search meets content.
From the optic of domain names -and should the domain world be logical- this would produce a
skimming of the market, where the top quality domain names maintain or increase their value, whereas
third level domains downwards (e.g. buildyourwebsite.ext) lose value across the board.
As this integrated content website is more heavily promoted, a domain like “anorexiasymptoms” will
have to compete with the content rich and favored placement in search results of the Googlewiki,
than with the content rich Wikipedia entries, and only then, it will have its chance to be shown to the
eyes of the search user.
In the mobile world, where screen real estate is at
a premium, this means, for example, that
anorexiasymptoms.mobi will be, “at the top of its
game” and beating everyone else at SEO, probably
in third place.
Third place is out or almost out of the screen in
SERPs, if you count the Google logo, search box,
two sponsored results and initial wikigoogle and
Wikipedia results at the top...
Some people think that But the Googlewiki project
is dead. However, this may not be so, as in the
long term, it makes strategic sense for Google to
have advertising wherever people look for content.
The refusal of Wikipedia to place advertising in its
pages and its increasing relevancy may influence
Google’s desire to have the content piece of the
pie too, closing the loop around the user with its other services.
And in any case, could Google one day occupy Wikipedia’s throne? Wouldn’t that be wishful thinking
in the part of Google? Would people accept their content coming from other sources at this stage, even
dealing with a page that contains ads when Wikipedia doesn’t?
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Surely it could! And these are some of the reasons why I think a Google Encyclopedia, or Googlewiki
could be successful:
they have the cash to back up the project and make it work no matter what it takes in terms of staff,
content access, partnerships and time
content generation has a lot of potential uses in the future, as content, together with people's attention,
become THE commodities of our digital economies
if it works, Google will have one more advertising outlet in wikigoogle's pages
Since this website will be favored in SERPs, they may well charge a premium for these ads, compared
to regular search engine results ads. The reason? Google can argue that when people visit these pages
they trust it more than they trust regular search results
powerful business model for contributors. Unlike Wikipedia, they are offering advertising, and
offering to share this advertising money with editors. Expect Wikipedia to counter attack doing the
same as the Google project grows... but it will be too late. They'll have to fight against Google's
reputation and seamless payout systems, integrated with Gmail, Adsense, etc, in which you'll probably
be able to be paid in (little) cash for your contribution, or money will be sent back to you in the form
of redeemed services...say, Adsense vouchers.
Google has a well-known record of reverse engineering winning concepts, and taking them
mainstream, as they have done for example with Gmail.
As a side note, it is also worth pointing at another strong reason for Google to create and promote a
project like this: it would have one more channel from which to get our personal data. If they didn't
have our details through blogger, Gmail, AdWords, Adsense, or any other Google service, you may
well be tempted to collaborate with the Wikigoogle and then…guess what? You would have to make a
Google account to contribute to the project.
It's a happy Google world! Yes! But it is even more happy if you own Google stock., and only as long
as Google doesn't fall into the "wrong hands", which, as politics are going in the Western world
regarding privacy and citizen's freedoms, is a real possibility…

Point & find technology
Some time ago I remember having an interesting debate on a
thread here about how QR barcodes will/could influence the
need –or lack- for domains.
But there are also other technologies that should be
considered.
Some people also wonder why I call Dotmobi a bridge
between technologies.
The main reason is that it is hard to predict how exactly we
are going to be accessing the information we need on our
mobile communication devices in the future.
As alternative information-access technologies are perfected and become widely used, I believe that
there will be major changes with respect to the utlity of domain names
Of course easy to remember expressions will “always” (?) be necessary, but in a world where we can
point at things and get the info we need about them (and associated or similar products, and get them
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The implications for the retail sectors are also fascinating (or scary for some retailers) Will the retail
shop become just the source of first-hand experience with objects that we eventually buy online, right
on the spot, with all the information about it accessible on our handset in real time?
Imagine snapping the picture, and the phone will automatically access a price comparison engine
instead of simply providing information about the product.
Great for consumers. Bad for retailers. Will this push retail prices down? I doubt it (today), since
property prices (+ retail taxes) may decrease but will never be eliminated. How will shops compete
with e-shops then, when said e-shops have much lower overheads? And how will these technologies
affect the domain market and domain valuations?

The 80/20 Pareto Rule…of Internet popularity
The polarization of the web landscape
According to PwC, the overall slump masks increasing polarization between the best and worst
performing Internet companies in Europe. While the worst performers shed well over 75% of
their value, the best performing companies nearly tripled their value. Germany’s stronghold on
the sector was eroded over the third quarter, with German companies accounting for 35% of the
index by value compared to 45% previously.
http://www.out-law.com/page-1348

At the time of this writing, these are the top Internet addresses users visit:
1. Google
2.Yahoo!
3. Myspace
4. YouTube
5. Facebook
6. Windows Live
7. EBay
8. Wikipedia
9. Microsoft Network (MSN)
10. Craigslist.org
if we check a specific niche, in this case the “Natural health” sector, we see similar results:
1. Dr. Mercola www.mercola.com
2. NewsTarget www.newstarget.com
3. Mothering www.mothering.com
4. Prevention www.prevention.com
5. Health A to Z www.healthatoz.com
6. Gary Craig's EFT www.emofree.com
7. LEF www.lef.org
8. Dr. Weil www.drweil.com
9. Health World Online www.healthy.net
10. Chet Day www.chetday.com
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As we go forward in time, and exactly as it has happened within the traditional Internet, several
companies will fight for the most profitable niches of the mobile Internet industry –music, maps, free
wallpapers, gaming, social networking…- displacing small players that will not have the marketing
budget required to compete in the main media.
In fact, as we have seen in the search business and many other web-centric platforms, your domain
does not necessarily need to be descriptive of what you do in order to become a market leader,
provided that you can spend enough money associating your service with your website in peoples’
minds. Usually it is just a matter of time before “online videos” equals “youTube” and “online
auction” equals “eBay” on consumer’s minds.
In the music industry, it is fair to assume that most music-related business in the future will be
concentrated in two or three main providers, that will serve the highest proportion of the market
(sometimes with an outrageously high market share: Google’s market share of the search business in
the UK and Germany is over 90%, as of May 18, 2008.

Digital music sales grew 41% in Japan during 2007 (…) The highest growing sub-category
inside the mobile music downloads was the single track downloads, which grew by 99% since
last year and accounted for $320 million or 50.5% of total mobile music sales. The ringback tune
downloads also enjoyed a boost in popularity in 2007, increasing by 90%.
http://analytica1st.com/analytica1st/2008/02/japans-mobile-music-downloads-hit-6337m.html

In this scenario, what are the real chances of a domain names like “musicforyou”, or “freemusic”, or
even “music” to be successful attracting repeat users in the future? If “everyone” knows that you get
your music on the Internet at particular website(s), what would be the incentive to go somewhere else?
Unfortunately, as many now defunct companies can testify, your idea, domain name, service and
website may actually be the best that the market has seen in a long time. However, if you don’t have
the marketing strength to reach the people and create “the buzz” that will take you mainstream, your
service will invariably fail.67. In the other hand, a neutral, or seemingly hard to monetize domain name
like “insightful.mobi” could be successful if the marketing push behind it is effective enough.
“Type-in traffic would save the day”, becomes the mantra of domainers. And I agree that, should there
be type-in traffic in the future, domainers with powerful names could get a continuous stream of
visitors that have not yet been exposed to main street media advertising. But even in this case, what
could domainers do? In the best case, either sell or set up their domains as an affiliate, re-directing
users to one of the top players in that particular niche. However, this would not be what we could call
a valid business model for the long term, since each user that goes through is likely to directly visit the
site of our affiliates the next time online.68
67

In this case, the best thing that could happen would be to be bought. However, wouldn’t it be easier for the market leader
to inlude your most successful features in their offerings instead of buying your company?
68
Hopefully, and due to the enourmous mobile audience, a couple of years may pass before the visibility of the top players
is such that visitors to our site gradually but surely stop coming altogether.
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Transcoding: regular websites go mobile compliant
OpenWeb technology, from Sprint telecom, automatically converts HTML/xHTML websites into
mobile phone-friendly WAP 2.0. These can then be rendered on phones that don't have HTMLbrowsing capabilities. OpenWeb will be integrated into Sprint's network and won't require any
firmware upgrades or settings configurations on a phone in order to be used.
Together with Google’s ongoing transcoding experiments, these kinds of services attack the core idea
of a mobile specific domain extension.

The future of information access
What lies ahead? Shall we be using widgets or mini-programs to tailor what is available right to our
screens, directly to access information? What kind of “browser” will we use for that? Will it be a
browser at all? Shall we get our weather forecast, photo-sharing site, or find local train times from
only one source that facilitates the whole thing, or will we receive this information from a plurality of
sources?
As things are today, it would be fair to assume that Internet portals like Google and Yahoo would have
the upper hand on how we access information in the future. After all, if their search apps trace our
mobile phone signals and user id, finds the nearest train station, then displays the timetable and prices,
reducing the need to tap keys or search web pages…how many people will resist using them, going
back to the old way of searching information?
The long-term trend is, in fact, that we might end up bypassing the browser and keyboard
completely.

When there is a will, there is a way…
The trends described in this chapter do not necessarily mean that we should stay away from the
domain and development business. My intention was to simply introduce the potential pitfalls that may
lie ahead as you enter into this business, and the reasons why you should not believe all what you hear
regarding the “infinite possibilities that lie ahead for us in the future”.
As in any other business, it is only a tiny percentage of service providers that are successful, and you
should be aware of that as you embark on your endeavors
After all is said and done, it is important to note that the companies that are today’s leaders of their
respective niches, were at some point just an idea in someone’s head. The idea you have in yours right
now could well influence the face or direction of the mobile Internet industry.
Thus, I encourage you to proceed with care, but full steam ahead.
May the “mobile” force be with you!
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Where is the money?
Mobiles are becoming "media channels" as music, games, gambling and adult content converge
amd combine to make the industry worth $42.8bn (£24.6bn) by 2010.
Analysts at Informa Telecoms predict the way people pay for content will change as content
providers target people directly, outside operators.
Audio will be big business too, worth $11bn (£6.3bn) by 2010, with downloaded music likely to
double as ringtones.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/4717627.stm

According to the latest data on the Internet, advertising is the largest revenue source, followed closely
by gambling (which is now under threat from recent USA legislation). Adult entertainment is the third
largest revenue source.
How does this data apply to the mobile Internet? Could we safely assume that, as the mobile Internet
becomes more widespread and affordable, the same market sectors that have proved to be highly
profitable in the traditional online world will see another boost in their earnings? What will be the
most profitable sectors in mobile and what is their size relative to the mobile market as a whole?

CLICK-TO-BUY
The explosion of Ecommerce, coming to a handset near you!
YOUR MOBILE IS ALREADY A METHOD OF PAYMENT
Think about it: impulse buying, ease of use, immediate gratification and delivery

No credit card handling, No Paypal login,
Just click on the link and you are done!
Click and buy now, you know you want to!
BUY BUY BUY!

As we have seen so far in previous chapters, mobile phones’ characteristics make them fairly unique
as a medium of communication, entertainment and as business tools:
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- Potential for revenue is much more powerful than on the Internet.
- Impulse buy increases with availability of click-to-buy m-commerce systems
- The addictive potential of Mobile is superior to that of the traditional Internet
- The combination of different ways to establish communication and deliver information (voice call,
chat, SMS, voicemail...) increases effectiveness and commercial success
- Mobile phones are always on or near us
- Highly personal – Not shared – Privacy assured
- Physical mobility
Due to these and other differences with “old” communication systems, instead of trying to compare
Mobile with traditional media, we would rather be well advised to start thinking of the new and more
complex paradigm that Mobile represents, as a fully independent channel that not only deserves, but
requires new and creative strategies in order to deliver all of its commercial promise and potential.
As with every new medium, it is hard to be able to see the exact ways in which content providers will
make profits through the creative use of mobile technology.

Mobile businesses will be highly profitable in ways we don’t even envision today

However, some companies like Blyk and Kwickee are already creating innovative business models
that take advantage of this unique set of characteristics that make “Mobile” potentially the most
powerful commercial medium.. Two of these companies are Blyk, and Kwickee.

Blyk
The Blyk service -offering today a free SIM with 217 free texts and 43 free minutes, to any UK
network- aims to provide advertising-subsidized telephone credit to the 16-25 demographic. These
“free text and minutes” that Blyk provides are refilled every month, with the sole requirement that the
users accepts to receive advertising in their handsets several times a day.
Although subsidized advertising -where the advertiser gives us something in return for seeing the adsis a relatively new business model, it is already showing signs of great potential, with conversion rates
far above those of direct marketing and other forms of promotion.
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Kwickee
Kwickee is based on a different business model altogether: the company provides content as an
encyclopedia, charging users for viewing the material and paying content creators a percentage of the
money earned, proportional to the number of visitors that view their content.
The success or failure of these projects is uncertain at this point. Methods of delivery, entry
requirements, target market and even the core business models themselves may change in the future,
as these companies learn in the hardest possible way: making costly mistakes.
In any case, regardless if any these companies achieve the top position in their respective markets -or
disappear tomorrow- it is clear that we are about to witness nothing short of a business revolution
arising from the smart use of the tools that the mobile medium offers –email, chat, click-to-call, clickto-buy, video, voice call…- to connect with consumers in novel ways, creating profits for those
companies that can get the mix “just right”.
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Porn?
For a long time, porn has been one of the most
profitable –if not THE most profitable niche in
the online world. But no matter how big porn
has been on the Internet, the popularity of this
business is about to be multiplied several fold as
new countries – and generations- get connected
through their primary window to the online
world: mobile.
One of the main reasons for the phenomenal
growth of mobile porn is not only demographic,
but practical: we can take the mobile handset to
places (a toilet at work, bedroom, under a table,
restaurant, bar, school, dorm, train, subway, car,
on the street or at the back of a public bus)
where we couldn't have easily accessed this type
of material before. We also have our mobile
phone 24/7close by, and, unlike PCs, we can
surf for porn in a public place with a much
lower risk of being “caught”.
If we add to this the fact that mobile penetration is growing in traditionally politically repressed
countries where porn is illegal or hard to access –remarkable is the only word to define the porn stats
for some Muslim oriented countries like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iran - we have the perfect scenario
for an explosion in the mobile porn business in the coming years.
The question is, will porn still be profitable? Will porn sites produce money in the old, pre-paid
subscription based model when there are new sites every day coming out that offer almost the exact
same movie samples to users for free? I doubt it. What seems more likely is that the online porn
business will have to find new ways to profit from economies of scale -conversion of high traffic into
affiliated sales, ppc advertising, sponsored links and so on- in order to survive.

Can you compete with free?
One of the growing trends online in the last few years has been "the advent of free". These new and
shiny free things we are promised come in all shapes and sizes: they are products, services or
information. However, what they all have in common is that they have greatly contributed to
undermine a particular industry: music, the adult business, newspapers…and many more still to
come.
Today, if we append the word "free" to a search, we can find almost anything at what seems to be
no cost: information reports, screensavers, photos, graphics, software, hardware, coupons…it seems
that for some reason, someone, somewhere is already providing for free what we have to sell.
We used to pay for antivirus programs, but today many of us use free software to cover all of our
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security needs. We used to pay for information: just a few years ago Microsoft offered us, through
Encarta, all the information we wanted. Encyclopedia Britannica -strongly hit by Microsoft’s market
disruption- was forced to sell the company at below book value in 1996 when its print sales could
no longer compete with Encarta and the Microsoft distribution channel that gave away free copies
with computer systems.
Today in the mobile world we have the Kwickee model, an encyclopedia in which content created
by users is shown on a pay-per-view basis and whose profits are partially returned to creators.
This would in principle seem a great idea, after all we used to pay for this king of information by
buying Britannica, and later Microsoft’s Encarta, and they would not allow us to contribute nor
share their profits with us.
But is Kwickee model sustainable in the long term, even returning part of the profits to the content
creators?
You see, as history tends to repeat itself, what Microsoft did with Britannica, projects like
Wikipedia are already doing against projects like Kwickee, offering “the goods” for free and thus
undermining most chances of the success for the Kwickee model. Does this mean that everyone is
nowadays willing to provide their time and knowledge for free to the myriad of projects online that
offer us the chance to do so? Not at all. But this is not essential, since:
1) For a totally free product to succeed, it is not necessary that the majority of providers of that
service offer free options. In fact, as long as there is a small group of people in any area that has the
disposable time or knowledge and is willing to provide any kind of service for free, it will be very
difficult for a paid-per-use model to compete, let alone succeed, as for instance, the losing market
share of paid antivirus software proves. As we also see in the Wikipedia example, as long as there is
even 5% of people willing to do acceptable work for free, we can hardly compete: our product will
sooner or later be displaced out of the market by the free service.
2) Whatever the niche we would like to get into with a paid revenue model, as long as there is even
only one supplier that provides our products for free, it will erode our market share, as for example,
websites like youPorn and redTube in the porn market.
Regardless of the moral implications of providing things for free, or the quality of the content
provided, it is clear that free products are here to stay. Even if the provision by individuals of free
services in an open, globalized, networked and capitalist economy could be regulated -it cannotcompanies have always been using the "free" concept for a long time in their promotions in
exchange for personal data, market research information, or even just the possibility that the
prospect that uses a free product today may pay for it tomorrow.
Thus, it is important that when analyzing an industry to get in as content providers, we pay close
attention to the vulnerabilities of that particular industry to the "free" model, or at least, pay close
attention to any new entrant in our market that offers a free or subsidized business model.

“He (the Internet porn entrepreneur) said Internet piracy might be reducing his company’s
profit 35%. The executive said suing websites was likely to prove futile because so many existed
and because file-trading occurred over decentralized networks, leaving no single party to sue.”
http://www.pantherhouse.com/newshelton/category/sex-oriented/porn/
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Mobile TV
Mobile TV is said to be very popular in Japan and
South Korea, and gaining popularity by the day.
It is estimated that the mobile TV market will be
worth over €4.4bn in 2011 in Asia, North America
and Western Europe combined.
The theory behind future mobile TV forecasts today
is that the subscription business model will
dominate the market, generating healthy revenues
for many years to come.
IN May of 2008, “Nokia estimates suggest that
around 20% of active mobile phone users are highly interested in Mobile TV service and are
prepared to pay a reasonable fee for it – around 10 to 12 euros a month.”69, with the mobile TV
market set to grow by 350 per cent between 2008 and 2010 in North America alone.
The only thing that seems to be stopping -from a logistical point of view- the advance of mobile
TV in the West is the lack of spectrum and appropriate regulation in most countries, as well as the
diverging standards for mobile TV broadcasting, still in test phase. Once again, regulators are
behind the exponential growth of this technology.
Deals also will have to be made between content producers and telecom providers, to provide these
services at a profit. By the time they get there, we may all be used to watching the shows we like
already through video services, or may have lost the interest whatsoever in live TV streaming
shows. In any case, one thing is to be willing to watch them. Quite another to be willing to pay for
them.
So far the business model lacks proven monetization methods where it is most popular, in Asia,
adding a tad of uncertainty to a market many firms seem afraid to touch…and the 27 per cent of
total pay TV subscriptions in Europe make some of these optimistic forecasts seem at best,
exaggerated, and at worst, plain wrong.
It is said that mobile TV will generate more revenues than mobile music and mobile games
combined. However, that remains to be seen in light of the speed at which the service can be taken,
in a realistic and affordable manner, to consumers.
69

http://www.nokia.com/press/mobiletvreport
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Gaming
With estimated total global revenues from mobile games forecast to increase from USD 2.6 billion this
year to USD 11.2 billion by 201070, the advent of multiplayer traffic –expected to generate 20.5
percent of total global revenues- and the increasing familiarity of users of all ages with games of all
kinds, it seems the moment is ripe to seize the growing opportunities in what has been until today, one
of the most profitable areas in the online world.

In December, Playyoo will launch an exciting new community based on mobile games. You will
be able to make your own games, challenge friends and strangers, and download free games to
your mobile phone with minimum hassle.
http://www.playyoo.com/index.html

With the Asia-Pacific region and Europe dominating the global mobile gaming market in terms of
revenues and users, the opportunities for a market leader to emerge in the US are still abundant for
content providers.
However, companies like Playoo, where, according to the website, you’ll be able to “make your own
games, challenge friends and strangers, and download free games to your mobile phone with minimum
hassle” are already showing what is possible in this space.
Will the gaming space be profitable for small content providers? It is hard to say today, but the odds
are that this market niche is already the goal of the big players: gaming companies and telecom
providers are just two of the parties interested in having a top position in the gaming space.
"The cellcos' strategy of targeting hardcore gamers was the right thing to do when the market
was in its early adopter phase," says Stuart Dredge, co-author of Mobile Games and reporter at
Mobile Games Analyst. "But now what the market needs is mass-market take-up, which means
that the mobile games industry has to provide games that will encourage more casual users to
play."
http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/May2005/1459.htm

With most mobile phones now running flash, a massive new platform has emerged for videogame
developers. As mobile phones technical capabilities improve –battery and memory to begin with- we
can cater to the whole spectrum of mobile phone gamers, from the novices to the most advanced
multiplayer gamers, requiring highly sophisticated graphical capabilities.
However, like in the other potentially profitable niches on the web today, the challenge will not only
be to offer these services successfully –that may be the “easy” part- but to be able to build a business
model where we can sell our games at a profit. If we do things well, the games will become popular,
but the challenge then becomes to find a revenue stream from them.
70 Informa Telecoms and Media.
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Sooner or later, as it is happening in Asian countries like Korea, most consumers easily download
pirated copies of the games online, refusing to pay for them.
So far the best solution to this problem has been to sell clothes and accessories for the avatars, tools,
extra features, items, weapons and upgrades for the games and other associated products.
In this case, payment becomes easy as purchases done through a mobile phone could be charged
directly to the customer’s phone bill through click-to-pay.
Another revenue model being explored is to have ad-supported free games. In this case, the bulk of
revenues would come directly from advertisers instead of gamers.71
This is like giving away a printer for free but charging steep fees for the ink cartridges. Sounds
familiar? Yes. Is this a sustainable model when our customers are the most tech savvy sector of
society? That’s what we are about to see.

It is what people do and how they use their devices, what makes the market attractive, even if
the mobile gaming technology is not perfect yet
”I see kids playing games on their phones almost every morning on their bus. I often see some
savvy business folk cheekily tap away at some games on their phones whenever I’m on a commuter
train, too. Usually I can spot some cheeky scamp playing something on their phone in the odd
lecture theatre, too.
I hate them, personally. My giant fingers just end up mashing up the little buttons and the games
always feel really slow. But, still, I see people playing them when I’m out and about. (...) ”
Comment by Martin in http://curmudGeongamer.com/2007/02/best-selling-game-systems-of-all-time.html

Social networking and chat
You're not cool if you're not on Facebook or MySpace, and everyone wants the latest tricked-out
cell phone.
My niece and other teenagers I talked to—I mean, Facebooked and IMed with—told me that, on
average, their cell phones log 50 messages each day.
(…) When everyone's online, kids never have to leave the company of their pals. If you're not
constantly plugged in, they say, you start to feel left out. (…) And mobile phones take instant—
and constant—contact into a whole other realm. You can argue with your girlfriend all night
without having to leave the party.
http://slate.com/id/2177969/pagenum/all/#page_start

71

http://www.gamevertising.com/free-games-on-mobile-phones/
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Choosing profitable domain names 101
Stay away from “the giant’s niches”
As domainers, there are two sectors of the market we should not be interested in: the lowest and the
top.
You see, when choosing domain names, there are at least more than twenty very important factors to
bear in mind. Some of these factors deal with the economics of the name itself and its future re-sale
value. Examples are:
- Potential (user/visitor) market size if developed
- purchasing power and number of corporations who may be eventually interested in buying that
name from us
- potential number of small businesses or sole traders who may eventually be interested in buying
that name from us (e.g. plumbersAustin)
Other aspects to bear in mind when choosing a name are those related to the way the public searches
for information. At this point we have to get into the public’s mind, and think about the
- Uniqueness and sense of the name (collegefun or collegeparties?, date or dating?)
In order to choose a name with the widest appeal, or a name that appropriately targets the market in
which we are interested.
…yet others things to bear in mind are a range of more with intrinsic qualities of the domain name
itself that can make it easy to spell and remember, ensuring repeat visits:
- Sound
- number of letters
- potential and uniqueness of mental associations with that name (whatever name that creates a strong
image in your prospect’s mind will be easier to remember. Examples could be woodenCross, and
flyingPig)
In any case, the very best domain names not only pass with flying colors the test of the conditions
outlined above and many more (singular/plural, neutral term, users’ high purchasing power, wide
demographic appeal…) but also have an important meaning in different languages and are generic
enough as not to step into anybody’s copyrighted term or brand. Examples could be “amor”, “hotel”,
“diamante” and “bar”.
But of all the factors that a domainer should bear in mind when registering names, there is one that is
crucial, perhaps as to be the single most important factor on deciding which domain name to buy, and
yet often ignored by thousands of domainers time and time again:
The probability of a huge corporation coming soon or buying their way out into exactly the
niche that we are trying to target with our name.
You see... if we were to liken domain names to a game, most people would associate it to the
roulette. However, I think buying domain names could be more accurately associated with the game
of poker. Why poker? Because up to a point, more than luck, domaining is a “game” of strategy and
probability, a game in which is very important to keep one’s cards hidden, but to know as much as
possible about the competition’s cards and next moves. Professional domaining is not a cross-fingers
business, or at least, it should not be.
In fact with domain names, much more easily than in roulette, most of the times we can certainly
calculate the probabilities of certain events happening, like the coming of a huge player into our
market. It only takes being informed about the big picture.
Some of these domains may appear very attractive to the untrained eye: connectwithfriends,
meetnewpeople, datingadvice…but yet, what can these names do against Facebook, Match.com and
Hotornot.com?
Of course we could make some reasonable money on parking payments from them, as long as there
are direct navigation visitors, and only until the day parking doesn’t work anymore (how far are we
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from that? My answer may surprise you)
But in a domain market that is slowly maturing and coming to its senses, we should never dream of
realistically selling these names for a huge sum of money, let alone developing them to compete with
certain companies that can pour a thousand times more money in marketing and PR than we can.
A good strategist must know when to accept defeat, keeping its best resources for future battles,
instead of fighting to the last soldier against an army ten times his army’s size.
Examples of sectors in which this can happen are maps, social networking, and payment systems, to
name a few. A domainer that tries to be successful in these niches would face the perfect storm, made
up of international, mature, cash rich, multilingual, billions-worth companies from different sectors
pursuing an active and urgent strategy to enter or improve their presence in the niche.
If we get into maps, we’ll compete with Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and Nokia, to name a few.
If we get into social networking, mySpace and Facebook will be our main competitors.
If we get into payment systems, Paypal, Visa and dozens of powerful financial institutions around the
world will try to stop us.
The time when corporations come into the digital age with full force is slowly but surely arriving
ladies and gentlemen, so things have gotten a lot more complex than just having a good, descriptive
domain name, and those who are not able to keep up with these changes will perish wondering why
there are not having any offers for their “superb” domain name.
If that is your case, wonder no more, for here is the rule you forgot:
Don’t waste your time, money and energy. Stay away from “the giant’s niches”.

Dating
Although the online dating business is a fairly mature niche of the traditional Internet -100 new dating
sites came online during 2007 alone - the reported growth of 16 percent in the same period72, which
clearly indicates that its expansion is far from over.
Playboy, Time Warner and Monster.com are all in various stages of entering the attractive market
dominated hereto by Hotornot, Match and Plentyoffish.com.

Special Interests + Local + Smart use of mobile tools => dating success = profits

Apparently the market leaders are not paying much attention to mobile dating, with only one of the
components of the equation being actively worked upon: the special interest’s group -with dedicated
sites already targeting niche sectors and groups such as the disabled, the military, seniors, STD
carriers and alternative dating, swingers, to name but a few.
72

according to Hitwise
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There are also great opportunities in the sales of dating related merchandising –chocolates, flowers,
phone credit- with redeemable shopping virtual vouchers reportedly being already a great hit with
users of these dating services in Japan.
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Mobile dating builds upon and expands the ways in which we connect, increasing the chances of
success for users to find their dream partner(s). For instance, geo-centric services already allow us to
be located and notify “friends” of our whereabouts, and new software will soon convert the phone
camera into a sophisticated facial recognition device, where a photo can be
•

Automatically uploaded, tagged and sent to our profiles on social networking websites

•

Compared with similar photos (for example, background recognition software could be used to
virtually link our photo taken in Woodstock with other people’s that attended the same concert)

•

Matched with similar ones: our dating service could send us suggestions of people we may like
based on the ones already in our “hotlists”, or based on certain features we previously selected
via preferences73

As a side note, our mobile phone would also be able to detect and alert us when someone that matches
the features we prefer -or “a friend of a friend”- is in physical proximity to us, even before we actually
see them.

73

The patent, entitled Image-Based Face Search details how Microsoft could be developing complex facial recognition
software. The patent explains how a photo could be uploaded from a mobile phone or PC and compared with millions of
other pictures to find similar matching faces.
Imagine a dating site that allowed you to upload a photo of a certain hot celebrity and then returned profiles of all the users
who looked like them? http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=7019
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Get the traffic numbers up, and the money will follow?
It only takes a great idea and the right kind of promotion –sometimes online promotion is enough- to
get traffic numbers up to your website.
A whole industry has been created around the “Increase your traffic” business, that comprises SEO,
Affiliate Marketing, copywriting, social media optimization and promotion, and more. The material is
easy to find, although getting to know exactly who are the real leaders in this field may take a bit more
time. The best sources of information for new marketers are usually forums, where we can ask our
questions directly to other online marketers that have been exactly in the place where we are at now.
In any case, how easy or complicated is the process of attracting visitors to your website?
There are no hard and fast rules about it, but in most cases, it is a process that takes -at the very leastmany hours spent promoting your site in social bookmarking websites.
Adsense, banner ads and affiliate marketing are the most common ways to promote our websites
online on the conventional Internet today. However, although there have been great advances in the
PPC and advertising arena in the last few months, some of these promotional methods, like affiliate
marketing programs, may yet take some time to get integrated into the mobile environment.
We have all heard by now the myth of the lone and successful online website owner that can keep tabs
on everything going on and still make a tidy profit at the end of the month.
Theoretically -If we depend on advertising revenue to monetize our websites- once we get the traffic
up it is just a matter of tweaking our small text ads, banner ads and "affiliate marketing" to maximize
profits per visitor.
Again, the key to build a healthy stream of traffic is quality. If we can provide something that people
want, and make it easy for them to get it, we are on a winner.
Once we have quality traffic, we can monetize it in different ways
•

pay-per-pageview banners

•

Google's pay-per-click text ads

•

Amazon's and other pay-per-transaction "affiliate ads"

•

Site sponsorships

•

Paid inclusion in search results

•

Paid listing in information services

•

Lead generation, where a third party pays for the names of people interested in a certain
subject.

•

Product placement (e.g. PayPerPost)
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•

Pay-per-connection on social networks book.

•

Pay-per-view of premium content

•

Pay-per-download
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On a three party system –content source, visitor and advertiser- all of these approaches are based on
the principle that free offerings build audiences that advertisers will pay to reach.
With cutting edge –and sometimes free- web analytics software, servers and server software that have
become simple and reliable enough to run on their own, and the remarkably sophisticated economic
infrastructure that now exists to allow busy Web sites to make enough money to break even, once we
get the traffic numbers up 75% of the monetizing work is done. The challenge is to build the business
to get that traffic up in the first place.
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Lead Generation
If I have somebody looking for a $1 million property and I hand deliver them to the agent that
could make a $60,000 commission, you (are) going to tell me that is worth 2 CENTS??
2 DOLLARS. $200?? BS!
Rick Schwartz, http://www.elliotsblog.com/index.php/2007/10/31/5-with-rick-schwartz-ceo-traffic/

Perfect example of a well designed, effective lead generation website

Most webmasters monetize their websites through Adsense banners, affiliate marketing or a
combination of the two.
Unfortunately, most of these webmasters also fail to realize the ample room for enhancing profits
through working away from these highly competitive and badly paid revenue sources.
In fact, the most profitable option to make considerable money is not even affiliate sites, but the lead
generation business. In this model, when we provide leads to our partners, these get converted into
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sales of which we, as lead providers for a costly item, get a reasonable share of the profits generated,
not only a few cents for delivering our customer to someone else's website.
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In order to illustrate the profit potential of the lead generation business, let’s consider this example,
that I delineated on www.mobility.mobi:

“Say you own the website "buycars.mobi". People come in with a clear intent on buying a car. They
may have even made their research already and know what they want. Let's see some of your
options:
1) Low-quality website with some Adsense links: best-case scenario, the visitor clicks on your
Adsense links and buys a car with the advertiser. You earn, say, $3 for passing that user down to the
advertiser's website.
Result per action: client spent $24000. You earned $3
If you have 10 of these a month, you earn $30. (!)
2) Average website with affiliate links: user clicks on your links. That client buys the BMW
through your affiliate link. You earn $200 for passing that user down to the advertiser.
Result per action: client spent $24000. You earned $200
If you have 10 of these a month, you earn $2000.
3) Top website resource with lead generation partners: again, the user clicks on your link to buy the
car. That client buys the BMW through your partner. Here you don't send the client over to your
partner's website, but you manage the enquiry, directing to whatever of your previously selected
partners give you the best deal at the same cost to the buyer. Eventually, you earn $2000 (or much
more) for passing that user down to the advertiser, when that lead is converted into a sale.
Result per action: client spent $24000. You earned $2000
If you have 10 of these a month, you earn $20.000.
In the three cases, the end result is a user that got through your website the exact product he is
looking for.
In the three cases, you, as a Webmaster, have fairly the same amount of overheads and work
invested in the website. However, the difference in your earnings per month can be as much or over
$18.000
Granted, building top quality websites takes more work than building average ones. Also, looking
for the partners and setting up the necessary affiliate channels for lead generation is much more
complicated than going using a centralized affiliate service like Clickbank and choosing your
affiliates in five minutes. After all, setting up affiliate lead generation systems is more complicated
because the whole idea has to be sold to retailers and people who actually sell the physical product.
However, the payouts are worth the hassle, and well worth the research time.
What would you prefer to do with almost the same effort and the same mobile website, $2000 a
year or $200.000 per name?! With only five sites like this you could be making $1.000.000/month,
yet keeping in reserve the value of the name itself.
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I know what my choice would be. This is the future guys. Stop being happy with peanuts. We, the
webmasters, have what everyone else wants, and as more people get used to buying online, we are
more important, every day. We are the first point of contact, the gate that will lead to a sale that will
generate many thousands of dollars for someone down the line. Without us they would probably
never see that user. Appreciate what you have, don't sell yourself cheap!
If you like the idea, let's pool all what we know in one place now!
As Rick Schwartz said: “what’s the value of a click if it converts into the sale of a plane?”
Should we want to go further in depth into the concept of an independent, self-managed lead
generation business, we shall see that the process is not as complicated as it may seem:
1) Identify where the highest demand for your product is (Get good analytics software, it is crucial
at this first stage). Learn as much as you can about your visitor. What exact products is he interested
in? Top of the range? Best value? What is his age demographic? Sex? Frequency of purchase?...
2) Pay a PERSONAL visit to the suppliers of that product in the CITY where you have the most
traffic from and make them compete in the way bidding for public contracts is made (remember you
have something valuable they want=clients=money) Remember at this point, that you are not selling
your website. You are selling an opportunity. You are selling an increase in profits for them. It is
their job to make you a proposal with their best possible terms, so you choose them over their
competition.
3) Integrate a good CRM solution into your operations/website that keeps track of all your leads
sent to suppliers, and generates appropriate, detailed transaction and client reports. This system will
be the base for the last link of the chain.
4) Randomly check the sales of your suppliers getting feedback from the buyers of the product. You
can do this in the form of surveys, customer satisfaction telephone enquiries, etc. "Mrs. Smith, you
made an enquiry with us, insulatingwindows.mobi a few weeks ago. For quality purposes, we
would like to know how you found our service. Were the windows installed? Are you satisfied? bla,
bla, bla" Armed with this feedback you can go back to your suppliers and fine tune operations, as
well as ask them for explanations if they fail to declare a customer. Additionally, as you do this
more and more, you'll see that there are certain patterns of conversion client/sales and you'll get
better at spotting cheating suppliers.
Done.
Does the risk exist that they don't declare customers to you? Yes, but you will have previously and
repeatedly demonstrated in your communications that it is not in your supplier's best interest to
cheat on you. They can do it once, but you may catch them at some point, and then they will lose a
lot of business to their competitors by your never dealing with them again.74
74

On other things, in the future, there will be a huge market for the pioneers of this kind of service, but one level above it.

For example, as a webmaster and content provider, you want suppliers, but visiting these businesses is something you don't
want to do. Fine. I set up a company where we specialize in visiting ALL little businesses in a city, and educating them
about how interesting is for them to have leads, and how most of the commerce today comes from the Internet. Next, I
provide you these suppliers that you don't have to educate (I did already) nor you WIP have to move from your desk to
start passing leads on to them. I give you everything done and I get a tiny cut of each deal.
(when I finish with your city, I leave a representative there to catch new businesses, and I move to the next interesting city.
Rinse and repeat.)
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Advertising
"The old ways are no longer working. Television viewing is down and readership of newspapers
and magazines are down. Advertisers are going to aggressively move to the venue that they
know most consumers readily have at hand: their mobile phones,"
http://www.technewsworld.com/story/m-commerce/61627.html

Whatever company can come first with a good, reliable and complete directory of small businesses to sell to Internet
providers, will make a ton of money.
Google is trying to do this, through systems like Adsense. But the link missing is the same as it has always been. A real
person, going to a real little business, and convincing the suppliers of the possibilities of the system. Google will not do
that but I foresee that Google may happily acquire a company that does just that, to include and complete their perfect, ondemand, flawless marketplace for products and services...
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Medio calculates the average click through rate on search ads delivered in this way as high as
29%. For pay-per-call advertisements, call-through rates as high as 22% have been measured.
http://www.medio.com/news/medio_research_tracks_mobile_search_shift/

Advertising is not what it used to be. The diversification in the last few years has resulted in much
more complex, but effective, marketing campaigns.
Due to the influence of creative populism, personalized measurements, interactivity, open
inventory platforms and greater consumer control, the advertising industry is at present undergoing a
complete revolution that can only benefit content producers and advertisers.
As consumers shift their attentions from the regular advertising channels towards the new, multiplatform digital channels, so the opportunities for domainers as advertising targets -and as advertisers
themselves- grow to its optimum potential.
The highly personal and targeted advantages of the mobile medium coupled with a wide array of
advertising formats further increase the chances of “closing the sale” from the advertisement itself, be
it a banner, poster (through QRCodes), an MMS, SMS, a chat message, or our regular web presence.
Some of the factors fuelling the explosion of advertising in mobile are
•

Increasing awareness of the mobile medium by small business owners and corporations
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•

Internet use steadily becoming one of consumer’s favorite daily activity75

•

Highly sophisticated customer analytics tools allow content providers and advertisers to better
understand and reach target customers

•

Highly targeted: as more personal information is poured into mobiles than any other medium,
targeting the right ad to the right user at the right moment becomes easier

•

Growing and dynamic markets with and increasing number of advertising partners:
globalization and the standardization of advertising campaigns are further pushing the number
of potential advertisers in the market.

•

Open platforms and automated tools that allow the management of advertising directly by the
content producer, bypassing traditional advertising agencies and allowing advertisers to make
campaign changes in real time

•

Being on and close to the user 24h a day, the mobile medium has higher and better chances to
reach the targeted consumer than any other marketing channel

•

Domainers able to avail of peer group advertising time/space buying, cross promotions, links
exchange and others.76
Mobile is the only mass media with a built-in payment mechanism that makes it easy to buy on
impulse

•

By maintaining relevance, the ad-sponsored results that Medio’s mobile search and advertising
technology deliver are far more likely to be perceived by the user as content rather than
advertising. Medio’s research into mobile search and advertising usage has also found that as
well as being unique to mobile, the ‘click to call’ facility is the most applicable action for users
looking for information from their phones.
http://www.medio.com/news/medio_research_tracks_mobile_search_shift/

All these factors make mobile websites the perfect destinations for advertising funds that would have
previously been diverted into the traditional media channels, and are rapidly being diverted into the
mobile space.
Furthermore, the diversification of marketing and advertising instruments and tools enables the content
producer to provide value in many different ways –lead generation, product placement, discount
promotions...- to further enhance the advertiser’s objectives.

75 If the rumours are correct, more than 50% of Japanese mobile phone users consume advertising on a mobile phone at least once a week.

76

(...) changes in how advertising is sold, the structure and forms of partnerships, revenue models, advertising formats and
reporting metrics. For example, broadcasters, agencies and distributors can pursue opportunities such as agency gain
sharing, more sponsored shows, impact-based pricing models, user-generated advertising revenue-sharing models
and open inventory, cross-channel sales.
http://www-03.ibm.com/industries/media/doc/content/bin/media_ibv_advertisingv2.pdf
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This results into highly efficient markets with little waste, where advertising expenses are easily
allocated according to the real-time-measured results that each channel provides. There is also a
reduction in the overall cost of advertising campaigns, due to the increase in the number of venues –
and virtual venues- in which we can advertise.
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The actual growth of Internet advertising has outpaced forecasts by 25 to 40 percent over the past two
years.
http://www-03.ibm.com/industries/media/doc/content/bin/media_ibv_advertisingv2.pdf

Mobile advertising has the potential to be a lucrative new revenue stream for operators given
that advertising premiums are two and half times that of the Internet and five times that of TV.
This is because there is little or no wasted advertising in a channel where you can target
individuals.
http://www.ericsson.com/mobilityworld/sub/articles/other_articles/080206_ad_sponsored

What's better for your brand: a good domain name, or a celebrity?
Javier Marti

Domain names are, in my opinion, much more valuable, stable, and pose less risks as an
investment, for a brand, small business, or individual that want to promote any kind of
product or service. But why do I think so?
**A celebrity endorsement won't last in time, a domain will**
A good domain name is a more solid investment that only has to be renewed at a negligible annual
cost. Renewing a domain name may cost you 10/15 dollars of today. Renewing a contract with Tiger
Woods "may" cost you a little bit more...
**A celebrity endorsement contract needs to be regularly re-negotiated**
If the "celebrity" is now more popular, you'll have to pay accordingly more for their services. You
will probably also have to produce a new marketing campaign to take full advantage of new events
surrounding the celebrity
**A celebrity is tied to you only for the length of the contract**
Nothing stops them from advertising your competitor's product next year, unless this fact is included
in the contract. And that limiting clause will necessarily make the transaction more expensive for the
brand.
**A celebrity endorsement puts your brand's image at the mercy of the celebrity's actions**
Imagine that you make a deal with a certain model/actor/boxer that is at the top of his game right
now. What happens if he/she does something really “out of the ordinary”, as it has happened in the
past? (cocaine intake, wife beating, wild partying...) what happens if the boxer gets defeated? How
would this affect your brand image?
Should this happen, you may need to disassociate your brand from the famous person, taking the
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campaign off the air immediately. And back to square one. Look for a new celebrity, spend millions
again, do everything in a hurry...and still you won't catch up with your competitors for a couple of
years...a celebrity fiasco is a costly affair.
In a world of just-in-time campaign launches, if you get out of the game this year, by the time you
re-organize your efforts with a new celebrity, months, not weeks, will have passed. Can your brand
afford such slip?
A domain name will never "do" something stupid or make you look bad in public. It may lose some
of its value for external reasons that could be worked around, but it won't damage your brand's
reputation. The worst thing that can happen to a domain name is to become irrelevant and/or
worthless. But even in that case, you write off the cost of the domain, not the cost of your whole
marketing campaign plus the extra marketing efforts that have to be made to make a brand
fashionable/respectable again when a celebrity has damaged its image.
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**A celebrity is forgotten, a good domain name is always remembered**
A good domain name will retain its value as a common expression that people search for. Would
you prefer to pay 25 million dollars for having "[insert famous celebrity here]" advertise your
product today or would you rather spend 25 million buying the "sweets" or "wine" or
"cheapholidays" domain names?
Generation after generation, domain names will continue to hold its value as long as we speak the
same language and we keep on wanting the same things. I don't think the words "wine", or
“chocolate” is going away anytime soon in our common human psyche.
**Entering into celebrity endorsements campaigns is a dangerous never ending vicious circle
for the brand**
Once you hired a celebrity, you need to hire another one next year, and another one the year after
that...in order to keep your brand fresh. You need to keep updating your celebrities with whoever is
in fashion, at a higher cost. Certainly tomorrow's celebrities won't be the ones of today.
In any case, one thing is for sure: every year the celebrities will charge you more for their services.
Consider, for example, the value of endorsement contracts paid to David Beckham in the last few
years.
In a celebrity-oriented world, the cost of hiring anyone -even small celebrities- has skyrocketed in
recent years. Singers, footballers, actors...no matter their trade, the market pays millions of dollars
for their mere appearance at an event. This was unthinkable just 20 years ago. And their fees keep
on going up as we speak.
...
Now…are domain names the panacea? The potential cure-it-all medicine for all your marketing
aches? Probably not.
Granted, from an investment point of view, there are uncertainties regarding the future value of
domain names, like there are uncertainties in the actives of every other dynamic and cutting edge
industry.
But no matter what the future holds for domains, at present, in my opinion, there is absolutely no
comparison possible between hiring a celebrity for a finite period of time or buying a domain name
for a much longer period of time, for the same amount of money.
And even if we had to pay more for a domain, the economics and long-term value of the operation
would easily offset the higher cost.
A domain name is a much better investment, since the brand is associated forever in the mind of the
consumer with something stable and –if managed properly- trustworthy.
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Simplicity, reliability, and profits. That's what a good domain name brings to your brand. Can a
celebrity provide those three things at the same time to your brand? How long for? At what cost?

Ask Javier: what’s the right price for our advertising space?
I have been approached to place banner ads on my network of sites
Do you think placing ads on a PC site with 10,000 hits is worth the same as a mobile site with
10,000? On a pc site, there are more places to put an ad ...whereas in a mobile site there is not as
much "real estate" ... so would the ad space on a mobile be worth more than a PC? (for the same
amount of impressions)
From a question in a forum
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?p=31122&posted=1#post31122

Pricing is not the real issue. It all comes down to strategy.
In this case, I would suggest investigating your buyer and their advertising options if they don't
advertise with you. What have they been doing in the past? How much has it cost them? How much
would they pay to advertise somewhere else if your quotation is too high and you lose their business?
The right price, from a seller's point of view is just a little bit higher of what the buyer is paying
anywhere else, no matter how much this is.
Besides, even if you under-price now,
1. You would be creating a relationship with that advertiser
2. This relationship could be leveraged as social proof, to get better advertisers in the future
3. The switching costs would deter an advertiser from changing their campaigns the longer
they've been with you, even if you later “price to market”
Surely you may not be receiving many offers of eager advertisers every day...
So get the business first. You always have time to utilize fine-tune pricing later!

By trying to come up with a monetization strategy for a huge batch of their domains at once, I
think Marchex is overlooking a greater opportunity. In focusing on locally targeted domain
names, they have basically devoted their efforts to creating websites for the long tail of their
domain channel. [How many people type in 06483.com?] What they should be doing is focusing
on their best domain names and trying to create individualized websites with unique value
propositions and the potential for becoming popular destinations.
In other words, instead of creating 100,000 bad websites, create 100 good websites.
http://seekingalpha.com/article/44377-marchex-what-to-do-with-200-000-domain-names
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Domainer’s holy grail: Google defaulting to Dotmobi

177
One of the big questions regarding Dotmobi and the Mobile Internet since Dotmobi arrived on the
scene has been: when will Google start to promote Dotmobi? Why have they not they promoted it yet?
Isn’t it logical for Google to favor Dotmobi websites by default when the search is done from a mobile
device?78
Domainers have been startled not only at the lack of promotion behind the most powerful Dotmobi
investor, but also at the lack of any sort of mention of the domain extension in Google’s plans and
products. The reason? It is simply not a priority for them, and in fact it may be against their interests to
do so. Let me explain…
As we have previously seen, Google is already transcoding regular websites79, applying a little phone
icon next to search results to signal when a page is mobile complaint.
Why does Google do this instead of supporting a clear standard for mobile websites such as Dotmobi?
One of the probable reasons is called iGoogle. Put simply, Google wants to be the gateway for users
towards the Internet, because the more they know about their users, the more and the better they can
sell products to them.
In the last few months, we have been a strong push in the promotion of iGoogle, the starting page that
includes RSS, notepads, to-do lists, and a search box. If you couple this with the efforts of Google
acquiring companies in all sorts of sectors, you can clearly see that their objective is to have users
connected to their services for as long as possible, as personally as possible. And the best way to do all
this is to surround the user with services he can’t live without. You make a search for videos; you end
up in youTube or Google Video. You make a search for blogs, and you find a prominent, sponsored
77

UK results, March 07. By Jan 08 Google’s market share in the UK was already 90%
this is a flawed question, that answers itself. Helping the user for free is not logical for Google, or any other entity in a
capitalist economy.
78

79

transcoding is stripping a website of all its non mobile complaint elements –large photos, heavy
banners- making it viewable on a mobile phone.
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result for Google’s Blogger, you make a search for photos and you are subtlety directed to their photo
application, Picasso, and so on with maps, email...
The objective of all this is to get to know you as much as possible, as fast as possible, always keeping
you within the Google loop. The goal is to get to know your data, your tastes, the websites you visit
(Google’s history) the searches you make, the services you use and how long you use them for and,
your location –through your mobile and other data you provide- and most of all, the most valuable
thing, your personal details.
If you look at it this way, does it not make little sense for Google to direct you to websites that are
optimized for Dotmobi?
You see...Google is not a search company anymore. It is an arbitrageur, a service provider, a trader of
information that gets a cut of whatever need you may have at any one time.
So will Google promote Dotmobi anytime soon? I don’t think so.
When a user visits a Google service, Google has a golden opportunity to “catch” that user, and keep
him in the loop forever. Would they lose this opportunity by sending the user to a website that is
perfectly suited to his needs but over which they have no control whatsoever? No. They would naturally- only “release” a user to other websites as an option of last resort.
From a strategic point of view, you have to applaud Google’s strategy, since they have been able to
surround us with their services to a point that life without them would become very complicated (who
doesn’t have a Gmail account, a Blogger account, a video in youTube…?) at the same time that they
keep their public image as a “do no evil”, green, minimalist search company.
Google has stopped being a search company a very long time ago.
As such, it is futile for domainers, or competing services, to think that Google will release our eyeballs
and give us the opportunity to fall somewhere else if they can avoid it. That’s the last thing they will
do. It will not happen, because they want searchers’ attention, data and time.
Thus, they will never promote Dotmobi directly as long as there is not a strong reason for them to do
so. And today, and likely tomorrow, the open web standards that Dotmobi embodies are against the
interests of Google’s overall strategy.
Google says that they want open standards for everyone, and most of us have believed it. But is this
really so? Could it be that Google wants open standards if and when they benefit them, in order to
offer services at low cost or free, push competition out of the niche and dominate them?
In any case, we have not seen what could be phase II in Google’s plan yet…
Phase II of Google’s plan may well start when they have dominated the niche to an extent where it is
impossible, ridiculous, much more expensive or plain uncomfortable to use services not provided by
them. Because in that moment, Google can set the rules charging higher fees for their services. And we
shall have no other option but to comply, as Adsense advertisers are discovering already.
The best thing of all this is that on the way to build their own walled garden, this company has applied
strong pressure on all their competitors to open up - Mobile Internet access out of the walled gardens
of telecom operators as an example- and have made us think, the public at large, about the benefits of
an open -and Open Source- society. They may have inadvertently opened Pandora’s box, and are about
to get their fingers snapped in some mousetraps as they inside and the public start noticing the extent
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to which they are surrounded by Google’s services. The question is, will that day ever come before we
get an interactive electronic Google tattoo or an embedded Google chip?
Google has planted in us the thirst for an open web, perhaps somehow undermining their own longterm efforts of global total online domination. And this is a good thing.
However, while we get to a more open Internet, don’t expect Google to promote Dotmobi. As things
are today, it will not happen anytime soon.

The long “kingdom” of .com
During the time of my research in blogs, forums, in person...it has been argued over and over
again: ".com will always be the main, most popular and useful extension to access information on
the Internet."
But what is this opinion based upon? What are the facts? Why exactly will .com be king? I have
been wondering this for almost a year, and talking to as many people as I could about it. Yet, I
have not found anyone able to bullet point the arguments that support that affirmation.
I think that when most people say that .com will be the main extension, they are unconsciously
projecting the future based on what has been up to now, not necessarily based on what is coming,
or in logic.
Could Dotmobi take over from .com as the main extension in the future? It could well be the case.
In fact with Dotmobi, we are entering a new extension that covers the whole world, can serve "two
websites in one" (including the computer, or “.com version”) yet so many people continue thinking
that .com will be king.
Thus, Dotmobi has the potential to become "THE" extension, right now, if managed and promoted
properly. And that means that .com would not be "king" anymore. In fact, .com could potentially
take second place to Dotmobi, as early as in the medium-term -2 to 5 years...world economic crisis
permitting.
Once I read someone in a forum saying, "don't ask "why Dotmobi"...ask, "why .com"?". It seems
like a fancy line, but it makes a lot of sense. The new generations that are far more familiar with
the mobile Internet, and the bulk of developing countries that will have their first contact with the
Internet through a mobile phone don't care about .com at all. They may not even know what a .com
website is, if you ask them in a few years time.
Domainers today are set in a ".com mind-frame", unable to see things objectively. Yet this lack of
capacity to see important trends is a relatively common occurrence I have seen this in many
industries before...
Some people think that my not specializing in one particular industry is a weakness. But that's the
point of what I do. For me it is strength. If I become a specialist, I lose sight of the big picture.
That's the problem companies face at one point, and why they come down. They become too good
at what they do, and lose sight of trends/products/events that impact their trade. When they want to
react, it is often too late.
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When you tell me that ".com will be king" without supporting that opinion with logic or facts, I
feel this is the case -not because I am over optimistic or love Dotmobi, but simply because I've
heard clichés before...and they always lead to the wrong strategic decisions.
Don't let short sightedness damage your business. And beware of the false prophets that say that
.com "will always be there". It may well "not be there", and you would have lost a great
opportunity by listening to them.
Get the facts. Ignore the hype.

"It started with the young abandoning email in favor of texting, and since then, the youth
preference has spread and is now hitting the mainstream age groups."
http://www.smh.com.au/news/articles/why-email-is-so-old-fashioned/2008/02/26/1203788345265.html
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The creation of a domain name stock exchange
The long overdue creation of a domain stock exchange –pioneered by Fusu.com- is an important
development in the domain world. The upside of this project is that if you hold even one premium
domain name, this could allow you to raise capital without selling your domain when conditions are
not the most favorable to your interests.

Furthermore, having a public place to trade domains will give all of us clues on what exactly most
people consider to be the best or most valuable domain names -something I have been researching for
quite some time without too many conclusive answers.
The dynamics of trading will also be interesting: we are probably going to see a lot of "follow the
leader" type of investments, where a bulk of misinformed domainers bets on a name based on rumors
or faith rather logic. This will create great opportunities for the rational investor to spot and invest in
the real "gems".
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(Example: after Rick's recent iReport sale, a lot of people would have suddenly invested in "I" names.
Does this mean that those names have a future? Not necessarily, but it seems that a lot of people leave
logic at the door when entering the domaining world.)
But a stock exchange for domains also has inherent risks that should be properly managed for the good
of investors and the credibility of the system as a whole, since stock markets have the capacity to
create, inflate and amplify in record time powerful speculative bubbles.
In a sector -domaining- with many actors with more money than sense, this can be a blessing in
disguise, since the inflation and latter deflation of a speculative bubble would help to clear up the
market by elimination, separating the amateurs traders -that would leave after losing everything- from
the professionals.
An open stock market for domains may also add much needed transparency to this business, as well as
push for a higher standards in the communications of all those involved in it. After all, you can be a
naysayer on certain things or make bad investments in private, but when everybody knows what you
are doing...you'll think twice what you say. Also, if someone says something is bad but is investing on
it at the same time, all the other players in the market will be able to see what their real intentions are.
Corruption is also a concern, since this system also opens the doors to fictitious and artificially inflated
domain name valuations: imagine if three or four of the main domainers would privately agree to
publicly talk up a certain name for their own interest, cashing out soon after it reached its peak
valuation...
Theoretically there are safeguards for this not to happen. However, as we have seen in the financial
world, there are a myriad of creative ways to circumvent controls and auditing bodies -private
contracts between parties, futures options, offshore registered companies, plain old-fashioned bribery...
Having a profitable, dynamic stock market is sure to attract the interest of tax authorities and
regulatory bodies towards the domain space. This is mixed news: increased taxes and less buyer-seller
freedom during transactions is bad, more transparency and accountability is good.
Notwithstanding, the international scope of the transactions, the digital nature of the goods traded and
its subjective valuation is bound to make this industry difficult to regulate effectively for still some
time to come. As of today, there are no easy ways to tax or regulate complex international transactions
and not one unified body tackling this issue.
Should governments want to accelerate this process however, doing what they usually do -coming
down into a business sector without a thorough understanding of it- we may well see over-restrictive
policies, including the prohibition of citizens and companies investing in domain stock markets out of
the country in which they are registered.
This may well lead to the creation of local stock markets, opening in turn new opportunities for those
that come up with the local stock exchange idea first in their countries.

Will this particular project, Fusu.com, be the reference stock market for domains in the future? It
remains to be seen.
The general timing of the whole project is not the best -lack of liquidity in the market, the threat to
.com by Dotmobi, coming economic crisis...- but if Fusu.com are well connected, they could well
"make it happen".
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The migration towards mobile
“Accessing the Internet has become so fast and easy with
Japan's mobile phones that many young people have forsaken
computers.”
http://www.smh.com.au/news/mobiles--handhelds/mobile-boom-computer-doom/2007/04/13/1176575723410.html

One of the articles that inspired this book.

There is no doubt that in the ever-changing theatre of technological evolution, the next play features
the advent of practical, effective and ubiquitous Internet portable devices.
Despite of the inability of many technology "experts" today to envision the way we shall access
information tomorrow, there is not a convincing reason to perpetuate the use of today's dumb, bulky
and semi-empty rectangular metallic boxes called computers.
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"Mobile, mobile, mobile," Google CEO Eric Schmidt told the Web 2.0 Expo audience when
asked for the Web's biggest growth areas.

As battery power, storage capacity and portability improve, it is just a matter of time before the
universal information network we have come to take for granted is with us on every minute of our
lives.
As the MP3 digital audio format changed the way we see and consume music...as the Internet changed
the way we see and consume television...so the mobile world is changing in turn the way we see the
Internet itself and integrating it in our world...bringing it closer to our lives.
In the great scheme of things, the mobile revolution is almost over. Such is the speed of penetration of
mobile phones around the world.
However, there are still important obstacles to be overcome in the mobile world, being the biggest of
them all the lack of universal standards to access mobile information ensuring a consistent, predictable
and positive experience every time.
And here is where a new actor, Dotmobi, comes into the scene...

I think it's time that we recognized that for the majority of the world's
population, and for the foreseeable future, the cell phone is the
computer, and it will be the portal to the Internet, and the communications tool, and the
schoolbook, and the vaccination record, and the family album, and many other things, just as
soon as someone, somewhere, sits down and writes the software that allows these functions to be
performed.
Joel Selanikio, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7106998.stm
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Early adopters: they already get it. Don’t you?
"Consumers aren't impressed anymore with bigger hard drives or faster processors. That's not
as exciting as a bigger TV," Katayama said. "And in Japan, kids now grow up using mobile
phones, not PCs. The future of PCs isn't bright."
http://biz.yahoo.com/ap/071104/japan_bye_bye_pcs.html?.v=2

Would you own a PC if you didn't need to?
That's a question that thousands of Japanese youth face or have faced when deciding what their
next gadget will be. So far, their decision on the matter has been clear: they rather get the latest
mobile phone than a computer.
In fact, for a generation that has grown surrounded by immediate, complete connectivity -and is
comfortable typing on a tiny keyboard- the choice was already made.
In Japan, high-definition screens in smart phones are able to handle advanced Internet-connected
game consoles, digital video recorders and digital TV. With today's handsets users can download
music, send and receive emails and chat, access social networking pages as well as regular
websites, and even buy online in easier ways than could be done with any PC thanks to click-topay technology. Even offline, today's phones can easily connect directly to digital cameras and
other phones to exchange files, and interact with printers and high-definition TVs for viewing
photos and videos.
Add to that portability, ever-increasing storage space and battery capacity, and it is no wonder that
mobile phones have become the must-have gadget, raking well above any other device in user's list
of priorities.
The mobile phone has become THE ultimate and only integrated communication tool able to
bypass PCs altogether. And the youth -as pioneers as young people have always been- have taken
notice before anyone else.

Moreover, for a generation that have made the term Attention Deficit Disorder famous, their speed
at using the small keyboards found in mobile phones and the shorthand language version used in
mobile messages makes it quick to communicate -equally or more efficiently than they would do if
they were forced to use computers.
Their need for immediate gratification also plays a role in the youth's increasing use of mobile
technology, with many having chosen to stop sending e-mails from PCs completely.
Even not considering the technological, privacy-related and portability advantages of mobile
phones, price is definitely a factor for younger buyers, where mobile phones have also excelled.
The continuous stream of new phones coming into the market makes prices for existing handsets to
be reduced on an ongoing basis.
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Between 2000 and last year, the proportion of Japanese 20-year-olds using home PCs to
access the Internet plummeted from 23.6 per cent to just 11.9 per cent

The effects of all this, particularly in PC demand, are increasingly clear: in 2007 alone, PC
shipments in Japan fell for five consecutive quarters, forcing manufacturers like Hitachi Ltd. to
take radical steps pulling out of the household computer business entirely. But Hitachi are not the
only losers in the PC front: NEC's and Sony's sales have been falling since 2006 in Japan, and
Sony's PC shipments for Japan shrank 10 percent in 2006 from a year earlier.
IBM Corp. also left the PC business in 2005, selling its computer unit to China's Lenovo Group
Ltd.
Even pure entertainment is slowly but surely migrating away from the PC, with millions of movies
already being downloaded straight to TVs. Radio can also be heard in MP3 players, mobile
phones, digital and, even in ...conventional radios.
In this state of things, it just seems to be less and less things only a PC can do these days.
Except for a few country specific exceptions (the Japanese passion for Manga as an example) it is
fair to assume that this will be the picture of things to come in other countries in the immediate
future.
There is a point where accessing the Internet becomes so simple on mobile phones that computers
are forsaken altogether. And how could they not be? Are we there yet? Not really. Are we on the
way to it? Ask your teenage son. He probably knows the answer better than you do.

(…) there's now a generation gap between first-generation and second-generation Internet users.
Colleges are finding that students increasingly ignore or never receive campus-wide e-mail
announcements. All those clever forwards from Grandpa are going unread. And no matter what
dominates in the dorm room, e-mail still rules in the workplace. Office-bound graduates will be
forced to make Microsoft Outlook—not AIM or Facebook—their first sign-on of the day. Some
may find it a vexing challenge to remediate their sloppy IM habits into professional-sounding email prose.
(…) Colleges have already thrown up their hands and created Facebook and MySpace pages to
stay in touch with students.
http://slate.com/id/2177969/pagenum/all/#page_start
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WHY DOTMOBI?

Don't ask why Dotmobi?..... ask why .com?
You only need one website; a universal website, a Dotmobi website!
Gary “newdomainer”, Mobility.mobi
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Jenny's sitting at a coffee shop with a friend, Liz, chatting about how she's going to surprise her
husband for her anniversary. Liz remembers a great restaurant but can't remember where it is
exactly nor what the telephone number is. TV or radio won't help; neither will the newspaper at
the front of the coffee shop. A cell phone will, particularly since this new restaurant has its own
Dotmobi site with menu and contact details.
Eddie Groenewald

Having covered the present and future trends that are shaping the mobile world today, it is time to see
the different formats we can use to access information through our mobile devices now and in the
future.
The first and most important port of call in this last journey in our book will be to look the domain
extension with the most chances of reigning in the mobile Internet space in the coming years: “.mobi”,
also known as “Dotmobi”.

What is Dotmobi and what does it stand for?
The Dotmobi domain extension Is administered by Dotmobi (informal name of
MTLD Top Level Domain Ltd.), a private company based in Dublin whose
stated objective is to ensure that services and sites developed around .mobi are
optimized for use by mobile devices.
Registrants and webmasters of Dotmobi domains are required to stick to a list of
best practices, such as using the xhtml language, avoiding tables, and unnecessary or complex design
elements such as frames. The ultimate goal behind this set of rules is to ensure that the site is
guaranteed to work well on any mobile phone anywhere in the world, at any time.
As expressed in dev.mobi the mobile development community for Dotmobi developers:
“At a minimum, visitors to dotMobi sites must receive a message that is displayable by their browser,
directing them to a portion of the site that is accessible to them, or identifying the type of device that is
necessary to experience the site properly.”
Through browser/device detection technology, the Dotmobi coding standards ensure that the user
always stands a very good chance of receiving a page that their device can display, allowing for a full
featured web experiences on a PC, and a fully compliant and easy to use mobile websites when
accessing the same website from a mobile.
Even if the coding standards are updated in the future the main premise of fully mobile complaints
websites behind Dotmobi will most probably prevail, ensuring the perfect mobile experience, every
time.
Developing specifically for mobile is not only necessary but essential, for -as we have seen throughout
this book- mobile users find themselves affected by a set of human and situational constraints that are
just not present in the PC experience.80
80 Human constraints include simultaneous activities, single hand use, information overload and competing user goals.
Device constraints include text input, small screens, slow connections, and short battery life.
http://openmoodle.conted.ox.ac.uk/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=1630
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There is no doubt that mobile devices will get closer to providing the full Internet experience,
but you have to consider the mobile context. Just because the iPhone allows you to view a full
web page, it does not mean that page contains the most relevant information to someone
accessing information ‘on the go’. The user is probably seeking brief snippets of information,
which he can access quickly and efficiently. A normal web page does not necessarily package the
information efficiently for the mobile user. (…)
http://www.sevenmile.com/2007-10/opera-to-make-mobile-browsing-feel-like-desktop/#comments

The need for mobile-specific websites arises from several facts, being one of them…

Fact: websites made for PCs neither look good
on mobile phones, nor provide the solutions a
user “in the move” needs

Thus, Dotmobi websites try to solve this problem by adhering to a clear set of simple principles for the
future of mobile web browsing:

Good mobile websites should be appropriately viewed in any mobile phone
Depending on the combination of smartphone, browser, and the gateway used to browse mobile
information, users today can have very different experiences while browsing the mobile web.
Some websites do not have any kind of mobile auto-detection. In other cases, smartphones strip
websites of some elements on their own, removing graphics, whole chunks of information or links in
order to “force” a website into mobile standards set by the device manufacturer. Yet some other
websites have device auto-detection at the server level and send the website formatted differently to
the mobile phone, depending of the exact device requesting the information.

I think the notion of trying to fit everything I am currently seeing on my 17 inch monitor onto a
2 x 3 format is out of the question. Yes, the iPhone shows the entire screen...in tiny miniature.
You still have to expand and manipulate the page, every page. Scrolling is scrolling whether it is
done with fingers or a thumb.”
Again, it really all comes down to branding...not any technical difference.
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=6998
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Good mobile websites are practical
Traditional websites were designed to show big graphics, memory draining banners and lots of
information that is not relevant or essential when we are browsing the web from a mobile phone.
For example, when accessing an airline from our mobile phones, most probably we are not interested
in learning about the history of the airline itself. When accessing the mobile website of a restaurant,
we may only be interested in things like the availability of a table at a certain time or day, rather than
which part of Italy the olive oil they use comes from. In both cases, the simplicity of a made-formobile website is what the user is looking for.
Good mobile websites load fast
In many cases accessing sites not developed by telecom companies can be an expensive, complicated
and relatively slow experience.

The fact you’ve gone to the effort of navigating to this company’s site on your mobile suggests
that you are on a mission. In other words, multi-site site design is essential. Not because the
browser on the phone is challenged in any way (although of course they still are right now). But
because there’s a human being on the other side of that screen who is in an entirely different
context to those sat at a PC - and who deserves to have, by default, the functionality most suited
to his or her mobility. So it makes a lot of sense to have both .com and Dotmobi sites. The former
is still available to all - including those mobile users (presumably with time to kill) who really
*do* want to read about the new flat beds. But the latter provides, by default, a slick, efficient,
well-crafted set of services relevant to the user’s very specific mobile usage context.
”Frank Shilli” on http://www.domainbits.com/mobi
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Dotmobi website examples
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Fact: users are confused on how to access the
mobile website of a company they already
know

This is the second challenge to mobile users that Dotmobi may be a solution to. If Dotmobi is
successful, users would know that in order to see a properly formatted mobile website that ensures a
great and effective mobile experience, they only have to add “.mobi” as the extension of their favorite
sites.
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Yourcompany.mobi: the only website that you need?

With Dotmobi, users can easily guess -- say -- "cnnmoney.mobi" or "google.mobi" and know
that they'll get content that works on their phones. Now, think about brands that did tie
themselves to a domain. Here's one: pets.com."
-Vance Hedderal
http://www.webpronewscanada.com/webp...Subdomain.html

Right now nothing says mobile better than Dotmobi.
Gerry

Should your first mobile website be a Dotmobi or a mobile subdomain?
At the time of this writing, the options are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

domain.com/mobile
wap.domain.com
subdomain.domain.com
domain.com/mobi
mobile.domain.com
mobi.domain.com
domain.com/wap
m(domain).com
mobile(domain).com
mobi(domain).com
wap(domain).com

So far, the decision on which of these formats to use has been on the IT department of companies
interested in developing a mobile presence.
This has resulted in a complete lack of standards, making it harder for users to identify, remember and
access mobile information successfully in their mobile devices.
The end real world examples81 of this trend are website addresses as diverse and difficult to recall as…
http://www.mshopper.com
http://m.monster.co.uk
http://mobile.nytimes.com
http://match.tmce.biz/wap4?app=match&tag=match
http://mobileapp.espn.go.com/wireless/espn/redesign/index
http://www.mantra.ws/concurso/images/nike10Ringles_espanol.html
http://wap.bravo.mlogic3g.com/
http://m.nbc.com/heroes
81

http://www.webbyawards.com/webbys/current.php?media_id=127&season=12
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The solution that Dotmobi proposes to this confusion is for interested parties to get their mobile
domain within the Dotmobi extension, such as “mycompany.mobi”.
Using a simple Dotmobi address does, a company or individual with their own Dotmobi domain can
create a website that seamlessly caters for both, the PC and the mobile devices world all in one go, as
seen in the following examples:

Iberia.mobi and Mercedes-Benz.mobi as seen in a mobile phone (2008)
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How Mercedes-Benz.mobi is seen from a computer (2008)
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How Iberia.mobi is seen from a computer (2008)
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Is Dotmobi here to stay? Benefits to operators
"Your customers tell you what business you're in."
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One of the obstacles to the rapid take-off of the mobile web so far has been the lack of a definite
mobile development solution that would ensure corporate designers and webmasters that they can
produce mobile websites with the confidence of standards that are “here to stay”.
On this regard, Dotmobi brings to the table the support of its main backers and investors: Google,
Microsoft, Nokia, Samsung, Ericsson, Vodafone, T-Mobile, Telefónica Móviles, Telecom Italia
Mobile, Orascom Telecom, GSM Association , Hutchison Whampoa, Syniverse Technologies, and
VISA, with an executive from each company having a seat on mTLD's board of directors.
Although the direct involvement and interest of each of these companies in the Dotmobi project is hard
to analyze from the outside due to confidentiality reasons and NDA agreements between the parties, it
is clear that the influence, know-how and financial power of Dotmobi’s backers provides a good base
from which to build a fully mobile compliant standard that benefits each of the stakeholders involved,
be them telecommunications companies, device manufacturers or technology and service providers.
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What is in it for them? Why do they do it?
Certainly none of the companies behind the Dotmobi brand are charity-oriented, nor is Dotmobi itself.
A cynical mind could easily guess that if these companies decided to get involved with the Dotmobi
idea in the first place, there must be good reasons –read “profits”- for them to be on board.

The Dotmobi idea sounds fairly good on paper, but in order to ascertain its long-term validity,
In order to assess the plausible reasons for these companies to be involved, we must look at how each
one of them would benefit from such a mobile standard. A brief list of the main advantages -for all
parties involved- of a unified mobile Internet are:

- Increased services usage / data usage
- Increased number of transactions per user
- Increased usage time
- Opportunity to open up a wide array of further product and service offerings in the future
(e.g. identity, payment)
Although some of Dotmobi backers may have their own reasons to try to “go it alone” in the mobile
Internet, or to keep users in their limited walled gardens for as long as possible, in the long-term it is
clear that users want a full, unrestricted mobile experience that is easy to access and logically branded.
Making this happen, ensuring users’ access to the Mobile Internet as soon as possible, is in the longterm interest of all the partners involved in Dotmobi.

Thus, Dotmobi has today a golden opportunity by
building on each of their partners strengths to form a
unified front from which to offer users the standard that
defines the mobile web of tomorrow. Will they be able
to do it? That remains to be seen.
In any case, as we shall discover in the following pages, great advances have been made in that
regard...
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Some assorted data about Dotmobi

82

This year will undoubtedly be the year of the mobile Internet, with the number of mobile
websites having grown phenomenally from 25,000 in November last year to around 150,000
today.
http://www.itpro.co.uk/wireless/news/166026/mwc-2008-mobile-website-population-booming.html

82
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Dotmobi domain names re-sale values

“You're kidding yourself if you think cars.mobi is more valuable than cars.net.”
User devil dog http://www.namepros.com/349186-article-about-mobi-useless-domain-extension-2.html

Traffic October 2007 Auction83
poker.mobi - 150,000
ringtones.mobi - 145,000
news.mobi - 110,000
shopping.mobi - 55,000
email.mobi - 50,000
scores.mobi - 33,000
buy.mobi - 32,500
podcast.mobi - 25,000
cash.mobi - 12,500
pda.mobi - 8,000
zipcodes.mobi - 8,000
bill.mobi - 3,000
Grand Total - $632,000
and The following are just some of the reported sales in the April 08:
Moniker/T.R.A.F.F.I.C. sales:
Tickets.mobi $60,000
Banks.mobi $12,000
Watches.mobi $5,268
It is worth noting that .mobi, unlike a cctld, is global in scope. Thus, its aftermarket re-sale values
could be at least as big as .com values have been up to this day. However, since there are four times
more mobiles than computers, the potential re-sale value of .mobi domain names in function of their
sheer potential audience alone could be even bigger than .com’s.

83

source: Scandiman, Mobility.mobi
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Would you buy this stock?
If you were thinking of adding a company's stock to your 401k or self-directed-retirement account,
and the stock had a chart like this over the year.....would you buy this stock?

This charts the number of unique visitors to the website for one of my mobi sites between Dec 2006
and Nov 2007 (it extrapolates this month...that is, it estimates how the month will end based on the
current month-to-date traffic) for bankbranch.mobi
If I look further into my statistics on the site, I see that it is getting traffic.....people are finding the
site because they are doing searches like this:
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&...ee+&btnG=Search
I like the looks of this 'mobi traffic' chart!
http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/395857-would-you-buy-this-stock.html
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Is there traffic to Dotmobi names today?

From AdMob Mobile Metrics report: www.admob.com/metrics
Some observations from the March data
• Network impressions increased 10.0% (2,553,018,899 for March vs.
2,321,477,067 for February).
• Requests increased 11.8% (2,865,167,969 for March vs.
2,562,527,510 for February).
• 24.5% of ad requests in our network worldwide were from
Smartphones.

Jaguarxf.mobi campaign
According to their press release on 1st of May 2008, Jaguar is quite pleased with the result of their
latest mobile campaign:

”Global Beach, Jaguar’s world-wide digital agency, designed the WAPsite for the US market,
partnering with mobile specialist Incentivated for the build. The WAPsite (www.jaguarxf.mobi)
provides a gallery of high quality images (…)

Since the campaign launch there have been over 12,000 videos and more
than 16,000 wallpapers downloaded.
For users who visited beyond the homepage, the average dwell time was 2 minutes, 12 seconds. 1.2%
of users requested an email brochure by entering their email address into the WAPsite. 2.6% located
their nearest dealer to arrange a test drive.”

Smirnoff has revealed plans to heavily expand its investment in mobile following positive
results from its current site (Smirnoff.mobi). The alcohol brand's mobile site, which was built
by AKQA Mobile, went live in October 2007. It has since been visited by 90,000 unique users
http://www.nma.co.uk/Logon/ResourceBarrier.aspx?RequiredServices=17,|&PipelinedPage=/Articles/37630/Smirnoff+plans+longterm+investment+in+mobile.html&PipelinedQueryString=liArticleID%3d37630#ContentContinues
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Some actual examples of traffic for some non-corporative websites:

Earlysigns.mobi
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Newhairstyles.mobi
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Celebwire.mobi
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Daterape.mobi
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A different site, almost a quarter of a million pages served in five months:
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In this next case of an undisclosed parking website, we see a drop in traffic over time, but a noticeable
increase in conversion (clicks on advertising):
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Is advertising on mobile working already? This monthly Admob portfolio summary of one of the
Mobility forum members may give us some pointers on it:

January-April, Autodisk.mobi: 649357 hits84

First Light Net is also finding success with mobile sites utilizing the Dotmobi domain name.
“We are constantly amazed by the Dotmobi sites. It has been way faster than we ever imagined,”
Hodgdon explained.
(…) First Light Net receives about 1,000,000 mobile page views each month across more than 20
mobile sites.
http://domainnamewire.com/2008/02/21/first-light-net-reels-in-fishingorg/

84

http://mobility.mobi/showpost.php?p=45253&postcount=13
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Dotmobi adoption & promotion
With more than three million indexed pages of dotMobi content available as of July 2007, some of the
world's biggest brands including BMW –with more than 30 million pageviews year on85 year- The Sun
newspaper, Smirnoff, Disney, Paramount, Iberia, Maxim magazine, Ferrari, Rolls Royce, Mercedes,
Opel, Microsoft and Google have launched Dotmobi sites, prompting Dotmobi development in key
industry sectors such as travel, media, real estate, automobiles and entertainment.

85

http://mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=6912
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The World Group, web design firm Fortune Cookie and dotMobi, the company behind the
Dotmobi domain for mobile web content, today announced the launch of a special joint
venture: World Mobi Ltd.
This new venture brings together the travel industry expertise of the World Group, WEB
Design from Fortune Cookie and the mobile domain names from dotMobi to create more than
600 city-based mobile sites for tourists around the world.
http://www.breakingtravelnews.com/article.php?story=20080304105546856

Historic photographs:
Pioneers mass promoting a Dotmobi website. Paris underground, 2007
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Billboard for Mundomobi, based in Puerto Rico. The company offers mobile access to “events, movie theaters, places to hang out, concerts, and more”

Dotmobi-related promotion in print, on TV and on the Internet
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Foxnews.mobi website promotion
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The early Dotmobi landscape
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If a domain (.com or cc code etc..) is available for a new site, it is very likely that the Dotmobi
will be available too..... total investment $20.00
You can build one site for all users as long as it's Dotmobi compliant.
For a start, they've regged the .net / .info & cc for self-defence... the first thing they'll want is
their Dotmobi if only to stop someone else getting it...
Whichever way you look at the argument there are already too many big names promoting their
Dotmobis for the rest of the world to turn their back on them..
http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/421325-will-iphone-affect-kill-mobi-extension.html

Some of the well-known companies that have developed a Dotmobi website86 so far are:

Banking
BofA.mobi (Bank of America)
Deutsche-Bank.mobi
Wachovia.mobi
Barclays.mobi
Financial Services
Fidelity.mobi
Ing.mobi
AXA.mobi
Insurance
StateFarm.mobi
Automotive
Ferrari.mobi
BMW.mobi
Rolls-Royce.mobi
FordCA.mobi (Ford Canada)
JaguarXF.mobi
Opel.mobi
Travel
Priceline.mobi
Hotels
Marriott.mobi
Airlines
Iberia.mobi
SAS.mobi
Transportation
86

http://mobility.mobi/showpost.php?p=19&postcount=1
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Amtrak.mobi
AAA.mobi (American Automobile Association)
Thalys.mobi

Sports
ESPN.mobi
NBA.mobi
WNBA.mobi
UFC.mobi
Magazines
Time.mobi (Time Magazine)
BusinessWeek.mobi
CNNMoney.mobi
Beverages
Smirnoff.mobi
TV
Fox.mobi
NGC.mobi (National Geographic Channel)
Internet
MSN.mobi
GoDaddy.mobi / TDNAM.mobi
Netsol.mobi (Network Solutions)
Technology
Cisco.mobi
TexasInstruments.mobi
News
FoxNews.mobi
AlJazeera.mobi
Newspapers
TheSun.mobi
Guardianjobs.mobi
Thetimes.mobi
Newsoftheworld.mobi
LaVanguaria.mobi
ElPais.mobi
Guides
Zagat.mobi
Mobile Operators
T-Mobile.mobi
Three.mobi
Vodafone.mobi
TIM.mobi
Orange.mobi
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ChinaMobile.mobi

Mobile Manufacturers
Nokia.mobi
SonyEricsson.mobi
Telecommunications
Ericsson.mobi
SamsungMobile.mobi
GSMWorld.mobi (GSMA)
3Skype.mobi
Weather
Weather.mobi (The Weather Channel)
Clothing
Polo.mobi
BenettonPress.mobi (United Colors of Benetton)
Airports
Schiphol.mobi (Amsterdam)
NGO's
WWF.mobi (World Wildlife Fund)
Cities, States & Countries
Barcelona.mobi
Frankfurt.mobi
Dublin.mobi
Helsinki.mobi
InformNY.mobi (New York State Department of Transportation)
And some more, this time from the commerce and e-payments world87:
EPAY.MOBI - Visa International Service Association
VPAY.MOBI - Visa International Service Association
PAYPASS.MOBI - MasterCard International
PAYFORIT.MOBI - Mobile Data Association
AMERICANEXPRESS.MOBI - American Express Company
BLVD.MOBI - American Express Company
BOULEVARD.MOBI - American Express Company

87

contributed by PVFarkas to a mobility forum thread
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"I bought flowers.mobi because I believe in the near future people will
use their mobile phone -- more than a computer -- to buy flowers quickly
and efficiently wherever they might be," said Rick Schwartz, the new owner
of flowers.mobi. "My company looks forward to launching the world's first
mobile site for flowers and becoming a dominant force in this new space."
Rick Schwartz

Dotmobi answers your questions88
A selected group of domainers sent me their questions in –more than 40 of them. The most popular
ones are here, as answered by the very people behind the Dotmobi extension…

1.

What is dotMobi doing to convince companies to use ".mobi" instead of "m." or "/mobile"?

We work with a wide variety of companies on a daily basis to help them “go mobile” and to
encourage their use of the .mobi domain. We also work closely with media and development
agencies around the globe to help them better understand the mobile space and to better
understand why .mobi is the best solution for end users in finding mobile content that works.
We also work with companies who launch mobile sites that aren’t using .mobi domains and help
them transition to a .mobi presence.
2.

How long do you envision the global adoption of .mobi should be taking?

The first .com domain name registered was symbolics.com in 1985; it took ten years to get to
100,000 .com names. While dotMobi doesn’t envision adoption going that quite that relaxed of a
speed, we do see .mobi adoption as a “long-term play” in that same way. We are building a way
of thinking about mobility and accessing data on a global basis. That will take time.
3.

Are there plans to mass-promote Dotmobi to the general public? If so, when?

dotMobi has consistently spoken about letting brands lead the way in creating content and
promoting their .mobi sites. Without content, there is no compelling reason for consumers to use
the mobile web.
Also, dotMobi works with global PR agencies to drive media attention in the technology,
marketing, consumer and small business segments to build .mobi awareness and adoption. This
continues to help build credibility for .mobi as a concept in a way that advertising doesn't.
4.
88

How close are you to having a .mobi default on mobile browsers?

(thank you Coast, Pinky Brand, Vance Hedderel)
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5.

What exactly are Dotmobi’s' short and medium-term plans?

Dotmobi’s mission is simply to enable the mobile web. To that end, our plans continue to
encourage the development of mobile content via our developer forum and tools like
http://ready.mobi and DeviceAtlas and to encourage consumer to find that content by using the
.mobi domain.
6.
After 1.5 years, why are some of .mobi's investors not using their .mobi's properly.
Google.mobi and MSN.mobi are used as re-directs and Visa.mobi doesn't even resolve?

“Why are some of .mobi's investors not using their .mobi's properly?” is not a question that’s
completely fair in the examples above.
A redirect is a completely legitimate use of the .mobi domain just as it is under any other toplevel domain. “.mobi” is meant to indicate that content accessed by using “.mobi” will work on a
mobile phone. If that content is under a different address but the .mobi domain gets an end user
to it – and it works on a mobile – then it’s doing its job.
And in the case a non-resolving domain like Visa.mobi, this is ultimately a corporate decision for
Visa International. Any discussions between dotMobi and investors on this front are considered
under NDA.
7.
Are there plans to make .mobi results the default results of searches made from mobiles? If so,
when?

This is a question for handset manufacturers, not for dotMobi. Any discussions between
dotMobi and handset manufacturers on this front are considered under NDA.
8.

Are you working with Google and Yahoo in any way with mobile searches?

Again, any discussions between dotMobi and other firms on this front are considered under
NDA.
9.
Will MTLD investigate/pursue suspected cases of trademark domain names being issued
to the wrong party?)

In regards to this, I will point you to a blog.mobi entry by dotMobi’s Director of Policy, Caroline
Greer, on 25 September 2006, called “Sunrise Registrations and Trademark Validation.”
(http://dotmobi.typepad.com/dotmobi/2006/09/sunrise_registr.html)
10.
Will MTLD reduce the development conditions for .mobi domains as the mobile web evolves
and handsets and browsers evolve?

I believe this question refers to Dotmobi’s three simple compliance rules:
-

Coding should be done in XHTML-Mobile Profile
No frames
No “www”
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There are best practices as outlined by the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) for mobile web
sites and enforced by dotMobi as the basics to make a site work on the widest possible variety of
phones. These rules are as well suited to presenting mobile content on a high-end mobile handset
as they are to presenting mobile content on a low-end one. This is why the W3C was confident in
endorsing these practices because they speak to long-term, solid practices for mobile
development.
11.
Some of the big premium .mobi's bought at auction are still sitting idly parked, will Dotmobi
do anything to change this situation?

Dotmobi is working closely with the independent dotMobi Advisory Group and its Compliance
Task Force to help ensure that owners of premium names sold with content obligations fulfill
those obligations.
12.

When will all of the mtld .mobi's be sold off by?

I think the question here is in reference to the dotMobi premium name list. Because a premium
name list like this was a first of the domain industry – designed specifically to help fund the
needed tools for building and monitoring compliance for .mobi sites – dotMobi has been flexible
in regards to market feedback on the names and their distribution. Given that, we do not have a
specific “all names will be gone by …” date.
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The race for development: if you don’t do it first, someone will take “your place” in search
engines
By this time you may have probably acquired your first set of domain names, and you are about to
make a decision. What to do...developing now your domain names or leaving development for later as
you concentrate on other things?
My advice is to start developing as soon as possible, since an early development strategy...
- will help you get inbound links. A good reason of other websites linking to you will be because you
are the only provider of services in your niche! Talk about first-mover advantage.
- will score you points with search engines, since they take into consideration how old your website is
- all other things being equal with a competitor that arrives later to your market, an early developed
website will position you as an authority in your niche.
- your having created a niche may avoid, or at least delay competition from merely entering your
market. From the point of view of your competitor, other niches where there is less existing
competition will be more attractive.
But how to do it if you do not have the tools or the talent to develop your website yourself?
In this case, the best way is striking deal with developers, and sharing revenue with them.
For example, I recently saw an idea (from member Onassis in a forum) where he was offering the
developers
1) 80% of revenue for the first X years and
2) a 30% of revenue if that name was sold within a period of time.
I would add to this arrangement $10/hour for the developer's services too.
Although on a first glimpse such an arrangement seems far too skewed towards the developers'
interest, this kind of partnership is much better than leaving a name undeveloped, and far better than
letting your competition get "your place" in search engines.
In a seller's market for developers, where the demand for their services is posed to be far bigger than
the offer of qualified service providers, the only way to take developers out of developing their own
names would be such an arrangement...developing more powerful names, knowing that the symbolic
$10/h (or whatever you negotiate) will ensure that at least the developer gets to put food on the table if
the arrangement goes sour.
Is this too good for the developer? Not at all. It could rather be seen as a win-win agreement.
From the viewpoint of a content provider or domain name portfolio owner, this is what we get at the
end of the deal:
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1) developed Dotmobi names that can start making a reputation with search engines TODAY,
2) that will look much better if you want to sell them (you'll sell them for more),
3) advertising-related profits much larger than those made on parked pages
4) and who knows, if your site is good, maybe repeat users/customers and a continuous stream of
revenue through repeat sales. Do you have to split revenue? Yes, but only for a few years and then it is
yours to keep. Remember that undeveloped names will be "blacklisted" at some point by search
engines, no matter how good they are, as more quality websites come online.
Thus, the choice is easy: either you develop now, or someone else will come with a poor or unrelated
name to your niche and take your place on search engine result pages. "Oh, well” -you may say- “I
don't care because my name is great and I rely on direct navigation." So you think you have time?
Think again, since there are at least three things wrong with that kind of thinking:
1) Search Engines are constantly improving their technology, and raising the bar regarding website
quality and content. They hated parking pages all these years and they'll keep on hating them in the
years to come, because they make them look bad. I cannot see why the mobile web will be different.
Do these parking pages make them money because in the end of the day those are their ads people
click on? Yes. But for search engines their reputation is more important, so parking pages, if it is up to
them, would be eventually "out" altogether.
2) The bookmarks and navigation systems in mobile devices are increasingly advanced, and this will
affect the way people access websites. The direct navigation system goes against Google's philosophy
of business. Manufacturers and some software companies are also trying to get in the middle and
"assist" users in searching, bypassing the direct navigation method)
It is also worth noting about direct navigation that if Google is successful in making their web page as
the start page on every mobile device on earth -make no mistake they'll work very hard and pour a
tone of money at it- then what's the direct-navigation related value of even the best name to a certain
category? If Google thinks that other websites have better content...forget it about the power of your
name to attract users! You'll be invisible no matter how good your name is.
I am not saying that those names are worthless today or in the future. What I am saying is that a lot of
people think that direct navigation will last forever but you have manufacturers -Nokia Motorola…Google itself, other search engines, AND software companies (apart from internal search or
"recommendation" engines from your favorite social networking site) conspiring against the direct
navigation business, and thus the value of those domains in the short and medium term.
So...if you think that making a good split with a developer is expensive...imagine the alternative:
- people getting more savvy about parking pages (and not clicking on them anymore but hitting the
back button), - Google and others getting in the middle and skipping your site altogether
and
- your name losing 80% or more of its value overnight when the domain market realize that direct
navigation doesn't make sense as it did before... (they will eventually realize it)
Thus, the "I always have time to develop" mind frame is no more than a myth…a dangerous lie.
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As the Pagerank algorithm kept getting increasingly complex, it has reached a point in which it doesn't
just takes into account how many pages, inbound links, text density and many other parameters a
website has, but also how old the domain of that website is, in order to assign the correct pagerank. I
wouldn't be surprised if the algorithm soon includes -if it is not doing it already- the time lapse
between your domain being first registered and fully developed, and downranks your site the wider
the gap between these parameters is.
In any case, this is not the only myth regarding development. The other silly phrase I hear from some
domain owners is: "I don't care about Google", to what I can only respond "Well, that's your option
and your right…but I wouldn't be so quick not taking into account the actions of a company with such
a strong dominance in most markets it is in.” In most countries in Europe, Google's market share was
between 70% and 92% last time I checked.
Thus, the only solution, if we are serious about Internet success is developing our names as soon as
possible, and getting indexed and in a good position in our market of choice sooner rather than later,
regardless of what developers charge. With the scarcity of good, fully qualified and experienced
mobile developers, we must accept that it is a sellers’ –developers- market right now.
Moreover, a really good developer is a specialist that has a strategic view of the market, marketing
skills, SEO skills, and is well informed on what's going on in the domain world. Having acquired those
skills has been a risky personal bet and the opportunity cost for him -studying and not producing
money with the time invested- has been very high. He is in demand and it is normal that he charges
high fees because he has the rare ability in this world to turn a piece of stone into a diamond. As any
other specialist, it won't work on your mine if he can work on his, and if he does he'll charge you
appropriately because he's helping you to extract a ton of money from it. What else would you expect?
Simple economics: demand and supply laws at work.
If we don't like it, and we can risk losing our investments in domains names, or if all this is just a nice
hobby for us, fair enough.
But if we are on this seriously and for the long-term, we'll understand that a good domain name is only
half of the equation. Finding a good developer and making a good split with him will multiply the
intrinsic value of a good domain name many times over, and it is a great long-term investment that
will bring you over many times the money invested for perhaps many years to come.
As domainers, greed could take us all the way to bankruptcy, whereas the capacity and street smarts to
share our potential wealth is what will make those riches possible in the first place. What do you
prefer, a smaller piece of the cake than you imagined, sharing it with the chef or to stay here dreaming
but hungry, and in fact never get to dinnertime? You have the ingredients…
Time to call a good chef.
Don't let it go to bake someone else's cake.
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Developing for mobile
By user Coast, Mobility.mobi

There are plenty of ways to develop your Dotmobi name. One way is to use mTLD's free site
building tool at http://site.mobi which is a free service. This is great for beginners and also for
advanced designers in a hurry.
If you are pretty good at html and css, you might want to work from a developer guide or template,
which can be found at http://dev.mobi under the "tools" menu.

There are great developer resources on Mobility.mobi, too, at
http://Mobility.mobi/forumdisplay.php?f=19
If none of the above sounds good, you can meet a developer right here at this forum:
http://Mobility.mobi/forumdisplay.php?f=23

How can I get traffic to my domain?
I would rather be asking the opposite question: how can I get a domain that already has traffic or that
will naturally generate a considerable amount of traffic on its own? These can be extremely profitable
domains.
In any case, and regardless of us having a good domain name or a poor one, these are some of our
options

•
•
•
•
•

register it in mobile directories.
arbitrage Adsense
deploy good SEO to get organic traffic from search engines
use of social ranking websites like Digg and Reddit.
leveraging Facebook and other social networking platforms

Usually a complete Web Marketing strategy will comprise all of these elements.
Bear also in mind that all this takes time, money or both, and that most of your SEO efforts will be
geared towards Google, which is a kind of moving target since it changes the rules by which it ranks
websites quite often.

The Dotmobi marketplace
I think the current 'lull', is actually where things should be right now, or perhaps slightly lower
since bubbles tend to over correct. Flowers.mobi kicked off rampant speculation and a lot of
people were looking to make unrealistic returns. That type of speculation is not sustainable, and
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ultimately hurt Dotmobi. Once the Mobile Internet and hopefully Dotmobi become more
established, then higher prices may be justified.
From user “chupacabra, in http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/363013-the-reality.html”

Is it too late for me?
“However once they understood what a mobi website was and that they could access it from
their phones, this figure turned around with 65% of people saying they would use the mobi
website of the retailer once it was launched,” he says. (May ’07)

The Dotmobi story, timelines and events
Here is the initial application
http://www.icann.org/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04/mobi.htm
and an article on it
http://www.Internetnews.com/wireless/article.php/3324121

dotMobi Launches RFP
10th November 2006

Offers four anticipated premium Dotmobi domain
ringtones.mobi, sports.mobi and weather.mobi.

names,

news.mobi,

dotMobi, the registry for the Dotmobi domain, announced on Wednesday the
launched the first round of its Request for Proposals process for four
anticipated premium Dotmobi domain names- news.mobi, ringtones.mobi,
sports.mobi and weather.mobi.
According to the company, dotMobi will review all submitted proposals in
accordance with the evaluation criteria in the dotMobi RFP application form and
to announce winning proposals in January 2007. Each RFP submission will be
evaluated on the applicant's business and technical capability, with an
emphasis on the proposed content for the web site relating to the domain
name. These names will be distributed in batches through 2008 using both RFP
and auction processes.
http://www.webhosting.info/news/1/dotmobi-launches-rfp_1110061323.htm

There is now nothing standing in the way of the success of Dotmobi... if someone builds a bridge
to get over a river, it won't take long for people to give up going the long way round
Newdomainer, http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/421325-will-iphone-affect-kill-mobi-extension.html
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Timeline of events related to the Dotmobi extension89
Date Milestones

•

2000 Dotmobi Top Level Domain first conceived within Nokia

•

November 2003 Nokia invites Microsoft and Vodafone to join discussions

•

December 2003 Nokia signs agreement with Microsoft and Vodafone

•

February 2004 Founders invite other companies to join Dotmobi initiative

•

March 2004 10 companies agree to join; Dotmobi consortium formed

•

March 2004 Dotmobi Top Level Domain application submitted to ICANN

•

July 2005 ICANN approve Dotmobi contract; Dotmobi (MTLD) appointed as global registry
for Dotmobi

•

July 2005 Dotmobi inaugural board meeting

•

Jan 2006 Dotmobi opens Dublin Headquarters

•

May 2006 Dotmobi launches Limited Industry Sunrise, drawing registrations from hundreds of
blue chip companies

•

June 2006 Dotmobi Launches Trademark Sunrise, with thousands of trademark names
registered in the first hour of launch

•

Sept 2006 Dotmobi closes Trademark Sunrise with more than 13,000 trademark names
registered. A few days later, Dotmobi successfully launches its General Registration period
with a two-week Land rush

•

October 2006: T.R.A.F.F.I.C East 2006/Moniker.com Live Domain Auction
Flowers.mobi sold for $200,000, Fun.mobi for $100,000, hot.mobi $40000, cams.mobi $23600,
party.mobi $13000

•

March 2008 – Godaddy and Moniker registrars begin actively and aggressively promoting
Dotmobi:

This is Godaddy’s take on Dotmobi:

………………………..
”There are four times as many mobile phones sold as PCs. That's 1.3 billion people with cell
phone access to the Internet**. Start talking directly to them with Dotmobi, the domain
extension designed specifically for the mobile Internet. With a Dotmobi name, your site will
work on ANY mobile phone with ANY operator. “
89

http://mtld.mobi/company/about/history
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And Moniker’s:
……………………

“.mobi is the only top-level domain specifically designed to connect users with online content
that will work on their mobile phones. As Mobile Internet browsing increases, so will the need
to make sure users can properly view sites, read content and make purchases on a mobile
device. This makes Dotmobi a great investment for website developers, publishers and domain
name investors.”

Milestone reached: Dotmobi first featured article on CNN money website, 16 November 2007

Re-print on Jan 2008 of the article first appeared in Nov, 2007

If the first wave of online business was all about getting a dot-com, the next may be about adding
a dot-mobi. The new web address became available for the first time in May and is administered
by Mobile Top Level Domain (MTLD; mtld.mobi), a private company based in Dublin. Sign up
for a dot-mobi address and you'll be required to stick to a list of best practices, such as using the
xhtml language. Complex design elements such as frames are banished. "When a site is built
that way," says MTLD marketing director Vance Hedderel, "it's guaranteed to work well on
every cellphone in the world."
http://money.cnn.com/2007/11/16/smbusiness/mobi.fsb/
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Dotmobi: the most polemic domain extension ever
"It is dangerous to be right in matters on which the established authorities are wrong"
Voltaire

”Who would want a television? Radio already provides all the news and entertainment that we need”

Controversy? There's been plenty of it surrounding this extension, including claims that Dotmobi “is
unnecessary”, “risks splitting the Internet in two”, and even accusations that “it is purely for squeezing
more cash out of companies frightened that someone else may register 'their' domain”.

“The horse is here to stay but the automobile is only a novelty - a fad.”
The president of the Michigan Savings Bank advising Henry Ford’s lawyer, Horace Rackham, not to invest in the Ford Motor Co., 1903
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Sometimes the attacks against Dotmobi seemed to be clearly misguided, perhaps based on a poor
understanding of what the Dotmobi extension was trying to achieve...
One of the most vocal Dotmobi opponents from the early stages seems to be Mr Owen Frager -with
whom I share a deep respect and admiration for Apple’s marketing prowess.90
On Tuesday, may 15th, 2007, on his blog post “Set your sites on sales, iPhone with built-in slight
camera” Mr Owen Frager praises a potential iPhone model with which you could make video calls
with the phrase “can your Dotmobi do this?”, probably referring to the impossibility of playing videos
on a Dotmobi website.
http://fragerfactor.blogspot.com/2007/05/set-your-sites-on-sales-iphone-with.html

Perhaps a Dotmobi website couldn’t do this at that time, simply because it wasn’t set out to do that
in the first place?
http://fragerfactor.blogspot.com/2007/06/success-begins-with-understanding.html
90

Credit where it is due: Mr Frager also said something that makes a lot of sense in Elliotsblog.com: “…The second issue
is how to give the domain industry the makeover it needs. Maybe it’s a different pitchman, a front man, if even a hired
actor. Video must be used to exemplify domain success and demystify the web/domain value chain. It needs to simplify the
process for executive decision-makers who, for the most part, still depend on secretaries to print their email.”
http://www.elliotsblog.com/index.php/2007/10/18/5-with-owen-frager/
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“There will never be a bigger plane built.”
A Boeing engineer, after the first flight of the 247, a twin engine plane that holds ten people
http://listverse.com/history/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

On the 12th of June, 2007, in the post entitled “IAC/CNN/USAToday: nailing Dotmobi’s coffin”
Mr Frager wrote:
“As you can see from the full page "m" (before the) DOT brand ad in USA Today, the mobile
branding being engrained in the public eye is just not the one everyone hoped for. Don't shoot the
messenger. If you have an investment you should be on the MOBI people who took your money to
promote and advertise the cause. Hate them, not me.”
http://fragerfactor.blogspot.com/2007/06/iaccnnusa-today-nailing-Dotmobis-coffin.html91

“This ‘telephone’ has too many shortcomings to be
seriously considered as a means of communication. The
device is inherently of no value to us.” —
A memo at Western Union, 1878 (or 1876).
http://listverse.com/history/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

Sometimes, it is the media who fail to see reality too late for their own comfort. In this case, an
analyst for the New York Times extrapolates current reality to future realities in this manner:
“The mobile media model is far from proven. Only 44 percent of cellphone owners use data
services like video or the Internet on their phones, according to Forrester Research. Among those
who use phones for more than calling, 88 percent of them use messaging, mostly text messaging,
and about a quarter surf the Web, but only 7 percent watch videos. Screen size and low resolution
are problems, analysts say, and many consumers seem uninterested in content on their phones.”
“A lot of what is being said is being driven by what is technically possible as opposed to any real
understanding of just what people are doing,” says Mike Bloxham, research director at the Center
for Media Design at Ball State University in Muncie, Ind. “Yes, it is possible to watch video on
many of the cellphones people are buying,” he added, “but you have to look at how many people
are doing that.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/business/yourmoney/17mobile.html?ex=1187496000&en=ed
4f6351b7fdda24&ei=5070
91

Unfortunately, that webpage seems to have been removed since then.
However, proof that it existed is the link to it on this webpage, with an added comment from Frank
Schilling, who must have clearly read the article, in order to comment it:
http://frankschilling.typepad.com/my_weblog/2007/06/youre_the_exper.html
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“Fooling around with alternating current is just a waste of time. Nobody will use it, ever.”
Thomas Edison, American inventor, 1889 (Edison often ridiculed the arguments of competitor George Westinghouse for AC power).
http://listverse.com/history/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

One of the most famous domainers of all time, Frank Schilling, had this to say about Dotmobi:
“This sounds sexy and all, but I don't think it's a meaningful launch... I use a Blackberry and an 8gb
Apple iPhone.. Since getting the iPhone this past July my mobile browsing on the Bberry has fallen to
zero. The iPhone allows me to view traditional Google AFD and AFS ads.. and their Yahoo, Ask,
MSFT equivalents.
The mobile phone may yet become the way most people access the Internet, but I predict the mobile
device people flock to will offer a more traditional browser and browsing experience, much like the
Apple iPhone does... not a phone (Blackberry style) browser requiring this new AFM platform.
Any CTR on this new AFM implementation is going to be negligible based on my own browsing
experiences/habits.”
http://frankschilling.typepad.com/my_weblog/2007/09/google-launches.html
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A few weeks later, on November 30th 2007, Frank Schilling also had this to say about mobile
technology, and early mobile adopters and investors:

“ edge, bluetooth, Dotmobi, gsm123.. this all bullshit. I’m an early adopter of almost all useful
things tech and I predict mobile browsing (in the lean forward shopping “sell people stuff” sense) goes
absolutely no-where, “Nooooo!! - Whhheere!!” unless it’s iphone Safari style full browser style
browsing.. AND ‘until’ battery life or power consumption gets WAYYY better.. Incidentally I’ve
stopped using a Blackberry and am back to a regular flip-phone. “A fool and his money are early on
mobile” .. Wait for the standard to establish itself (to provide a certain foundation), wait for the
invariable bust from overbuilding.. then pick up the pieces on the cheap after.”
http://www.sevenmile.com/2007-11/friday-linkfest/
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Lastly, on Nov 30, 2007, Frank elegantly declined my offer to give his opinion on this book in this
manner:
***FS*** I thank-you, but there are so many new extensions coming .. I just don’t see this [Dotmobi]
going anywhere long term.. Let it shine now.. in 2 years nobody will be taking it seriously.. .tv is
better and nobody talks about that seriously today.
http://www.sevenmile.com/2007-11/online-auction-story-gets-me-thinking-about-google/
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Critics from other fronts also abounded. On June 30, 2007, this was “Dotcom’s” comment on
Dotmobi, on the blog FYO Canadian Domain Names:
“As a web developer I can tell you that designing for a shrinking market, which is the older mobile
browsers, is a waste of time and money. Users of mobile devices count for low single digit percentages
of Internet viewers each day. (…) To those still buying mediocre to lousy Dotmobi domains because
you are convinced that it is the future of the Mobile Internet - you need to give your head a shake and
stop listening to the ever-shrinking booster crowd. You may be about to lose a bundle of money on an
ill thought-out domain extension. They continue to boost the domain extension for a reason - and that
reason has nothing to do with you and your investment and everything to do with their own.”
http://www.fyo.ca/index.php?name=News&file=article&sid=29
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“Rail travel at high speed is not possible because passengers, unable to breathe, would die of
asphyxia.”
Dr Dionysys Larder (1793-1859), professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy, University College London.
http://listverse.com/history/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

Even professional and well respected Search Engine Optimization specialist Aaron Wall seemed to
have a poor opinion of Dotmobi on October 2007:

To top them all, and as probably never seen before, one person bought a domain name and dedicated
time to build a site with what appears to be the sole purpose of discrediting the Dotmobi domain
extension:
http://mobisucks.info/
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Screenshot taken 4/11/07

.mobi
I have an iPhone, and thus think Dotmobi is unneeded. In the US those who NEED to access the web
on a mobile device are also the same people who can afford an iPhone and don't need Dotmobi.
Abroad I don't see Dotmobi becoming huge either because in some countries even their associated
ccTLDs have not gained tons of support.
http://www.seobook.com/google-sitelinks-increase-value-generic-domains-lot
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“How, sir, would you make a ship sail against the wind and currents by lighting a bonfire under
her deck? I pray you, excuse me, I have not the time to listen to such nonsense.” —
Napoleon Bonaparte, when told of Robert Fulton’s steamboat, 1800s.
http://listverse.com/history/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

On 11th November, 2007, in his post “Rick Schwartz: Dotmobi food fights”, another well-known
domainer, Sahar Sarid, wrote:
“.Mobi sucks. That is plan and simple. Rick can tell you all day long about the black or brown shoes
and that you should sell both if there’s money in both, but while there may be money in both, it is your
DUTY to question what is going on. Frank rightfully stated few days ago he questions the validity of
Dotmobi sales. Yesterday Jay at DomainTools Blog also raises some important questions ,and word is
Greg M. of Webmagic, one of the three heavyweights in the first Dotmobi auction, is dumping and
taking losses (see comment area here). How promising is that?
(...) When I look at Dotmobi all I’m seeing is smoke and mirrors. Yes, in five years time it may work
and be the best thing the world has ever seen, but from where I stand right now, the chances of
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this to happen are just as good as .Com will end in five years.”
http://www.conceptualist.com/?p=675

Mr. Sarid had also said just a few days before, on 7th November 2007, in his blog post
“Domainnamenews.com: Dotmobi buyer’s remorse”:
"In the final analysis, based on all I know, Dotmobi = Total speculation. Highly unrecommended as a
domain investment vehicle"

The level of success that was expected of the "mobile web" will never occur. It will not even
become close. Is there a market there...yes probably. But it's so small and obscure that only a
small (very small) percentage of sites will do well.
user Labrocca, http://www.namepros.com/2704356-post9.html
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Lastly, in his post entitled “Do not try to sell me your Dotmobi names”, on March 13th, 2008, Rick
Latona, the producer of “the hottest newsletter in the domain industry!” had this to say about Dotmobi:
“I have no interest in these names. I think the entire extension is ridiculous. They are worthless. I don’t
care what other Dotmobi names have sold for either. I have zero faith in the extension and will not buy
any Dotmobi names. I do wish everyone luck that has one”

My favourite adage in the field of economical and technological predictions is that we always
tend to over-estimate the speed and depth of change in the short run (mainly because we neglect
to take all the necessary nitty-gritty elements into account). But we almost always underestimate the speed of change over a longer period of five or 10 years because we assume a linear
development (that things will happen in the next 10 years as fast as they happened the last 10
years). In actuality, we are, and have been for at least a century, subject to a constantly
increasing speed of development.
http://www.interactivepublishing.net/works/change/columns/7.php?sid=8d4482136ed37e968b90260b876b98f0
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On 21 of November, 2007, on his post “.mobi, a tower of card waiting to fall”, the then anonymous
author of the blog Domain Bits informed us about Dotmobi and its future, thus:
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"I have to say that from everything I've seen, Dotmobi is the best marketed domain extension out
there. I think that other domain registries should take a few pages out of the dotMobi playbook.
Unfortunately, that's simply not enough to save this domain extension, whose whole purpose of being
is inherently flawed and which shows no consumer or end user adoption." and “5. Businesses Are
Risk Averse. Let's face it, what incentive does a business have to gamble on a Dotmobi when a .com
is a pretty sure thing. Smaller businesses need to work hard to establish credibility - why would they
make life more difficult than necessary for themselves by going with Dotmobi. Larger businesses tend
to be inherently conservative and resistant to change. Sure, there may be marketplace pressure to
bring about these changes one day, but it's not there yet.”
http://www.domainbits.com/mobi/

It is interesting to note that this was said after Smirnoff, Ferrari, BMW, Bank of America, Spanair,
Zagat, Deutsche-Bank, Wachovia, Barclays, ING, AXA, Marriot, Hilton, Rolls Royce, Amtrack,
AAA, ESPN, NBA,Time, BusinessWeek, CNNMoney, Cisco, FoxNews, TheSun, T-Mobile, Three,
Vodafone, TIM, Orange, Nokia, SonyEricsson, The Weather Channel , Helsinki and SAS, to name a
few, had Dotmobi domains and websites.
This anonymous blogger also tells us that
“6. No End User Sales. So far, most if not all of the large Dotmobi sales have been domainer to
domainer. End users simply aren't going into the market yet and buying Dotmobi's in large numbers.
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The extension is really a house of cards - one domainer selling to another domainer selling to another
domainer - with no chance of finally cashing out to an end user who wants to use the domain.”
However, according to this list, from the World Intellectual Property Organization:
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/casesx/2006/dpmobi0000-0199.html
there are not only end user companies bidding on Dotmobi domain names, but it is fair to assume that
corporations like Caterpillar, Creative Technology, Yellow Pages Group, Health Publishing, Amore
Pacific Corporation, British American Tobacco, Time, Universal Interactive, Discovery
Communications, Telstra Corporation Limited, TELEFÓNICA, S.A., Mars U.K. Limited, Societe
Generale, British Sky Broadcasting, Sun Microsystems, Thomson, and The Coca-Cola Company
are certainly buying these domains to build corporate websites in them. Somehow I have the
impression that these companies are not in the business of buying domains to sell them to domainers,
as this anonymous poster puts it…but of course, I may be wrong and maybe Coca-Cola’s main
business now is domain name speculation?
As history repeats itself, we are left wondering what makes us get it wrong when making technology
predictions? Why do some posit knowing more than the others?
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There may be several motivations for an individual to say that something is “impossible”:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Sometimes our own interests go against the change, perceiving it as a threat to be avoided. This
in turn creates a psychological block that does not let us see reality objectively, and that looks
for reasons –or shapes them out accordingly- to justify why something “will not work”.
Sometimes an individual is a specialist in a narrow field, unable to see the “big picture”
Sometimes a person expresses an opinion without pondering all the factors for and against an
issue appropriately.
Sometimes the “forecaster” lacks timely access to the appropriate, or exact information
Sometimes there is an emotional attachment to a certain status quo of things, where the
individual feels threatened by any other reality, or fears to lose privileges by accepting the
inevitable change
Sometimes a person feels threatened by any potential technology or initiatives that may have
negative repercussions on this person’s own technology or space, (i.e. Dotcom domainers who
perceive Dotmobi as a potential interloper and an alternative platform that could capture some
of its own market and mind share)
Sometimes persons harbour resentment that they did not embrace and invest in a venture or
technology that might result in a handsome ROI for those who took the early risk

Technology predictions are especially difficult to make, and those of us who are public figures are
bound –like in any profession- to get it wrong sometimes.
We should also bear in mind that the speed of change at this point in time is faster than ever, and still
increasing…the sources of information also multiply every day, making it even more difficult to keep
up with it all.
Thus, we should not condemn those who are not willing or able to see certain events taking place,
since we suffer the same malady as they do, lest we recognize our own shortcomings.

And No, the iPhone will not kill Dotmobi
…the iPhone, a product that some analysts speculate may reshape how people use their
cellphones and increase demand for content on mobile devices. “It may start driving people’s
mind-set to think, ‘Oh, I can do this mobilely”(…).
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/business/yourmoney/17mobile.html?ex=1187496000&en=ed4f6351b7fdda24&ei=5070

Not only did not the iPhone kill Dotmobi, but, as reported by some domainers, it
increased visits to Dotmobi websites as well as pique the people’s interest for the
Mobile Internet as a whole.

In data provided to the New York Times, Google disclosed that it received
more traffic from iPhones this Christmas than from any other mobile device,
despite owning only 2 percent of the smart-phone market and less than 1
percent of the overall mobile-phone market. That means that while fewer people own iPhones,
those who do possess the device use it to access the Internet much more than those with
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competing handsets.
http://www.reuters.com/article/technologyNews/idUSN1834629220080119

The main point of concern regarding the iPhone and similar products where a whole website can be
displayed “in all its glory”, was that the technology allowing us to access full websites, as opposed to
the Dotmobi bashers’ mantra of “the watered-down Internet, with these devices, would spell the end
for Dotmobi, by making the extension totally unnecessary, or at least, superfluous.
The celebrated iPhone launch and the rumours that Opera is also working towards a browser that
allows a “full web experience”1, kept the Dotmobi naysayers going for quite some time, before and
during the release of the Apple handset.
However, these fears have proved so far, to be totally unfounded. Why? How is this possible? After
all, having the whole Internet at hand, not a “watered down” version of it2 who would want anything
else?
The reason may be that we don’t actually want a full web version at this time, or are physically not
comfortable with having a full website displayed for us on our mobile devices. Or perhaps time is the
factor – maybe someone would prefer to find concise information and does not have the time to scroll
through an entire site. Space could be another factor – users may feel compelled to quickly browse
through sites while on the go, such as at a restaurant, bar, boarding a plane, in a cab, bus, while
walking on campus.
If we realize that many consumers today are choosing even smaller devices, or at least “standard size”
ones, some marketer’s idea that 3 we want to see websites on the Mobile Internet in the same format as
they appear on our PCs is totally off the mark.

“The physical size and look of handsets is evolving to a smaller, more compact design that’s
more pleasing to the eye,” said Parsons. “In the mind of the consumer, these changes are for the
better, as satisfaction among owners of clamshell-design phones is significantly higher than of
those who own a candy bar-shaped cell phone.”
http://www.jdpower.com/corporate/news/releases/pressrelease.aspx?ID=2006075

Take for example the iconic Motorola Razr.
Would you want to have a “full web experience” with that screen size, or
would you prefer to interact with a website designed specifically to adapt to
your mobile needs?
Would you need all the information that is on the website of “Pizzeria San
Antonio” –“our history” “work with us” “guestbook” buttons and more!- when you just want to order
a pizza?
Or would you rather go to pizzaz.mobi and sort it out in less than a two minutes?
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And what if, for whatever reason, our connection slows down? Would we go to the mobile website of
our favourite version, knowing that it will load in a few seconds or wait for minutes while we get our
“full Internet experience”?
As with the mobile handsets we choose, there is a time when convenience takes over, and this is one of
the strengths of the Dotmobi extension.
Maybe it is time to leave our full web experience where we can enjoy it the most, which is with our
mobile phones!

Unknown source. Posted by Gerry, http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=2983

Japan still leading the way towards a mobile world?
TOKYO — Japanese already use cellphones to shop, read novels, exchange email, search for restaurants and take video clips. Now, they can take a university
course.
Cyber University, the nation's only university to offer all classes only on the
Internet, began offering a class on mobile phones Wednesday on the mysteries
of the pyramids.
For classes for personal computers, the lecture downloads play on the monitor as text and images in
the middle, and a smaller video of the lecturer shows in the corner, complete with sound.

Internet phones should be subject to universal service: panel
TOKYO — Internet protocol telephony services are likely to replace fixed-line phones as the central
pillar of telecommunications for households in Japan as a government panel recommended Friday
that IP phones should be subject to the so-called universal service system by the early 2010s. In a
report compiled the same day, the study panel under the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications made the recommendation given the rapidly increasing use of inexpensive IP
telephony services.
http://www.japantoday.com/jp/news/415456
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One technology can certainly make another one irrelevant. While mobi is not a technology it's
aligned to it. If the technology that mobi is aligned with (small cell phone screens) becomes
outdated...then so will mobi. It's really not hard to grasp that.
The question remains will it be 2 years? Or 5 years? imho..it's gonna happen and the last and
only real question is how fast can mobi market to the masses as the mobile extension of choice.
Post by labrocca http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/332147-oled-displays-may-closer-than-we.html

This year (2008) will undoubtedly be the year of the mobile Internet,
with the number of mobile websites having grown phenomenally from
25,000 in November last year to around 150,000 today.
"It's amazing. We find the rate of change really encouraging. I've been in this industry a long time and
over the last 10 years I've heard colleagues and competitors say that 'This year will be the one of the
mobile web.' I've never said that. This year I'm saying it. I had this feeling before I saw this data and
now that I have seen this, I have an even greater feeling," he said.
"On my way here the taxi driver was using the mobile web [to check current flight information] and
when a taxi driver in London uses the mobile web you really know it has started to take off!"
http://www.itpro.co.uk/wireless/news/166026/mwc-2008-mobile-website-population-booming.html

Pushing the development of the Mobile Internet: who will do it?
By Andres Kello, http://mobility.mobi/showthread.php?postid=19558#post19558

(…) what a lot of these naysers fail to mention, or even consider, is that .mobi's success does not
necessarily, or exclusively, depend upon its adoption by the majority of established companies. Say
what?!? Yup, that's right. In other words, .mobi can succeed even if the majority of large
corporations don’t adopt it (and instead choose to use their .com’s for mobile access). If enough
new players enter this market and develop the best mobile sites via .mobi, then the public will
notice .mobi. Why? Because people don’t care about domains or extensions, they care about which
are the most useful sites (not to say that, all else being equal, a great domain can't make a huge
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difference, because it can, but it’s not a substitute for a crappy site). So if .mobi’s provide the most
useful sites on the go, then people are going to use those sites on their mobiles and realize that most
of them end with .mobi. Obviously, an established company already has the name recognition and
budget to build kick-ass websites (which is why I made this and this point regarding the upcoming
ultra-premiums), so it’s a lot easier for them to make .mobi successful a lot sooner. In fact, if all
large corporations adopted .mobi, then .mobi would easily succeed from the advertising alone that
those companies would provide. But the reality is, not all companies are adopting .mobi, so we
cannot depend on that.
So can new, smaller players really make up the difference? Judge for yourself. According to this
source, the Top 10 websites account for over 40% of pageviews. Now here's the real kicker. Have a
quick look at those Top 10 most trafficked PC websites (Yahoo, Google, Youtube, Windows Live,
MSN, MySpace, Facebook, Wikipedia, Hi5, and Orkut). How many of those were started by an
established company? Only 3 (and that's including Orkut.com, which was actually started by 1 guy
named "Orkut" at Google, and MSN.com and Live.com which are actually from the same company,
Microsoft). That means that a whopping 70% of the Top 10 websites on the Internet were started by
new, smaller players. So the success of .mobi will actually depend more on small players
launching big ideas, than big companies launching small ideas. But for that to happen, .mobi
sites need to come from new players that have the same entrepreneurial spirit that has existed for so
long in .com’s. The fact of the matter is, start-ups can often times do a better job than corporations,
on a much smaller budget and with a lot less people, simply because they’re more willing (and able)
to think outside the box. Facebook was started by a 20 year old, not an established company, and is
now the most valuable Social Networking site worth $15 billion. Google was started by two guys in
their mid-twenties and is now the most popular search engine and worth more than The Coca-Cola
Company. Those are 2 quick examples, and there are several more. So this is a unique opportunity
for start-ups (and I use that term loosely to describe anyone developing a .mobi) to help build an
entire multi-billion dollar industry from scratch. That’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

The future of Dotmobi?
Forum post by Gerry, at Mobility.mobi
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=2937

Anyway, now imagine in the medium term .com and Dotmobi co-existing (say...today).
Then Dotmobi only mainly. Then Dotmobi.co.uk, Dotmobi.es, Dotmobi.fr, etc....all the
regional Dotmobis coming. Now imagine the value of Dotmobi names (without regional
extension) if that happens...
Here's where the real pissing contest comes in, but again...this it totally my view.
I think your getting there (close to my vision) but not quite.
I see domain extensions based on language. Remember, this is what I see (when I have my
little pointy aluminum foil hat on.
The common denominator to this will be Dotmobi at it represents the mobile (phone) based
Internet.
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This is all conjecture and perhaps far-fetched, but not that exotic in thinking based on what I
have been seeing. This was actually a counter argument to this new feeding frenzy of gcTLD's
(Global City) as in .nyc, .ber, .sf, .atl...talk about screwing something up already screwed up!
__________________________________________________ __________
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There is a massive push to IDN coming from China as well as India, the two most populated
nations on the globe. For too long, these nations and their languages and native scripts have
been in servitude to the English speaking Internet. To me, either with your solution or my
vision (ouch...my pointy aluminum foil hat is on too tight), I see a very fractured Internet on
the very near horizon. Global City TLD’s? Or Global Language TLD’s (glTLD).
Spain (.es) will start allowing registration of accented characters in October 2007. China is
mandating all government and official offices use the .cn. China is encouraging its citizens to
not only use the .cn, but also simplified Chinese characters. As is the recurrent theme in
Chinese politics and living, the “encouragement” is often followed by an official decree.
Personally, I look for this shortly after the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing to not disrupt the
system already in place.
As mentioned, India is right behind China’s lead wanting it’s .in domain to be used in addition
to the native languages and scripts. Again, one can not ignor that these are the two most
populated nations on earth. More importantly, we are talking languages that extend far beyond
their borders.
1. Chinese (Mandarin) 1,075,000,000
2. English 514,000,000
3. Hindustani1 496,000,000
4. Spanish 425,000,000
5. Russian 275,000,000
6. Arabic 256,000,000
7. Bengali 215,000,000
8. Portuguese 194,000,000
9. Malay-Indonesian 176,000,000
10. French 129,000,000
India is slated to overtake China in population by 2015. I also do not believe that these
numbers are a true reflection of true populations.
All of this talk of gcTLD or glTLD is pure conjecture at this point. But there seems to already
be a sense of divide in nationalism and languages in the real world arena let alone the virtual
world of the Internet. There is a sense of lines being drawn in the sand to seperate not only
classes and sects of populations, but languages also.
We take it for granted that English is considered the international business language. But with
many country’s distaste and distrust of the western and english speakers (and vice versa) there
is not only an anti-english sentiment in many parts of the world, but also a cry of being
subjected to not having a choice when it comes to the Internet usage and the english language
as the standard. In other words, there are no other words.
In an August 20th article on MSNBC entitled “Why are 175 million Chinese studying
English?” (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/20216718/site/newsweek) one would think that
english will remain “the thing”. But keep in mind that, as the article pointed out, this is
primarily as a result of boosting one’s advancement (and pay) for the Chinese business sector
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and booming economy. As a massive global market has emerged, so too has the need to
communicate on a B2B level, not necessarily a P2P level. Meanwhile, the exact figures escape
me, but I believe there are only 14,000 children in the US studying Chinese.
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What will the future of the Internet look like? With the continued evolving browsers
autodecting URL’s and translation, I would not at all be surprised that instead of the more than
current 260 ccTLD’s and primary TLD’s and God only knows the second level number, we
see a streamlined...a very thin streamlined TLD’s based on language. Perhaps a total of 12-15
glTLD’s. That’s it. That is the Internet in 5-10 years.
What are we looking at? Some obvious guesses would be:
1. Chinese .chi
2. English .eng
3. Hindustani .hind
4. Spanish .esp
5. Russian .rus
6. Arabic .ara
7. Bengali .beng
8. Portuguese .port
9. Malay-Indonesian .mala
10. French .fra
And we’ll probably need to add (or keep) .jp, .kor, .de, .ital and a few more. (naturally I am an
english speaker/writer and I am taking liberties at defining their TLD’s based on the english
variant of the words presented.)
Each native language will have it’s native language Internet complete with native scriptand
characters. Every computer in the world will be able to auto-detect the languages and autotranslate for viewing. No one will have to worry about changing their keyboard formatting
thanks to the above. Whatever you read, write, and type you will continue to do so in your own
language. But in Tokyo it will appear in Japanese, French in Paris, Chinese in Macau, German
in Bonn.
Who knows.
One thing is for certain. The Internet will change. It will evolve to meet the needs of the
masses and the global changes affecting it. The people will not change to meet the needs of the
Internet. The Internet will change to meet the needs of the people.
It will be quite difficult trying to convince the Chinese population and the government that,
no...you can not have your own Internet.
Try convincing India that, hey...it’s great that you guys have such a wired nation and so many
high tech jobs are here but gee we really wish you and your 1 billion countrymen would just
not muck things up with your own language usage.
See you in about 5 years.
Hey... I'm back on NP... they've lifted my suspension... I wonder how long that'll last; I've posted this
interesting thread over there ;-)
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In 2010 & beyond; What will constitute a TLD then?
Contributed to Mobility by Gary, “Newdomainer”.
The Internet has changed a great deal since those first faltering steps just a few years ago....
I think there have been some TLD's that have not been adopted as well as was hoped & some have
established strong niche appeal, the Internet is expanding exponentially and I have a few on the
extensions that will be strong through 2010 & beyond;
.com = Computer
= The number 1 extension, it is non-Geographic (worldwide).... Generally speaking is a trustmark
that the site has global appeal / relevance - weighted to the US but is seen as a trustmark that the site
is respectable, global & available for all.
Virtually all .com sites are set-up for the best user experience via a large screen desktop PC although
being accessible by many other devices subject to software compatibility, specific device set-up /
mode etc...
There is nothing to stop all .com sites rendering well on a small screen device; it just means
following the same rules for site development that Dotmobi has... but with billions of pages of older
style pages out there .com will always be synonymous with the 'desk-top' computer & long may it
reign as desk-top King.

.mobi = Mobile
= The number 2 extension, it is non-Geographic (worldwide).... generally speaking is a trustmark
that the site has global appeal / relevance - it's the new kid on the block & isn't showing any
particular Geographic bias as yet but it is a trustmark that the site has been set up to offer a good
user experience to viewers on any device whatsoever, specifically small screen portable (mobile)
devices but astute site building will allow a 'full screen' experience on a desk top too.
The extension has nothing special about it, it is simply means that you will be viewing a site that
will be rewarding whatever device you use.... the same way a cc takes you to a site in a Geographic
region, an info site takes you to an information site.. a.mobi will take you to a multi-device friendly
site... in todays ever more mobile world, it's an extension to look out for.
.cc = Country Codes
= The number 2 extension (collectively), acts as a trustmark that the site is based in the country in
which you are looking. Great for businesses looking at their home markets & NOT beyond.. These
will always have great value... of course there's little point in buying a portfolio of French generics
with a .co.uk suffix or German keywords with a .us suffix... but following those obvious limitations
these extensions are very popular indeed; even hosting regional sites of multi-nationals outside of a
'head site' on a .com...
.net = Internet
A secondary extension to .com because it is little more than an alternative to a .com extension; it
doesn't act as a trustmark for very much else; weighted towards more tech / programmer / software
use but so diluted by other usage that this means little. Still a global extension, not as well known or
liked as .com but at present comes in at 4th place.
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.info / .org /.biz = self-explanatory niche extensions
Of little commercial value except for some high value generics / keywords that have value in just
about any extension... much maligned but an absolute perfect fit when used correctly, in a way it is
surprising that .biz hasn't performed as well as the registrars had hoped; it seems ideal for businesses
on the Internet & maybe it will come of age.... by own opinion is that the abbreviation 'biz' is simply
seen as a bit tacky / 2nd rate & this won't have been lost on the marketing folk of the business
community...
.EU / .Asia = again, self explanatory.
I'm not sure about these? They are neither country codes nor global.... they don't reflect the
populations of these areas by religion, race etc.. they cover multi-racial, multi-language, multi-faith
regions & whilst I see that .EU has a value based on businesses operating within the European
Union (being a natural extension of a European country code) I cannot see the value in .ASIA
except as part of the activity of 'domain collecting' but I'm sure others will see it differently.
.pro / .job etc. etc. = Very Niche indeed
I don't know enough about these to comment; they seem to be somewhat elitist, leaning towards
being restrictive in who has access (as with any site; a site can be constructed with restricted access
whatever the extension but these seem 'fit for purpose' in that respect).
.TV = Niche
I quite like .TV, I have none in my portfolio but I can understand that its an effective way of
seperating the wheat from the Chaff.... domains that suit this broad niche will be valuable, domains
that are not suited are simply 'collectables' & little more.

I have only listed the main ones that I have a view on... there are now 100's (most of which are CC's)
but I do believe that there are only 4 TLD's that are of any significance when it comes to ecommerce / marketing / culture.
In order of relevance I forecast that the top 4 TLD's of 2010 will be; No.1 = .Com
No.2 = Dotmobi
No.3 = .cc
No.4 = .Net

The others are specifically targetted at niches.... for reasons synonymous to their names; .info being
one ;-)
What else is afoot? Have I missed something? Do you disagree or agree.....?
Regards
Gary.
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Will we still depend on domain names in the future?
As search agents and portal pages like iGoogle become more “intelligent” and deliver more
personalized information and search queries…as widgets allow us to get the information we want
without visiting a traditional website…what is the future of domain names? Could domain names,
including Dotmobi, be a bridge to something else...a better way to interact with persons and acquire
information that may well displace or eliminate domain traders and content providers’ main source of
revenue? (traffic)
Thus, the questions are pertinent: will we access information through domains much longer? will we
do it through domain names, or "search agents, portals, widgets that will recommend websites for us,
or deliver the specific information we need on someone else's container? Will we perhaps use a more
sophisticated version of RSS feeds? Will domainers/content producers end up as white line content
providers only?
These are the questions to be answered so I invite you to stay with me on this exciting journey we
have charted, since this book is not the end…but the beginning.
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DOTMOBI DOMAINERS:
PIONEERS AT WORK
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So far we have spoken about impersonal things: numbers, trends, policies, products, services and
systems.
Now however, we take a different turn in our journey, when we look at some of the –in their own waykey players in this ongoing story.
The people featured in the following pages are the human side of domaining. Where business strategy
meets reality…there is where we can find those pioneers, whose early support and vision increased
Dotmobi’s credibility, justified their expenditure, and validated their business idea.
It is not that the Dotmobi extension would not have worked without these domainers and developers,
but it is my impression that that because they were there, things happened much faster than they would
otherwise have.
As we go forward and the support of these domainers is less necessary, it is fair to acknowledge that
Dotmobi has a symbolic debt with those –Gerry, Scandiman, Hawkeye, Mej, Coast, and others- who
exposed themselves to abuse in forums that doubted of Dotmobi’s credibility as a valid extension,
defending the core idea behind Dotmobi as if it was their own.92
This group of domainers explained time and time again -on their own way and as limited their
knowledge as it could be - why “the Mobile Internet was the future”, why “Dotmobi was necessary”,
and why the events were unfolding the way they were.
In a way, at some point these domainers could have reasonably been said to have been working for
Dotmobi, as part of their PR campaign. But they were not. They did all this in their own time, for their
own reasons –not always selfish- and following what their own reasoning and faith dictated them to
believe. In fact, there are many occurrences in forum posts talking about a “gut feeling” or saying that
Dotmobi was something that just “felt right”.
This is the first step in recognizing the value of what this people did, and documenting it for the future.
The questionnaires are printed verbatim as they were received from those who replied.

92

Some examples of the kind of verbal abuse some of these people have endured:
http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=1689
http://www.namepros.com/349186-article-about-mobi-useless-domain-extension-2.html)
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Rick Schwartz
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Rick Schwartz
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Domain King, Web Father
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?

http://www.RicksBlog.com
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)

Boca Raton, Florida
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Investor/Businessman
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
The same way every other domainer heard

Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
early 2006, I would guess

Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
October 2006

Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?

I don't know that it will be. It might be. If it is, I am positioned pretty well. If not, I pissed away half a
mil or more.
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Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
No plans. I will let the market dictate when it is time to take .mobi seriously enough to invest my time
in a project.

Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?

6500 March 2008. 100 are .mobi. Most of the rest is .com
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
.com 6400
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
Candy.com
Property.com
Properties.com
Widgets.com
CD.com
Porno.com
Voyeur.com
eRealestate.com
Booty.com
Ass.com

Q// Why are you proud of them?
Great, generic, one word, money makers.

Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
If you think you CAN, you are right.
If you think you CAN'T you are right.
Rick Schwartz Circa 1998
"An optimist sees an opportunity in every calamity;
a pessimist sees a calamity in every opportunity."
-Winston Churchill
“Numbers I trust, people I don't”
Rick Schwartz Circa 1999
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Bricio
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Fabricio Carnevale.
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
bricio.
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Yes, in www.mobility.mobi and in www.namepros.com . Mobility was launched in June 20th, 2007
and I am there since June 23rd; in Namepros since April 2007.
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
I work and live in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Since .mobi, I am a doctor and a domainer (becoming a developer)
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I read a news (actually a little note) in a brazilian site telling about flowers.mobi sell
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I do not remember the exactly day, but it was in October, 2006 (in the middle of the month).
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
In October 31st, 2006.
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
Because the numbers of people using mobiles, PDAs, etc. (demand). It can also be used in
desktops/notebooks in mobi template or even as a "normal" site template (I mean a .com, .net, etc.
template) and there are some niche that are perfect for .mobi such as traveling and city/state/country
names. Besides, the access costs in mobiles are getting cheaper everyday. And it is very easy to use.
You have much information
in only one device.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
Actually I am becoming a developer. As I told above I am a doctor learning development (I am
building my first site already). I intend to develop about 40 .mobi sites
Q// 13) How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today (please inculde date in your
answer)?
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I have 105 domains (July 3rd, 2007), and as I told that I intend to develop 40 it seems that I will sell or
do nothing with the others waiting for a great profit but I have many domains that one name is singular
and the other is its plural, I have 2, 3 or even 4 names for a city. What I want in these cases is to
redirect the names to that one with best overture.
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
Yes, I also invest in .com but I only have 17 L-L-L.com (I think they will have some value in some
years).
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
They are iBarcelona, iBerlin, iPrague, iMiami, iMadrid, iMilan, La-Paz (a Mexican resort),
PortoHotels, "MeuCelular" (MyCell), "Meu(s)Ringtone(s)" (MyRingtone(s)) – both in portuguese.
Q// Why are you proud of them?
Because they are great names that will become great sites and will be extremely useful to travelers;
they will have information that will help people to find what they need and have a better stay where
they are traveling to without being worried if they are in the best places the city offers to them and
they will do it while they shop, walk around and not wasting their time and money (cause it would be
more expensive) in a cyber café writing/printing the information they are accessing because everything
is in their hands (I am saying this about the English names). About the Portuguese names they are also
great names to make a lot of things related to your cell ("MeuCelular") such as downloads of music,
wall papers, etc. About "Meu(s)Ringotne(s)" – singular and plural -, the name means everything.
Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers, some
interesting story... anything you want to tell the world and relates to .mobi and domains).
I know that there are 20 people with a better portfolio than mine as there are (probably) today that is
making more for .mobi than me. But in my country (Brazil) I know I am really a visionarie and maybe
I have one of the best portfolios here, what makes me "different" because I am looking for another
market. Here in Brazil almost nobody knows about .mobi and it has been a hard work (and it will
continue to be) make .mobi known but with a market strategy that I have built (and I will start with in
the next week) it will really spread .mobi out.
I think I could be the # 21 in your list because I am focusing in a market that we can not compare its
potential with the American or European market and even in some years with the Chinese and Indian
ones (maybe the problem there will be building sites in their language, although many people in India
speak English) but Brazil is a market that today has 190 million people with 100 million cells (2006
data) which means that we have potential as well.
I believe in .mobi and I am in it not to earn money, have a great profit but to make .mobi known and
used to make our lives easier when you are in a unknown city, when you want something right now
but you do not have a desktop/notebook but then .mobi is right in your hands.
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Kiwi
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
KW Boswell
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
kiwi
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Mobility.mobi since June 2007
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
New Jersey
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Sales and Marketing and Domain consult and investment.
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I was listening to the business news on the radio and heard about Flowers.mobi.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
November 2006
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
November 2006
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
I don’t have any doubt about it. From the very beginning, it made complete sense to me.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I am not currently a developer but I have been getting domains developed.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
Xxxx April 2008

Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
Yes, plenty of dotCom domains and some dotOrg.
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Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
My zipcode domains because I am creating something that I acatually want to use all of the time
myself.
I started with my own zipcode 07417.mobi.

Q// Why are you proud of them?
I am proud of them because they are all my own idea and because I have gotten help creating them
from the great members of mobility.mobi

Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
My favorite experience at the beginning of the Mobi development days was when my kids came
running up the stairs to tell me about the “First” commercial showing a dotmobi site. It was for
HSM2.mobi – Disney’s High School Musical 2.
I was so excited to report it to the forum that I could barely write it. I loved seeing the reactions of the
Mobi supporters that day - many of them telling me to thank my kids. It was fun! Even now, if you
google HSM2.mobi you will see the report from that day. What made it especially important to me
was that my family finally saw solid proof that I wasn't making this "mobi" thing up!
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Yelo
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Dennis Mark Zabala

Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Yelo

Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
I participated in: NamePros.com, DNForum.com, DomainState.com, and Mobility.mobi. Aside from some
sabbatical periods of silence, I have been a common online forum contributor to Dot Mobi since
September 26, 2006 (landrush).
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
..Franklin Township, Somerset New Jersey United States.
Currently, vying to be anywhere mobile..
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I have an Interfaith Ministry following online and in real life – living wage via http://4695697.mobi
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I heard about Dot Mobi first from the Moniker CEO back in Spring 2006 while listening to his
podcast. Since January 1999, I had been pretty much an applied failure in domaining’s .com gamut,
with the new extensions, and all else. I feel Dot Mobi was a fruit bestowed for my path mobile as an
offshoot from all the hard lessons and believing.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
The Domain Masters podcast with the reigning Dot Mobi CEO aired April 26, 2006 (I took a class
with WAP in 2001).
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
The first name was witnessed to be acquired from a “WhoIS” check on Landrush day; when, a prelandrush order was fulfilled by Moniker on 9/26/2006 10 AM EST – as orders unveiled.

Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
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I don’t visualize it NOT being valuable.
I decided to invest in .mobi domaining because of it’s tremendous upside.
Even after landrush, despite visible community downplay of this opportunity, I have not given up. No
one is to blame. I have listened to all angles of speculation on Dot Mobi’s relevance and the trends of
this oncoming mobile phone revolution. In calculation, I have done the global techie math this way:
Lowest Common Denominator wins.
The early key to Dot Mobi = works on all phones.
In addition to technical issues, the marketing format already has a strong corporate presence.
Whatever mobile options exist today, the real examination should be on the upside of see-saw trend
acceleration.
A .Mobi domain extension associated with the brand is better suited to advance exponentially
throughout the world with sustainability then all the other current modes and mobile site alternatives
which first need to be identified through marketing (capital) - m.brand.com, brand.com/mobile, third party
site/object that translates, etc.

Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
Yes, I am a developer. Site development is my key hope for a sustainable, mobile lifestyle.
As of today, one of my plans is http://4695697.mobi . This network of .mobi domain names aggregates
live world radio stations and podcasts.
http://interfaith.mobi

is currently a hotspot for my faith ministry outreach, virtually.

Q// Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today (please include date in your
answer)?
575 .mobis on 11/26/2007
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
I have been selling off .coms originally acquired through Network Solutions (and subsequently other
registrars) since January 1999; as, per opportunity cost for .mobi holdings.
Domaining is still in its mainstream infancy with the serious aftermarket liquidations entrenched
especially by .com. But, by the nature of our trade, one has to be first to register the domain name and
then, be prepared to wait for the long-term. Greater patience may well yield exponential fruits - I like
to champion our fellow Dot Mobi domainers to invest, for their future of lifestyle, in domains from
what they love.
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I have also collected a couple of spiritual .names.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
1.) HolyQuran
2.) Interfaith
3.) Boracay
4.) Humanitarian
5.) RaffleTicket(s)
6.) QuantumComputer(s)
7.) MountKilimanjaro
8.) SaadiyatIsland
9.) NujoomIslands
10.) SilkCity
Q// Why are you proud of them?
I am proud of the spiritual domains the most. My remembrance improves piety of loving G-d. I pray to
“Live On”.
http://interfaith.mobi

& http://holyquran.mobi I really thank for the opportunity.

Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
Thankful to my parents from zygote and onwards’ support.
I had worked as a social worker in homeless shelters in Camden and Newark New Jersey & for
international child labor since for this I went to grad school. Since I was young, I have had important
dreams; of, being the hope of the people - A sort of change agent for the world’s destitution. I began to
realize, particularly through front line experiences, that one can’t easily make a dent on issues for the
masses without access to the power of their root causes like the way resources can. Without money, I
had to seriously put my life on the line, as a young mind, to try to foster voice.
Now, life’s wiser calling for me has culminated into the ability to communicate empowerment with the
people through a virtual presence (like http://humanitarian.mobi); as, now, I am the transporting center
point for everyone’s disposition. I’m still.
My special quest, while still here, is to learn more for us on living Forever.

Mobineer
3) Who are you?
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Steven Sikes
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Mobineer
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to Dotmobi?
Namepros (since Fall, 2006) Mobility (June, 2007)
Q// Where do you work from?
Miami, FL, Verona, Italy, with a office in San Francisco, CA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Serial Entrepreneur (Mobile technologies/software) screenwriter, inventor, and documentary filmmaker
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
My IP attorney contacted me – reminding me to register my company’s trademarks/brands such as
“iMobile and comobile” during the “Mobi” Sunrise period
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Early 2006
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
June 2006
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuable?

•
•
•
•
•

The Mobile Internet is omnipresent, expanding, and penetrating world markets;
The Dotmobi Registry is well-organized;
Significant backers and a pedigree Board of Directors
Branding “Mobi”
Crosses international barriers

Why did you decide to invest in it?
Initially, to protect intellectual property rights. However, I envisioned the potential of “Mobi” going
beyond early adopter stage, then into critical mass by 2009, after significant “mobi” development and
greater use of the “mobile Internet”
Q// Are you a developer?
As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi names? I’ve had a few names
developed – and will be developing hundreds more.
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Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please include date in your answer)?
Over 1000 – as of August 6, 2007
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
I own about 200 names in other extensions, mostly dotcom –
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
I have top premium names in foreign languages, which were registered during the land-rush. And I
have a diverse portfolio – which covers entertainment, healthcare, gaming, real estate, GEOs,
directions, transportation, travel, investing, banking, dating, hospitality….
Then I have some solid names like “ENVISION”, “GREENLIGHT”, “iPAYMENT”, “GRADS”,
“PREPS”, “BOOMERS”, “HOMEVALUATION”, “DIGITALIMAGES”,
“ENVOY”, “MAINSTREAM”, “LIVEMEDIA”, “SPORTSTREAM”, “ADULTSINGLES”,
“JOBPOSTINGS”, “FREESCAN”, “CREDITREPORTING”, “PEERGROUP”, “SUPERLOTTO”,
“VIEWPOINT”, “COMPATIBILITY”, “TRADEALERTS, SiliconValley, SCAPE:….
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MobiMaven
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Jeff Jefferson
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
MobiMaven

Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
I have been a member of NamePros for about 5 months, and a member of mobility since shortly after it
began. I also own and developed www.mobiharbour.com which is a showcase site of my mobi portfolio.

Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)

Lexington, Kentucky USA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
attorney
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
My domain name broker at Moniker told me about it.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Approximately 6 weeks before landrush. I noticed the mobi logo on Moniker's homepage, and about
that time my domain name broker started trying to get me interested in buying some-it worked!!
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
first day of landrush

Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
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I think the mobile web (or whatever people want to call it) will make great advances in the next
several years. Just as there has been a huge shift from landlines to cellphones for talking on the phone,
I think you will see a huge shift from desktops/laptops to cellphones/handhelds for accessing the
Internet --particularly among the younger generation and in developing countries. If mobi can brand
itself as the go-to extension for mobile devices, a lot of mobi investors will do very well. I don't think
.mobi will ever replace .com, but I do think that it can be a viable alternative to .com for people who
are on the go.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I wouldn't call myself a developer. I know enough to develop my own site -- www.mobiharbour.com -but I want my mobis to be developed by someone with more experience with me. I posted at mobility
that I would have 50 of my mobis developed by the end of the year, and I think that is do-able. I found
a developer that I like and we are making progress developing the first 10. My goal is to have 50
developed by the end of 2007, 150 by the end of 2008 and 300 by the end of 2009. Most of these will
be geo-mobis.

Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please include date in your answer)?
as of 7/9/07 I own about 1,100 mobis
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
I have several .coms and other extensions, but I bought those at the very beginning of my domaining
career. In retrospect, most were probably a waste of money. The problem with .com is that anything
that is worth anything is already registered--you have to go to the secondary market, which can be
expensive. I feel the same way about other extensions like info and net. People have been regging for
10 years--there is no reason to think that there's much, if anything, out there that still has value. That's
why I like mobi--after the TM sunrise period, everyone was on equal footing and could try for
whatever names they wanted.

Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
I really like my geo mobi collection. Myrtle.mobi, Gainesville.mobi, ChapelHill.mobi,
StThomas.mobi, Caymans.mobi, Tortola.mobi, etc. I think that "city.mobi" is an intuitive choice for
information about a particular city for people who are away from their laptop/desktop, whether that be
business travelers, tourists or even residents who are away from their house at the time. I have 500+
geo mobis--a little more than 100 are US cities, and about 400 are foreign language translations of
countries and world capitals. The English language version of those countries and world capitals were
held back by mTLD, and I think the foreign language versions will be valuable when mobi takes off. I
also have about 50 ski resorts in the alps. A full list can be found at www.mobiharbour.com

Q// Why are you proud of them?
See answer to 15
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Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
I've always wondered why mobi naysayers were so vocal about not liking the extension--if you don't
like something, just ignore it. Did people go nuts over .travel? Were there uprisings against .net or
.info? One reason I've heard as to why mobi ruffles so many feathers is that the naysayers are heavily
invested in com, and they are scared that mobi will take a piece of their market...I hope that's right!!

PVFarkas (mSpotlight.mobi)
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Paul V. Farkas
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
PVFARKAS
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Namepros and DNForum since May, 2007
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
New York, New York USA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Medical Malpractice Attorney, Real Estate Broker, Domainer
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I saw it on GoDaddy.com
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I read dotmobiz.com thereafter and started researching it.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
In May, 2007. I can get you the exact date.
Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuabe?
Why did you decide to invest in it?
Ah, value. As far as utility, I think the extension is needed. It will offer a continuity between cell/umpc
devices with varying providers/services. It is dependable in that it will fit all browsers. It can be relied
upon by users who need thin, precise data on- the-go. The goal will be to be the default for mobile
searches - it remains unclear it that will be the case. If the public starts using it, especially as a default
mobile search, then it will be very very valuable. That will be the case even if the searches will be
limited to people that do not have top-level smart phones and need .mobi due to their insufficient
browsers.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
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So many plans. I had business ideas that will be implemented by the names registered. I go business
ideas by the names that were available. I have lists of names that can be redirected in niche markets
and wish to form alliances with other .mobi owners to then get advertising/investors from said niches.
not mere pay per click advertising. My goal is to go much farther. I have inventions to develop that
will be only accessed through .mobi. I have several connections in the entertainment industry to get
and offer exclusive music and interview content with celebrities from bands to models to top chefs and
casino owners.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
400+ 7/3/07 (only started 5/1/07)
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
sure. .COM, .NET, .INFO, .TV and some exotics (.IT, .AM, .IM, etc.) but the opportunities available
with .mobi were incredible as far as words, names, phrases, places, services, etc. from 5/1-7/1, now
they are far scarcer. I got in just in the nick of time.
Would I have preferred to start in late 9/06, sure. But my portfolio is very deep for starting 8 months
late. Factors are the higher registration fee and the investors/people who do not know or have faith in
the extension.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
That's a tough one.
Blink212 (and 50 major U.S. area codes and .coms)
InvestingMoney
SoupKitchen
RescueCall
Reservationist
JustCancelled
ElishaCuthbert
JohannSebastianBach
GreenNYC
gphones
Q// Why are you proud of them?
Many are searched over 300k per month. Others will be very good services, including a not-for-profit
charity.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers, some
interesting story...anything you want to tell the world aelates to .mobi and domains)
Please add my prior post to this section. To reiterate, I missed the first wave of registration due to lack
of knowing about the extension. Nearly a year after its introduction I jumped in and registered over
400 names in a two month period, had the courage and faith in the extension to come in at that period
and get many top and high quality names after extensive searching. I feel that the availability is very
scarce at this point and feel fortunate I was able to invest when I did.
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Pilot
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
-Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Pilot
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Contributor to mobility.mobi since 6/24/07
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Connecticut, USA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Online Marketing/developer
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
Through press releases.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Early 2006.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
First names bought during landrush on 9/26/06
Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
.mobi will be valuable due to the intrinsic value that it brings to the mobile Internet. With other
extensions, there are no rules for development which will not guarantee that your viewing experience
will be a pleasurable one on a small screen. With .mobi, visitors to this extension will be guaranteed
being served content that fits on a small screen.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I’m a half breed. Developer/Marketer. Currently Pilot.mobi is my main focus.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
About 65 .mobi’s and most were purchased during the landrush.
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
No.
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Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
Obviously the domain that I’m most proud of is Pilot.mobi. There are others that I think will be of
value in the future once mobile browsing has become mainstream. These include:
Pilot.mobi
Drivingdirections.mobi
Landlord(s).mobi
Boat(s)forsale.mobi
Onlinechecking.mobi
Onlinecheck(s).mobi
Tournaments.mobi
Discovering.mobi

Q// Why are you proud of them?
I believe that they all have incredible development potential.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
On a personal note, I’d like to say that pilot.mobi would have never gotten off the ground and enjoyed
the early success that it currently is achieving, had it not been for my wife Karyn. She not only gave
me the freedom to create pilot.mobi, which took a considerable amount of our free time, but she
encouraged me to make it the best that it can be. She truly was a driving force for pilot.mobi and
continues to be today.
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Dotmobietc
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Judy LaMont
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
dotmobietc
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Participant in Mobility.mobi forum since 10-31-07
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Orlando, Fl. United States
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Internet Consultant: www.dotmobietc.com (Owner of .mobi Consultant Biz)
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I was searching for a way to build a mobile site for our alert system for hotels/b2b. and did a search for
mobile sites.

Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Several months ago. And, then my interest peaked when I learned more about the site building
process.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
The first .mobi domain name was bought in Oct. 2007
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
The domain names were bought for devloping the business model:
www.searchingmobi.mobi the .com is mobi developed
www.dotmobietc.mobi (in development) both have .coms
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
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Our company is developing .mobi sites for various industries: racing, hotels/resorts,sports,churches,
and b2b.
Actually what is astounding is the businesses that we are already being contacted to design .mobi sites:
Major Hotels, Huge Resort Industry, Large Gas Station chain, Sports Industry (as you will see, we
have been working
with Nascar and Golf, and NFL for several yrs., and a bigger then big happening here in Orlando.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
Not Many: am developing them for other companies:
searchingmobi.mobi 11-07
dotmobietc.mobi11-07
dotmobibiz.mobi10-07
vipvirtualconcierge.mobi 10-07
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
Am a developer and business builder for Internet sites and for entrepreneurs: www.searchingmobi.com
is a Search Engine devoted to .mobi and is a directory with only .mobi
We have developed many sites throughout the years: developed the www.nascarregionalracing.com
site that is a link on the front site of Nascar.com and maintained the site for over 6 yrs. We have
developed several sites for businesses; however, we are 100 percent committed to be in the .mobi
revolution.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
www.searchingmobi.com it is .mobi designed and
www.dotmobietc.com
www.bizwizzle.com
www.bizwizzle.net blog
www.bizwizzle.biz blog
Q// Why are you proud of them?
Having been online for over 10 yrs and consulting with many businesses and people, I can only say
that I am more excited about what we are putting together for the .mobi then anything I have done.
If you do a search on my name in Google, you will find myself having lots of links: Judy LaMont and
am known as an expert in the Home Based business.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
That is a real interesting comment:
As far as my family, they have watched me be online for 12-14 hrs a day 6 plus days a week (except
for Church) and they know the time spent, the knowledge that I have gained, and the passion that I
have for helping people. So my dreams of "helping people" and motivation that I have a purpose on
Earth to help spread the word about now the .mobi, I couldn't be in a more peaceful and prosperous
mode.
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We have been able to obtain contractual relationships with Akmin (one of the originators/consortium)
so having said that. The people that look and say, "Too much time and too little money to come back"
or them not understanding how being a nurse of 44 yrs, is now so far removed from my passion. And,
I started with the .com, made money and now with the .mobi; a 60 billion dollar industry waiting to
happen: all I can say, is that here we are!
And, Just Keep on Keeping On and Believe in Your Dreams.
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GijsZePa
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Martin Jansen
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
GijsZePa means: father of Gijs (dutch boys name)
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Posting on namepros since november. Here lately
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Amsterdam Holland
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Application /webdeveloper (asp.net) and databasedeveloper
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
Just following some newsitems. 'wired'
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
September 2006
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
26 september 2006
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
Just a feeling. Looking at the speed of broadband Internet for home use...I expect the same trend on
mobile Internet.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
Yes I am. Planning on developing 3-5 sites before the end of this year
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Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
I own about 65 .mobi right now...mostly in dutch keywords (07-18-2007)
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
Nope. .mobi is my first extension
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
recepten.mobi (recipes)
aanbieding.mobi (discount)
kleding.mobi (clothing)
stroom.mobi (electricity)
tekenfilms.mobi (cartoons)
vissen.mobi (fish)
tassen.mobi (bags)
wereld.mobi (world)
loodgieter.mobi (plumber)
badkamer.mobi (bathroom)
Q// Why are you proud of them?
They are all keywords with good potential. Badkamer for example has a 75000 + dutch ovt score
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
I'm very positive about the .mobi extension although I made the mistake to invest almost entirely in
dutch keywords. The time I realized that I had to invest more in English keyword, NNN and LLL
domains, the beauties were already gone.
Learned a lesson...but I still think that also for smaller markets (in my case the dutch) there is a bright
future for the extension.
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Namelot
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Denise Leo
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
namelot on mobility and dochlaggie on namepros
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
posted to namepros [ since 2004} and later joined mobility
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Northern Victoria, Australia. We are semi retired. Go to dees.mobi [ my personal mobi site }. I live in
the country. The closest ‘town” consists of a store/post office/service station combined, a hotel, the
community Hall, 6 houses. I live 11 kilometres away on a 250 acre property.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Home Duties /Farmer
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
Namepros
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
June 06
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
October 06
Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
I initially decided not to bother with mobi but the excitement on the namepros forum changed my
mind about the extension's future. I had been burnt with buying biz and info names.
Mobi will be very valuable, the real value will be in names suited to the mobile Internet. For many
mobi investors like myself this is our second chance. I was on the Internet very early, but I did not
have the skills necessary back then. I feel that this is my second chance and I don’t intend missing the
boat again.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
Yes I am very busy developing mobi names and now have close to 40 developed. I have registered a
lot of dog and art names names . I know, maybe not suited to the mobile Internet , but these are my
areas of interest and who knows. No one knows the future. I personally thought that ebay would be a
big flop, So I am keeping a open mind on the future of mobi. Surprisingly my dog site - canines.mobi
is receiving many hits. canines.mobi is in the mltd site showcase together with muso.mobi.
Muso.mobi was featured as the site of the week.
My major idea is to develop a dog site on canines.mobi and individual dog breed information sites on
an other 50 individual mobi dog names. This is mainly for my personal enjoyment. I also intend to do
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Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please include date in your answer)?
Approx. 200 - I registered 4 on the 5th October, 2006 , bought 3 more that where landrush
registrations i.e. registered on 26th September. 2006. February 2008 I handregged 2 adult names, that I
was shocked to find where unregged. I am now buying mobi names in the aftermarket. Just today [
23rd March,2008} I purchased another LLL mobi, making my total LLL Mobi’s 30.
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
I have close to 600 domain names in total. 200 mobis & about 8 info, 8 biz names, 10 net names, 6
org names, 3 com.au names for my own use , one net.au name for my own use [ can you believe I
managed to register my surname only last week in net.au - “leo.net.au” and the balance com names. I
am not sure how many I have developed now. I am working on sites most nights [ mostly sites about
dogs and art }.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
I am most proud of the following kennel.mobi pup.mobi canines.mobi cattery.mobi livestock.mobi
anglers.mobi aviary.mobi other names I like are my "guide" names i.e propertyguide.mobi,
holidayguide.mobi antiqueguide.mobi last but not least artauction.mobi
Q// Why are you proud of them?
Because I breed and show dogs and I also own a cattle property and have bred beef cattle, dairy cattle
and sheep for nearly 40 years. These are my areas of interest and wow, I have managed to buy the
names that I could only dream of in "com". With having mobile site on these names and also a pc site.
I will have a the best of both worlds.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
Well , I just would like to say. I am sooo excited about the future for mobi. The mobile web WILL be
huge .
I am an "older" lady , married to husband Noel for 38 years. We are the very proud parents of 4
university educated adult children.
I am also a very early adopter of technology. I remembered years ago, connecting my phone to my
palm to receive emails when no one else even thought of doing this. To be able to pay bills, check my
bank account, ebay auctions, buy theatre tickets on my mobile. Wow!
The Internet changed my life. The Internet to me is a bigger event than man walking on the moon. I
have sold 4 of my Pomeranian dogs via the Internet to the rapstar Sean Coombs. I have sold another to
a Saudi princess via the Internet.Another to an international model, the list can go on and on.
The Internet gave me a global presence in my area of interest. I had the second website worldwide in
my area of interest.
I wonder what the mobile Internet will have in store for all. The possibilities are endless. I am so
excited about MOBI.

Danmanmktng
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Dan Averbukh
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Q//What is your Internet nickname?
danmanmktng
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
I contributed to namepros for a while. I am a founding member of mobility. I have, however, recently
been a lot less active due to lots of other obligations.
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Chicago, IL USA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
When I got into mobi, I was working as a management consultant.
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
My friend sent me a Wall Street Journal article from approx Feb 2006 that referenced .mobi.
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
February 2006.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
I pre-registered for my first .mobi name within 10 minutes of finishing reading the WSJ article that I
mention above. I knew immediately that this was something I wanted to invest in.
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
It made sense to me that mobile phones would have their own domain extension. I thought the up-side
potential for this investment was enormous because of the penetration of mobile phones in the world.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I am working in a few partnerships in developing some names, but mostly I am inactive at the
moment. I plan to develop my names when .mobi becomes a more established entity.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
About 900 as of today, 03/08/08. 400 of these I own 60% of (with a partner owning the other 40%).
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
No, I am only an investor in .mobi.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
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tix.mobi, democrat.mobi, republican.mobi are some of my favorites -- check out the rest of my list on
dotmobiz.com
Q// Why are you proud of them?
I think they are my most valuable names
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Rob
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
My name is Rob Horvath
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Namepros.com i go by the name of u8l2
Mobility.mobi i go by the name of rob
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Yes i contribute an enormous amount of time to the forums. I help with any questions about code
compliance and new available technologies for mobile phones. Ive been doing this since December
2006.
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Vancouver, Canada
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I work has a web developer and seo
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I first came across a forum i found when i googled domain names. The forum (Namepros) had a subforum called "mobi".
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I checked out the sub-forum in namepros called "mobi" just out of curiousity and was spell bound by
what i found.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
My 1st name was bought October 1st 2006.
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
The thought of a global extention for mobile phones with an added trustmark was all it took for me to
decide this was an extention worth investing in. Add to the fact that there are 4 times more mobile
phones out there than PC's sealed it for me.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
Yes i develop mobi sites for a living. As of today i plan on developing 10% of my portfolio. Thats 65
names. Ive developed over 20 of my own names the past year in my spare time.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
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Has of March 4th, 2008 im holding 650 mobi names in my portfolio
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
No i dont invest in any other extention except with the intent to protect my mobi brand names
whenever the names are available. Of those names most are .info names
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
mmm ... thats a tough question. I really am not at liberty to say the names. im proud of every name i
own with exception of one or two. My top domain name was launched October 13th, 2007. Up until
today March 4th, 2008 the site has had close to 1/4 million visits and earned $908.32 in revenue ($180
a month). My other top 9 names earn between minimum $20 a month to $100 a month. Hint: they are
music related names and to tell the world what these names are would be giving away my secret sauce
hehe
Q// Why are you proud of them?
It is always an achievement to reach a goal and these names all have done exactly what i entended
them to do. I am proud because i am able to support my renewals because of these names.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
Well i really feel it would be an awesome thing to have an interview with "jeff" the greatest mobi
naysayer of all time.
Not to put a negative spin on anything but so we can later pick apart his arguments against mobi
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WorkInProgress
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Mark Bennett
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Work In Progress / Idea Earth
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
DomainState (Jan 2007) Namepros (Jan 2007), Mobility 1st week it went live)
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Jacksonville, Florida, USA
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Manage 755 unit Self Storage Facility
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
Browsing Domainstate forum
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Jan 2007
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
Jan 30, 2007
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
#1 reason…it just makes sense. A stand alone tld that is designed to work better (faster load, sized for
the small screen, coded for mobile-friendly experience) all seemed to add up to a no-brainer decision. I
also saw an opportunity to own potentially valuable names in an extension that I could not afford to
invest in if it were a dot com.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I am not a “true” developer, but I have put together a few live sites thanks to toos made available
(mobisitegalore). I have also paid a third party to develop 3 of my sites. The only thing I did there was
to supply / design the logo and “feel” of the site. I have NO coding experience. I have learned to do
small things on my own, such as add links, and convert phone numbers to click to dial, change logos
and so forth. I’m trying to learn more every week. I plan on developing the majority of my 105 names
in time. I’m not a big believer in mobi parking.
Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please inculde date in your answer)?
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As of today, (August 29, 2007), I own 108 mobi names
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
My portfolio consists of
50 dot com names,
1 dot net,
8 dot org,
84 dot info,
4 dot in,
1 dot us, and
5 dot tv’s
The majority of money invested is dot mobi. Again, I believe for those of us who have primarily
hand register these names, the best shot for a premium ROI is mobi. I have only acquired a select few
from the aftermarket and these were extremely good deals (good names bought at under current
registration prices).
I purchased my first domain about 7 years ago. It was a dot cc. I bought 3 relating to the business I
was in (selling windows and patio rooms). I used one as a customer referral site until I left the
company. When I left that business, I let the names drop. I had no idea they would have any value at
all. Since the names were strictly related to company names, I don’t think I lost much.
Then, a few years back, I had an idea for an adult product that I thought could be marketed well
online. I registered a couple of adult type names to go along with this. I also found out how addicting
looking for “cool names” was. One of the names I registered was put on eBay within 6 months of
regging it and it sold for $300.00. At this point, I was intrigued. Personal finances kept me from
investing much at this time though. My wife began to have health problems and this became a driving
force to us almost loosing everything.
We moved from Ohio to Florida in April of 2006. In November of 2006, I had some spare time and
thought of another “idea”. Remembering the Pet Rock” of the 70’s, I came up with a new modern twist
on this. Again, joining forces with the Internet, I came up with RockAdoption.com. My first
eCommerce site that was put together with GoDaddy’s free web site tonight program and hosting. We
had a lot of fun with this site. It was even featured in our local Alt Newspaper earlier this year. Still
getting adoption applications and hope this continues. I then found some pretty nice political coms
available. Again, just using a little creativity, you can now find and order “I’m An Obama Mama”
womens fashions at obamamama.com. I’m quite surprised as to how many are ordering these! With
this in mind, I also have recently created a shop for my OnFly.mobi website. Visitors can now order
cool looking shirts, hats and various items from a link.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
Most valuable?
1- CelebrityVideos.mobi
2- MusicStations.mobi
3- Wavfiles.mobi
4- AutoRecalls.mobi
5- AnimeDownloads.mobi
6- FootballHighlights.mobi
7- pizzaz.mobi
8- OnFly.mobi
9- NewWindows.mobi / VinylWindows.mobi
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10- HybridSales / HybridService/ HybridDealer(s) tied for 10
off!
Most proud of:
My collection of public service type names / sites:
1- DateRape.mobi
2- Evacuations.mobi
3- FbiMostWanted.mobi
4- EarlySigns.mobi
5- JuvenileDiabetes.mobi
6- SchoolClosures.mobi / SchoolDelays.mobi
7- RestrainingOrders.mobi
Q// Why are you proud of them?
All are either developed or will be developed to help others. Some of these sites will have the ability to
change a life (or even save one). If mobi takes off as I suspect it will, other than my family, I can’t
think of anything I could be more proud of.
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
I believe that dot mobi has given me a great opportunity to excel in a market that is very young.
Although it s still very speculative, the signs of success for this tld are improving on a weekly basis.
With the recent news of bofa.mobi being promoted in banks along with Disney running the first
known television promotion of dot mobi for High School Musical 2 (HSM2.mobi), the future looks
good.
Personally, it gives me a chance to use my creativity. If the concept of dot mobi were to somehow fall
apart, I still believe that I would not be too hurt as my keyword rich domains will at least hold reg fee
(at least, MOST of them). I have already had success at selling some of my dot mobis (all for
profit…one for a substantial profit through the NY Moniker Traffic Auction). At this point, I feel it is
still very much a buyers market. I have no intention of selling any of mine cheap. Again, just good
business to hold on to them at this stage. History shows us that it takes years for typical high returns to
evolve. Dot com has taught us a lot. And mobi is, in my opinion, the mobile equivalent of dot com.
My strategy in choosing mobi names is simple. 95% of my names were chosen with a specific
development plan. All names / site ideas are mobile relevant. I chose not to go after just any generic
word. I strongly believe that the majority of mobile web users will not be using direct type-ins to
navigate. I think that search engines, favorites and links will produce the most. To me, it makes sense
to acquire names that SE’s will tend to favor. I also look at Ovt and wordtracker numbers, but I don’t
weigh as much into them as I would with traditional dot anything else. There are no specific results
shown or available for mobile searches. Until this type of information is known, the Ovt / wordtracker
type stats are small indicators. Just because someone is at home or work, searching on their PC or
laptop something doesn’t mean they’ll be searching for the same on their mobile.
Just recently, a thread on Namepros came up asking what would your mobi portfolio be worth if they
were dot com names. Utilizing the best know resource available in automated appraisals (estibot.com),
my portfolio had a dot com worth of almost 4.3 million dollars. I have less than $1,000.00 invested in
mobi at the present. Throwing around numbers, if mobi were to be worth a mere 1% of dot com
numbers, my portfolio would be worth almost $43,000. 1% seems quite low, but even at that, it’s quite
a nice ROI. Even considering renewals for the next several years, things are looking pretty nice
through these mobi-colored glasses.
Now, I thought I would share a little snippet from my personal life story.
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Two years ago, our family was doing well. I have a wonderful wife who’s been with me for over 26
years. She’s not just a wife…she’s my best friend. God blessed us with two wonderful boys. Both are
fortunately smarter than their parents and do very well in school. 16 months ago, our family
experienced a life changing moment. My wife became ill and lost her job. We did not have medical
insurance and ended up losing our home.
During this time, I had accepted a new job as a regional manager for an up-start home improvement
company who were branching out nationally. To make a long story short, this company had a brilliant
strategy with a not-so-brilliant CEO. After 2 months and several “short” paychecks…I left. We had no
family to help. It was quite a stressful time. We had no home…no job…a sick wife /
mom…medications we had to have (my oldest son is a juvenile diabetic on an insulin pump)…with
nowhere to go.
The last company I was with where planning on expanding in Jacksonville, Florida. We always
were attracted to the coast and after considerable thought (and prayers)…we paced up our car with
essentials (and stored the rest) and went on the journey of our lives. At this stage, we had about
$500.00 to our name. Living in a hotel room and feeding ourselves would have lasted about 1 week.
We chose to purchase a tent and rented a campsite at an oceanfront state park. It cost us about $7.00 a
night. Now keep in mind, this is a family who had never been camping at all. This was a primitive site
with no water or electric hook ups. We roughed it. We adapted. We learned a lot more about each
other…and we grew closer than we ever were before. We ended up staying in two different
campgrounds for a total of 5 ½ weeks.
My wife and I went out daily looking for jobs. We both landed temporary jobs waiting tables at a
new Cracker Barrel restaurant that was opening up. This was a first for me, but my wife had worked as
a server for years. We gathered enough tip money to make our way into a hotel room. I’m not talking
the Hilton. This place was in a seedy part of town, but it was cheap and accepted pets (remember, our
dog made this journey as well). No matter how you look at it, it was better than a tent. By now, it was
late May. The summer heat and humidity was here. So an air conditioned hotel with a pool was a Godsend.
Now, things started to get a little sketchy. The oh-so-familiar crippling pain that has been plaguing
my wife had returned. She toughed her job out as long as she could, but had to quit after three weeks.
This left us to live off of my tip money alone.
While on the first campground, we met a couple who gave us the name of a company that they used
to work for years ago. This company was a self storage company that not only offered a weekly
paycheck…but also an apartment as a benefit. We contacted this company and were given an
interview. I felt pretty confident that this would work out quite well as I have an extended background
of sales / management experience. It didn’t come quickly, but a job offer came. The problem was the
facility that I was interested in was a new one that was 2 months away from being finished. The
location (in a really good school district with low crime / up scale homes) was worth the wait. So, with
this great news in our back pocket, we toughed out the hotels for awhile longer. You’re talking 4
people and a dog living in a 1 room 2 bed hotel for about 2 months. Talk about claustrophobic! But
again…it was great compared to the tent.
Finally, the call came that our facility was scheduled to be completed soon. I needed to get in and
start training. I was quite pleased to give notice to the Cracker Barrel that I would be leaving. They
understood this early on, so it was expected. My training facility was run by a wonderful couple about
2 miles away from our hotel. On my second day, they found out a little about our “story” and, feeling
good about me working out, advised our hiring manager to get us into company owned temporary
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housing. Approval followed and that night, God blessed us with a large, 2 bedroom apartment.
Although we had nearly any furniture to fill it, it was a far cry from the hotel room.
To make a longer story short, we had to stay there for a couple of extra moths, as the new facility
was going through problems in the final stages. Sept 1, 2006 was our official move in date. By this
time, our new adopted “parents”, my training couple, had set aside numerous furnishings that were
abandoned by some of their tenants. Keep in mind, 95% of our personal belongings are stored about
900 miles away. This couples generosity and kindness have supplied us with complete furnishings for
a 3 bedroom apartment. And then some.
Fortunately, one of the items we had brought was our computer. This allowed me to venture into the
domaining world when I got off of work. After making some common mistakes that seem to plague
most newbies, I was able to get acquire some fairly good names. Funny how things work out. I didn’t
know about the mobi landrush, but if I had, I would not have been in a position to acquire any names.
It seems as if I had found dot mobi at just the right time. My first 4 regs were 2 year (the minimum at
the time). Then, 1 year regs came out. This allowed me to continually budget an average of a few each
week. Now, my mobi regging days are about through. I’ll continue to develop and market what I
already have. I’m pleased to say that my few sales have cut my initial investment by about 50%. And I
still have what I consider, a pretty nice group of names for the mobile environment. I have God to
thank for all of this. And a wonderful family that has been through what most of us haven’t.
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Onassis
3) Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
I am from Singapore. First Name: Gan Eng Joo Last Name: Onassis
4) Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Onassis
5) Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
No, as I just completed my collection of .mobi last month
6) Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
I work at Singapore
7) What's is your occupation today?
Self-employed
8) Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
May 2007 when my hosting plan going to be expired. I source for other hosting companies and saw
the .mobi contents.
9) Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I see it at netsolution.com stated .mobi is the future of Internet.
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
Mid May 2007
Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
a)In view of current restriction during work. No access to external network at workplace. No zoom
devices doing .mobi at mobile.
b) I invest due to the latest auction price of flowers.mobi at USD$200,0000.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
No, I am a domainer. My plan is to help to set up a development team, then pass my .mobi for them to
develop. 70% profit will be awarded to the development team while the rest of the profit belong to me.
13) How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please incudle date in your answer)?
570Domains dated at 3rd Aug 2007
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
Yes, near 10+ .com. Under Educational: Worldtuition.com under classified for tuition and tutors while
Learn2solve.com seek to develop a
website or textbook for consumer to know the tactics in
solving a questions by learning through learn2solve.com.
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Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?

Jewelshop.mobi
Furnitureshop.mobi
Officeshop.mobi
Travelmart.mobi
Beermaking.mobi
Troupe.mobi
Worldproperty.mobi
Cityproperty.mobi
Healthgroup.mobi
Healthmart.mobi

Q// Why are you proud of them?
They are all high commercial value .mobi
Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
I seek to develop .mobi which beneficial to the society and myself.
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Kerala
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
I am Joy Antony
Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Kerala
Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Yes, Sep 2006
Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
Kochi, India
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
Domaining, Real Estate Agent
Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
From registrar resellerclub.com and domain forums domainstate.com and dnforum.com
Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
May 2006
Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
26.Sep.2006
Q// Why exactly do you think Dotmobi will be valuabe? Why did you decide to invest in it?
dot mobi domains are valuable. I decided to invest in dot mobi domains mainly because of its
investors. Microsoft or Google will not support anything for nothing. Also dot mobi is a global mtld.
Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I have developed only one dot mobi domain. kochi.mobi, Kochi is my home city and it is very
pleasure to me to register my home city. I have plan to develop more domains in near future. I have
started to collect information to develop my dot mobi domain keralatourism.mobi. Kerala is my home
state and I can find content for the domain easily.
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I have about 500 dot mobi domains with me now (as of 18.july.2007)
Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
I have invested in .in, .co.in, .com, .net, .org, .pk, .tw domains. Now I have about more than 600
domains from these extensions.
Actually I started domaining with the landrush of dot in (India) domains in Feb 2005. I participated in
dot in landrush and I have got some premium domains like kerala.in, agriculture.in, mango.in,
alumni.in, chemicals.in....etc. I have sold lot of .in/.co.in domains to cover my registration cost. I
registered more than 1000 dot in domains in 2005 and now I have about 400 .in domains.
Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
import.mobi
export.mobi
villa.mobi
cuisine.mobi
courier.mobi
bio.mobi
muslim.mobi
hamburg.mobi
valencia.mobi
miss.mobi
repair.mobi
oxford.mobi
brunei.mobi
try.mobi
mart.mobi
equity.mobi
vitamin.mobi
destination.mobi
age.mobi
scan.mobi
convention.mobi
lab.mobi
solution.mobi
(sorry for my long list, more than 10 domains, very difficult to identify my best 10)
Q// Why are you proud of them?
All of the domains are premium gerneric domain names.

Q// Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi’s naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)
I am Joy Antont, born on 27.05.1974. My father is Mr.P.O.Antony, a small farmer and mother is
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Mariyamma, house wife. After my studies in my home town, I went to Mumbai, for a job. I worked
there for 4 months and after that I have got a chance to work in Saudi Arabia thru my uncle. I worked
in Saudi Arabia for 11 years from 1995 to 2006.
I married in 2002 and I have 2 daughters now. Aislin Mary and Angelin Elizabeth.
I could register some premium dot mobi domains thru registrar website.in(answerable.com). Also I
could sell some of my domains to get my registration fee back. I have sold my domains military.mobi,
dealer.mobi, consultant.mobi, agent.mobi, campus.mobi, pink.mobi, arab.mobi,.....etc.
After getting the money from these dot mobi sales, I quit my job from Saudi Arabia and now I am
living at my small village near Kochi with my family. As per dotmobiz.com , I am one of the top 10
dot mobi registrants in the world. please find link here: http://www.dotmobiz.com/topportfolios.shtml
I am sure, dot mobi will be a success. My dream is that, one day google will launch google.mobi portal
for dot mobi search. Then all other companies will start to make their own mobis and it will be a huge
success. Also I hope dot mobi registrats can get some good money from dot mobi parking.
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Mejcdj
Q// Who are you? (real name, surname)
Mary Johnson

Q//What is your Internet nickname?
Mejcdj

Q// Are you a contributor in any forum or website related to .mobi? Since when?
Yes, Namepros.com and Mobility.mobi. I started with Namepros.com in 2005 but only started posting
about .mobi late in 2006 when the land rush was going on. Mobility.mobi is a fresh new dot-mobi
forum dedicated to those of us who want to see .mobi succeed. We share opinions, ideas and
development suggestions there. There is no negativity to be found regarding .mobi on mobility.mobi.

Q// Where do you work from? (city, country)
I work from home on the Internet in Anderson county, South Carolina.

Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I do chat master work and data entry work on my computer. I have 4 children and 3 are still home, so
this is the best choice for my family.

Q// How did you hear about Dotmobi?
I saw the information on an announcement on eurodns.com. They are a site that I had great success in
registering very good .es names. I read the article and began making a list of names I wanted to
preregister. I felt that .mobi was incredibly different from any other extension. For mobile devices..
there are so many mobile devices. What a concept!

Q// When exactly did you hear about Dotmobi?
I believe it was May of 2006. I sent in preregistrations for the land rush in July, but unfortunately I
was not aware of the 'reserved and premium' lists. I had tried to preregister names like news, bingo,
weather, wall street, poker, etc. I had a list of over 25 names I had paid to preregister. I had well over
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$2000 in registration fees charged to my credit card. When I saw that none of my names were grabbed,
I was disappointed to say the least.
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Q// When did you buy your first domain name?
My very first successful name was SellHomes.mobi. Registered Sept 25, 2006.

Q// Why exactly do you think .mobi will be valuable? Why did you decide to invest in it?
I have been buying and selling domains since 1998, but nothing compares to the excitement of .mobi.
I believe the .mobi is not the same as .com. I think .com is for the static web and will always be the #1
choice for the non-mobile Internet. Most of the programs and software that we use on the regular
Internet will not work on mobile phones for a very long time. They take up too much bandwidth with
all the graphics, flash, and other resource-eating applications. I think .mobi has a real purpose in the
mobile web simply because it is slim and trim. It’s easy to pull up .mobi sites on the phone or any
mobile device. The information is more relevant and there is no time wasted when searching for
information. It’s right there, right now.
I invested in it because I believe in it. I believe that yes, many .com sites can create re-directs, sub
domains and nice little mobile formatted sites, but I also do not believe that everyone will do that with
their dot com sites. This will cripple the mobile web, as no one will know what type of name, what sub
domain or string of words to use to get to these mobile-friendly sites if they are even created. With
.mobi its simple, and people like simple.
I believe that there will come a time in the very near future, when the mobile web becomes 'every day'.
When this happens, the masses will appreciate the ease of typing .mobi for their information rather
than mob/something.com, wap/something.com, mobile/wap/something.com or any number of
selected paths that do not include a simple .mobi. I think that it will become natural for people to
instinctly type .com for the static web and .mobi for the mobile web. I want to be there when this
happens.

Q// Are you a developer? As of today, what are your plans regarding development of your .mobi
names?
I have plans for all of my names. The question is, do I have the time to develop all of them? I think
what most of us 'domainers' do, is we get the names we see potential in, we end up with dozens or
hundreds.. sometimes thousands of names. We select the ones we want to develop first and select a
group to sell to help pay for the development of other names.

Q// How many domains do you hold approximately, as of today ( please include date in your answer)?
Today is July 3, 2006 and I have 805 domain names with 513 being .mobi. The most I have ever had
at one time was 1150 domain names. This was before .mobi was announced.

Q// Are you an investor in any other extensions? Which ones? How many names? Tell us a bit about
it.
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As stated above, 513 of the 805 are .mobi. The rest are .com (251), .net (18),.org (16), and a few .biz
(3), eu.com (3) and 1 .us. I had some wonderful .be and .es names, but sold them all.

Q// What are the ten domains that you think most valuable or are you most proud of?
Top 10.. that’s hard but I will try. Strictly .mobi top 10:
900Pay.mobi
ExpressCash.mobi
iJams.mobi
iPromote.mobi
JobSpace.mobi
mSecurity.mobi
SellHomes.mobi
SinglesForum.mobi
VirusRemover.mobi
WirelessBank.mobi

Q// Why are you proud of them?
Well it’s hard to choose 10 of over 500, but these seemed to be most appealing to me today.
They all cover some of the most important uses and applications of the mobile web at this point;
money, music, advertising, jobs, security, real estate, dating virus protection and banking.

17) Any other comments about you or your story that you would like to add (you, your family, your
dreams, your motivations, your enemies, Internet, the future, the past, .mobi's, naysayers...anything
you want to tell the world)

My dreams are, of course, to make some money and give my family some security. That is paramount.
My motivations are, again, my family. I have no enemies.
I think that the future of the Internet is solid. There is no turning back now. I think that it will be a
daily routine to check your emails, site stats, sales, and messages on your personal website. I believe a
very large amount of commerce will be completely via the web. I believe we will all have at least 2
computers/laptops in each home in the more wealthy countries and that .com will be the default
extension for every PC search. I believe that almost everyone in the world will have a mobile device of
some kind, including
children, within the next few years and .mobi will be the default ext for searches.
I am torn with saying anything to the naysayers at this point, because it is still 'in the works'. There is a
real possibility that .mobi will not pan out as we hope it does. But then there is always that chance that
it will be all we think it could be. It’s up to the masses and their use of .mobi and its up to the
marketing and advertising and USE .mobi. A lot of that falls into our hands. Those who invested in
.mobi have an opportunity to make it work, but we must develop our sites and give people something
to see.
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THIS BOOK CAN ONLY GET BETTER WITH
YOUR FEEDBACK!
Have I forgotten anything? Do you know any interesting example of the things I expose here?
Send me your tips to info(at)trendirama.com
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In some of the things I say in this book...

I may be wrong 
I just don’t know exactly where.
But you can...

help me notice it!
Submit your
comments
Thank you!
Javier Marti

info@trendirama.com
“The person who doesn’t make mistakes is unlikely to do anything”
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"I am not young enough to know everything." --Oscar Wilde

APPENDIX
Forum posts, opinions and miscellaneous comments

“I want to see a phonograph in every American home”

Get it?!
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Today marked to me a milestone in mobi's reach... I got my first spam email that directed me to
a mobi site! In the interest of not letting the spam people benefit I will refrain from giving out
the site's name (no it is not from any company you would have ever heard of) but it was related
to gambling. Anyway, thought it was funny.
Cac14850 - NamePros Member - 20/8/07

The formation of Mobility.mobi
As explained to me by private message by a member of both forums, that asked me to remain
anomymous (unedited, as first posted):

The exodus from Namepros.com towards Mobility.mobi~
In the early period there was a lot of threads with pros, cons, merits of, skeptism of, blah blah, on the
viability of and need for the Dotmobi extension. As there have been previous extensions released,
.biz, .info, .eu, that have been basically determined to be failures, poorly handled and filled with
fraud, a lot of speculating on them came to be an overall bust for many. So that feeling of course was
taken to this extension by many. Some more than others.
As time went by, there were more and more threads that ended up getting quite heated between
posters. There became an obvious prevelant few that would keep posting negative remarks, criticisms
etc. to more or less egg things on. The thing was, that many of these prevelant 'fews', had no mobi
domains, or very few, but would keep harping down on the extensions. They would keep posting and
posting.
As some complained about them and their posts, it was thrown back at the mobi crowd, that they
were just whining and afraid to listen, or read, anything negative about mobi. It was repeatedly
pointed out by the mobiers, that that was not the case, that we/they just wanted to discuss things and
the various news we found without being critiqued all the time by those that had no interest in the
extension, but would come in to the forum just to stir things up. Negatives/downsides were
welcomed, but the harsh uncalled for ridicule and criticisms were basically out of hand. It was
pointed out that there were a select few doing this. However it was continually thrown back that
'everyone had a right' to post, and that the mobiers were just whiners!
It got so, that any post made on mobi news, was turned into a back forth battle on it. And as a few of
the instigators were either old/big time .commers, or friends/relatives of, or were, management, that
mgmnt more or less sided with the whiner theory. In other forums there, there are/were rules that
were to be adhered to on civility and respect to posters, but they were not applied equally to the mobi
forum. It was noted repeatedly, that the mobiers just wanted a place to discuss without the constant
and uncalled for bashing, and that they would dissipate away because of such if it wasn't controlled
better. The straws/postings kept piling, and then, the camels back broke!
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German humor (?!): Nokia. “Connecting people”
http://haha.nu/creative/german-rose-monday-carnival/

Whining time: thinking of writing a book…? Don’t!
“Blogging is very different from creating an information product. It’s easier to write when you
can write about anything in your niche. It’s takes much more mental effort to take one topic and
create a quality information product about it. If you’re a blogger and are thinking of selling
your content, make sure you know what you’re getting into. The learning curve is steeper than
you think.”
http://www.netbusinessblog.com/warning-blogging-can-stunt-your-ability-to-create-an-information-product/

I wish I could say writing this book was a pleasurable experience, but it was not.
To begin with, writing my first book in a language other than my mother tongue (Spanish) has been
quite a challenge. The unraveling of the greatest economic recession the world has seen in 80 years,
important changes in my life and the rate of mobile-related news coming my way complicated things
even more.
Besides, writing a book like this today is both, easier, and more difficult than ever.
It is easier because theoretically all the information needed to make it possible is available at the click
of a button. If it ever existed, most probably someone talked about it and published it somewhere.
And that’s also what makes it more difficult than ever. Wading through the thousands of pages of data
available on the Internet is an arduous and highly time-consuming task. Plus, in the technology field,
this data is changing all the time, sometimes becoming obsolete days after it is published. Thus, this
book had to be re-written several times in the last few months.
On top of that, it is now easier than ever to create and publish one’s own book, so there has never been
so much information competing for so little attention available.
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Harsh criticism is also guaranteed from the very first moment that this book sees the light. I am
prepared to see my writing dissected by more knowledgeable specialists on each one of the fields that I
talk about. They will quickly and rightly show me the smallest flaws in my reasoning, data sources,
and writing style. Whereas this is not necessarily a bad thing, having one’s ego bashed left and right is
not either a pleasurable experience…
Oh, yes, and this book is free, so I won’t be making money out of selling copies of it. That’s what I
call a lose-lose situation!
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About tenacity, dissapointment and dreams
On 19/3/08, GF4444, a new member of the Mobility.mobi forum, expressed his concerns about the
difficulties re-selling Dotmobi domain names, in a thread entitled “Mobi market dying”:
……..

It's IMPOSSIBLE to move a lot of these names. I see a lot of great Dotmobi's that would be
excellent in .COM that nobody wants in Dotmobi.
I feel like I wasted a lot of money betting on Dotmobi, and now I can't even cut my losses.
Your thoughts? Am I crazy?
……
Below is my response:
……
My quick two cents: like a plane that cannot crash before it moves, so is Dotmobi right now. We are
heading towards the runway. Ahead of us, a variable but strong frontal wind -the economy- threatens
to slow down or temporarily abort our take off. Nonetheless, the plane is good, the sky is bright, and
we know we are ready to fly.

Is it time to get off the plane? For some, it is. If you have a better plane to catch, just
do it! Don't waste your time on this one. Or maybe your destination is not too far away. In that
case, grab a car, a motorbike, a bicycle...anything will do.
Now if you don't have a better plan...just hold on and read your piloting manuals once more. You are
going to need them to safely guide you to your destination sooner than you think, since even the
flight won't be without problems.
Most people in this forum are pilots. They're commited to their dream...they like flying and will
defend their plane and their skills to the end.
I won't be the one to tell you what plane is right for you, or whether you are a pilot or not. Only you
know that.
But I do strongly invite you to look around, learn more about your environment -planes, the weather,
Geography...it is all interconnected- before doubting the capacity of the plane to take you where you
want to go. The plane is fine...don't worry...much better than any other plane right now. However, the
conditions are changing and it is not wise to try a take off before the right moment, and an accident
can happen anytime. It is the risk inherent to planes and flying...like business...isn't it? Calculated
risks...probability...luck...it is all there...it is a fact of life.
In any case, at the right time, most people in this forum will be flying. Although most of us don't
know exactly where we are going, we just feel that we'll know how to get there once we are up in the
air. Some call it faith, some intuition...some call it blind fanatism.
No matter what it is, if you want to fly with us, I advise you to use this time to sharpen your skills or
get off the plane right now, for your own good.
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Regardless of what you finally decide, just leave doubts aside. Remember
that no matter where you go, there will never be a perfect plane, perfect
weather, a perfect flying plan...
If you are not comfortable flying, stay on the ground, but don't get into the plane with a shaky hand
and sweaty palms...or you may crash before take off.
"If you don't know where you are going...any path will take you there"
(Rabbit, Alice in Wonderland)
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Beware of the oasis that is not there: developing names in the wrong niches
>>I see no future of plans that include a bundling of navigation and map
>>content when this is already free.

VERY.GOOD.POINT. Not only free, but you know who you'll have to compete
with if you get into certain niches...don't you?
Say that I register a name that is good for video purposes. Most probably, I'll
have to eventually compete with youTube mobile, correct? (+Dailymotion and
others)
Say that I set up a mobile social bookmarking site. Most probably I'll have to
compete with Facebook and mySpace, correct? (and Nokia's, and others)
So is it a good decision to invest my time and my money in niches that are -yes,
"potentially" very profitable but- saturated with experienced companies that can
spend in a month one million dollars more than I can throw at this project
during its whole existence? I do not think so.
Remember these words: the mobile domainers that do best are those who
identify -today- and develop sites in niches apparently so small that these big
companies either are not interested in, or will get there a bit too late.
Only then we have hopes of a "big break".
Do we really think that Google does not have a strategy to get into mobile
mapping? Well, they're doing it already...(e.g. iPhone)
Do we really think that Facebook will ignore mobile or leave it until it is so late
that they'll have to buy us out? I doubt it.
One of the worst things that can happen to a domainer is to get carried away
with the potential rewards we see in the horizon and spend all his/her time
developing names that will be crushed in an instant when these companies get
into the game. Particularly if he has a portfolio of names in more
realistic/smaller niches that he could develop before and more profitable. This is
particularly true if said domainer is on a shoestring budget.
If you are going to create something to rival the biggest tech companies on
earth, it should be already online and kicking today (users, revenue...). Then
you may have a slight chance of making it or at least being bought (e.g. Admob)
In my opinion, we have to be humble and rational and realize that these
companies are seeing the opportunity too, as we do. The fact that they move
very slowly -like a transatlantic ship rather than as one of our small speed
boats- does not mean that they're not moving in our direction.
Of course there is scope to create new companies and some of our mobile
projects could be the next youTube. After all, youTube were pioneers in what
they did and/or the way they did it.
And don't get me wrong, please. I don't want to spoil the party. I am just trying
to leave a note for all of us to remember to keep the head cool and analyze
really well where we spend our time and money, our hopes and dreams.
Today we are still on time to choose our niches to develop. Now is the moment.
Choose wisely.
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………

Posted by newdomainer, http://Mobility.mobi/showthread.php?t=5693

A riddle...
A&B
What are we?
B can do what a or B do but only B can be A and yet will always be a B,
an A can do what an A does and an A can be B if you want it to be but A will only ever be an
A or a B but never both!
Do you really want to know?
The answer is:
a is a .com
b is a Dotmobi
a Dotmobi can be used like a .com but will always remain compliant as a Dotmobi site.
a Dotcom can be used like a Dotmobi or a .com (you can build a mobi compliant site on a .com if
you want to) but it will never pass that all .coms will ever be Dotmobi compliant...
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Useful and interesting websites
Official dotmobi websites
• MLTD website
• Dotmobi blog
• Dev.mobi
Forums
• MobilityDotmobi – mobi forum
• Namepros.com / Dotmobi – mobi forum
• DNJournal.com
Tools
• Trellian
• Wordtracker
• Overture
Other interesting websites
• Communities Dominate Brands
• Abiro Mobile News
• Mobile Crunch
• The Register – Mobile
• GoMo News
• Direct Navigation Market
• Domain Sponsor
• DN Hour
• DN Journal

WARNING: HANDLE WITH CARE
1. Some of these websites contain good and bad information in equal measure
2. Conservative, elitist, outdated views on the domain world present in some of these links
insidedomaining.blogspot.com/
domainnamewire.com/
david-carter.com/blog/
blogs.business2.com/sloan/
domainnamenews.com/
domainersgazette.com/
tropicalseo.com/
dnjournal.com/
dmueller.com/
elliotsblog.com/
namebrief.com/
blog.domaintools.com/
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Good overall blog, holds useful information and links for the amateur domainer although it is
not updated anymore:
Sevenmile.com
Good blog. Technical and logical approach to parking and domaining in general:
Whizzbangsblog.com/
Latest tablet and UMPC news
http://pencomputing.com/TabletPC/
How to get started as a domainer
http://www.avivadirectory.com/domain/?p=3
Latest Dotmobi news
http://Mobility.mobi/forumdisplay.php?f=53
http://www.namepros.com/dot-mobi/
Other
http://www.analytica1st.com
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